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ABSTRACT
A house of one’s own:
challenges and re-definitions of female subjectivity and domestic space in Italian women writers
from the 1950s to the early 2000s.
by
Nicole Paronzini
Advisor: Giancarlo Lombardi

With an in-depth analysis of selected Italian novels written by female writers from the
1950s to the early 2000s, this dissertation addresses and discusses the challenging relationship
between female identity and the home, perceived both as constraining space and metaphor of
human interiority. The projects aim to show that these characters, as representative of the female
individual, are capable to use the domestic space as a privilege universe in which re-defining
themselves, modifying their own and other perception as passive objects of patriarchal society to
the one of subjects in fieri.
If, on one hand, the house has been for decades associated with female confinement, as a
restrictive space where the woman is exiled, on the other hand these characters show how a
woman, through a change involving and evolving around herself and the house, can re-define her
role, even within those limits. This happens not only by challenging the patriarchal rules but also
thanks to an innovative appropriation of the same spaces that patriarchy wanted – and still
largely wants – to impose over women. In this way, women can confront the laws of submission
forced upon them by male power and challenge them for an active definition of their identity.
While traditionally the woman endured a centripetal force that would push her from the
outside into the domestic space, associated with security and protection, this project aims to
show the ability of the chosen writers to create literary examples where the female character
deals, at the opposite, with a centrifugal force coming from the house walls to the social space,
from centuries considered the predominant place of men.
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INTRODUCTION
For centuries, the image of the queen of Ithaca, Penelope, as the woman who patiently
waits for her husband’s return to the family home has resonated as the representation of the
traditional role of women as “angels of the hearth”. Iris Marion Young explains this clearly when
she writes that
For millennia the image of Penelope sitting by the hearth and weaving, saving and
preserving the home while her man roams the earth in daring adventures, has defined one
of Western culture’s basic idea of womanhood. Many other cultures historically and
today equate women with home, expecting women to serve men at home and sometimes
preventing them from leaving the house. (190)
Penelope is the woman of the house par excellence, the cherished wife who, for two decades,
remains faithful to her husband, hoping for his safe return. While still technically the queen, she
has no real power, being only in charge of domestic tasks that are attributed to the female
presence in the house. Canonically speaking, Penelope becomes the symbol of the female
individual forced to passively accept the dictates of tradition. Without the presence of a man by
her side, she is in fact unable to access any social spaces and is instead segregated within the
more feminized rooms of the palace which is her home. This is evident, for example, in book I of
the Odyssey, when Penelope, saddened by the bard Phémeius’s song about the fall of Troy, begs
him to stop his mournful chant. The scene takes place in the banquet room, the most social space
of the palace, where the suitors and her son, Telemachus, are gathered together in leisure time.
There, Telemachus himself rebukes his mother for her audacity in interrupting a social meeting
of men and sends her back to her rooms, de facto silencing her by usurping her right to speak in
the public presence of male power: “But go now to your room; tend to your tasks, / the distaff
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and the loom; your women can / complete the work that they began. Leave speech / to men: to all
those here and—most—to me; / within this house, I have authority” (Book I, vv. 357-361).
Deprived of any social control, Penelope in her room, she is permitted to attend only to
typical feminine activities as approved by patriarchal power. The weaving of the funeral cloth for
her father-in-law is another example that comes to represent the restrictions and the
repetitiveness of domestic labor for her and many others alike. In this regard, in 1984 Franco
Mollia writes that Penelope is the example of repressed womanhood forced to replicate the same
empty gestures of domestic work over and over:
La tela tessuta e disfatta rappresenta l’attività domestica che la donna esercita da
millenni: «preparare cibi, mangiare, rigovernare, ricominciare la stessa operazione per la
cena, ripetere lo stesso il giorno dopo, sporcizia e lavatura, e poi ancora panni sporchi e
panni puliti», in un ritmo ripetitivo che lascia solo vuoto e stanchezza (333-334).
While the dyad woman-household has been used both as a praise for the traditional
feminine role and, in opposing terms, as a mean to denounce the limitations imposed upon
women by traditional societies, the concept of home has been of great interest for centuries to
scholars through diverse fields of study and perspectives. Many philosophers and critics have
discussed the opposition between public and private space, considering also the role of the home
in relation to the historical, psychological and social development of humankind. For example, in
his widely known text The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962), Jürgen
Habermas points out that private and public are ancient Greek categories. In the city-state based
Greek society, the sphere of the polis, the realm of law debates and decision-making, was
“strictly separated from the sphere of the oikos” (3), the space of personal property of land and
slaves which belonged to the head of the family. Habermas continues to explain that the
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distinction between res publica and res privata transitioned from Greek to Roman society and
continued up through the Middle Ages, though in this later period it lacked a standardized usage
(5). Later, Renaissance societies witnessed a restoration of this division, to which it was given a
normative power (4), and from this point on, male individuals of the upper classes would
strengthen their presence as public personae and therefore display their social authority.
Habermas pinpoints the final step for the creation of a solid distinction between private and
public within the rise and growth of the bourgeoisie, which claimed a progressively stronger
social power, to match their already achieved economic status. Habermas goes on to describe a
parallelism between the formation of a strong bourgeois class and a standardized division
between public and private space. To this, it can be added that, to paraphrase Raffaella Sarti’s
words, the rise of the petite-bourgeoisie between 1700 and 1800 brought about a progressive
differentiation between the feminized private sphere and the masculine public one (25). 1
Among the modern thinkers who showed a strong interest in the relationship between
human subjectivity and home space is Martin Heidegger who in 1954 wrote “Building, dwelling,
thinking” (translated in English in 1971), broadly considered one of the most influential essays
on modern architectural thinking. Here, Heidegger links the two concepts of building and
dwelling; for him, dwelling constitutes the way humans exist: in fact, the old German word
bauen means ‘to dwell ‘but also ‘to protect’ and ‘to cherish’ (Heidegger 349). This means that an
analysis of home-building that goes beyond the modern concept of functionality connects the
individual and the rest of the world. Heidegger shows how inhabiting a specific place allows
people to be one with their surroundings; moreover, it is related to the way human beings are
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Referring to the rise of the middle class in England between late 1700 and early 1800, Nancy Armstrong talks about the raise of
what she calls the domestic woman, pointing out how “countless of conducts books and works of instruction for women
represented a specific configuration of sexual features as those of the only appropriate woman for men to all levels of society to
want as a wife.” (59)
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(exist) on Earth, which therefore attaches this concept to the emotional state of the person who
“dwells”. Building upon the idea that modern societies have lost connection to the origins of
building and dwelling (349), the philosopher concludes his argument stating that the essential
function of dwelling is a manifestation of one’s identity.
A few years later, in 1957, French philosopher Gaston Bachelard published his famous
text The Poetics of Space, in which he elaborates a phenomenology of domestic space showing
how the home boundaries exceed the geometric perimeter of the house, becoming a space of
deep intimacy for everyone connected to the home. According to Bachelard, the house is the
space where the greatest expression of personal experience takes place. Through a type of
analysis that he conceptualized as topoanalysis, Bachelard offers a reading of the house as a
symbol of the inner state of the individuals inhabiting the house.
While Bachelard and Heidegger’s analyses of the relationship between individuals and
domestic space are philosophical, based on symbolic interactions and the connection among
physical space, individual identity and external world, respectively, other philosophers shed light
on the social and historical importance of the realities constituted through the construction of the
domestic space. Among them is Michel Foucault who, without offering a systematic
interpretation of space per se, makes it undeniably an essential element of many of his inquiries.
In his essay “Of other spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias” (1967), he defines the issue of space as
one of the great anxieties of the modern era. He further elaborates this notion by examining how,
through modern scientific knowledge, space becomes a way to implement knowledge and power.
For Foucault, the creation of space is never neutral and independent of social implications but in
fact quite the opposite, as scholar Miloje Grbin explains, “space includes its socio-functional
properties and goals and has cultural-symbolic and representative layers” (309). Sarti adds to
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this, in her essay “Spazi domestici e identità di genere tra età moderna e contemporanea” (2013),
that Foucault relates the identification of spaces with the formation of personal identity (15) in
connection to social environments.
Similarly stressing the connection between the domestic space and social practices is
Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life (original title Art de Faire 1980; English
translation, 1984). Here, de Certau presents the home, among other elements, as a form of
everyday practice which ordinary people, the users of culture, can manipulate to resist the
structure of the ruling power. In other words, the practices of everyday life, including inhabiting,
are a way (or tactic, as he calls it) individuals in society may use to resist the dominant ideology.
In this sense, relevant for the present project is the suggestion that the limited role of women in
the house can be subverted through tactics of reconfiguration.
Lastly, an historical approach to the origin of the concept of private life is offered by
French historians Philippe Aries and Georges Duby who, starting in 1987, curated an
encyclopedic work in five volumes called A History of Private Life. The work aims to analyze
the development of private life of individuals and families in different European countries, from
early Roman society to the twentieth century. In the introduction to the last volume, Antoine
Prost writes that public and private life must each be defined through opposition of concepts, as
they both evolve in connection to social and historical settings (3). Regarding the role of women
within this distinction, Prost points out a shift of perception:
For generations, the ideal for women had been to stay home and take care of the
household. For a woman to work outside the home was a sign of extreme poverty and
abjection. In what must be counted as one of the major evolutions of the twentieth
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century, housework is now considered a form of alienation, of subjugation of men, while
working outside the home is a tangible sign of a woman’s emancipation. (28)
Prost continues to observe that with the distinct ways that work is defined inside versus outside
the household, the progression of gender inequality becomes more evident: “The separation of
home and workplace bestows a new significance on the sexual division of labor; it introduces
into marriage a master-servant relationship characteristic of the bourgeoisie of an earlier period”
(30). However essential it is to understand the development of the binary of public and private
categories as well as the binary of the relationship between individuals and the home, these texts
and the concepts they present are only a small portion of the very broad modes of interpretation
of domesticity, to the point that one may agree with Angelika Bammer that, perhaps, “the best
we can do about home at this point in time is to bring it, in all its complexity, out into the open”
(Bammer in Briganti and Mezey xi).
In their introduction to The Domestic Space Reader (2012), Chiara Briganti and Kathy
Mezei notice that “the social geography of the house itself charts the course of relation between
sexes and classes” (7-8). In addition, they suggest that “the house and home are frequently
perceived as symbols of the self, the psyche and the body” (8). On this note, author and Nobel
Prize winner Alice Munro writes about the female protagonist of her 2015 short story “The
Office” that “She is the house; there is no separation possible” (7). Traditional views and literary
representations of the relationship between women and domestic space, especially in Western
societies, seem to agree on the validity of this association that can be defined as almost
symbiotic. If many suggestions have been made for the house as a mirror of the human self,
further connections can be suggested on its relationship to female identity.
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The concept of domestic space, thus, has become fundamental in the discussion of
women’s position within society, especially when referring to the gendered distinction between
private and public spaces. This is what several feminist approaches to the subject matter have
done, as Thomas McCarthy writes: “[Feminist theories] identified institutional divisions between
the public and the private as a thread running through history of the subordination of women”,
finding “a case study in the sociostructural transformation of a classic form of that division.”
(xiii)2 The feminist perspective on the role of domestic space suggests an even deeper connection
with female identity. Yet at the same time, the intrinsically problematic nature of this bond is
revealed precisely because women are forced to create this connection due to a lack of
alternatives (i.e. independent presence in social settings), making the home in the end an
imposition upon them.3 Sarti adds to this that domestic spaces face devaluation due to their
association with the female presence and vice versa (26).
Nonetheless, while not contradicting in toto this feminist interpretation, this dissertation
aims to present another possible point of view, following what Iris Marion Young says in her
intervention in The Domestic Space Reader:
On the one hand, I agree with feminist critics such as Luce Irigaray and Simone de
Beauvoir that the comforts and supports of house and home historically come at women’s
expense. Women serve, nurture, and maintain so that the bodies and souls of men and
children gain confidence and expansive support for their own identity and projects. Along
with several feminist critics, furthermore, I question the yearning for a whole and stable
identity that the idea of home often represents. Unlike these critics, however, I am not
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At this point, it is necessary to draw a distinction between two nouns used to define domestic space: home and house. Although
here they are used in an interchangeable way, it is nonetheless worth noticing that while the concept of house relates to the
external appearance of the domestic space, the home is much more linked to the idea of private space, to the interior spaces.
3 Moreover, “La condizione femminile era spesso interpretata come condizione in senso lato servile” (Sarti 34).
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ready to toss the idea of home out of the ladder of feminist values. Despite the
oppressions and privileges the idea historically carries, the idea of home also carries
critical liberating potential because it expresses uniquely human values. (190)
Thus, while the main theoretical frame of reference for the present analysis remains the
interpretation of domestic space as a tool of oppression used by androcentric power in society, as
explained by the French-Italian feminist theories from the late 1960s and the years to follow, the
goal is to posit another way of reading the relationship between women and the home, as offered
by Alba de Céspedes, Dacia Maraini, Clara Sereni and Elena Ferrante. Although largely
influenced by the Italian feminist perspective, these writers sought to challenge its rigidity and to
introduce a reinterpretation of the female role under the patriarchal superstructure, which would
offer opportunities to examine and establish new definitions of female agency and female
personal identity.
This idea relates back, for example, to the introductory figure of Penelope and provides
the opportunity to reconsider and even redefine her presence in the household. Penelope, already
mentioned as the traditional representation of the wife imprisoned in the house, is indeed
attending to traditional female activities, namely, her work with the distaff and the loom. Yet she
uses her manual ability to outwit heteronormative power, which is pushing her to remarry a man
who would assure her readmission to the social structure. Penelope then uses the same domestic
labor which is perceived as a patriarchal imposition on women as a way (albeit temporary) to
escape the social pressure of having to choose a suitor. Her action suggests a shift of perception
of house chores and the oppressive state of women in the family home, which is the same idea
several of the Italian women writers presented in this work attempt to do with their female
characters operating in and working around the center of the domestic space. The main
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framework for this analysis is offered by French and Italian feminist theories. Since the field is
particularly rich with contributions, it is necessary to trace a more restricted circle around a
group of scholars whose thoughts are most relevant to the perspective offered on the subject
matter here.4 Apart from de Céspedes’ texts, 5 the novels included in this project share a temporal
proximity with Italian feminist thinkers from the late 1960s to the early 1980s,6 presenting a
virtual dialogue with the feminist cause.
A pivotal part of the ideas behind Italian Feminism is represented by an interpretation of
the theories of sexual difference as elaborated by Belgian-born philosopher and psychoanalyst
Luce Irigaray. The theorization of sexual difference was at that time based on the concept of
symbolic order, which, according to French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, was a set of organized
meanings embodied in language. The aim of the feminist theories that emerged following
Irigaray’s teaching was to challange the symbolic order and the social and cultural practices
along with it by creating a feminine-subjective position. Irigaray criticized Lacan’s definition of
the theory of the subject as properly male. According to Lacan the phallus, identifiable as a
property of the father, represents the patriarchal law. Thus, the inequality between male and
female naturally follows the articulation of the symbolic order as a division between male power
based on the property of the phallus, and female subservience based on the absence of the
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The theory of sexual difference, pivotal for this analysis, applies to the issue of feminism and femininity and does not imply an
exclusively binary existence of female/male gender and sex. Judith Butler, for example, criticizes this theory for its fundamental
lack of inclusivity towards other sexual minorities that subvert the binary opposition of male/female. Although this constitutes an
important issue that needs to be addressed, a redefinition of the symbolic order proposed by Irigaray could potentially include, as
an opposition, something other-than the masculine power, which does not necessarily include only women. In addition, the issue
of non-binary gender recognition should not be associated with that related to female condition. In other words, one problem does
not exclude the other, and they can be addressed separately. These issues are different but coherent parts of a broader issue
regarding ‘the other’ and ‘the marginalized’ as categories writ large; here, only a portion of the whole is addressed.
5 De Céspedes has been labeled as feminist herself, although she has always refused to be categorized as such because of her
general dislike of labels. Nonetheless, her novels undeniably present several elements that make them retrospectively “feminist.”
Although I giorni dell’abbandono by Ferrante was chronologically distant from the more tumultuous years of feminist battles,
Ferrante was nonetheless very much influenced by the theorizations of many Italian feminists.
6 Broadly speaking, the European feminist movement can be divided in three waves; the first one is identified with the
suffragettes (the early 1900s), the second one with French-Italian theorists (the late 1960s) and the third one (the late 1980s),
partially shifting the focus from Europe to the United States (Anglo-American Feminism).
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phallus. Irigaray challenges the idea of this male symbolic order by unearthing and exposing the
concept of what she calls the imaginary subsumed within it. In her opinion, Lacan fails to make
clear that in his conceptualization, the symbolic order is the only possible existing order, while
from Irigaray’s feminist perspective there is a reciprocal connection between the symbolic (the
word of the father) and the imaginary (where fantasy and creativity reign and a different
interpretation of the way males and females moved in society is possible).7 To change the
symbolic order, Irigaray argues, we need to recall our fantasies rooted in the imaginary and find
an outlet for these alternative elements in our psyches and bodies. She further believes in the
necessity to redefine society based on sexual difference, which would potentially put an end to
female exploitation.
Deeply influenced by Irigaray’s theories was the work of many important Italian feminist
thinkers, especially those who took part in sociopolitical organizations such as Libreria delle
Donne in Milan (1975) and Diotima in Verona (1983), both of which insisted on the need to
create a new feminine language and to define female authority. A fundamental concept that the
Diotima group proposed was called affidamento (which interestingly is very much criticized by
other feminist philosophers), an idea of female entrustment and bond that could transmit
empowerment and knowledge from generation to generation. Libreria delle Donne and Diotima
are only two of the several feminist groups founded in Italy during the 1970s and later. As
Yasmine Ergas notices in her essay “1968-79—Feminism and the Italian Party System'' (1982),
“autonomous women’s movements have often emerged in the wake of sweeping mass
mobilizations and at the moments of general social crisis” (254), which is what happens in
western Europe (France and Italy, above all) in the late 1960s, when a complex combination of

Irigaray’s definition of the imaginary should not be confused with Lacan’s imaginary stage, the phase where the human subject
creates fantasy images of him/herself and the object of desire.
7
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economic, social and political elements inspired protests from revolutionary movements driven
by students, workers and, soon after, women.
Since its resurgence, the Italian feminist movement has registered a strongly political
component. This is due, as Ergas and others have pointed out, to the social changes experienced
by the new generation of women during the 1950s-1960s. These young women had more
prospects for a career as well as access to contraceptive methods and overall were becoming
more aware of and active in defining their potentialities (259). As this generation of Italian
feminists became more involved with leftist groups and with the political system of the country
overall, they grew more aware of the position of women in the public sphere, identifying what
they felt was a powerful need to change society’s perspective on female participation in
patriarchal society.
Regarding the more philosophical and literary aspects of their theories, Italian feminists
were deeply influenced not only by the conceptualizations of sexual difference and female
writing theorized by Irigaray, but also by the notion of écriture féminine as defined by Helen
Cixious8 and the philosophical conceptualization of Julia Kristeva of the pre-oedipal semiotic
stage of language, which she called the maternal stage. However, as Patrizia Sambuco says,
while both Cixious and Kristeva elaborate theories “for the revaluation of the feminine that at
times have been considered profitable, in particular for literary analysis” (18), it was Luce
Irigaray that offered the concrete possibility of redefining “a position for the female subject –
that is, not a position of rejection and negation in function of the male subject” (18).

8

Based on the idea that women have been speaking and writing through a language that does not belong to them (male-language,
the language of the Father), écriture féminine broadly refers to the appropriation of a mode of written expression by women to
subvert the patriarchal structure of language.
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Many other midcentury feminist thinkers, especially those belonging to the AngloAmerican tradition, proposed an analogous application of these (re)conceptualizations from the
broader sociopolitical and historical contexts to the analysis of literary texts. For example, while
exploring the concept of female agency, Teresa de Lauretis states that women as subjects could
and in fact had to act to change their condition by building a new discourse through the frictions
between the social and linguistic orders. This is what de Lauretis called autocoscienza, a process
of self-analysis through which a woman is able to socially and politically reflect on her
existence. For de Lauretis and others, the novel thus becomes an important resource where
female writers could break down traditional patriarchal narratives and give expression to new
perspectival horizons. De Lauretis, moreover, argues that personal experience molds the way
individuals engage in society, which consequently allows them to see their personal space in
society from both a passive and an active perspective.
This dissertation aims to uncover a connection between the Italian feminist perspective
on gendered space and its literary representation, particularly following the definition of the
connection home-novel offered by Briganti and Mazei:
Both home and novel are constructions that represent, imitate, and enable people to live,
interact, engage publicly, or retreat into privacy ... For writers like Virginia Woolf and
Katherine Mansfield, who foreground home culture in their experimental fictions, novels
and houses furnish a dwelling place that invites the exploration and expression of private
and intimate relations and thoughts. Their use of private domestic space as frame and
metonym of inner, psychological space reflect the recent (nineteenth-century) validation
of privacy and intimacy. (325)
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Although several scholars and critics 9 throughout the decades have been dismissive of strong
feminist readings of the enactment and significance of domestic space for their restrictive
interpretation and rigid division of social grounds into two opposite spheres (the
public/masculine versus the private/feminine), the gendered reading of domestic space has been
demonstrated to be an effective one because it sheds light on the issues of women’s limited yet
complex position in the home. Briganti and Mazei point out that especially during the interwar
period, Western societies experienced “a domestication, feminization, and privatization of
society” (327) where many “feminist” novelists turned their attention to the domestic space. This
renewed focus on the relationship of the female protagonist with the home has been proven to be
of much interest for many Italian women writers in more recent years as well, with mixed
results;10 some work in a more tangential fashion in relation to an orthodox feminist perspective
while others come to challenge it directly.
This dissertation is a metaphorical journey in a traditional Italian home, moving through
the different rooms deeply imprinted by female experience. The thematic approach offered here
avoids the rigidity of a chronological division in favor of a relatively longer historical arc. This
permits the identification of common traits shared by the novels included in this project
regarding the way the female presence is enacted and elaborated in the domestic space in relation
to the fundamental changes in the historical and social conditions for Italian women during the
Mid-Twentieth century. This journey through the textures and terms of female presence in the
domestic space starts with Alba de Céspedes’ Dalla parte di lei (1949), which presents the

Among them, Biddy Martin and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, authors of Feminist Politics: What’s Home Got to Do with it? in
“Feminist Studies/Critical Studies”, 1986.
10 The relationship woman-domestic space is not new to female texts. Among many possible examples, Charlotte Perkins Gilman
in “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892), Virginia Woolf in a Room of One’s Own (1929) and Simone de Beauvoir in La Femme
Rompue (1967), offer a feminist (or proto-feminist) interpretation of the relationship that women have with the domestic space.
Virginia Woolf is the thinker who publicly claims that, for the social success of women (as artists, in her case) they need to have
a personal space that they can claim as their own, just like men, so to be able to develop their personal and professional abilities.
9
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bedroom as the oppressive room par excellence for the protagonist, Sandi, and her mother, Nora.
The kitchen, the room in the house where female labor is exploited the most, is the center of
attention for Clara Sereni, who in Casalinghitudine (1987) and Passami il Sale (2002) gives an
innovative interpretation of women and their relationship to traditional social roles and family
customs. The same chapter features Susanna Tamaro, who, in contrast, presents a deeply
traditional interpretation of the role of women in the kitchen in Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore
(1994), where her protagonist, the elderly Olga, struggles to deal with the changing times and the
validation of what she judges to be dangerous choices made by younger women.
Another Alba de Céspedes’ novel, Prima e Dopo (1956), offers a fundamental
reinterpretation of female presence in a traditionally masculine room, the home office, along
with Elena Ferrante’s I giorni dell’Abbandono (2002). The two novels, although separated by
years of important historical and social achievements for women, are nonetheless connected by
the common interpretation of a room traditionally associated with the male presence in an
otherwise almost exclusively feminized space. Moreover, Ferrante herself defines de Céspedes’s
work as an important source of narrative and an ideological model for her writings (see La
Frantumaglia, 155-159). The final chapter focuses on the complex space of the backyard, with
the two narrative examples of Dacia Maraini’s Donna in Guerra (1975) and Gina Lagorio’s
Tosca dei Gatti (1983). Although traditionally not considered part of the private enclosure within
the walls of the house, the backyard—at times also referred to as the garden—deserves attention
as a space of transition, a threshold separating the strictly private, hidden parts of the house from
the more exposed and visible presence of the woman as she gets closer to the outside world. To
end the project, de Céspedes’ Quaderno Proibito (1952) is discussed as a novelistic
conceptualization of the total absence of personal space for the text’s female protagonist (a
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potential response to the Diotima’s group concept of atopia)11 who finds herself entrapped
within the walls of her own home and inseparably bonded to her traditional role of “angel of the
hearth.”
The main goal of the current project is to give significant examples of the evolution of
fiction by female authors about domestic space and identity and the diverse approaches these
writers have taken despite the seemingly deterministic social settings surrounding the creation
and publication of their novels. Rather than focusing solely on historical context, this project
seeks to generate a continuum of thematic and theoretical references by framing the texts, to
borrow Joshua Reinier’s words, “within an overarching experience of Western patriarchy” (2).
Each text is read as a step in the story of collective evolution in female understanding and
relocation of personal agency, a dialogue that was begun by other female novelists before them
and which continues in more recent years to be deeply relevant alongside, and occasionally in
contrast to, the evolution and achievements of the women’s rights movements. This work will
help to complicate this conversation, by bringing forward examples of female empowerment,
autonomy, agency and liberation on a wider range of terms than originally conceived by previous
feminist analyses.

11

See the last chapter for a definition of this concept and its origin.
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CHAPTER ONE
Domestic female confinement and objectification: the bedroom
Introduction
In their 2004 text Sentenced to Everyday Life: Feminism and the Housewife, Lesley

Johnson and Justine Lloyd define domesticity in Western societies from the 1940s and 1950s as
“a practice of display and appearance” (79), with many domestic arrangements built around the
idea that the kitchen is the center of living spaces which are carefully furnished by the woman of
the house, both to entertain family and guests and to show other women her ability to be a wellprepared and attentive housewife (78). By contrast, the scholars continue, the bedroom in most
middle-class houses, is marginal: “in comparison to the emphasis placed on the living areas …
[the bedroom] was hardly somewhere that one needed to demonstrate to other people one’s taste
for ‘fine things’” (79). Following the same idea, Emanuela Scarpellini and Simona Storchi,
among others, have noted that many Italian bourgeois homes in the nineteenth century were
characterized by a strong division between interior and exterior spaces: “within the house itself
there was a separation between spaces used for public or entirely private use” (Storchi 57). The
living and dining room, the more public rooms of the house, then, displayed the best furniture
and “tended to be full of objects, with no empty spaces” (Scarpellini 34). With the advent of the
bourgeoisie and the increasingly sharper division between public and private sphere, the
bedroom thus became the intimate room par excellence, one of the most personal spaces within
the privacy of the home, protected behind closed doors.

While the bedroom does not need to be shown to others as a symbol of class status, this
room acquires, with the development of a sense of privacy, importance as a space of the self.
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Gisella Bassanini points out that in the shift between what was considered appropriate in the

Middle Ages and in the Renaissance (i.e., sharing the bed with men and women outside the
family circle) and what becomes the norm afterward is very evident: “la camera dove si dorme
diventa così il luogo dell’intimitá, e la sessualità si installa nel segreto dell’alcova lontana da
sguardi inopportuni” (53). Around the eighteenth century, architectural designs start to draw a
clear division between domestic spaces, while “lo spazio di rappresentanza si separa in modo

deciso da quello dell’intimità” (65), which consequently acquires a new significance. Bassanini
notices that the development of the idea of the self and the awareness of its role in society “da
una parte crea un nuovo codice di regole per vivere in società, dall’altra rivendica spazi privati,

chiusi a chiave, dove trovare rifugio, silenzio, segreto, lontano dal rumore della vita collettiva.
L’obiettivo è quello di dividere l’esistenza quotidiana in differenti momenti: quelli per gli altri e
quelli per sé, ciò che è lecito mostrare e ciò che, per contro, non lo è.” (64)
At this important historical moment, the first, timid advent of proto-feminist discourse
shifts the perception of the neutralized presence of women in the domestic space, bringing a
different way of defining the relationship between the individual and the house. This protofeminist critique started to outline the social controls that patriarchy applied towards women: for
example, in contrast with the public sphere, which is the realm of male preeminence, homes are
revealed to be a preferred space where patriarchal societies confine women to control them. The
kitchen and the bedroom are the two rooms most symbolically associated with female
oppression; while the kitchen is linked to female labor and becomes the space of action for the
woman within the limitations of the domestic walls, in the bedroom the female individual loses
any sense of agency. She becomes objectified and required to satisfy her husband’s sexual desire,
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through which she will eventually become pregnant and fulfill the maternal role that society

imposes on her.
One of the most explicit examples in Western literature of the representation of domestic
space as a conscious tool for female oppression is given by Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s famous
short story “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892). A canonical text in feminist literature, the story
focuses on the relation between the woman and the domestic space, marked heavily by an
oppressive patriarchal presence. After the anonymous narrator gives birth to a boy, she and John,
her physician husband, rent a house in the English countryside where she can recover from what
John fails to diagnose as postpartum depression and dismisses instead as a minor nerve-related
issue (what the medical community of the time termed “feminine hysteria”). Against her own
desire, the husband chooses as her accommodation a bedroom on the second floor, which she
very much dislikes: “I don’t like our room a bit. I wanted one downstairs that opened on the

piazza and had roses all over the window, and such pretty old-fashioned chintz hangings! But
John would not hear of it.” (648)
In contrast to the airy, well decorated bedroom she loves, which is opened to the common
areas of the house, the husband chooses a room on a higher floor which he selects for her,
isolated from other social rooms, where “The paint and paper look as if a boys ’school had used
it. It is stripped off – the paper – in great patches all around the head of my bed, about as far as I
can reach, and in a great place on the other side of the room low down. I never saw a worse
paper in my life” (648). While husband and wife discuss her idea to renovate the room (which
John ultimately disapproves of), they point out different elements that make it look like a prison:
“He said that after the wall-paper was changed it would be the heavy bedstead, and then the
barred windows, and then the gate at the head of the stairs, and so on” (649).
18

John is the controlling figure that prevents his wife from developing any sense of agency

and taking advantage of the little freedom she has (i.e., writing, walking in the garden); instead,
he forces her to stay in the bedroom to recover. Unable to defend against male control, the
protagonist accepts her confinement in the bedroom from where she can only watch, from the

window, the open space of the garden on one side and of the bay in the distance on the other
(649). Her sense of isolation in the bedroom grows directly proportional to her detachment from
reality. Her desire to break free translate in a hallucination through which she perceives the
presence of another woman (a symbol of a new self) on the opposite side of the hateful wallpaper
and then liberating her by ripping it away.
Dalla Parte di Lei
Although published in 1892, the short story still resonates nowadays as a milestone of
feminist literature, and it gives a significant example of the role that the bedroom comes to play
within a patriarchal structure of the domestic space. Many female writers have been influenced
by Charlotte Perkins-Gilman’s story, which, more than other texts, has made the relationship
between the female protagonist and the oppressive domestic space the thematic center of the

narrative. In Alba de Céspedes' 1949 novel Dalla Parte di Lei, the narrator, in a confession-like
narration of her life from early childhood to adulthood, also describes her mother’s subjugation
to an ill-fitting role of housewife stuck in a loveless marriage. In this story as well, the bedroom
has a substantial role in the development of male autocracy over the female characters. Like
Perkins Gilman’s story, the bedroom in Dalla Parte di Lei comes to represent an intolerable
symbolic confinement for the women, who rebel against the androcentric domination by
developing a form of detachment from reality, which in the end brings to them tragic
consequences which happen in the bedroom. In de Cespedes’ novel, this room not only
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foregrounds Alessandra’s mother condition, but is also and more importantly the space that

initiates Alessandra’s rebellion against the male-centered system, ending with the murder of her
husband.
Although “The Yellow Wallpaper” differs in substantive ways from Dalla Parte di Lei, it
is worth mentioning another important similarity between the two texts: the concept of hysteria
as a reaction to confinement in the domestic space which is aimed at breaking the female spirit in
search of self-affirmation. Joshua Reinier interprets the hysteria portrayed in “The Yellow
Wallpaper” as a way for the oppressed woman to respond to her subordination within the
boundaries of the patriarchal space and, through hallucination, to experience the ephemeral

liberation of an alter ego: “hysteria has been repurposed by these feminist authors/thinkers
[Perkins Gilman, Ferrante, Cixous and Clément] as a foil for patriarchal, rational and
phallogocentric structures of thought” (1). One could argue that de Céspedes’ characters share
some elements of this type of response to the dominating system; although not completely falling
into the category of traditional “hysterical” women, both Nora (short for Eleonora) and
Alessandra (who are mother and daughter) exhibit some uncontrolled behaviors (i.e.
hallucinations, a feverish state, etc.) directly before making the extreme gesture of taking their
own or someone else’s life. However, what de Céspedes shows in her novel is the final
impossibility for a woman to experience a true sense of agency and to build the strength
necessary to liberate herself through, for example, the creation of an alter ego, which would
allow her, to follow Reinier’s analysis, to construct a new sense of identity in defiance of the

constraints of male power. Nora and Sandi’s extreme acts, suicide for the former and killing of
the husband for the latter, show their overall inability to subvert patriarchal limitations. They are
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likewise unable to create a female-centered discourse with the same tools that male-centric

dominant structures use to oppress them.
Dalla Parte di Lei, narrated by young Alessandra, is presented as a confession, a memoir
written to explain the context and the events that lead to the homicide of her husband. It is also,

and moreover, both an open-hearted plea to other women from whom she seeks understanding
and a condemnation of the status quo where female individuals are expected to comply with
heteronormative rules of submission to their male relatives.12 Lastly, it is also, intradiegetically, a
plea to those who have condemned her, and in that respect, it might be perceived as a
perlocutionary text, aimed at convincing her accusers (even the judge) of her innocence. With
few exceptions, the male characters represent different stages and forms of gender domination,
from the traditional patriarchal figure of the father, to the dismissive, self-involved husband,
Francesco, as well as some other minor male figures that are either a slightly different version of
the same male power or too weak to represent a positive exception. By contrast, the numerous
female characters presented in the novel stand out for their resilience, strength and awareness of
their existential challenges and social obstacles, making this text a polyphonic narration about
shared female struggles. Thus, although the novel is told by and focused on the protagonist,
Alessandra (Sandi), many other female characters play a fundamental role in the story and
contribute to creating that sense of belonging that is typical of many de Céspedes’ narratives.13

12

Lucia Re, among others, reports Mussolini’s 1932 speech on women to show their generalized condition during the fascist
years: “La donna deve obbedire. … Nel nostro Stato essa non deve contare” (78). Marco Innocenti follows on the same line, with
his book Le signore del Fascismo: “La donna [del Ventennio] è sottoposta all’uomo. … Ha più doveri che diritti. Dolce, passiva,
rassegnata, si adegua al suo destino” (5). These connections are extremely relevant for Dalla Parte di Lei, which takes place in
the early fascist years and during WWII.
13 Interesting in this sense is a comparison with Irene, the protagonist of Prima e dopo, who is characterized by masculine
attributes and, for this reason, struggles to feel a sense of belonging to the category of oppressed women.
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Sandi’s small family consists of herself, her mother, Eleonora, and her father, Ariberto.14

Eleonora is blond, skinny and almost waifish, a musician who teaches piano to the children of
the rich Roman bourgeoisie, while her father, a very traditional Italian man, is tall, strong and
dark. Ariberto represents the typical patriarchal figure, the head of the family whose presence
alone in the house shifts the energy of the otherwise merry existence of the women: Sandi,
Eleonora and the old servant, Sista. Sandi’s father is constantly surveilling the women in the
house: “Mio padre era un uomo alto e robusto … Vestiva sempre di scuro … Parlava poco: si
accontentava per lo più di scuotere la testa in segno di disapprovazione mentre mia madre
discorreva vivacemente.” (Dalla Parte di Lei 12) While Sandi spends only few words to describe

her father, and in general does not show much zeal when referring to him, the opposite is true of
her attitude towards her mother, whom she is often compared to, not only for their physical but
also their psychological resemblance:

Mia madre si chiamava Eleonora. Da lei avevo ereditato il colore chiaro dei capelli. Era
così bionda che, quando sedeva contro la luce della finestra, i suoi capelli sembravano
candidi e io rimanevo attonita a guardarla come se avessi avuto una visione della sua
futura vecchiezza. I suoi occhi erano azzurri, la pelle trasparente: questi caratteri le
venivano da una madre austriaca, la quale era stata un’artista drammatica piuttosto nota.
(14)
The contrast between mother and father is plain and suggests an opposition of characters
symbolized by physical appearance: thinness versus robustness, weakness versus strength,
paleness versus darkness of traits, blue eyes versus dark eyes, eloquence versus taciturnity, and
so on. The similar look of Nora and Sandi serves as a concrete way to separate them from the

14

An older brother, Alessandro, died at three years old, before she was born.
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rest of the women, a suggestion of their originality of character, which the father does not

hesitate to point out. Ariberto uses his comments on the women’s appearance as a means by
which to control them. On this note, Francesco Ghera reads the paternal critique as one of the
tools that patriarchy uses to cast out women who do not comply to their role: “Nella guerra tra
Alessandra e la società maschilista, il patriarcato adotta una strategia di attacco (una delle tante)
su due fronti: da un lato tenta di definirla come eccentrica, una reietta e una pazza, dall’altro fa in
modo che lei stessa si percepisca in questo modo.” (675)
Nora and Sandi’s physical features reflect their unique internal traits, which they have
inherited from Nora’s mother, Editta, an Austrian dramatic actress whose memory Nora15 brings
to life for her daughter a few times a year: “Due o tre volte l’anno mia madre –nei rari pomeriggi
di vacanza che si concedeva- mi faceva sedere accanto a sé, apriva la scatola “delle fotografie” e
mi mostrava i ritratti della nonna. Figurava sempre molto elegante nei suoi vestiti di scena, con
vistosi cappelli adorni di piume o vezzi di perle tra i capelli sciolti” (Dalla Parte di Lei 14). In
the same box there are also the photos of the paternal side of the family, “una famiglia di piccoli
possidenti abruzzesi, poco più che contadini. Donne dal seno colmo, stretto nel busto nero, i

capelli spartiti e calanti in due grevi smerli ai lati del volto massiccio” (14). Within these family
memories lie an artist impersonating famous tragic heroines on the stage, living a life of passions
on the one hand, and country women, wives and mothers dressed in black, on the other. The

contrast lives and develops in Alessandra and eventually calls for a choice about the type of
woman that she wants to become.
Surrounded by the love of her mother and the devoted attention of the servant Sista,

Sandi grows up in a restricted feminine world, where the presence of men is perceived as
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Note here the nomen omen: Nora, Sandi says, was named after Ibsen’s famous tragic heroine from A Doll House (1879).
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intrusive and unwanted. For example, she remembers a day when she caught the father sensually

kissing the bare shoulder of her mother and reacts with great rage:
Avevo ancora negli occhi il viso di mio padre che sorrideva in maliziosa complicità con
mia mamma. Per la prima volta l’avevo sentito entrare nel nostro raccolto mondo

femminile come un insidioso nemico. Mi sembrava fino allora che egli fosse una creatura
di razza diversa, a noi affidata, cui si dovessero soltanto cure materiali. Solo queste,
infatti, sembravano interessarlo. (17)
From an early age, Alessandra perceives that men and women live a different existence, not only
through the example of her mother, who moderates her existence in many ways including by
changing her behavior when her husband is present in the house, but also through the lives of the
other women around. When speaking of the modest apartment building where she lives with her
family, Sandi notes:
Gli uomini vi si vedevano raramente, nel corso della giornata: erano quasi tutti impiegati,
gente avvilita dalle continue strettezze, i quali uscivano presto al mattino, rientravano a
ore fisse con un giornale in tasca o sotto il braccio. Il grande casamento sembrava, quindi,
abitato soltanto da donne: a loro, in realtà, apparteneva l’incontrastato dominio di quella
scala buia che esse scendevano e salivano innumerevoli volte al giorno. (20)
The bleak external appearance of the building hides a peaceful internal common yard, which is

the chosen space for women to share some peaceful moments: “Nel cortile le donne vivevano a
loro agio, con la dimestichezza che lega coloro che abitano un collegio o un reclusorio” (21).
Protected from the public eye and liberated from the intrusive presence of men, the inner

courtyard of the building is an enclosure where women can share the struggles they experience
from their repressed co-existence with their husbands:
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Ma tale convivenza, piuttosto che dal tetto comune, nasceva dal fatto di conoscere

reciprocamente la faticosa vita che conducevano: attraverso le difficoltà, le rinunce, le
abitudini, un’affettuosa indulgenza le legava, a loro stessa insaputa. Lontane dagli sguardi
maschili, si mostravano veramente quali erano, senza la necessità di portare avanti una

gravosa commedia. (21)
Sandi’s words may appear to carry innocence and lack of awareness that come from her
young age. However, through her the presence of de Céspedes herself is strongly perceived, as
she openly denounces the condition of women during the first years of the fascist dictatorship
after WWII.16 Eleonora’s change of attitude around her husband is echoed by the behavior of the
other women around as they carry out what de Céspedes calls a burdensome recital of their life
(21), forced to comply with a role defined by the expectations of society:
Il primo sbattere delle imposte era il segno d’avvío alla giornata, come la campanella in

un convento di monache. Tutte, rassegnate, accettavano, col nascere di un nuovo giorno,
il peso di nuove fatiche: si davano pace considerando che ogni loro gesto quotidiano era
appoggiato a un altro simile compiuto, al piano di sotto, da un’altra donna ravvolta in

un’altra sbiadita vestaglia. (21)
These women’s familiarity with the domestic space and the objects that fill it allows them to
create a silent yet strong net of support and communication that helps each of them to face their
daily housework. In this regard, Maria Rosaria Vitti-Alexander states that “L’Italia di de
Céspedes é ancora prepotentemente maschilista, è un mondo in cui gli uomini «agiscono» e la
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About a decade earlier, in Nessuno torna indietro (1938), as Carole Gallucci notices, de Céspedes is already clearly
challenging the ideal model of womanhood proposed by fascist ideology, shaping her female character in a way that
“independently stands in contrast to the Fascist cultural model of the “New Woman” as “exemplary wife and mother” (sposa e
madre esemplare; Meldini 1975) (201).
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donna è sempre «agita».” (103-104) However, although these women are the subordinates to the

patriarchal system, they show the ability to create an alternative language with which they
communicate from their restricted space of the home that works towards the exclusion of men:
Nessuna avrebbe osato arrestarsi, per tema di arrestare il moto di un preciso ingranaggio.

E, anzi, in tutto ciò che faceva parte della loro vita casalinga inconsapevolmente
avvertivano la presenza di un modesto valore poetico. Una cordicella che correva da una
loggia all’altra per meglio stendere i panni era simile a una mano che si tendesse
premurosa; cestini saltellavano da un piano all’altro soccorrendo, con un utensile
prestato, un’improvvisa necessità. (21)
Clotilde Barabulli writes in this regard:
Le donne dunque sono definite dal discorso patriarcale, ma solo in esso possono
costruirsi a soggetto. Evitare questo paradosso (cfr. Teresa de Lauretis) significherebbe
ricadere in un silenzio che non è solo il «non-detto» (il silenzio storico delle donne), ma
anche l’«indicibile» (il silenzio teorico delle donne). Da qui la necessità di parlare – al
tempo stesso – «il linguaggio degli uomini» e il «silenzio delle donne», cioè di perseguire
strategie di discorso che diano voce al silenzio delle donne «dentro/attraverso/contro/al di
sopra/al di sotto/ al di là del linguaggio degli uomini» (99).
Barabulli refers here to the position of women in a society that gives space only to the word of

the father (a phallogocentric society) and their efforts to elaborate a uniquely female discourse
that begins with a lack of tools of expression. While the lives of de Céspedes’s women are very
much circumscribed by and even dependent upon patriarchal strategies of control, they

nonetheless have found a way to express a form of solidarity with one another by transforming
the tools of their oppression, the domestic space and its objects.
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Since its very beginning, it is evident that Dalla Parte di Lei portrays a categorization of

gender that puts women and men in opposition with each other. De Céspedes critically engages
with the boundaries that restrict women’s independence and sense of agency, while also
condemning the autocratic attitude of men, whom she regards as generally compliant with the
systematic oppression of the other gender.17 Dalla Parte di Lei offers an overview of Italian
society from the early years of fascism to directly after World War II and in this sense
specifically challenges the fascist vision of the role women should maintain within society. In
this regard, Francesco Ghera suggests that “Secondo le norme dell’epoca la donna era sottoposta
all’uomo, il suo ruolo nella società era la moglie e la madre, con l’unico scopo di occuparsi del
marito e dei figli (soprattutto maschi). La sua indole doveva essere dolce, passiva e
accondiscendente” (664), and again, “Per il fascismo era necessario che gli uomini fossero i
detentori del potere economico, non solo del Paese, ma anche della famiglia: in questo modo si
teneva ben saldo il sistema patriarcale che minava la libertà delle donne e le convertiva a mera
manovalanza” (665). To this, Vitti-Alexander adds “Il destino della donna italiana di questi anni
consiste nel motto coniato e pubblicizzato in tutta Italia da Mussolini: «La donna deve essere la

custode del focolare domestico come al tempo degli antichi romani e dare la prima impronta alla
prole che noi desideriamo robusta».” (103)
Deprived of the capacity for economic self-determination and relegated to the role of

maintaining a healthy domestic space and flourishing family, the version of “successful” woman
as promoted by fascism and subsequent years in Italian society is the center of de Céspedes ’
attention. However, her female protagonists, in this sense, come to represent the progression of

Barabulli speaks of “desiderio maschile, in particolare ottocentesco, di tenere la donna custodita nella casa quale «angelo del
focolare»” (95) and further adds that “Il ‘femminile’ viene pertanto chiuso nello spazio codificato della casa/famiglia, per
contenere l’aspetto irrazionale e costituire così un «domestico conforto».” (96)
17
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the social condition of women in Italy throughout the years up until the second wave of the

feminist movement:
Nell’evoluzione del pensiero delle protagoniste di Alba de Céspedes si può scorgere un
parallelo con il cammino della contestazione femminile: dal primo timido chiedersi la

ragione di certe norme inflitte dalla tradizione, al doloroso risvegliarsi di anime giovani e
non più giovani alle prese con scelte inaccettabile, fino alla lotta continua della
generazione di donne per un posto dignitoso nella società in cui vive. (Vitti-Alexander
103)
In many de Céspedes’s novels, one can find several recurring elements that can be easily defined
as proto-feminist. Although, as Salvatrice Graci reminds us, de Céspedes refused to be called
“feminist” due to a generalized dislike for labels (81), she nonetheless shows a unique sensibility
in not only understanding and explaining to the crucial public issues related to the female social

condition within traditional Italian society, while also urging a change that would allow women
to become independent.
De Céspedes utilizes Alessandra’s voice to reveal the many ways the phallocentric Italian
system surveilled and restrained women. Although as an adult Alessandra ultimately falls victim
to her own unrealistic expectations,18 she grew up witnessing the unhappiness and the injustices
women experience in their everyday life. She perceives society as a place where female
individuals are usually marginalized and expected to conform to the traditional roles that are
considered appropriate to them:
Libere dai loro ingrati doveri, e anzi per un gesto di coraggiosa polemica verso la sorda
vita alla quale erano costrette nel pomeriggio, le donne fuggivano le stanze buie, le

18

For Ulla Åkerström Sandi’s message is intrinsically related to the sense of guilt that, for her, belongs to the female gender (95).
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cucine grigie, il cortile che inesorabile le attendeva, col calare dell’ombra, la morte di

un’altra giornata di inutile giovinezza. Come pilastri, a guardia delle case rassettate e
silenziose, rimanevano le vecchie, intente in un lavoro di cucito: ed esse non tradivano le
giovani, le aiutavano, anzi, quasi fossero affiliate alla stessa congrega. Le univa un

mutuo, annoso disprezzo per la vita degli uomini, pel loro ordine tiranno ed egoista, un
rancore che si tramandava, soffocato, di generazione in generazione. (Dalla Parte di Lei
24-25)
The system repeats itself generation after generation, with men as captors, women as prisoners
and the home as the prison: “[Le donne] Le lasciavano lí tra cumuli di biancheria da
rammendare, ceste di panni da stirare, attaccate alla loro opprimente ruota” (27). The daily
reality of married life finds women in the role of servants to their husbands and families, as the
romantic dream of love fades away: “avevano atteso preparando il corredo, fiduciose, nella
speranza di un’amorosa felicità; e invece avevano trovato quella vita estenuante, la cucina, la
casa, il gonfiarsi e sgonfiarsi del loro corpo per mettere al mondo i figli. Man mano, sotto una
parvenza di rassegnazione, era nato nelle donne un livido rancore per l’inganno nel quale erano
tratte.” (27) Although not explicitly said, it seems that among the rooms these women avoid
daily is also the bedroom, the place of the most intimate form of control through the
objectification of their body aiming to satisfy their husbands’ sexual desire. The central role of

the bedroom, however, becomes more evident when the narrative focus of the attention shifts
from a general prospective on female condition around Sandi, to the more specific one of her
mother and herself.

Unlike other women around her, Alessandra’s mother Eleonora can devote her attention
to art (music and literature) to entertain herself and nourish her artistic passion, something that
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her controlling husband only approves of as a source of income. The first part of Dalla Parte di

Lei revolves around the romanticized figure of Nora, whom Sandi admires and takes as a model
of womanhood. Eleonora’s artistic inclinations come from her Austrian mother, whose memory
still lives vividly within her daughter. Eleonora is different than other women; her otherworldly
figure, the way she conducts herself and the admiration others feel for her, all contribute to the
idea that she is a creature for whom rules of this world do not apply, unable to find a fitting space
in the traditional society of the time. Anna Maria Torriglia defines Eleonora as “an angel-like
being without a body” (379), yet also the first model of female behavior that Sandi models
herself on: “Eleonora provides the reflecting mirror in which Alessandra constructs a sense of

self by acknowledging her position within a female genealogy; a genealogy that, because of her
mother’s suicide, turns out to be intrinsically problematic and casts a sinister shadow that
jeopardizes Alessandra’s own social persona” (379).
Nora consistently shows that she has a weak connection to the earthly and corporeal
aspects of life; she is instead moved by the superior artistic being who inspires her to follow her
desire for romantic, transcendental love (Torriglia calls it a type of Stilnovistic love)19 (380)
which Nora finds in Hervey Pierce, a fellow artist. Her tragic involvement with the Pierce
family, which culminates in her eventual suicide, begins with her hiring as a piano teacher for
their daughter, Harletta, who is very fond of her brother Hervey, a mysterious figure with an
aptitude for art and music. The young girl’s continuous praise of her brother sparks Nora’s
passion; before she even meets Hervey in person, she is already in love with him and everything

he represents. Physically speaking, Hervey is very similar to Nora; both are thin, tall, and fair.

19

That is, in the most simplistic terms, the idealized type of sublime love that finds the highest fulfilment in the
appreciation of the delicate and angelic figure of the object of the poet’s attention, the woman.
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The day of a concert that Hervey and Nora organize together and that takes place at Villa Pierce

(after which, Ariberto prohibits Nora to return to the house), Sandi describes both her mother and
Hervey with the same terms: “Vedevo mio madre e Hervey che si staccavano da terra . . . non
potevo distinguere le loro fattezze; mi pareva che fossero entrambi dello stesso sesso, né uomo
né donna. Infatti, ambedue erano alti e, forse in virtù del colore dei capelli, sembravano fratello e
sorella” (Dalla Parte di Lei 108). Moreover, they share an artistic sense for passion, beauty and
life, making Hervey everything that Nora’s husband (a traditional man) is not.
The reciprocity of feelings and a common love for art shared by Hervey and Nora fuels
Nora’s fanciful spirit, leading to her increasing disconnection from reality and setting in motion

changes that will lead to her suicide. With a visionary view of the world, Eleonora builds through
fantastic stories an existence where love, music, art and beauty worship covers up the sadness
and banality of everyday life, embodied in her relationship with her husband, Ariberto. The

different attitudes in Eleonora are evident from the beginning. When she is at Villa Pierce, she is
free to cultivate the beauty of her spirit and her fondness of Hervey: “Eleonora expects a true
dispossessing passion that will redeem her life ... This love does not necessitate a body, since it is
composed only of impalpable emotions and can happen exclusively in a supremely elegant
environment imbued with art and music, such as the one provided by Villa Pierce” (Torriglia
380). Sandi is aware of the detachment from reality experienced by the mother: “Certo, sembrava
impossibile che quella vita esistesse veramente. Infatti, tra i racconti che Harletta le faceva del
fratello, e quelli che ella narrava a me la sera, a volte anche mia madre si smarriva” (Dalla Parte
di Lei 81); nonetheless, she eagerly wants to hear those stories as much as Nora wants to tell
them: “Mi pareva di leggere un romanzo a puntate” (81), she says at one point, showing her
complete absorption in her mother’s frenetic fantasies.
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Eleonora's narration of her experiences at Villa Pierce and the encounters with Hervey

take place within the walls of her family's modest apartment. Yet while her experiences among
them enliven her spirit and help her engage a sense of freedom from her otherwise mundane life,
they also cause her to experience an increasing sensation of entrapment. Sandi witnesses her
mother’s worsening condition over time and notices how the family’s home contributes
inevitably to reinforcing Nora’s imprisonment within the patriarchal system. If before Nora,
Sandi and Sista could co-exist there with the male presence in the house, as embodied by
Ariberto, now it seems almost impossible that Ariberto is allowed in the space where they
fantasize about true love, represented by Hervey. The apartment is linked to the autocracy of the
husband, who has always dismissed his wife and daughter’s dreamy attitude as follies: “Ci
guardava a lungo, ci osservava, tentando di scoprire le cause della nostra diversa natura” (83).
Ariberto does not restrain himself from judging Nora and Sandi negatively compared to other

women he knows: “Non siete come le altre donne alle quali piace andare al cinematografo,
sedere al caffè, e quando sono in casa cuciono, lavorano, rassettano la casa. Siete principesse. …
E allora non lo so, ma siete donne diverse dalle altre, te lo dico io. Forse sarà colpa dei libri. Ma
avete qualcosa, qui, che non funziona” (57). From his words to his behavior, Ariberto shows
himself to be the embodiment of the fascist rhetoric that dominated in Italy at this historical
moment.
Although unable to control their behavior or their disposition to art and literature,
Ariberto exercises his authority in other ways, especially on Eleonora; he is justified in his
actions by the Italian androcentric system, which grants him all economic and social power over
his family. The bedroom is the space of the house where this male authority has more strength
over the wife; in fact, a particularly evocative way Sandi’s father shows his socially sanctioned
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dominance over his wife is by demanding that she join him in their bedroom, a moment that

young Sandi links both to the fear of losing her mother and to an intense albeit obscure jealousy
of the father. Since her childhood, Alessandra has developed a strong sense of possessiveness of
her mother at the expenses of the father; every time he calls Nora to “perform her wifely duty” or
Sandi catches them in a moment of intimacy, Sandi’s aversion for Ariberto and her dread of
losing Nora seem to grow:
Prima di allora, mi ero domandata spesso come mia madre potesse divider la sua intimità
con un uomo che, durante tutto il giorno, agiva con lei al modo di un estraneo importuno.
… Non capivo come potesse sognare accanto a un uomo che russava. Quando ero
bambina, avrei voluto trattenerla pel braccio, mentre mi diceva la buonanotte sporgendo
la testa tra i battenti della porta: nello spiraglio, che ella curava di tener esiguo, vedevo
mio padre togliersi le scarpe. (79)

Because Sandi is still unsure of the social significance of physical intimacy between husband and
wife, the bedroom becomes, for her, a space of fear. Therefore, the association in young Sandi’s
mind between the bedroom and the male dominance over women grows drastically as she

witnesses her mother’s passive acceptance of the father’s physical power. On this subject, Shelby
Schwartz writes that
In Alessandra’s family, as in her neighborhood, women are relegated to a servile status,
either domesticated or sexualized. When Alessandra thinks of the married women around
her, she is horrified by men’s dual exploitation of women’s labor during the day and their
sexual availability at night (4).
Sandi cannot comprehend why her mother passively agrees to share her nights with her
husband, a man who does not appear to appreciate her; the bedroom becomes in her eyes a clear
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symbol of oppression, where women are expected to perform their role as sexual partners,

constituting a marital duty, yet again:
Lo specchio dell’armadio rifletteva il letto alto e solenne, coperto di bianco, un letto che
era giunto dall’Abruzzo e nel quale, mi era stato detto, una sorella di mio padre era

morta. La carta da parati era grigia, color del ferro. Mi veniva fatto di temere che mia
madre, così esile e chiara, non sarebbe più uscita da quella stanza tenebrosa. La guardavo,
tendendo verso di lei le braccia magre. “Vieni a dormire con me, mamma” le chiedevo
con la voce spezzata in un singhiozzo. Mia mamma scoteva la testa respingendomi
dolcemente. ... In piedi sul mio letto, io schiacciavo disperatamente l’orecchio contro la
parete per assicurarmi che ella fosse ancora viva. (Dalla Parte di Lei 79-80)
Few, symbolically charged objects mark the perimeter of the bedroom, clearly identifying it as a
prison-like space: the wallpaper, grey and cold as steel, the white bed cover, symbol of female
immaculate purity (a possible reference to the first night of marriage and the value of female
virginity), the big imposing mirror of the closet, reflecting the bed where wives are expected to
fulfill their marital duty. The bedroom is described as a dark, suffocating room submerged in
complete silence; among the voluminous and heavy furniture, the bed “alto e solenne” (79),
stands out as the symbol of male dominance and female subordination. The origin of the
furniture, from Ariberto’s traditional family in Abruzzo, is also an important element that

symbolically contrasts with the presence of Nora and Sandi’s unconventional femininity.
Eleonora’s obedience to her husband both inside and outside the bedroom remains constant even
after she meets Hervey: “Egli spalancava la porta del salotto, dicendo: «Eleonora, vieni a letto».
Mia madre ubbidiva súbito, ma in lei tutte le luci si spegnevano. Camminava dietro il marito,
docilmente” (89). Sandi attempts to save her mother from the perils of the bedroom by calling
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her away from that dark and scary room, fearing each time that Nora would not be able to come

back.
As the only space of the house where Sandi is forbidden from being near her mother, the
bedroom attracts and repels her at the same time. In fact, although it is a space of subservience

for Nora, it also becomes the room for her (attempted) liberation. Here, a few days before the
concert that Nora organized with Hervey for family and friends, Sandi observes her mother
standing in front of the closet looking at her dresses: “[I vestiti] erano tutti di colore neutro:
avana, grigio, … abiti adatti a una persona anziana. … I vestiti pendevano flosci dalle stampelle.
Io dissi, piano: «Sembrano tante donne morte, mamma»” (90). The clothes’ lack of color
corresponds to Nora’s lack of sense of agency; to Sandi they seem, trapped in the closet, like
dead women, a clear reference to her mother, who is also entrapped in a life that was imposed
upon her and that she had to accept without alternative.20 After realizing that her everyday

clothes would not suffice for the special occasion, Nora grabs a mysterious box from the
voluminous chest of the bedroom:
Poi, d’impeto, ella si staccò da me, andò al cassettone e ne trasse una grande scatola che

non avevo mai vista. La scatola era legata da spaghi molto vecchi. La mamma li spezzò
d’un colpo. Sollevato il coperchio, apparvero veli rosa e azzurri, piume e nastri di raso.
Non supponevo che possedesse un simile tesoro: perciò la guardai stupita ed ella volse gli

occhi al ritratto di sua madre. Compresi che si trattava dei veli di Giulietta o di Ofelia e
toccai quelle sete con devozione. (90)
In her article “De Céspedes secondo Elena Ferrante”, Annalisa Andreoni points out that Elena Ferrante interprets the
relationship women have with their bodies and their clothes in Dalla Parte di Lei as a way to relate to the world and to present
themselves to the social space: “Ferrante è colpita in particolare del rapporto che nel romanzo Dalla Parte di Lei le donne hanno
con il proprio corpo e con gli abiti che indossano, che interpreta come il loro modo di porgersi al mondo. Attraverso l’analisi
delle pagine che riguardano la scelta dell’abito che Eleonora dovrà indossare per andare all’incontro con l’uomo che ama,
Ferrante mostra come Alba de Céspedes costruisca nella sua narrazione, dettaglio dopo dettaglio, la tragedia che sta per
accadere” (11).
20
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Nora’s actions are dictated by impulse and her desperate attempt at self-liberation is set in

motion. She cuts the ties of the box—a symbolic cutting of the restrictions upon herself—and
sets free costumes that embody tragic heroines of the past; one might suggest that the
remembrance of their deaths pre-announces Nora’s own. She cries for help from Lydia and
Fulvia, “«Fatemi bella» disse stringendo le mani al cuore: «Fatemi bella»” (93), and they decide
together to assemble a beautiful new blue dress made with the silk fabric cut from those
costumes. These silks, that Sandi touches with devotion, once embodied Ophelia and Juliet’s
tragedy on stage and now they forecast Nora’s own tragic destiny.
In her narration, Sandi points out that her mother’s attempt to rebellion starts the moment

when Nora decides to wear a new type of dress. However, this choice is not enough to overcome
the oppression: she soon comes up against what appears to be the insurmountable structure of
patriarchy; as a member of an old-fashioned, traditionally structured society, she does not have

the ability to successfully challenge the status quo. After the concert, when the romantic
connection between her and Hervey becomes obvious, her husband prohibits her from going to
Villa Pierce again; Ariberto is aware of his power over his wife, and he knows that society favors
decisions made by the man in marriage. This power is further illustrated once again in the
bedroom, which serves as the backdrop for male authority to reproach, control and punish
women, as Ariberto says “«Ti chiuderò qui dentro» egli le diceva «Qui, hai capito?, qui.»
Sgomenta strinsi la mano a Sista: immaginavo mia madre rinchiusa tra il gran letto di ferro, dove
la zia Caterina era morta, e il cassettone nero dal livido piano di marmo; immaginavo il suo
corpo delicato oppresso da quella lugubre mobilia; i suoi tentativi di adattamento” (112). All the
elements Sandi uses to describe the bedroom suggest both the idea of entrapment against the
woman’s will and a sense of pending death, typical of lugubrious gothic atmospheres: from the
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steel bars of the bed, the big black trunk that resembles a coffin, and the dark furniture with

funereal appearance. This image is echoed by a very similar one at the end of the novel, when
Sandi sadly fears that the bedroom she shares with her husband would soon become a grave like
her mother’s, while Sandi herself would be doomed to repeat Nora’s unhappy destiny.

Ariberto uses the phallogocentric social and economic power granted to him by society to
suppress his deviant wife. When Sandi seeks to enter the bedroom to save her mother from the
beating her father is inflicting on her, Sista reminds her that Ariberto is Nora’s husband and
nothing can be done in her favor (113). This utter domination of Nora by her husband is echoed
in economic relations a few weeks later, when she tells him she plans to leave with Sandi:
«Come vivrete?» ripeté. Questo, ancora una volta, lo rendeva sicuro del suo potere: la
busta gialla che gli davano al ministero il ventisette del mese. Con qui danari egli credeva
di aver comperato il diritto di trattarci come affittacamere o serventi, ma anche quello di
ridere di noi senza domandarsi se la nostra decisione nascondesse un patimento,
un’esasperazione. (130)
Since Ariberto sides with the traditional idea that women are subservient to men, he considers his

wife and daughter his property. In a final attempt to “cure” what he thinks is only a passing
fancy, he announces they will be moving to his hometown in rural Abruzzo.
In this tragic turn of events, Nora is pushed over the edge; incapable of bearing this tragic

and unavoidable reality, she kills herself.21 Before doing so, Eleonora tells her daughter that
Ariberto has refused to let them leave. Nora reports the conversation that, once again, happened
in the bedroom, which she describes to Sandi as follows:

21

She plans to leave for Switzerland with Hervey, but refuses to do so when Ariberto threatens to keep Sandi with him.
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Mi guardavo attorno e vedevo il grande armadio nero, il cassettone nero, mobili del suo

paese, mobili che mi sono stati ostili fin dal primo giorno. Quando entra in quella camera,
appena sposa. C’è una segreta incompatibilità tra me e loro, una lotta che va avanti da
anni. Tu non lo crederai, ma essi si rifiutano di aprirsi sotto le mie mani da anni. ... Io

sono rimasta, ossessionata da questa mobilia che da anni non mi vuole, mi scaccia. ...
Nello specchio della toletta, quando siedo lì davanti a pettinarmi, si riflette il grande
ritratto di sua sorella morta, quello che è appeso accanto al nostro letto.» (148-149)
In this passage, Nora confesses to her daughter her inability to adapt to social traditions, which is
symbolized by the incompatibility between herself and the objects of the bedroom, almost to
underline Nora’s lack of metaphorical strength.22 Under her eye, the bedroom furniture comes to
life with a sense of agency that, echoing once again a gothic atmosphere, pushes Nora further
away from a sense of conformity. In general, the feeling of the bedroom is one of foreboding and
anxiety; its dark and heavy furniture belonged to her husband’s sister, Caterina, who, as a
traditional model of woman, differed greatly from Nora. Caterina’s portrait hangs over the bed,
casting her gaze upon her sister-in-law and silently counterpoising herself as an example of

womanhood that does not get moved by feelings and the tragedies of life: “La toletta era sua, lei
ne è ancora la padrona. Il suo specchio mi rimanda ogni giorno l’immagine del mio viso
contratta, deformata, piena di nodi: è una critica, capisci?, una polemica tra la sua vita e la mia”

(149). When alive, Caterina refused to accept the fact that her own husband left her for another
woman; she instead made up a story about him leaving for America, although everyone around
knew the truth. In fact, her resilience gained her admiration from the whole village: “Era una
donna fortissima. La vedo ferma negli angoli della camera con la bocca torta in una smorfia

22

This reminds us of Olga’s struggle to open the front door of her apartment in I giorni dell’abbandono.
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pietosa” (149). Traditional society considered Caterina the ideal woman, strong, proud and

committed to self-sacrifice: she establishes her overbearing presence over her brother’s wife,
Nora, even after death, with the help of those object that embody her heroism and attachment to
the required role of wife and mother. However, Nora sees Caterina’s face deformed and distorted

also as a memento of the sufferance that awaits women who scarify their own destiny for social
recognition.
In contrast, Eleonora, who has for her whole married life felt the pressure to resemble her
husband’s sister even after her death, admits to herself she can never be considered as strong and
resilient, at least not according to the societal standards of womanhood of the time. This
realization seems to foretell her final decision to take her own life. However, this ultimate choice
could be read instead as an extreme act of courage by a woman who refuses to accept defeat
based on the absence of choices in her fate. After all, Eleonora’s final gesture shows great will

power and is consistent with the detachment she has experienced from her body and corporeality
in general from the very beginning. The act of taking her own life, thus, is doubly significant:
first, it shows a woman regaining control over her own body, and second, it proves that her love

for Hervey is a superior, pure type of feeling, which does not require a bodily articulation of
development (Torriglia 380).
Eleonora’s suicide marks the end of the first part of the novel, overall divided in three
different sections. Each section is associated not only to a setting and domestic environment,23
but also to specific female figures. In the first section, Sandi’s childhood takes place in a small
apartment in a building in Rome, in the Prati neighborhood. The focus is on Nora, though other

23

A recurring element in de Céspedes’ narrative is her attention to the role of the domestic space. Limiting the examples to the
works cited in this analysis, this is true for her novels Quaderno proibito (1952) and Prima e dopo (1956).
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important characters like Sista, Nora’s friend Lydia and her daughter, Fulvia, add to the

atmosphere of sisterhood typical of the first two sections. In the second part, Sandi is sent away
to Abruzzo, where she lives in a big country home with numerous members of her father’s family
centered around the matriarchal figure of her grandmother, la Nonna. In the third and last section
of the book, Sandi, now a young woman, goes back to Rome to continue her studies and later
meets her husband, Francesco. The domestic dimension of this part of the novel is represented by
the small apartment they share; here, Sandi spends most of her days alone, while her husband
grows more involved in his political role and, later, in the Resistance against the fascist
dictatorship during World War II.
After her mother’s death, Sandi leaves Rome and, for the first time since her young
childhood, joins the paternal side of her family. Her father has decided that she will live there
under the care of Nonna, known as the family leader and not by her first name (the term Nonna

here is, in fact, used as a synonym for wisdom and experience). The change of scenery is abrupt;
leaving behind the urban outskirts of the Italian capital and the familiar perimeter of the
apartment, Sandi now finds herself in the countryside, surrounded by unfamiliar family
members. The environment of Abruzzo is however, somehow known to Sandi trough the
furniture of her mother’s bedroom, which represented a visual attempt to force Nora and Sandi to
the unspoken rules of patriarchy. The contrast between Sandi and her female relatives is clear;
while Sandi is thin, pale and blond, the others represent the traditional Italian country women
greatly praised by Fascism at the time, with their bountiful bosoms (a symbol of fecundity),
expansive waists (representing a capacity to deliver babies), long dark hair, and an overall
appearance of womanly vitality and motherly predisposition.
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At the center of all is Nonna, a figure whose behavior acts as a catalyst for others around

her, including Sandi; the men and women of the house show her the respect as a leader. Her
physical presence is strong and imposing, like her character: “Era più alta di mio padre, più alta
dello zio Rodolfo: le porte bastavano appena a contenerla e perciò mi parve naturale che il suo

bicchiere fosse più grande, colmo di vino. Mangiava abbondantemente, mostrando, a dispetto
dell’età, un appetito vigoroso” (Dalla Parte di Lei 175). The physical presence of Sandi’s
grandmother adds a visual dimension to the already clear idea that she stands in complete
contrast to Nora and Editta, Nora’s mother. For Nonna, women’s strength comes from their role
of mothers and their power over the family and the house. In fact, Sandi notices this about the
women around her: “Vestivano sempre di nero, e perciò su di loro pesava sempre un’aria di lutto
recente: la conversazione, relativa per lo più alle vicende quotidiane, era inframmezzata da
sospiri e commenti sull’asperità della vita di una madre o di una massaia” (191). In fact, she

herself experiences an internal division into two opposite forces which align with this distinction,
illustrated when Sandi listens to conversations among her father’s family members about
domestic life: “In quei momenti mia madre, che era sempre dietro la mia spalla come un’ala,
insisteva per trascinarmi via.” (191)
This interior division becomes more complex in Alessandra as she spends more time with
the paternal family. She develops a deep and meaningful relationship with Nonna, who sees in
her granddaughter a natural heir to her estate and her matriarchal role. The old woman
progressively counterbalances Sandi's idealized female figure, represented by her mother, a
different interpretation of the social role of women based on resilience, acceptance and sacrifice.
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Nonna considers the unique courage of women, rooted in the maternal role,24 as something

everyone should take upon herself while sacrificing everything else. This acceptance and
reinforcement of the status quo represents, for Sandi’s grandmother, a heroism proper of
members of the female gender which was missing in Nora but, Nonna believes, can still be found
in Sandi. Sandi herself witnesses the type of strength that the grandmother mentions to her in her
female relatives in relation to their control over the family and the domestic space on several
occasions: “la spudorata sicurezza che traevano dal dominio della casa e della dispensa pareva
concedre loro il diritto di trattare gli uomini a guisa di irragionevoli animali” (191). Nonna
herself adds to this: “La casa è nostra, i figli sono nostri, siamo noi a portarli, nutrirli: dunque, la
vita è nostra.” (245) She shows this type of power as the only member of the family with a key to
every door of the big house, a symbol of her control over everyone and everything else contained
within. Nonna is illustrating to her granddaughter the type of control a woman like her (and

potentially like Sandi) can have over the different rooms of the house, including the bedroom,
once she accepts the role of nurturer for her children, which gives her a sense of power a female
individual is not able to find anywhere else.

Torriglia argues that the grandmother “personifies a source of female power rooted in the
maternal” (381) and that, although rejecting the need for self-care and expression as a woman,
she “grounds a sense of worth in a traditional notion of femininity in which she identifies woman
and womb.” (381) Nonna and the other women of her family shift the perception of domestic
space as entrapment and make the home the space of their empowerment within the systematic
acceptance of the social rules. Thus, while in Abruzzo, Sandi lives her life with a sort of split

Emilio Cecchi in Lucinda Spera’s “Alba de Céspedes and the illustrious criticism” defines Nonna as a lar (household god),
almost like a representation of the goddess Gea for her attachement to the land and to nature (177).
24
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consciousness, simultaneously aware of the example of womanhood provided by her mother and

the one offered by the women of the paternal side of the family: “Ma da quando ero in Abruzzo
sentivo di avere anch’io, come quel pino, le radici affondate nella terra e intuivo che ciò era
dovuto, in particolar modo, alla mia condizione di donna. Per questa condizione mi pareva che
tutti si attendessero qualcosa da me. … No, dicevo dentro di me, no. E mi rifugiavo nel pensiero
di mia madre” (Dalla Parte di Lei 186).
This tension continues to emerge as Nonna seeks to discourage Sandi from her artistic
inclinations. The grandmother tries to convince her to put aside these activities and her overall
desire to study in order to embrace her role as a future mother, the most natural one, in her view,
to all women. She prohibits Sandi from telling stories from Shakespeare that Nora used to tell
her as a child, referring to those stories as “frottole, fandonie” (187) and feeling sorry for Nora’s
miserable fate: “È una disgrazia non saper essere padroni delle proprie reazioni, dei propri istinti.

Della propria vita, insomma” (188). For Nonna, women who face everyday challenges and
injustices with the stoicism proper to their gender are models of resilience: “Straordinarie sono le
donne che non si lasciano travolgere ... che restano salde, insomma. ... Le donne vivono una vita
contraria al loro carattere e alla loro natura, ai loro sentimenti e ai loro impulsi: perciò devono
essere molto forti” (188). Trying to convince Sandi to abandon her studies, Nonna says that only
weakness and suffering come from books, which turn women into slaves (205). Later, she
admits:
«Anch’io leggevo, prima di sposarmi, sonavo l’armonium. Quando tuo nonno è morto ho
fatto portare l’armonium in soffitta, l’ho chiuso a chiave. Ero ancora giovane, avevo poco
più di trent’anni e cinque figli da crescere, la casa, il podere: insomma, dovevo essere
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molto forte. Ho capito, per fortuna. E sono divenuta forte, fortissima» ... «L’armonium fa

male, come leggere i libri. Non hai bisogno di leggere libri, tu: sarai la padrona». (207)
The choice to devote one’s life to bearing children comes, according to Nonna, by
sacrificing everything else. In their house in the countryside, women are required to answer the
call that they take up their traditional role of mothers and housewives, while all other
distractions, such as music and reading, are relegated, quite literally, to the attic. Sandi recalls,
with both pleasure and wistfulness, the only trip she has taken to the attic, which she experiences
as almost a dream-like space, with her female relatives: “La polvere velava gli oggetti che
perdevano, perciò, i loro contorni precisi e parevano mostrarsi nell’aspetto fantastico dei sogni”
(213). The items stowed away in the chests of that remote part in the house represent a distinct
and important memory for every woman in the family. Each of them tells a story of suffering,
hopes and sacrifice, all of which must be transmitted in secret through the family’s female

genealogy and guarded from men. “La seta parla ancora, fa sciù sciù” (213) says Aunt Violante,
caressing the bridal gowns of many of the women. In a rare moment, Nonna allows them to sing
a song together while she plays the harmonium; however, this shared moment of revelry ends
quickly and she reminds them of their everyday roles in life, to which they must return after
detaching themselves from weakness brought about by sentiment and artistic ideas.25
Since the beginning of the second part of the novel, it is evident that the grandmother has
chosen Sandi to become her heir and the next matriarch of the family, as she believes she
recognizes in her granddaughter much of herself. However, the older woman’s attempts are

The role of the attic as a storage place for women’s artistic freedom and sweet memories is very significant. Especially in
women’s literature, the attic is, in fact, the hidden place of the house where traditionally the “mad woman” was confined,
considered as such for simply not adapting to social expectations. Among other important texts, The madwoman in the attic,
published in 1979 by Sarah Gilbert and Susan Gubar focuses on Victorian novels of female writers who, according to Gilbert and
Gubar, were forced to choose between a dichotomist depiction of their female protagonists, either as angels or monsters.
25
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ultimately unsuccessful as Sandi refuses to follow her footsteps, eventually leaving Nonna and

Abruzzo behind in order to determine her own path: “Di parete in parete i ritratti delle antenate
abruzzesi mi accompagnavano. Erano visi fermi, cupi, severi. «No» mormoravo «no», non era
quella la mia storia. La mia storia era nella scatola dove la mamma conservava gelosamente i
veli di Giulietta e di Desdemona” (210). These women in frames stand in front of Sandi, set in a
motionless but strong representation of the only choice she has available if she chooses to remain
in Abruzzo and take over Nonna’s position in the household. On the opposite of the portraits, and
symbolizing a different choice, stand instead the stage clothes of Juliet and Desdemona, trapped
in her maternal grandmother’s trunk. At last, Sandi categorically refuses the idea of inheriting
her grandmother’s position as head of the household and the family. She illustrates this
powerfully when she speaks to Paolo, a young man chosen by Nonna as her granddaughter’s
suitor, and opposes to him the ideal of romantic love modelled by the relationship between Nora

and Hervey, challenging the image of herself as pregnant with her vision of achieving a college
degree, a job and eventual independence.
Sandi’s return to Rome marks the beginning of the third and final portion of the novel,
which focuses on her life alone as a young woman and on the events that lead, tragically, to the
killing of her husband Francesco. Her years in Abruzzo do not seem to have had a long-lasting
effect on Sandi, who returns to her urban life with the idea of fulfilling her mother’s ultimate
desire of a romantic love story. To make things worse, the young woman is now living alone,26
in which she lacks the familial closeness she has had in the past, as well as a positive female role
model to follow and a support system to help her. Moreover, her father, after throwing away all

26

Until Rome is bombed during WWII, she takes care of her father, who is now old and almost completely blind. After, her
father moves to Abruzzo and she stays in the capital to be close to Francesco.
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of Nora’s belongings, moved to a new apartment in a different part of the city, which leaves

Sandi in unfamiliar domestic and urban surroundings.
When she meets a new young man, Francesco, Sandi seems set on the idea of resuming
her search for the romantic love her mother unsuccessfully pursued. Although Francesco seems
to be the right candidate at first, a man whom she marries following a short engagement, they
soon start to grow apart. Sandi frantically works to receive validation from him, while he
becomes more and more involved in his work as a political activist in the struggle against
Fascism. Their inability to find common ground as men and women soon becomes evident, and,
once again, the house comes to represent this symbolically and tangibly. Sandi recalls, for
example, their first shared moments of intimacy, to realize with disappointment that Francesco,
after the physical act, turns his back to her and falls right to sleep. The image of his back turned
against her becomes a representation of the invisible wall that eventually rises between the two:
“Fu da allora che le sue spalle mi suggerirono l’idea di un muro invalicabile” (339).
In the modest apartment Sandi shares with Francesco, which she perceives as a merciless
prison (“inclemente prigione” 349), she begins to feel even more isolated than before: “Non

avevo nessuno che potesse aiutarmi: la casa dei Parioli era ancora più impenetrabile di quella del
lungotevere Flaminio: i cortili chiusi, specchianti,27 neppure le serve vi si affacciavano” (348).
Nonetheless, she tries to build the relationship she has always aspired to have, even in seemingly

mundane ways. For example, she purchases two armchairs for them to talk together daily:
“Avevo sognato di disporle l’una di fronte all’altra, appunto perchè Francesco mi guardasse.
Ormai ero convinta che dalla mancanza di queste poltrone dipendesse gran parte della nostra

27

A reference, here, to the already present symbol of the mirror, which in this novel seems to carry a negative
connotation as a reflection of something that hunts the female characters, like the expectations of the roles they must
to fulfill.
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infelicità.” (357) Once more, the objects of the house play a crucial part in relation to the inner

state of the characters: just like her mother resented the negative relationship she felt with the
object in the bedroom, Sandi is convinced now that her happiness depends on the presence of a
piece of furniture; both women projecting on the outside a feeling of existential malaise and

sense of emotional emptiness. Sandi attempts to improve her communication with Francesco,
while she continues to struggle with the physical intimacy, as she perceives the two stages of the
marital relationship strictly interconnected. Thus, while on the one hand the armchairs represent
Sandi’s hopes for her relationship with her husband, the bedroom, on the other hand, symbolizes
the lack of meaningful interactions between them.
While Sandi focuses more and more intensively on this lack of a fulfilling relationship
with her husband, the narration follows the few months of Sandi and Francesco’s marriage;
Sandi’s mental and emotional state rapidly deteriorates after Francesco comes back from prison,

to the point of breakdown. The tension builds up and explodes with the tragic act of ending her
husband’s life, along with her own suffering. In these last moments, it has become clear that she
is unable to distinguish between reality and fantasy. She experiences hallucinations, which not

by chance happen in the bedroom, while Francesco is resting next to her with his shoulder, once
again, turned against her. On her bed, Sandi envisions her mother and maternal grandmother
standing next to her and thus validating her deranged decision to eliminate the source of her pain,

which she identifies in the form of her husband. Her performance of this act, in a bizarre sense,
becomes a vindication of the struggles of the other women of her family: “La nonna Editta si
avvicinava adagio, tenendosi la gonna con la mano: s’arrestò presso il mio letto, triste nel volto,
in attesa. … Mia madre sedeva presso il mio letto carezzandomi i capelli e la sua mano d’aria
non mi recava calma né refrigerio” (543-544). It is very significant that Editta and Nora show
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their presence to Sandi in the bedroom in the very intense moments before the shooting of

Francesco: they are standing next to her lying in bed, in that same room she associates to fear of
losing her mother and inability to establish emotional fulfilment with her husband. Although
shockingly extreme, Sandi’s act of pointing the gun to Francesco’s shoulder expresses how

necessary this very strong action is in the face of patriarchy as a hegemonic social construct.
It is not by chance, then, that the murder happens in the bedroom, the space that, more
than others, represents the silencing of female agency in the novel, where husbands, both
representatives and beneficiaries of the oppressive social structure, dominate their wives who
have learnt to accept their submissive condition as dictated by the law they cannot refuse to
follow. This is evident, for example, when Francesco comes home after being arrested and
imprisoned for several months due to his anti-fascist activities. Alessandra struggles with the
difficulties they encounter when restarting their life together. She feels his presence to be an
intrusion in her domestic space and, when they go to their bedroom together, she thinks about the
rights a husband has, irrespective of how long the couple may have been separated, to physical
access to his wife: “Mi domandavo perché quell’uomo ritrovasse naturale dormire nel mio letto,

senza avermene data alcuna giustificazione” (513). One last time she draws her attention to their
brief sexual relations they share in the bedroom, that for her has become the equivalent of a
grave:

Dopo, Francesco era tornato ad assopirsi. Io avevo ripetuto “no, no” durante tutto il
tempo, ma lui era sordo e non poteva udirmi. Non poteva neppure udire i miei singhiozzi
secchi, angosciosi: ormai avevo imparato a piangere dentro di me, così compresi che

certo anche mia madre doveva aver imparato a piangere in tal modo e perciò non si
sentiva mai una parola o un sospiro rompere il silenzio della loro camera nuziale. Intuivo
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che anche la nostra camera chiara, luminosa, aperta sulla terrazza che dominava la

campagna e gli orti, presto sarebbe divenuta una cupa tomba, come quella di mia madre.
Da bambina pensavo che ciò fosse dovuto ai mobili neri, al letto ove la zia Caterina era
morta e, soprattutto, all’ottusa presenza di mio padre; ora cominciavo a temere che quella

di mia madre fosse una camera nuziale come le altre (516-517).
With this image, the symbolic circle that connects Nora to Sandi finally closes: the two
women metaphorically meet in the bedroom, where light and darkness play a symbolic contrast
foregrounding what Sandi fears will expect her marital life, based on the memory of her parents’
marriage. Sandi and Nora share once more the confinement in a room they have learned to
intimately dislike, the lack of acceptance of their passive role of sexual object is clearly showed
by the fact that both women refer to the bedroom as a grave; while Sandi makes this association
clear, Nora refers to it when she mentions the presence of her sister-in-law Caterina, who died on
the very same bed she shared with her husband Ariberto (hence, the bed is Caterina’s very own
first grave). For Sandi, then, as she experiences this final dissociation from reality, women as
agentive and otherwise self-determining people are ultimately doomed to be “buried” in the

marital bedroom, when they must be subjected to taking up the role of child bearer28 and do not
have the possibility to escape the patriarchal trap set for them by society, embodied by a loveless
marriage and imprisonment within their roles in the family and the home. From this comes the

tragic idea that the only way women can regain control of their own bodies is by disposing of
them like Nora did by killing herself. However, unlike Nora, Sandi wants to challenge the very
root of the injustices against her and other women: patriarchy. Francesco, as a man, represents,

albeit unwittingly, the patriarchal system that leads women into social structures such as
In his article “Alba de Céspedes Alessandra spara al patriarcato,” Francesco Ghera notices that Fascism advanced forward the
idea that men needed to control women’s bodies by restricting and confining them into a reproductive role (667).
28
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marriage through which it oppresses them, ignoring their desires and rights for self-affirmation.

Francesco shows himself incapable of hearing his female partner’s voice; he literally refuses to
answer her cry for help, telling her to go to sleep and, thus silencing her fears. As Sandi is
incapable of finding any other means of solving her problem, all the while suffering greatly from
“the lack of validation from her husband” (Torriglia 382), she ends up eliminating the problem in
toto, hence she kills Francesco while professing her love to him: “Both Eleonora and Alessandra
subtract themselves from a passive inscription within patriarchy; while Eleonora does it act of
self-annihilation-suicide, Alessandra concretely attacks patriarchy in the person of her husband”
(383).
Sandi is arrested and put on trial for her husband’s murder; in her prison cell, while
narrating the first part of the trial, she confesses to the crime but concludes with a stern defense
of women against male-dominated society and its laws. While clearly stating that the system
works against the values most female individuals follow, Sandi reproaches other women who do
not show compassion and understanding for her actions. Although extreme, these words can be
read as a critique by de Céspedes of the widespread lack of support among women at that time,

who most often instead appear to silently approve of the status quo. In this regard, Sandi shares a
common trait with other characters by de Céspedes, as reminded by Vitti-Alexander: “L’accesso
in un mondo culturalmente dominato dal maschio comporta per la donna spesso alienazione e

repressione. Il prezzo è il senso di solitudine, di paura e d’incomprensione che le donne
decespediane sentono nei confronti della società che ancora non le accetta” (106-107).
De Céspedes thus achieves a criticism against what she perceived as the prevailing

perspective of women in this era, proving once again the author to be ahead of her time. For the
feminists of the 1970s, the unity of the female category was essential to creating a network of
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support29 and fomenting change in pursuit of better social conditions. Daniela Curti defines

Dalla Parte di Lei as “un romanzo ideologico, in cui de Céspedes vuole esplicitamente
dimostrare la tesi della difficoltà che le donne incontrano nella ricerca di una propria autonoma
identità che superi le barriere del ruolo subordinato da loro imposto storicamente” (78), to which
Torriglia adds “de Céspedes's formal acknowledgment of a female genealogy and her attempt to
give it importance over a patriarchal lineage amounts to a practice of resistance to and even
attack of the existing order” (383), where the idea of female genealogy can be translated to a
broader category of the whole female gender.
The novel is undeniably on the side of women like Sandi (hence the title Dalla Parte di
Lei, “on her side”); although a valid critique can be raised in this regard, accusing de Céspedes to
be monological, it is also true that the goal of the text is to denounce a patriarchal social system
that oppresses and limits women in their abilities to articulate their own identities and sense of
agency.30 The narrative is, at times, purposely pushed to the extreme in the attempt to denounce
the phallogocentric systematic abuse of female individuals31 and the lack of appropriate means
for them to find a fitting alternative within their social worlds.32 Through ongoing references to

the relationship between women and the intimate acts of the bedroom, de Céspedes also points
Vitti-Alexander: “Il concetto «dell’essere uguali» è ormai universalmente accettato, tanto da incominciare a far parte del nostro
subconscio. Alba de Césepdes l’ha anticipato di molto nei suoi scritti (111).
30 In this regard, Ulla Åkerström argues that the novel does not disclose clearly de Céspedes ’own point of view, which does not
necessarily correlate with Sandi’s (30).
31 Among other criticisms, Annalisa Andreoni reports that “Il romanzo è stato dunque tacciato da un lato di sociologismo
femminista e dall’altro di essere invece un romanzo rosa, un romanzo per donne, vale a dire un romanzo rassicurante; critiche
che, a ben vedere, costituiscono sue accuse opposte: una di essere militante, l’altra di essere consolatorio” (9).
32 It is also important to point out Sandi’s limits as a character; she reveals herself to be one-dimensional, with a similarly myopic
vision of social relationships and values, and neither matures nor accepts compromises. Moreover, she is unable to develop the
awareness of herself as a young woman her paternal grandmother wants her to achieve, which would allow her to accept the
limitations of her condition and, thus, to be satisfied with her life. This lack of awareness is what ultimately prevents her from
finding an alternative solution to her struggles without depending upon her husband. Successive female figures in de Céspedes’s
novels (among whom are included Valeria in Quaderno proibito and Irene in Prima e dopo) develop maturity and a deep
knowledge of the patriarchal system, which allows them to gain independence from men, support and validation first and social
pressure after. In contrast, Sandi, in trying to find her own sense of self and to define her identity, lacks both the maturity and
appropriate tools to prevail over her situation, leading her to rely on others to help her define her sense of agency, which will
ironically seal her final defeat. Refer to Ulla Akerstrom’s book Tra confessione e contraddizione (Chapter 3) for an in-depth
discussion of Sandi’s limits as a character.
29
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out the difficulties for these individuals to deal with intimacy and to determine their own values

about their bodies, which are considered the property of the man. This becomes another issue
that, decades after the publication of this novel, emerges as a central topic of discussion and
accountability for the second wave of feminists in Europe.

Through an analysis of Dalla Parte di Lei, which features the focused use that de
Céspedes makes of the fraught relationship between women and the domestic space, this chapter
adds insight into the practice of surveillance and oppression typical of the systems of control put
in place by patriarchy. Using the home as an instrument for limiting the independence of women
is only one of the ways through which this conservative form of society, and particularly the
bourgeois side of the Italian traditional life, preserves the balance of power and perpetuates the
heteronormative division of gender. Within this oppressive domestic environment, as already
pointed out, the bedroom becomes the symbol of the most intimate type of oppression and
confinement possible, the one that turns the female body into the full possession of men and
subjugates women to the only two roles accepted in the patriarchal system: motherhood and
sexual object of men.
From the bedroom, the next chapter moves to a different room: the kitchen. Although
both are linked to the traditional oppression of women under male power, these rooms develop
their control over female subjectivity in opposite ways. In fact, while the bedroom is linked to

what is expected to be a passive acceptance of male desire and its physical manifestations, the
kitchen becomes the space where women are expected to have an active role. The following
chapter will hence analyze two novels that put at the center of the focus the relationship between

the female character and the kitchen. On the one hand, Clara Sereni challenges traditions and
shows how she can manipulate and even adapt them in the forging of her new sense of self. On
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the other hand, Susanna Tamaro, although publishing her novel almost two decades after

Sereni’s, reproduces a much more traditional view of gender roles that binds her protagonist to
her limited role in the kitchen, presented as a satisfied and fulfilled position for women.
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CHAPTER TWO
Where a woman is expected to be found: The kitchen

Introduction
According to Gisella Bassanini’s book Tracce silenziose dell’abitare: la donna e la casa,
the house, specifically in Western societies, begins to undergo a process of transformation from
the 15th through the 19th century. Once a shared and disorganized space, open to both personal
and communal activities, it becomes a much more organized and neat division of rooms over
time. Such a change echoes the growing contrast between the private and public sphere: “La
‘nuova casa’ … è un luogo organizzato al suo interno secondo una logica, un ordine, che
attribuisce ad ognuno il proprio posto, ad ogni stanza una specifica funzione” (75). Men of the
time claim the private space of the study (or home-office) in the house, “luogo del potere della
mente del capofamiglia” (11), from which they can rule over properties and family. In contrast,
women take their place in the kitchen, seemingly naturally become the exemplary model of
caregivers.
In the newer, more modern domestic arrangement of the house during this period, each
subject occupies a more specific space and function within. As the domestic space closes around
the individual to protect him/her—along with his/her private property—from the perils of the
world, the woman is tied to the kitchen and the dining room, where she is expected to provide for
the physical well-being of her family. The kitchen is traditionally associated with the feminine
presence; the division of tasks between male and female family members mirrors the status quo
numerous societies have had for centuries, where men, with their more developed connections
with the outside space, are the major resources for their family, including food and shelter, while
women in the house transform those elements into provisions. Aaron Betsky writes that,
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although the 15th century signaled a period in which the home became even more specialized
than before in many Western societies, the kitchen remained a central room, with a fundamental
role in the household economy. “In [the kitchen,] the woman continues to weave connections
between utensils and ingredients” (81). In this sense, the division of labor becomes sharper with
society’s progress towards industrialization and the rise of middle-class values, as men are able
to earn enough to maintain their whole families, while their wives are supposedly satisfied with
overseeing family activities inside the house. Accordingly, as Christine Delphy notes, the family
mode of production of many 20th century European societies is based on the exploitation of
wives (67) while their housework is not considered productive, and thus is not recognized as
labor, because it is unpaid (87).
The intrinsic contradiction of the concept of the kitchen is that, while it is the feminine
domestic space par excellence, it is not a room where the female subject necessarily has either
personal space or the freedom of self-expression. This is not a private room, like the home office
where the male subject can express himself without restraint; instead, it is the most functional
room of the house where the woman is required to comply to a set of rules imposed on her by
tradition and society (i.e. cooking and providing for the needs of her family and guests). With the
growth of social consciousness and the feminist movement in many European countries in the
late 1960s, however, the functionality of the kitchen becomes associated with a deep sense of
alienation for women who, more than in other domestic spaces, often find themselves stripped of
their own agency and forced to follow societal impositions that they struggle to understand and
recognize. Betsky rightly argues that with the advent of capitalist economy, even more than in
previous economic systems, women are forced to accept their role of reproduction and education
within the private space of the home, counterpoised to the public sphere of activity and
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production which is the realm of men (143). In this scenario, the kitchen is the truly productive
room of the house; here, thanks to the activity of women, every family can successfully satisfy
one of the most basic instincts (appetite) in order to become active members of society, while the
woman, ironically, is confined within the same walls. The female individual is thus located at the
center of an endless circular movement in the domestic environment, where she is the center of
productive activity yet does not benefit from this activity by then moving from private to public.
Even though the kitchen is where women produce work, many post World War II
societies maintain as central the idea that women do not produce any labor. Lesley Johnson
argues that this perspective “reflects a masculinist and bourgeois understanding of economy and
society that has persisted since the early nineteenth century” (68). This discourse, the scholar
continues, presents the role of the housewife in the kitchen more as a way of being than as a real
job, and women are de facto located outside the societal system of production (68). This idea
connects the intrinsic value of women to their ability to define themselves as comfortable in the
kitchen, where they can become productive and show their personal success as cooks and
housewives. This section will feature the analysis of texts that deal with female characters whose
position in the kitchen is crucial, as well as how these characters use their commitment to or
refusal of their traditional role as women in defining their personal agency. The texts discussed
will include Casalinghitudine (1987), Passami il Sale (2002) by Clara Sereni, and Va’ Dove Ti
Porta il Cuore (1994) by Susanna Tamaro.
Part I: Casalinghitudine
In the late 1980s, after the crucial years of the Italian Feminist movement, the choice of
Clara Sereni to publish an autobiographic book questioning her role in the kitchen may have
come as a surprise, although it ultimately constitutes an innovative approach to a complex
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subject matter. As David Del Principe points out, Sereni uses food “as idiom in which to express
herself” (206) in a text that is the first of a new genre which (mainly female) writers use to
“capture the textual symbolism of food” (206). A relevant connection can be drawn with the
words of Joan Jacobs Brumberg, although they refer to the role of food as a form of symbolic
communication about gender in 18th and 19th century England. “[F]ood… was available for
manipulation. Middle-class girls, rather than boys, turned to food as a symbolic language,
because the culture made an important connection between food and femininity” (174).
Brumberg suggests here that the kitchen and the food prepared within it represented a way for
girls of the rising bourgeoisie to express their individuality and take control over the production
of something significant, which is exactly what Clara Sereni appears to do in her text nearly a
century later.
The complexity of the book in terms of the connection it establishes between the feminist
cause and the role of the woman within the domestic space makes it one of the most important
texts written by Italian women writers in the last few decades. Elis Deghenghi Olujić defines
Casalinghitudine as “ricettario autobiografico” (53), where both kitchen and food are themselves
a focus while also forming an integral part of the dialogue with the personal memories of the
narrator and writer. The book is a collection of recipes and much more; it is presented as a text to
show how food for Sereni is a fundamental part of her life and identity. Nonetheless, the author
goes much further in the description of her relationship with food as a working woman, wife,
mother, member of an Italian-Jewish family and daughter of Emilio Sereni, a well-known antifascist and politician of the PCI (the Italian Communist Party).
The exploration of identity is fundamentally woven into the structure of the book and is
presented as a never-ending path with many different components, including the personal,
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familial, social, private, and public spheres). Sereni returns to the process of self-discovery in her
later texts, including in Passami il Sale (2002), where she details a first-person fictionalized
account (Cicioni 93) of her time as deputy mayor. In this text, the author combines the theme of
female identity with the one of food, which becomes more symbolically charged because it is
one of the few ways she uses to communicate with her mentally challenged son. The role of
production and consumption of food in both texts, while published many years apart, is a clear
hint of the symbolic weight that food, cooking and the kitchen have for her. Mirna Cicioni points
this out in her comment to Passami il Sale:
Food is a central theme, which establishes continuity between this text and
Casalinghitudine; there are, however, significant variations. In the earlier text, cooking was the
site where the narrator self-inscribed her subjectivity and appropriated various kinds of
knowledge … Here Clara’s cooking is an assertion of her own identity … it is a survival strategy
as well as a way to nurture the ‘significant others’ in her life (94).
With its 105 recipes organized as a sort of a menu, with sessions such as Stuzzichini,
Primi Piatti, Secondi Piatti and Dolcezze, Casalinghitudine is an original and ambiguous text,
mixing fiction and non-fiction as well as autobiographical and historical events and characters,
where the role of the narrator and protagonist in the kitchen and her relationship with food are a
“working metaphor and the material product in the narrator’s journey of self-discovery and
subject formation” (Miceli-Jeffries 1). Sereni analyses the relationship between a woman and her
house, perceived simultaneously as a sanctuary and a prison. Her ability as an author is to draw
upon the construct society imposes on women to express her personality and find a medium of
communication for herself and other women like her, who do not refuse their role in the foodmaking process but at the same struggle to balance competing expectations. As Giovanna Miceli
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Jeffries writes in her introduction to the first English edition of Casalinghitudine, Sereni uses
food and recipes more or less consciously, as many other female writers do, to “create personal
histories and reconnect the self with the element of the universe” (5). With her presence in the
kitchen, then, Sereni does more than write a text which is a hybrid form of personal diary; she
candidly sets a precedent for women to begin a journey of personal and social understanding that
starts from the very confinement in the domestic space. The final product, as will be shown in
this analysis, is an attempt to combine two seemingly opposing perspectives as different
dimensions in the growth of the female individual. The message Sereni delivers appears to be
that for a woman to obtain agency, she does not necessarily need to reject the set of rules
established under patriarchy, risking a total defeat, but should instead work around them both to
accept and overcome their limits.
Thus, in Sereni’s text, the home and particularly the kitchen, belie their seeming roles as
spaces of fear and entrapment and instead become a gateway. They become places where it is
possible for a female protagonist to communicate with family members and friends, to work on
difficult family relationships while she seeks to know herself; moreover, she comes “to reinvent
a dimension that makes possible to overcome limits of homemaking and gendered identity”
(Miceli Jeffries 9). When the narrator leaves the kitchen where she prepares the food, she also
leaves a feminized space in order to enter the realm of patriarchy by subjecting the result of her
work to the scrutiny of her father, her husband and son as well as other male and female visitors.
Food is, therefore, the medium through which she not only communicates her personality but
also deals with gender roles.
The very choice of a neologism as the title of her book is an indicator of the desire for
Sereni to challenge the system. Casalinghitudine, in fact, is a portmanteau which combines the
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Italian words casalinga (housewife) and either abitudine (habit) or solitudine (solitude). This
association at first has an ambiguous, potentially negative outcome; the word “housewife,”
which is commonly recognized for its pejorative connotations, is bookended by two other nouns
that project an image of the repetitiveness and loneliness of the life lived by a woman in charge
of the house. However, Sereni re-appropriates these terms, challenging their more common
usage and giving them back to the reader with a new, symbolically charged meaning. In doing
so, she urges women to respond to the danger of being forced into the dehumanizing role of
housewife, from which comes the repetition of housekeeping habits and labors as well as
solitude, risks she knows and fears in her own lived experience.
The term casalinghitudine appears for the first time when the narrator compares herself
with her mother-in-law: “La casalinghitudine che tengo a bada dentro di me, relegandola in un
angolo circoscritto dalla ragione, in lei è dichiarata, aggressiva, caotica, piena di risorse,
pervasiva … risponde ad una logica ferrea, ad un rendersi occupata e indispensabile che risuona
in me con echi minacciosi” (Casalinghitudine 43). Clara’s mother-in-law represents the tradition
and the family structure absent from Clara’s otherwise unconventional family; moreover, she
represents a social role the narrator is afraid to accept, unless she is able to negotiate on her own
terms and incorporate it into her already established way of being. In fact, only at the end of the
book is it possible for Sereni to deliver her own interpretation of casalinghitudine, which, in the
last section, appears not by chance with the first person possessive adjective: “mia
casalinghitudine” (158). The evolution of the use of the neologism (three times in total) runs
parallel with her journey of growth and discovery. In the beginning, her fears of being subjected
to the superimposition of patriarchal structures upon her and of being relegated to the kitchen
seem to overcome her. In contrast, in the end, she comes to the realization that women like her
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could begin to occupy an agentive place within the house as well as in greater society. The word
casalinghitudine appears for the last time in the concluding page of the text:
Così le mie radici aeree affondando nei barattoli, nei liquori, nelle piante del terrazzo …
perché nella mia vita fatta a mosaico (come quella di tutti, e più delle donne) la casalinghitudine
è anche un angolino caldo. Un angolino da modificare in ogni momento, se fosse fisso sarebbe
morire, le ricette solo una base per costruire ogni volta sapori nuovi, combinazioni diverse”
(165).
This quote reveals Sereni’s admonition that women should refuse to be homogenized as a
unitary group and instead should become agents in the process of defining themselves while
accepting all the different pieces that correspond to the dynamic meanings of the role
“housewife”. According to Sereni, they can do so when they allow their own casalinghitudine to
become a way of reconnecting to those roots that tie them to people, places and times.
Sereni’s text belongs to a new hybrid genre that skillfully mixes together the writer’s love
of food and her personal memories and reflections. To understand the highly symbolic
significance charge of food in the text, it is imperative to see the recipes, though visually
separated from the narration, not as a simple lens but as part of Sereni’s memory, where they
“ordinano la narrazione in una semantica vissuta” (Deghenghi Olujić 54). At first, the reader may
assume that the text is a recipe book where the writer occasionally scribbles thoughts sparked in
her mind by the smells and textures of the food. As readers, we witness an association between
the sense of taste and the perception of memory, in a dynamic process which puts together the
past in a series of flashbacks, the present, and, eventually, the future. The taste suggested by the
food described in the text seems to bring Sereni’s mind back to a specific event or person that
urges her to put this down on paper. By building a close relationship between words and
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cooking, Sereni seems to suggest a parallel between the diary as a space for her words and the
home as a space for women. When sharing with the reader the recipes that made her the woman
she is, part of which comes from her family tradition, the narrator and writer is sharing pieces of
her own self, vulnerable and insecure and yet ready to walk on a path of newly constructed
identity.
Since the events narrated constitute Sereni’s personal experience, they do not follow a
temporal, linear order, but are instead dictated by their connection to the specific ingredients. For
example, the narration moves back and forth in time, presenting different social and personal
settings and people in her life. In this way, the reader is asked to collaborate with the narrator in
filling in the gaps left in the reconstruction of the story as a coherent unit. Sereni covers many
decades of her life, often going back to similar memories, left incomplete, which are linked to
different recipes. If, on the one hand, this creates a mystifying effect, it leaves on the other hand
the overall feeling that the narrator wants to welcome a third person into her personal space. In
such a space, the search for self-agency, identity and complex roles as a woman proceeds
through a collaborative process of reconfiguration rather than a linear expression of thoughts. As
a woman struggling within herself to find a fitting place in society and history as she writes an
original, true-to-self journal, the writer makes it clear that she proceeds with confidence and
strength, but without complete consciousness of what waits for her at the end. Her discovery
process develops step-by-step, just as her recipes do, and she can be sure of the results only when
she sees the final product.
Sereni uses the first person to narrate the memories of her life and also to deliver cooking
instructions; unlike traditional recipes, where in the Italian language the infinite or imperative
forms are preferred for directions, the writer uses the indicative present with the first person
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singular (“I”), which gives a much deeper sense of agency in the narrator: “Sereni usa la prima
persona per raccontare la preparazione di ogni piatto, come registrando un evento che si sia
appena compiuto… Il passaggio tra cibo e memoria, tra ricette e persone non è mai artefatto o
meccanico, perché il libro è propriamente un diario di cucina, più che un libro di ricette” (Pellizzi
279). Nonetheless, there is a subtle distinction between the subject of the recipes and the one in
the narrative parts, a distinction which clearly underlines the difficulties Sereni and other women
like her have in finding suitable place for themselves within modern society, as Giuliana
Menozzi writes:
For the narrator, cooking is a form of action that allows her to reach some degree of
autonomy. The emphasis on action is remarkably clear if one looks at the discrepancy between
the “I” that speaks in the recipes and the “I” of the narrative fragments. The latter is painfully
and tentatively engaged in finding its space, in negotiating it, whereas the former shows security,
assertiveness, self-confidence” (220).
In addition, this difference suggests that when Sereni talks about food in a more
conventional way, she knows she is complying with social expectations. However, when she
leaves the safe enclosure of her kitchen and explores her connections with and between people
and places, she must deal with unanticipated pressures that might cause her to lose confidence in
herself and question her choices. Nonetheless, she presents herself as ready for the challenge and
begins her journey by creating food to gain awareness of herself, her space and others around
her.
The rearranging of ingredients, the way she manipulates and reinvents them, is a clear
metaphor for the desire of a woman to take control over her position and her actions, not only
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within the domestic space but also, and more so, in a deeply personal realm. Giuliana Menozzi
explains this point as follows:
Through the contradictions, the struggles, and the indeterminacy that a complex social
system holds, some degree of openness exists within which one can move. For the narrator,
cooking provides such a space: she improvises a soup, a rather ordinary activity. Yet this opens
up the possibility of rethinking herself vis-à-vis others, of reaching an awareness of herself and
others, and of looking for a different positioning that the new consciousness allows her. Food, as
a space of mediation, has introduced a mobility that was not there before. … It is no
exaggeration to state that the process of operation set in motion by cooking leads the narrator to
re-mapping her world. (220-221)
The concept of reinvention and creation of new meaning in relation to everyday activities
is what Michelle de Certeau explores in his 1980 text Arts de faire, later translated in English as
The Practice of Everyday Life (1984). Here, the French philosopher shows that the individual
reacts to the superimpositions of the social order by reinventing practices. Thus, consumption is
a form of reproduction, which the human beings manifest through the arrangement of products
imposed by the economic order of society (167). Modern societies believe they can assign a role,
an order and a space to every individual, who is considered the primary social unit and user of
social phenomena. For de Certeau, however, human beings resist the expectation that they will
passively accept norms by reinventing everyday activities such as dwelling, reading, talking and
cooking (xxi). The unique way that each member of the social environment partakes of these
activities opens up space for the production of new, personal meaning and shows these otherwise
ordinary individuals’ ability to challenge their ties with the social order. In addition, de Certeau
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underlines the central presence of the kitchen in the development of livable characteristics for the
everyday space that individuals come to occupy:
Our successive living spaces never disappear completely; we leave them without leaving
them because they live in turn, invisible and present, in our memories and in our dreams. They
journey with us. In the center of these dreams there is often the kitchen, this “warm room” where
the family gathers, a theater of operations for the “practical arts”, and for the most necessary
among them, the “nourishing art” (148).
Scholar Jean Duruz connects this idea to the image of the house as birthplace suggested
by Gaston Bachelard in his book The poetics of space (1958): “Here, possibly, are echoes of
Gaston Bachelard’s poignant image of the house as the birthplace, the original site of nurturing,
and as a rich emotional resource of dreaming and remembering” (58). 33 Nourishment is, indeed,
the role of food for Clara Sereni. Connections with the analysis of space by both philosophers
can be found in Sereni’s relationship first with the kitchen and second with the way she describes
the production and meaning of food.
In Casalinghitudine, two memories are particularly representative of how important it is
for the author to be able to manipulate food to create new meaning. Both events are significantly
related to the figure of her father Emilio Sereni, with whom she had a troubled relationship.
Through these and other examples, the writer exposes her struggles in coming to terms with the
archetypal paternal figure as a representative of the traditional patriarchal and phallocentric
order,34 which she questions and exposes throughout her memoir. The first memory she reports is
connected to the recipe of pasta e fagioli (pasta and beans), a traditional Italian meal of humble
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For a more detailed analysis of the role of the modern individual within space (private and public) with connections to the role
of the kitchen, refer to Volume 2 of Michelle de Certeau’s The practice of everyday life.
34 Phallocentric is a term articulated in Italian feminist thought through a reformulation of Lacanian theory. More on the subject
matter has been provided in the introduction of this work. For deeper explorations of this concept, consult Luisa Muraro’s
L’ordine simbolico della madre.
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origin. Three men, all very important in her life, are mentioned in the episode, the symbolism of
which is evident from the choice of words Sereni makes to describe the preparation of the meal.
First, she says that her best friend, Enrico, with whom she shares everything but a physical
relationship, is coming over for dinner after her partner cancels their plans together. The memory
of food is hence related to a moment of her life where, by her own admittance, she projects onto
someone else her own weakness and unhappiness: “Avevo mal d’orecchio e male all’anima:
probabilmente l’uomo di cui mi ero innamorata (davo il suo nome alle mie infelicità,
un’operazione di cui talvolta rivelato l’ineleganza) . . . aveva annullato un suo impegno con me”
(Casalinghitudine 33). The desire for pasta e fagioli as a food for her soul, no less than for her
body, comes to her mind as a dream: “Quel sogno di pasta e fagioli prese ad agitarsi davanti ai
nostri occhi” (34). At this moment, another flashback comes into the picture, when she admits
that the only pasta with beans she had ever known was the one that her father liked and that she
detested:35 “L’unica minestra di fagioli che avessi mai visto prepararare era quella che piaceva a
mio padre … La detestavo, mi sembra a ragione” (34).
Once again, food acquires a stronger meaning in the narrative than what it appears to
have at first; through a simple difference of opinion about food, the writer reveals the
oppositional relationship between Emilio Sereni and young Clara, which is particularly
significant because it shows her character’s difficulty in dealing with a powerful and often
overbearing character like her father. Food symbolizes the struggle of the female individual to
become independent from the paternal figure. This seems evident from the fact that, in refusing
to like the same soup her father loves, she takes up her own agency and prefers to rely on herself:
“mi affidai un po’ al mio istinto culinario, e soprattutto mi arrangiai con quello che avevo in
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As it happens in many parent-child relationship, young Clara felt entitle here to dislike something that her father loved very
much, just to prove a point to herself, that she is, indeed, capable of developing a personal taste, opposite to her father’s.
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casa” (34). The tension over her flavor preferences in cooking is high, because this meal
represents both her dream of independence and her ability to produce and, therefore, to take part
in the patriarchal system by inventing a new meaning. With the successful results of the recipe,
she shows herself and others that she is indeed capable of reinterpreting tradition while adding
her own personal interpretation. It is also an answer to a remark that another man, her brother-inlaw, made years before when she decided to live on her own: “Che vendetta per i cannellini di
mio padre, e per mio cognato che aveva minacciato: «Vai, vai a vivere da sola, tu non sai cosa
significhi campare di pasta e fagioli»” (34). Beans become a food she can master and prepare for
many occasions, as they are a means by which “she asserts her independence vis--vis this man,
as well as her own father. She proves she can nourish herself with what she creates. This
explains the triumphant tone at the end of the passage. She sees herself as a pioneer on her way
to freedom” (Menozzi 220).
Soon after pasta e fagioli, the recipe for crema di piselli (split pea soup) also emerges as
symbolically tied to Sereni’s relationship with her father. She remembers her meeting with her
father a few months after her abrupt decision to leave the family home and go live with her older
sister.36 The encounter takes place in a restaurant in Rome, where both she and her father order
split pea soup and veal for lunch. For the first time, Clara witnesses the presence of her father as
a public figure, elegant, pleasant, a gourmand who enjoys good food in a sophisticated
environment where people recognize him. This reality contrasts with her personal perception of
her father as a private character, the severe and often unapproachable patriarch, the only man in a
family of many women upon whom he used to impose austere diets which he believed would
benefit their health. During that lunch, when she could read the silent disapproval of her choices
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Clara wants to leave the home where she grew up because of the difficult relationship with her father Emilio and his strict
rules.
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on her father’s face, feeling emotionally confused and drained, she is unable to enjoy the
otherwise delicious food in front of her, of which she later has only a vague memory:
“Riflessioni confuse, mentre inondavo di lacrime impotenti la zuppa di piselli e poi il petto di
vitello” (Casalinghitudine 40). However, her situation changes a few years after the encounter,
when she moves into her own house and, with a little stove at her disposal, she manages to
reinterpret the same recipe for the split pea soup. In many instances like this one, Sereni
underlines her desire and ability to reinvent recipes of meals her father particularly liked.
Through the production of food, she is capable of detaching herself from her father, who had
denied her a subject position, and to claim knowledge on her own terms (Cicioni 88).
From these examples, it is evident that food in Casalinghitudine serves as a means of
communication as well as a way of investigating the writer’s personal identity. By reinventing
recipes, particularly the ones through which she can connect with her father, she shows her
ability to produce something new and different: new meanings along with new meals. With this
interpretative lens, therefore, should be read the final words of the book, which are a quote from
a paper that Emilio Sereni had written a few years before on the historical context of food
consumption in the region of Naples. With these words, borrowed from her father, she wants to
demonstrate once and for all the importance she sees in inheriting familial and social traditions
while simultaneously engaging one’s ability to recreate them with one’s personal signature. The
recollection of memories and events helps her to define her personal identity as a woman that she
feels can be found in the connecting space between individuality, social relations and family
traditions. In Sereni’s opinion, it seems on the one hand to be crucial for a woman to be aware of
her individuality while she realizes, on the other hand, her ability to position herself as a part of a
bigger collective identity, whether this be a family, a society, or a category of gender.
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Nonetheless, this awareness came to her after overcoming many obstacles in her
everyday life, which are also expressed through her relationship with the kitchen and food. The
meaning of food in this text is therefore twofold. First, it expresses her difficulty as a young
female individual to deal with a patriarchal society represented particularly by the strong
presence of the paternal figure of her father, and second, it stands for the way this same
individual can react to such social impositions and find her way toward a personal
reinterpretation of her social and familial roles. The troubled relationship that the narrator
presents when dealing with her father is more evident when she talks about her memories as a
little girl. In her childhood home, her father occupies the traditional space of the home study,
where he would lock himself for hours, every day. 37 For Clara and her sisters, their father is an
unapproachable character with whom, as girls becoming women in Italian society in the 1960s
and 1970s, they find it very challenging to communicate.
The memory after the recipe polpettone di carne represents a crucial example of the
difficulty that Clara has in pleasing her father while simultaneously feeling the desire to
dissociate herself from him as much as possible. During her teenage years, she finds herself in
charge of the meals for the whole family. After many unsuccessful attempts at pleasing her father
with her own interpretation of family recipes, she finally decides to combine tradition and
invention by preparing her grandmother’s recipe of a meatloaf with her own personal touch. Her
father is finally satisfied and she can let her fears go: “Proprio buono, - concluse mi padre. Andai
in camera mia, piansi tutte le mie lacrime” (Casalinghitudine 73). When reading this passage in
the light of her conclusive considerations over the relationship with her family and with her
father above all, it seems that the final positive comment from the parent comes when she
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accepts, without consciously knowing it, to engage herself with the tradition, when she inserts
her own self into the genealogy of the family, which—one can argue—is not by chance
represented mainly by strong female figures.
The narrator circles back to the episode in the last chapter of the book, significantly
called “Conservare” (to conserve), albeit indirectly. In this last part of the story, Sereni reflects
one more time on herself and her family, drawing connections between the past and present and
setting possible expectations for the future. Her final words can read, therefore, as an answer to
her younger self during the episode where she is able to create a meal that satisfies her father
completely. Sereni seems to suggest that for a woman who struggles with the search for identity
and agency, it is not beneficial to reject completely the superimposition of societal rules and
roles upon her but, instead, to work around this so to learn how to manipulate and even reinvent
the same traditions: “Reinventare unico sconfinamento possibile, reinventare per non rimasticare,
reinventare per non mangiarsi il cuore. Tutto è già stato detto, tutto è già stato scritto” (165). It is
highly significant that these words introduce the final paragraph of her father’s article mentioned
above. Reinvention, for Clara Sereni, is key to forging a personal identity. Through this process,
she can avoid replicating a social expectation (“rimasticare”) that assumes that she as a woman
will passively accept her place in the patriarchy. It is, in the end, the chance she and all women
have to become active agents in their existence. “Reinventare”, then, is the active way to produce
something new starting from the familiar (i.e. past traditions, social roles), in contrast with
“rimasticare”, which only reinforces the idea of a passive compliance to pre-imposed terms.
The perception of her father as the embodiment of the patriarchal status quo is clearer
when Clara presents him as her opponent, with a capital first letter, in the last passages of the
book: “Di fronte a me non c’era più l’Avversario” (163). With his death, she is freed from the
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ineluctable need to confront his imposing presence. Nonetheless, she pays him an ultimate
homage in the last pages of the text. Significantly, the narrative begins to include her son (the
first chapter, is, in fact, a collection of recipes for meals babies can eat) and ends with the words
of the father, in a move that circles back to the beginning. Her deep personal ties, which she
mentions throughout this final section are eradicated through her personal connections with the
other members of her family and the memories they share. As the passing of her father causes
her to lose all connections to her original family (163), she becomes a foundation for her son and
for the future generations without forgetting her heritage. Now that she does not feel the central
pressure of being the daughter of a prominent social figure, she is free to balance her roles as
working mother, wife, and, overall, woman. 38
The connection with the paternal figure was more complicated for Clara because she
grew up in a family with many strong women around her, above all, Nonna Alfonsa, her
grandmother, the “mammà” (71) whose food her father believed was perfect, and her great aunt
Zia Mela, her grandmother’s sister. Both women are described as strong and independent. The
Sereni family is of Jewish origin, and through Nonna Alfonsa and Zia Mela, the narrator
connects with her heritage and learns the importance of perpetuating the rituals and habits that
constitute her identity as a member of a larger community. With these women and other
characters from her family, history emerges into view: “Molto della mia famiglia è nei libri:
trattati, memorie, saggi, carteggi. L’eroe, la biologa, gli agronomi, i nichilisti … consegnati alla
Storia spesso già da vivi. Non è sufficiente perché io capisca” (49). The narrator states clearly
here that to understand her deepest self as well as her origins, it is not sufficient for her to
passively accept her family traditions. With her presence in the house and in the kitchen, with the
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ongoing creation of food and of memory, Sereni draws connections between the particular and
the general, individual and society, personal and public history. Thus, within the domestic
environment, writing and cooking become two similar ways of producing meaning that Sereni
uses to establish a relationship with her past and to author her present: “su questa linea
terapeutica della scrittura … si innesta il rapporto di Clara Sereni con le proprie radici e con la
generazione che ha vissuto l’olocausto” (Pellizzi 289). Deghenghi Olujić agrees with this
interpretation:
La scrittura diventa terapeutica. Il passato non è separato e allontanato bensì è cercato,
esaminato e ricollocato nel presente. Riportando esistenze e vicende dal passato al
presente, l’autrice ricompone il rapporto con le proprie radici attraverso un dialogo che è
esistenziale e al contempo letterario (56).
Sereni comes from a generation of women that struggled with their role in society and is
the daughter of a traditional system that does not allow much female mobility. However, the
women of her family had found a way to distinguish themselves from the rest of women in
society at that time. In so doing, they became a model of womanhood who transmitted to young
Clara the idea that women can have the same opportunities as men do in life and not just be
relegated to the private space of the household. In her text, these women constitute a constant
reference for Clara, powerful examples of femininity that do not simply conform to established
traditions. They are in fact both acceptance and reinvention of traditions, and Sereni connects
with them and other women in her life through cooking as Menozzi says, “It becomes an act of
loyalty towards them, the acknowledgement of her indebtedness, while she traces a genealogy of
women with whom she belongs” (222).
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Nonna Alfonsa, for example, is described as “la sorella brutta di due sorelle bellissime …
e faceva di tutto per apparire più goffa, più sgraziata, più inelegante” (Casalinghitudine 13).
After the death of one of her children at a young age, Sereni’s grandmother wore black, long
dresses for the rest of her life: “vestiva di nero come una contadina: abiti informi a più strati,
lunghi quasi fino a terra. I piedi li aveva grandi, portava calzini e scarpe da uomo … identiche a
quelle di mio padre” (13). Yet this decision to commit herself to a permanent posture of
mourning is not out of character for Nonna Alfonsa. Not only does she appear to be an
unattractive woman, but she also does not seem to care about her appearance. The element of the
shapeless maternal clothes is common among Italian female writers who explore the theme of the
mother’s body. For example, Elena Ferrante points something similar out in La frantumaglia,
when quoting Elsa Morante’s words on the subject: “Il colore proprio agli abiti delle madri è il
nero, o, al massimo, il grigio o il marrone. I loro abiti sono informi, giacchè nessuno, a
cominciare dalle sarte delle madri, va a pensare che una madre abbia un corpo da donna”
(Morante in Ferrante 14). In Casalinghitudine, it looks as if Nonna Alfonsa is trying to erase
every part of the female figure she once had and to welcome more masculine attributes, even in
the shoes she chooses to wear. Sereni describes her grandmother as a resilient woman as well as
a mother who had experienced the harshness of life: “Nonna Alfonsa aveva usato la sua esistenza
per essere coraggiosa, per affrontare le scelte dei figli, per accettarne la morte” (Casalinghitudine
13). Alfonsa is a figure everyone in the family loved and respected, though at times she was also
capable nonetheless of instilling fear in her granddaughter: “Non doveva essersi lamentata molto,
in vita sua: tutto quel dolore si era come rappreso nei suoi lineamenti e nei suoi gesti, che ne
risultavano irrigiditi, induriti. A me faceva paura, con lei non c’era scusa che tenesse” (13).
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In contrast to the figure of Nonna Alfonsa, the author describes Zia Ermelinda (Mela),
who was a teacher, a lady of the court for the Italian queen, a pianist, and a polyglot, as elegant
and beautiful, with long white hair gracefully arranged on her head. In the memory of Sereni, Zia
Mela occupies a place dear to her heart, despite what other relatives might have thought of her:
La memoria familiare tramanda di Ermelinda Portecorvo-Sereni un’immagine di donna
dura, avara, dispotica, complessivamente poco simpatica. Insopportabilmente frivola …
Per me zia Mela resta un profumo, la musica, dei gesti eleganti, la sensazione di qualcuno
che chiede molto ma molto è disposto a dare, il calore di sentirmi prediletta e unica (31).
As Deghenghi Olujić rightly notes, Zia Mela is the most important female presence in Sereni’s
life, for two main reasons. First, she is the model of a woman who, without the burden of caring
for children, has the freedom to dedicate time and energy to herself, and does so while
cultivating her love for beautiful clothes and music (Deghenghi Olujić 56). Second, zia Mela
chooses her niece, Clara, as her protégée. For every generation in the family, the aunt chooses a
favorite nephew to raise and even help become a brilliant individual. The absence of boys in
Sereni’s generation, however, does not make any difference for zia Mela, as she chooses Clara as
her favorite to whom to transmit her knowledge about the world and about life. From her, Sereni
learns not only family rituals and traditions, but also the ability to live her life as she pleases:
“Doveva fare di me un genio, dunque mi rendeva partecipe: della sua toilette … del suo farsi
bella … della sua eleganza … del suo passato … Molti riti, ciascuno con la sua funzione”
(Casalinghitudine 29-30).
Zia Mela not only mentors Clara in the freedom to live her life on her terms but also
express the value of food to her grandniece. Menozzi writes in this regard: “From [Zia Mela], she
learns how food is charged with symbolic investment. Although she does not say it, she had seen
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and memorized sequences of gestures, smells, sounds, that later she is able to reproduce as well
as modify” (222). Zia Mela is very much an archetypal figure, the custodian of secret family
rituals to be passed on from generation to generation; moreover, she represents the female
identity upon which young Clara models herself. 39 In so doing, she learns how to communicate
by locating herself within the traditional setting while building for herself a new space within
that same tradition.
It does not come as a surprise that the writer perceives the position of women in modern
society as problematic, as Sereni ends up challenging the patriarchal system while questioning
the limited number of positions women can occupy within that same system. Because her father,
by her own admission, is active in the professional sphere but mainly absent from everyday
family life, she is raised by women and models her identity on theirs: “Questa famiglia
particolare ed emblematica [col padre assente dalla vita quotidiana] ha fatto sì che l’autrice
considerasse l’essere donna una cosa normale, che le dava parità di diritti. Crescere in un
ambiente nel quale dominavano le presenze femminili, le ha permesso di crescere libera”
(Deghenghi Olujić 50). Since Sereni’s mother dies when she is very young, zia Mela, Nonna
Alfonsa and the other women of her life (step-mother and sisters) represent for her an alternative
nurturing and maternal collective presence. 40 They all serve as examples of the way womanhood
can be expressed and lived by a single individual. Thus, it is on the basis of their characters, the
knowledge and the traditions they embody, and the recipes these women transmit that she builds
her casalinghitudine.
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She is, indeed, the maternal figure that Clara misses from her life, after her mother died at a young age.
Although Sereni has a good relationship with her young step-mother, she does not see her in an alternative maternal role: one
of the reasons can be found in the step-mother’s young age and subservient behavior to the husband, which do not make her a
strong female figure like the other ones in Clara’s life, more fitting to be a role model for her. The maternal role is, then, taken on
by Nonna Alfonsa and Zia Mela, although in very different ways and despite the age difference.
40
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The kitchen thus becomes the chosen place for an open dialogue with the women who
have formed the past and her present of her family and a way to send along her message to those
who will come in the future as Deghenghi Olujić points out: “la cucina … diventa un laboratorio
ideale, dove si pratica un’attività combinatoria di ricerca e di scoperta, dove si può creare,
immaginare e ricostruire” (54). In the final part of the book, Sereni comes back one more time to
the space of the kitchen, where she started the journey of her memory and the search for her
identity. Although she does not present herself as having a definitive answer as to the place a
woman should occupy in her family or in society, she has become more conscious of the
difficulties she overcame and the ones that await her in the future. Clara ends her search for
knowledge with some unanswered questions which, ironically, attest to her ability to move
forward despite the challenges that remain. In “Conservare,” Sereni realizes the importance of
maintaining a connection with the past to secure for herself an active place in the present while
building her future. The casalinghitudine that she was fighting at a younger age, which she saw
as a passive means by which she was expected to accept a role for women she did not agree with,
now becomes her domain. With the death of her father and the birth of her son, her various
family personas, e.g., the subordinate daughter, the strong mother, the housewife and the
working woman, come together once and for all in acceptance, if not reconciliation, of their
newly established coexistence.
This newly found consciousness comes to Sereni from the realization that as a woman,
she can reject the traditional space assigned to her via her gender by patriarchal society and
transform it into its opposite, that is, a fertile environment for the creation of a new female
discourse. Charged with fresh, symbolic meaning, the preparation of meals becomes something
different, no longer part of the chores that the patriarchal arrangement of gender presupposes
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women should do once they become wives and mothers. Food is transformed from a simple
object of consumption for fundamental human needs into a medium of communication and a tool
for the investigation of personal identity. The apparent weakness of Sereni’s tone in her narration
at this moment when compared to the more assertive one of the recipes shows exactly how the
journey to self-discovery for a woman in a modern society is marked with challenges and doubts:
The many dimensions of food in Casalinghitudine rest on the fact that it is envisaged as a
space of and for mediation. That is, food holds an intermediate position that serves as
ground for a variety of interventions and operations vis-à-vis other people. In a sense, the
narrator's knowledge of herself and others is gained through food (Menozzi 218).
With her presence in the kitchen, cooking for family and friends, Sereni’s subjectivity is exposed
in the production of new meaning for herself and indeed for the female gender, even as she
questions the status quo and looks for new ways to represent herself.
Overall, she realizes that with the exploration of personal identity comes the awareness of
being part of a bigger community, whether it be familial or social. Yet this creates a new
instability which she must confront: “Cerco di radicarmi in me, dipendo puntigliosamente
dall’esterno, da persone e cose che non riescono a garantirmi sicurezze” (Casalinghitudine 164).
To fight the insecurity that comes from opposing the rules of female confinement in her family
home as well as from the lack of alternatives for women, Sereni decides to return to the same
space which she once resisted and now seeks to re-appropriate for herself: “Cosí la casa –
abitudine, solitudine, negritudine – si fa radice vistosa e assorbente: non posso lasciarla a se
stessa, non reggo il disordine la polvere il vaso dei fiori vuoto” (164). The intensity of this brief
passage displays all the potential of Sereni’s new, pro-active attitude delivered at the end of her
narrative. The home, which has been traditionally considered one of the symbols of female
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oppression, and which often carries negative characteristics (connected to the repetition of
movements and actions that belong to the limited word of the housewife) becomes a strong root
the woman latches on by building a new sense of agency. The use of the words “non posso” (I
cannot) underlines a shift in her attitude from passive to active, a refusal to unwillingly accept
the status quo, a change in the perception of the domestic space from imprisonment into an
environment where she can develop and gain the desired independence, without losing
connection to a more traditional setting that is, nonetheless, part of her as well. With new
awareness of the possibilities opening up to her, Sereni can create (or at least attempt to create)
her own version of domesticity. This version will be one where she is not forced to abandon her
family traditions or her warm memories of her family. Likewise, it can become a place where she
can interpret her identity and change it according to her personal choices.
Intermezzo: Passami il Sale
The quest for self-affirmation is a never-ending process for Sereni, especially as a woman
who has chosen a life in local politics. The challenging relationship between public service and
private life is the focus of her 2002 book, Passami il Sale, whose title seems to continue the
conversation she started with Casalinghitudine. Sereni offers then a new prospective on the same
subject of many years before, now that she has a family on her own and she is a well-established
public figure as well. For this reason, it is relevant to briefly mention this text after the
concluding thoughts on Casalinghitudine, and before moving to the next of the two novels that
are the main focus of this chapter. In Passami il Sale, a more mature Sereni analyzes her public
experience as a politician, working as the deputy mayor of a small town in central Italy while
caring for her family as a wife and a mother of a child with special needs. Although the text can
be considered only a fictionalized, partial autobiography, the writer chooses to focus once again
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on her relationship with food. The chapters alternate between an account of her experience in the
Italian political world and her private memories of her time spent with her son and husband,
particularly in the kitchen. Mirna Cicioni comments: “The only way Clara can find a sense of
continuity for her identity is through the concrete gesture of her daily life … above all preparing
food” (94). As a mother of an intellectually disabled child, Sereni shows in Passami il Sale that
the kitchen is a privileged room in the house where she can relate to her son through the
preparation of food. Once again, the materiality of cooking is charged with symbolic meaning,
where edible products become a medium for communication:
Molto nella mia cucina è cambiato negli anni, e non solo perché l’arte del cibo non è una
scienza esatta … Chi ha cambiato quel che si mangia in casa è mio figlio: perché cucinare
insieme è stato uno dei pochi linguaggi che sono riuscita a condividere con lui, e perché
la sua voracità malata di alcuni acquisti mi ha costretta ad inventare ricette che,
utilizzandoli, dessero senso alla spesa, ed insieme al dialogo fra di noi (Passami il Sale
19).
While Casalinghitudine focuses more on Sereni’s evolving identity as a woman in
traditional patriarchal society, Passami il Sale represents a more conscious and mature reflection
on a different stage of her life. The later book juxtaposes moments of self-confidence with
insecurities and doubts, a reality which seems to be the common element in all women’s lives,
according to Sereni. Her reflections leave a bittersweet understanding in the mind of women
reading her book: that for the female individuals who want to engage with their roles in the
public sphere in a highly male-driven society like that of Italy, challenges and defeats need to be
accepted as one strives toward success. As Angela Jeannet notes, however, the ultimate message
is here that “there is no closure to this chronicle of the way many women live their newfound
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access to public life. Its unrelieved tension and pessimism bode ill for the future of people’s
cooperation in political and family life. Still, what emerges from the story is the courage of a
woman faced with many challenges” (148). The positive, nurturing space that Sereni’s home and
family represent, where she feels a deep intimacy as she supports her husband and their son,
stands in opposition to the unwelcoming and competitive environment of her public office,
which is full of rivalries, jealousies and hostility, especially from her male colleagues.
Through this account of events, Sereni reveals herself to be both a committed politician
who struggles to fit into a disinterested world and a woman who values being present for her
family and herself: “Non posso accettare che amministrare significhi più che altro questo passare
carte di cui capisco poco e controllo ancora meno … Non è per questo che ho scelto di
rivoluzionarmi la vita. E poi c’è l’idea di provare a mantenermi donna anche in questo mestiere
nuovo, un assillo ma inutile” (Passami il Sale 109). After two years of unresolved difficulties,
she quits her job as deputy mayor because she is not capable of finding a compromise within
herself. For women, the public sphere appears to be a space where the individual is not allowed
to produce changes and new meanings: “Però io non volevo limitarmi a non nuocere: volevo
cambiare un pezzetto di mondo … E invece tutto si smussa, si addolcisce, scompare” (256). At
first, these words seem to convey something negative: for female individuals struggling to
balance the public and the private in their lives, there is no possibility to leave their mark and
make change. However, when analyzed on a deeper level, the message becomes affirming and
strong. Rather than compromising herself by accepting the imposing system and its many flaws,
a woman like Sereni finds the strength to take a step back to position herself in order to become
the change she envisions.
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After leaving her important position in the public sphere, Sereni reconquers the private
one, where she feels safer and more capable. To reestablish order in her life after this transition,
she goes back where everything started, the kitchen, a space where she consciously decides to
put herself and write her own rules: “Finisce che passo gran tempo in cucina, cercando almeno,
così, di risarcire i miei e me stessa dell’abbandono durato due anni. Le miscele, gli infusi,
l’invenzione mi restituiscono, se non delle certezze, almeno qualche abitudine” (252). The habit
that she mentions here is what she has understood and explained before as casalinghitudine;
even after many years of self-exploration, she finds her personal dimension within both the
public and private strata of her world. The kitchen represents a constant reminder of her neverending journey towards self-care and discovery. The circle that once opened with childhood
memories and the beginning of her personal quest seems now to be reaching closure. However,
this resolution is not definitive, because the goal for women to become independent subjects,
individuals who are able to produce meaning similar to their male counterparts within patriarchal
society, cannot be considered accomplished yet.
Thus, it is from the kitchen that Sereni borrows a simple yet highly symbolic gesture to
leave her final imprint on the public world: the phrase Passami il Sale (pass me the salt), which
constitutes the title of this book. When she is having lunch with her male colleagues, she finds
the meal they are eating flavorless. However, she realizes that she can refuse to accept the food
as it is presented to her and instead choose to alter the taste of it by adding salt. Through yet
another simple action, Sereni shows once again how women can start from what they have been
forced to know better than men, e.g., meal preparation, house rules, and so on, and twist those
same actions and charge them with new, personal meaning: “The salt in the title is an
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encompassing metaphor for several key elements in the text. It stands for attempts to
communicate across differences and for essential humanity” (Cicioni 95).
Part II: Va’ Dove ti Porta il Cuore
There is a relevant contrast between the two texts by Clara Sereni and the third novel
analyzed in this chapter, Va’ Dove ti Porta il Cuore, published in 1994 by Susanna Tamaro. The
novel is narrated in the first person by an old woman, Olga, writing letters to her young
granddaughter, who recently moved to North America to study. Olga’s daughter Ilaria, the
mother of the girl, died in a car crash many years before; since then Olga had to take on herself
the maternal role for her granddaughter, who was only a child when she lost her mother. The
grandmother-granddaughter relationship at the time of the account is a fraught one; because the
text is presented as a succession of letters that go unanswered, the cumulative effect is that of
Olga’s interior monologue as she revisits her own life and engages with buried feelings from
long ago. She suffers from an incurable disease and has learnt that she has not much time left to
live. However, because her teenage granddaughter abruptly left the house they shared together to
go abroad, many things between them have been left unsaid. After the granddaughter’s request
for more independence, they agree not to contact one another, leaving Olga with a sense of
abandonment she then converts into the written page. Yet as she does not plan to mail the letters,
they become, unbeknownst to her, a personal diary that documents the last few weeks of her life.
After she passes away, she plans to leave her granddaughter to discover this autobiography of
sorts upon her return to the empty house she left and will eventually inherit.
Rita Cavigioli calls the novel “a study of generational conflict” (94); the struggle of Olga
and her granddaughter is one of different generations trying to co-exist, inevitably resulting in
the younger woman’s decision to leave the family nest to gain her longed-for independence.
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Olga’s letters become a testament that she leaves to the only surviving relative she has left. 41
Alone in her large and stately house, Olga moves around comfortably and encounters
memorabilia and domestic spaces that she connects with significant moments in her life, which
she then documents in this diary in epistolary form. Similar to what Sereni does in
Casalinghitudine, the narrator here establishes a strong relationship between family objects and
memories of her life. In so doing, she creates a sentimentally charged narrative where she
attempts to cast off the mask she has worn throughout her life, analyzing her difficult family
relationships with honesty for the first time. Olga appears to recount the events in her life to
explain and justify the troubled relationship she had with her daughter and granddaughter; as she
does so, the grand house comes to represent a bourgeois response to the social connection she is
now missing: “Deeply attached to the country mansion that has been her home for nearly half a
century, she lives alone … The domesticated nature of the garden is terrain both of her memories
of the idyllic symbiosis between grandmother and child granddaughter and of the spiritual
energy on which the grandmother’s legacy is founded” (Cavigioli 90-91). The villa as a social
class marker becomes therefore a symbol of Olga’s upbringing as representative of the false and
shallow bourgeois class; as such, the home and the surrounding yard, where the protagonist has
tried to shield herself from the empty social conventions that ruined her life become the space
where she experiences the awakening to her own history as well as to the loss of her
granddaughter’s company.
As Giancarlo Lombardi notes in Rooms with a view (2002), Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore is
among the many novels published in Europe between the 1980s and the early 1990s that put a
female protagonist at the center of an autobiographical narrative that is expressed in the form of

The letters underline, in fact, Olga’s solitude. All the important people in her life have died: her daughter, her husband
(although they did not have a loving relationship) and Ilaria’s real father, the only man she truly loved.
41
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the journal. In these texts, the first-person narration becomes a private way the female characters
use to express their struggles to find their own space in a phallocentric society. The diary is a
mirror through which a woman can see herself and recognize her inability to define her own
place within the social sphere, which may result in the protagonist’s self-annihilation (death or
madness) or self-confinement in the domestic space (Rooms with a View 15). Tamaro’s
protagonist, however, belongs to an older generation where women lived within a maledominated realm where they were expected to be devoted wives and mothers. However, because
she is not fully aware of this, or of her unconscious need to be independent without her
granddaughter, Olga remains trapped in a traditional system where she cannot consciously
position herself as someone other than what patriarchy wants her to be. She ends up revealing
herself as a product of the same society her granddaughter, in leaving home, aims to reject.
The reasons behind this eventual failure are multi-faceted and complicated, resulting
from the protagonist's presence in the domestic space and her relationship with the objects of the
house. Significant to this analysis, one of the last letters Olga writes, dated December 1992,
focuses on a memory of her and her granddaughter in the kitchen baking a cake with a pan that
belonged to Olga’s own grandmother. She observes this, saying, “è l’unico oggetto rimasto di
tutta la storia femminile della nostra famiglia” (Tamaro 159). The fact that the only remaining
object that belonged to female traditions in the family is a tool for baking, and significantly a
mold, one which has in fact been hidden away in the attic for a long time (159), speaks to the
final message of the novel. In a historical moment in Italy where feminist ideas and movements
were gaining popularity, Tamaro seems to position herself and her female protagonist at the
opposite end of the spectrum; women, she appears to assert, belong in the home, where they are
expected to repeat the same gestures of their ancestors and, albeit unknowingly, perpetuate their
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historical oppression. In fact, Olga implicitly reproaches her granddaughter for leaving the
shared safe house Olga inherited from her late husband, without realizing what the domestic
space symbolizes for every woman in her family.
The difference between the two generations lies in the granddaughter’s ability to take
agency over her life and to refuse the social limitations that would otherwise change her into
another subservient individual of patriarchy. The complexity of Olga as a character stems from
the fact that though she wants to present herself as supportive of her granddaughter’s choices
towards freedom and independence, she fails to realize that she represents the very same
limitations that the girl (and her mother before her) wants to escape. Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore
therefore serves as a counterexample to the other texts presented in this chapter, showing the
obstacles that Italian women writers have had to overcome in converting the position of their
characters from “subjected” to subjects. It is nonetheless crucial to analyze a text like Tamaro’s
to understand the difficulty authors have in creating a relationship between female characters and
the domestic space in such a way that does not end up in the complete annihilation of the
individual. This is in fact what happens to the character of Olga, who is conscious of being the
object of male-dominated society but is nonetheless unable (for lack of time and knowledge) to
change her reality as other female characters are eventually able to do.
Feeling safe and secure in her house, Olga moves mainly around her idealized space of
the kitchen, where she feels comfortable in expressing herself through the production of food as
well as in her writing. Her writing process is compared to the making of a cake: “Nelle pagine
che ho scritto oggi è un po’ come se avessi preparato una torta mescolando diverse ricette” (74).
She explains herself by saying that she takes inspiration from the world she is more familiar
with: “Lo so, i miei esempi tratti dall’universo della cucina invece di farti ridere ti fanno
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sbuffare. Rassegnati: ognuno trae ispirazione dal mondo che conosce meglio” (18). 42 Olga has a
strong positive connection with her surroundings, that are walled in; her whole life is, in fact,
contained within the border of her large, elegant villa in the northern Italian countryside. The
mansion is the main setting of the narrative, although there are many flashbacks referencing
Olga's past experiences there as well as in other environments. In her family’s house,
accompanied by her faithful dog Buck, Olga prepares to deliver a last, honest message to her
granddaughter. She hopes this lesson will be helpful throughout her granddaughter’s adult life,
yet in the end Olga inevitably fails both to deliver the meaning of the message and to choose a
medium of communication. Moreover, Olga does not have the instruments to properly
communicate with the young, rebellious woman who challenges the metaphorical imprisonment
of the domestic space that her grandmother perceives, in contrast, as protective.
The two women could not be more further apart from one another. On the one hand, Olga
is a widow with many unresolved troubles in her past who nonetheless also lives in a
comfortable home where she was a wife and a mother but never a laborer. Her granddaughter, on
the other hand, is a young, active woman who cannot wait to experience the world and build her
life as she pleases. One is rooted in the domestic space while the other decides to break with her
roots and take a step into the unknown world. Olga’s attempt to communicate with her
granddaughter is unsuccessful not because she is insincere in her intentions, but because she does
not have any means of establishing a connection with her granddaughter. The decision to avoid
any contact with each other (a request that came from the granddaughter, as said before) shuts
down any chance for dialogue, which includes the fact that Olga’s letters go unanswered. In the
end, Olga’s letters become an interior monologue, in a belated and dramatic attempt to “erase
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The awareness of the engagement with the reader, works well here both on an intradiegetic and extradiegetic level; either be
Olga dialoguing with the granddaughter (as she was present with her) or Tamaro winking her literary eye to the external reader.
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deceit and guilt through a sacramental act—a confession—and to redeem a failure by giving
meaning to an existence” (Cavigioli 97).
From her first letter, Olga, saddened by the granddaughter’s decision to leave, tries to
respond by setting a distance between the two of them. While the latter has been gone for more
than two months, wandering in a distant land, the former has set up a protective space for herself
within the boundaries of the house and the garden. This garden is very dear to her, especially
because it features a beautiful rose she once planted for and with her granddaughter. There, Olga
feels calm and content next to Buck, the old dog that her granddaughter brought home from the
shelter as a child. The pet and the flower represent a strong manifestation of the girl’s imprint on
the domestic space: “È come se qui accanto ci fosse una parte di te, la parte che più amo”
(Tamaro 11). Yet over time, the distance between the two women inevitably grows and is
reiterated in the last letter Olga writes, stating that while her granddaughter is free in North
America to move in an open space among the coyotes and the cactuses (164), she, the
grandmother with limited time left, has chosen to confine herself to and eventually die in the
house that has contained her whole existence.
Olga participates in a status quo she perceives as unfair yet simultaneously accepts as the
only possible option for a woman like her, member of the older generation, which is becoming
obsolete. Her kitchen is the space where she feels most comfortable seeking to communicate her
inner self through writing, a revolutionary act for a woman who has been subject to patriarchal
conventions. The relationship Olga develops with her personal writing evokes the behavior of
another fictional female character, Valeria, the protagonist of Alba de Céspedes’ Quaderno
Proibito (1952). By using their writing for self-exploration as well as analysis and catharsis, both
characters come to the realization that there are choices they can take in engaging their personal
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agency. However, both also witness their failure in reaching this goal because they are too
deeply rooted in the same society they are starting to perceive as oppressive. Paradoxically,
Valeria, although the protagonist of a novel published in the 1950s, seems to be more aware of
her position as a generational bridge between the old traditional system and a new proto-feminist
awareness (represented in nuce by her daughter), consciously returning to her isolation in the
domestic space and her inability to be part of the change.43 Nonetheless, her attitude is less
problematic in comparison to Olga’s, whose thoughts about women’s need to be able to decide
for themselves do not sound convincing; they are not supported by any action, nor by any real
encouragement towards her granddaughter to pursue this way of living.
Olga’s choice to address the letters not to the young woman her granddaughter is now but
to the child she once was, a defenseless and lost puppy (Tamaro 11), supports the idea that Olga
refuses to accept her granddaughter as an ‘other,’ a new kind of woman. She instead seeks to
attach the memory of her granddaughter as a little girl to elements that relocate her in the
domestic space, where symbols of her childhood existence, like the dog and the rose, evoke a
past Olga wishes to relive rather than exist in the present. With constant references to these
elements, Olga attempts to emotionally blackmail her granddaughter into returning where Olga
thinks the young woman belongs. In doing this, Olga precludes her ability to set the
granddaughter free from the same impositions that she as a young woman herself once had to
accept and that led her to a life of empty conventions and regrets.
It is difficult to perceive Olga as something other than a stereotype: a fragile, sentimental
woman who is unable to communicate with someone with a different attitude towards life who
looks down on the feminist movement as something illogical and inappropriate. Olga does not
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recognize her own limits or the necessity of reorganizing a central position in society for women.
On the contrary, by urging her granddaughter to come back to her childhood bedroom and
reconnect with her roots, the grandmother pushes her to take on the same role Olga was forced
into at a young age. In fact, Olga describes being raised in the oppressive, repetitive reality of her
upper-class family, where she felt stuck in the superficiality of meaningless rituals that left her
feeling unhappy and alone when she was young. One may ask, therefore, why the narrator makes
the effort to convince the granddaughter to return to the family home where she would be
expected to take up a position within the female genealogy. This was, indeed, a story that started
with her cold, distant great-grandmother, Olga’s mother (who is depicted as a superficial, dreary
woman), continued with the unhappy Olga and later with her daughter, Ilaria, who died at a
young age after a tormented existence.
Olga is aware of the danger of her granddaughter repeating the path of emptiness and
meaninglessness she experienced, and thus asks herself if it is possible to break the seemingly
inevitable path of their family lineage: “Esiste uno spiraglio per liberarsi dal destino che impone
l’ambiente di origine, da ciò che i tuoi avi ti hanno tramandato per la via del sangue? Chissà.”
(33) These few lines seem to be a contradiction in terms of the concluding thoughts expressed at
the end of the novel, yet they also demonstrate the seed of doubt that in Olga fails to bloom into
complete awareness. In fact, she unwittingly admits that an individual should have the ability to
set a different future for themselves to break the cycle of dissatisfaction and rancor that may be
secretly transmitted from generation to generation. However, she also states that breaking this
cycle can often be too difficult and frightening, which may be what led her to renounce her
chance to become active in changing her life. When describing her upbringing, Olga underlines
the contrast between her perspective as a younger person with the one she developed as an adult.
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It is clear she realizes the negative effect of the social traditions and rules which her parents,
members of the petite-bourgeoisie in the first decades of the 1900s, were perpetuating, but she
never fully blames either them or society for how she was restricted to the roles of subordinated
wife and mother.
As already mentioned, Olga’s life, which she recounts in her letters from November to
December 1992, is confined to the boundaries of the house and the garden. Although at this point
the main reason she does not leave the domestic space is because she is sick and weak, it can be
assumed from her comments that through the years she retreated from the outside world she
perceived as hostile to the comfort of her private space. Laura Salsini notices in this regard that
“Tamaro’s novel plays with an essential narrative trope of the letter text: the physical isolation of
the protagonist” (131), pointing out the fact that the physical confinement Olga imposes upon
herself is parallel to the growing emotional disconnection that “dooms her attempts at genuine
self-exploration” (131). In fact, Olga does not recognize the limitations in her present
relationship with her granddaughter and seems incapable of reflecting on past mistakes which
occurred within relationships she now cannot change. Salsini rightly underlines Olga’s emotional
sterility mirrored by the domestic environment: “The wintry desolation that Olga sees in her
garden, the wounded blackbird she fails to save, the poignant descriptions of a loveless life, her
own physical decline and imminent death, all reflect a profound emotional sterility” (131).
Olga reproaches her granddaughter for leaving the comfort of the house and her inability
to create a connection with the domestic environment:
Ci sono cose che si possono comprendere a una certa età e non prima: tra queste il
rapporto con la casa, con tutto ciò che ci sta dentro ed intorno. A sessanta, a settant’anni
improvvisamente capisce che il giardino e la casa non sono più un giardino e una casa
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dove vivi per comodità o per caso o per bellezza, ma sono il tuo giardino e la tua casa, ti
appartengono come la conchiglia appartiene al mollusco che ci vive dentro. Hai formato
la conchiglia con le tue secrezioni, incisa nelle sue volute c’è la tua storia, la casa-guscio
ti avvolte, ti sta sopra, intorno, forse neanche la morte la libererà dalla tua presenza, dalle
gioie e dalle sofferenze che hai provato al suo interno (Tamaro 29).
The metaphorical role of the house as a shell that protects the individual from the perils of
society is the result of a general trend developed around the domestic space within the bourgeois
society that Gisella Bassanini, among others, asserts to happen in many European countries
starting in the 19th century:
Le mura domestiche si chiudono attorno alla famiglia e alla sua vita più privata e intima
come un guscio. La casa del secolo XIX è un rifugio, un nido, uno scrigno nel quale
custodire quanto c’è di più prezioso. È una fortezza con solide mura atte a difendere
l’uomo e i suoi affetti dai continui attacchi della vita moderna (87).
Olga embraces the idea of domesticity that was set generations before with the rise of the
bourgeoisie. The idea of the home as a shell (guscio) evokes what the French philosopher Gaston
Bachelard explains in his 1958 text The poetics of space. In his analysis of the domestic space as
a source of imagination and fundamental happiness for the individual, one of the chapters is
dedicated to the metaphor of a shell (which refers to mollusks) as a way of conceptualizing
human dwellings. With the concept of the home as a shell and as a nest, Bachelard goes back to
the primary role of the house: protection. By suggesting the mollusk as a symbol of wholeness
for the human being, as a totality of body and soul, Bachelard points out the critical role of the
domestic space in the emotional growth of the individual. It seems that as Olga writes, she is
unconsciously following the line his analysis of space traces in two ways. This first occurs when
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she refers to her house as a protective space for herself and, she hopes, for her granddaughter as
well. This again happens when she hints at the fact that true happiness resides within the family
and the domestic space, where the individual feels connected to their roots.
Tamaro’s novel also seems to echo Bachelard’s analysis of the domestic space through its
reference to the home/nest, with the description of Olga rescuing a bird fallen out of the nest and
trying unsuccessfully to raise it. Both the nest and the shell are, for Bachelard, images of the
natural world that take the individual back to a primordial sense of protection that can be
associated with the role of the home. If the domestic space, as the philosopher suggests, provides
poetic images by which an individual can analyze the deepest corners of their soul, these
primitive images can bring forward a powerful connection between the sense of belonging and
the individual’s childhood home:
A nest-house is never young. Indeed, speaking as a pedant, we might say that it is the
natural habitat of the function of inhabiting. For not only do we come back to it, but we
dream of coming back to it, the way a bird comes back to its nest, or a lamb to the fold.
This sign of return marks an infinite number of daydreams, for the reason that human
returning takes place in the great rhythm of human life, a rhythm that reaches back across
the years and, through the dream, combats all absence. An intimate component of faithful
loyalty reacts upon the related images of nest and house (Bachelard 99).
Bachelard analyses the relationship the individual creates with the home space as a
privileged space for reverie, a dream-like state that connects the past and present and gives birth
to artistic creation. However, one may argue that this could work only when human subjects
consciously position themselves within the domestic walls in search of shelter and protection
otherwise, the same space is perceived as an imposition and a form of confinement that cannot
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result in any positive outcome. Therefore, despite the similarity between the home as presented
in The poetics of space and the way Olga perceives the domestic space, the representation of the
home in Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore becomes problematic; Olga comes to realize that she
occupies the space not by choice but as the result of passive acceptance. In this sense, the home
is no longer secluded and safe, but becomes a space to which Olga is relegated, without the
ability to define her position within.
In Olga’s recollection of her life since childhood, it looks clear that she progressively
loses her ability to impose her will. When only a teenager, she seeks to continue her high school
education by studying ancient Greek and Latin, despite this being an unusual choice for a girl her
age at that time. However, as she obtains her diploma and looks ahead with growing passion to
continue her studies in college, her father decides that she should end her studying and pursue a
husband instead, a decision that she passively accepts. Admittedly, Olga does not contradict her
father’s decision, which she would have fought years before. It is as if she realized when entering
adulthood that she, as a woman, was destined to follow the same path as her mother and her
grandmother before her. Her words explain her behavior, as she thinks about herself at a young
age:
Forse nel susseguirsi claustrofobico delle generazioni a un certo punto qualcuno riesce a
intravedere un gradino un po’ più alto e con tutte le sue forse cerca di arrivarci. Spezzare
un anello, far entrare nella stanza aria diversa, è questo, credo, il minuscolo segreto del
ciclo delle vite. Minuscolo ma faticosissimo, pauroso per la sua incertezza. (Tamaro 33)
These lines seem to open a glimmer of hope in Olga’s process of understanding of her
granddaughter’s need of independence and, in general, they seem to contradict the attitude that
she has towards her granddaughter, as she does not realize that the young woman can in fact be
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the change in her family’s traditions that neither Olga herself nor her daughter, Ilaria, had the
opportunity or the strength to be.
Despite having lived the same desire for independence at a young age, Olga is not able to
push her granddaughter to break free from patriarchal oppression and to break a circle that
otherwise would push her to a repetition of steps that previous women took in her family. This is
exactly what Olga says happened to her, her mother and her grandmother before them: “Mia
madre si è sposata a sedici anni, a diciassette ha avuto me … Il suo matrimonio non era stato
d’amore. Nessuno l’aveva costretta, si era costretta da sola … Mia madre è morta insoddisfatta e
rancorosa” (33). Although suffering throughout her life from a lack of maternal support and
affection, Olga does not blame her mother and—one may infer—implicitly asks not to be blamed
for her own choices. She says, in fact: “L’infelicità segue la linea femminile. Come certe
anomalie genetiche, passa di madre in di fila. Passando, invece di smorzarsi, diviene via via più
intensa, più inestirpabile e profonda” (39). Just like Olga after her, the mother is another passive
female family member doomed to be unhappy and unsatisfied with her life. Interestingly, Olga
also seems to understand that part of the issue related to the women of past generations relates to
the fact that they were not able to be part of the outside world, which might otherwise have
helped them to feel that they were something other than the empty recipients of the external
imposition of roles:
Per gli uomini di una volta era molto diverso, avevano la professione, la politica, la
guerra; la loro energia poteva andare fuori, espandersi. Noi no. Noi per generazioni e
generazioni, abbiamo frequentato solo la stanza da letto, la cucina, il bagno; abbiamo
compiuto migliaia e migliaia di passi, di gesti, portandoci dietro lo stesso rancore, la
stessa insoddisfazione (39).
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In this moment, Olga’s reflections on the limitations of women are clear and straightforward.
While in the past, men had the freedom to expand their lives in the social sphere, women were
confined to the private space of the house, where their dreams and aspirations and frustrations
could not find a proper outlet and where they were imprisoned in the restraints of repetitious
gestures and roles.
Once again, Olga’s early letters seem aimed at a conclusion that is different from the one
she comes to at the end of her confessions. This inconsistency is already clear from the fact that
she concludes by reassuring the reader that she is not actually a feminist but is only trying to be
honest about what life was like for a woman living when she did. From what she says, one might
conclude that she would support the granddaughter’s decision to leave the house. It seems
contradictory that she expects the young woman to come back to the family home and to take her
place within the same female genealogy she described as doomed and unhappy: “Ecco, quando
penso alla vita di mia madre, a quella di mia nonna, quando penso a tante vite di persone che
conosco, mi viene in mente proprio quest’immagine - fuochi che implodono invece che salire in
alto” (40). A possible explanation of the desire to recall the granddaughter to the place that
became an obstacle to the young woman’s self-realization is the fact that Olga spent most of her
life living within this system that tyrannized her by crushing her energies and possible
achievements.
Olga’s awareness of the female condition, condemned to misery as the result of social
restraints, clashes with her expressed dissociation from the feminist cause, which she dismisses
as irrelevant and ultimately dangerous for the excessive autonomy it gives women over their own
body. A further analysis, as Lombardi rightly notices, reveals that the message Olga delivers is in
fact deeply anti-feminist: “Behind the thick veil of common-place statements through which the
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narrator declares her support for her granddaughter’s strife for independence, lies the not subtle
intention to induce a profound sense of guilt into the heart of the young woman” (Rooms with a
View 158). When Olga invites the granddaughter to follow her heart and to make decisions based
on her feelings, she is in reality asking her to put aside “her own rationality, dismiss the
subversive power of her voice, and let her emotions take over her life” (158). Olga’s words, then,
seem to accord with the anti-feminist generalization that women are too emotional and unable to
control their feelings, while men’s rationality is fully developed and makes them more capable in
many different aspects of life, especially the ones related to the public sphere.
Olga’s limits lie in her inability to act against a system she perceives as restrictive. While
she asks herself questions about her identity and humanity after taking on the role of wife, she
also admits that she has not been strong enough to reject what others (her parents, her husband
and society in general) wanted for her:
Se io avessi capito allora che la prima qualità dell’amore è la forza, gli eventi
probabilmente si sarebbero svolti in modo diverso. Ma per essere forti bisogna amare sé
stessi; per amare sé stessi bisogna conoscersi con profondità, sapere tutto di sé, anche le
cose più nascoste, le più difficili da accettare (Tamaro 62).
By dismissing the idea that a change is granted to anyone who wants it, and that only “chi è
toccato da doti straordinarie” (62)–only the brightest minds have the strength required to develop
an independent life path–the narrator does not believe that subordinated individuals like her have
the chance to take agency into their own hands. She confesses many times to her granddaughter
that rebelling is not part of her own character, therefore condemning herself to a life of
disengagement. Moreover, she tragically does not realize that the same indifference has had an
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impact not only on herself but even more so on the people around her, her daughter and
granddaughter first and foremost.
Thus, it does not come as a surprise that Olga has become another frustrated and
miserable member of the rich Italian bourgeoisie. Rita Cavigioli connects Olga’s bourgeois
upbringing to the tragic events of her life: “The most tragic developments in Olga’s family are in
fact ascribable to the impact of bourgeois education, founded on the respect of form and
responsible for the distortion of emotions, life rhythms, and path” (93). As a mature woman,
Olga realizes that her life has been lived only according to the social expectations which she
accepted at a young age. As a result, she became part of the patriarchal system by assenting to
transitioning from her family house to the marital one. However, she is unable to establish any
form of meaningful communication with her new husband, Augusto: “lui riprese il lavoro e io
cominciai a vivere la mia vita, sola nella grande casa. … Come tutte le mogli borghesi dovevo
soltanto programmare il pranzo e la cena, per il resto non avevo niente da fare” (Tamaro 101).
While young Olga soon recognizes how alienating her relationship with Augusto, an older man
with whom she shares no common interests, truly is, she nonetheless perceives her marriage as
similar to others at that time: “I matrimoni a quel tempo, erano quasi tutti così, dei piccoli inferni
domestici in cui uno dei due prima o poi doveva soccombere” (105). Yet after only a few years
of married life, Olga is on the threshold of succumbing to despair. Isolated in her husband’s
house in L’Aquila, a provincial city of central Italy which seems hostile, unfamiliar and very
different from her hometown Trieste, she lacks any social interaction besides communicating
orders to her servants. She feels hopeless; the prospect of suicide she comes to consider after
three years emerges not only from her solitude but also from the very domestic space she has
been confined in, which she described from the first beginning as “arredato con mobili cupi,
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pesanti, la luce era scarsa, l’aspetto sinistro” (101). Ominously, the furniture of the large,
luxurious apartment seems to close in around her, adding to the loneliness and desperation young
Olga experiences in that domestic environment.
It is under these circumstances that she tries to trace the existence of Augusto’s previous
wife, Ada, who mysteriously died a few years before:
Con il tempo, camminando nei pomeriggi di inverno tra quelle stanze spettrali, mi ero
convinta che Ada––così si chiamava la prima moglie––non era morta ma si era suicidata.
Quando la domestica era fuori passavo il mio tempo a svitare assi, a smontare i cassetti,
cercavo con furore una traccia, un segno che confermasse il mio sospetto (106).
Olga finds Ada’s clothes, a reminder of her past presence: “Un giorno di pioggia, nel sottofondo
di un armadio, trovai dei vestiti da donna, erano i suoi. Ne tirai fuori uno scuro e lo indossai,
avevamo la stessa taglia. Guardandomi allo specchio, cominciai a piangere” (106). Olga’s
identification with the dead woman through clothing draws a parallel between the two women
existences in the same domestic prison and causes Olga’s thoughts to spiral, as she recognizes
her own entrapment in a loveless marriage and an alien space. In the long and miserable days of
her married life, she experiences an oppressive relationship with the domestic environment that
pushes her to the edge of suicide.
Olga’s search for Augusto’s former wife within the marital home may suggest a
comparison with the narrator and protagonist of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 1892 short story,
“The Yellow Wallpaper”, a milestone contribution to feminist literature. Both women, in their
descent into desperation, reach a point of insanity on the threshold of death, characterized by a
frantic exchange of emotions within the domestic space. For Olga, this signifies a selfidentification with Augusto’s first wife, whose spirit she is convinced she can perceive in the
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same house where she is now confined. For Charlotte Perkins’s protagonist, her isolation in the
room with the hideous, loathsome yellow wallpaper by her physician husband as she recovers
from a post-partum nervous breakdown results in her self-identification with an imaginary
woman trapped on the other side of the wall. As she tears away at the wallpaper, she thinks she
can free her mirror-image on the other side: “I pulled and she shook, I shook and she pulled, and
before morning we had peeled off yards of paper” (Perkins Gilman 655). The unnamed female
protagonist of “The Yellow Wallpaper” is forced into a restricted space where she is forbidden to
engage in any sort of activity, especially writing her journal. In this sense, the confinement of the
female by a member of the male power group (in this case, her husband) is a clear attempt to
repress female expression: “Disguised as an acceptable feminine topic (interest in decor), “The
Yellow Wallpaper” comes to occupy the narrator's entire reality. Finally, she rips it from the
walls to reveal its real meaning. Unveiled, “The Yellow Wallpaper” is a metaphor for women's
discourse” (Treichler 62). The only way this self-expression can find its liberation, for Perkins, is
through a descent into madness. Although Tamaro’s Olga does not go as far as to lose herself
completely, the experience of encountering Augusto’s dead first wife pushes her close to the
same kind of psychosis.
An important part of Olga’s depressive state comes from her inability to communicate
with her husband, whom she perceives as a stranger. In fact, this incapacity seems to be a
constant element in all of Olga’s relationships, not only with her much older, unemotional
husband and her parents, but also with her daughter and, later, her granddaughter. The diary form
Olga chooses to follow is additional proof of her inability to establish a personal dialogue with
her loved ones that would allow a fair and equal exchange on both sides. The choice to write the
letters hints to the initial desire to establish a communication which is later thwarted by the
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decision not to send them, which prevents the granddaughter from participating to the exchange.
Thus, the possibility that Olga and her granddaughter exchange opinions and points of view does
not exist.
Olga’s struggle to establish a relationship with her granddaughter reflects similar
problems she had with her daughter, Ilaria. Tragically, Ilaria died prematurely the same day Olga
revealed to her that her biological father was the only man Olga had loved, the one she had had
the affair with many years earlier and who had died in a car crash. This episode shows how,
despite an overall inability to set an honest and fruitful way of communication with others, when
Olga finds indeed a way to communicate with them, it has deleterious results (as it is in the case
of Ilaria’s death). Ilaria’s troubled and delicate psychological status is underlined by her mother
throughout her letters, where Olga explains her complicated relationship with Ilaria’s father but
also dismisses the character of her daughter as weak, susceptible and easily influenced. It is
possible, as Olga argues, that Ilaria became the victim of a self-proclaimed therapist, who
manipulated her fragile being and further imperiled her already unstable life. However, Olga
seems to be disdainful of her daughter and fails to take responsibility for the unsuccessful
relationship they had, even years after her death.
Several are the instances where Olga tells her granddaughter about her disapproval of
Ilaria’s choices and beliefs, especially in relation to the feminist movement. In this regard,
Salsini says: “Susanna Tamaro’s 1994 bestseller Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore appears to render
the relationship between mothers and daughters—a key cultural reference point for many
feminists—in terms that are decidedly anathema to the movement’s philosophy” (98). If Ilaria
represents the generation of women who felt the need to take agency over their body and
experience a new definition of freedom, Olga neither understands nor accepts the kind of
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behavior her daughter embraced. The narrator states that a woman’s desire to have a child is a
direct consequence of the love she feels for a man; this is indeed what happens to her when she
meets Ernesto, Ilaria’s biological father. In contrast, Ilaria becomes pregnant with her daughter
after a vacation abroad, without establishing any relationship with the father of her baby:
In quel periodo, poi, erano quasi tutte femministe; tua madre con un gruppo di amiche
aveva fondato un circolo. C’erano molte cose che condividevo, ma tra queste cose giuste,
c’erano anche molte forzature, idee malsane e distorte. Una di queste era che le donne
fossero completamente padrone della gestione del loro copro, e quindi fare un figlio o
meno, dipendeva soltanto da loro (Tamaro 88-89)
As many scholars have argued, Olga hides behind what she believes is a fair view of
feminist ideals that offer a much stronger critique of the movement’s foundations:
The novel’s ideological relentlessness against the daughter’s generation is much stronger
than shown toward the paths of other generations: so strong that Ilaria’s lot is not only
spiritual death but a tragic physical death in a car accident in which many critics have
seen the irrevocable liquidation of the political and sexual revolution of an entire
generation of women. As it is transmitted from mother to daughter, the guilt yields an
ideological and genealogical trial that calls for a generational purge (Cavigioli 96).
Following this idea, it can be inferred that guilt and deceit are what Olga is trying to overcome
with her letters to her granddaughter, as she seeks to establish the relationship that she was not
able to have with Ilaria. Yet of great importance is the fact that the granddaughter does not have
a first name; in making this choice, Tamaro seems to suggest that the old generation is passing
on its ideals in a broader sense not to a single individual but to a whole new generation that is
perceived as challenging the rules of patriarchal society. Not surprisingly, as a member of the
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conservative bourgeoisie, Olga pushes for a return to the old system, when she criticizes both the
unorthodox choice of her daughter to have a fatherless child and the decision of her
granddaughter to leave and experience life on her own, far away from her: “Olga’s letter is an
attempt to erase deceit and guilt through a sacramental act—a confession—and to redeem a
failure by giving meaning to an existence. It also represents the attempt to purify a genealogical
line” (97).
The traditions Olga embodies and wants to impose on the women of her family are
symbolized clearly by her position within the house and her connection with its domestic objects.
For the most part, Olga writes her letters in the kitchen, the place she knows best and which
makes her feel nurtured and safe. In different instances, she refers to the kitchen as the place
where she feels ready to fight her battles: “sono venuta in cucina per adempiere al nostro
incontro quotidiano” (Tamaro 41), and again “Adesso sono di nuovo in cucina, nel mio luogo di
battaglia” (43),44 suggesting a connection between meeting and fighting, between the production
of food, the traditional task of the housewife, and the production of words. The home, in general,
represents a fortress for the protagonist who has very limited social interactions with the rest of
the world, except for two neighbors who help her with errands. In this space of self-confinement,
Olga can hide herself, as she has ever since she lost her love Ernesto, who died in a car crash
when Ilaria was only a child (and both tragically and ironically similar to the way Ilaria will lose
her life as well).45 In this space, at the end of her confession, Olga invites her granddaughter
upon her return to look in the dusty attic at some objects which, as Cavigioli notes, “are charged
with allusions to the humble domesticity and the Catholic education in self-loathing to which the

The use of rather combative words such as “incontro” (match) and “battaglia” (battaglia) seem to suggest that Olga perceives
the exchange between herself and the granddaughter (old and new generation) as confrontational and challenging; a struggle that
she endures in her everyday life as well.
45 In this regard, it is relevant to note that car and car crashes are related to and the consequence of movement, which seems to
take them both “away” from the self-imprisonment of Olga.
44
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roots of the family women’s malaise can be traced” (97). As these objects belonged to the people
who have died in her life (Ilaria’s doll, Augusto’s insects, Ernesto’s letters), it becomes clearer
that the house is, for Olga, a reminder of the past and a safe enclosure to shield her from the
present. A significant example is the crèche, that she takes out of storage, a strong visual
reminder of the sense of guilt rooted in traditional Catholicism and one that Olga seems to be
passing on from generation to generation.
Among the memorabilia in the attic, Olga has stored some of her belongings that
survived World War II, mostly objects of the kitchen: “Si trattava per lo più di oggetti di cucina:
un catino di smalto, una zuccheriera di ceramica bianca e azzurra, qualche posata, uno stampo da
torta” (Tamaro 152). Once again, Olga shows herself to be a woman satisfied in the acceptance
of ordinary rules built to confine the female to her role as provider of food for the family in the
most traditional sense. The objects of her past, which represent the memories of her life that are
living in her present, also symbolize the tradition she embraces. Not by chance, she chooses to
leave one of these objects to her granddaughter, an old baking mold:
Questo stampo apparteneva a mia nonna cioè alla tua trisavola ed è l’unico oggetto
rimasto di tutta la storia femminile della nostra famiglia… Pensa quante volte nella sua
esistenza è entrato e uscito dal forno… L’ho portato giù per farlo vivere ancora, perché tu
lo usi e magari, a tua volta, lo lasci in uso alle tue figlie, perché nella sua storia di oggetto
umile riassuma e ricordi la storia delle nostre generazioni (159).
One may ask why Olga would want to leave to her granddaughter this object that is strongly
linked to her own mother and grandmother, who by her own admission had very unhappy and
dissatisfied lives. Likewise, it may seem unclear why she would seek to pass on an item that
represents confinement to the kitchen of generations of women whose lives were marked by
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misery and unhappiness as she once again says in the letters. However, it becomes clear that
Olga is a conscious and in fact willing member of the very system that she seemed to question at
the beginning of her story, a system that she comes to accept as incontrovertible. In this regard,
Lombardi writes that the baking mold “symbolizes the life of restraint and captivity destined to
those women who had willingly embraced their subjection to patriarchy” (Rooms with a View
165). Connecting the Italian word stampo (mold) to the idea of imprinting, Lombardi suggests a
parallel with how women were shaped by patriarchal society through the restriction of their
freedom to the domestic space. This in turn resulted in the subjection of these women to “the
same act of framing superimposed by the baking mold onto the shapeless dough” (165).
The same baking pan reminds Olga of an episode that happened a year before, when she
tried to teach her granddaughter a recipe for a cake they could bake together. In that instance, the
young woman resisted the idea of putting on an apron, another highly charged symbol of female
oppression, which Olga did not understand: “Cosí siamo andate in cucina e abbiamo iniziato una
lunga battaglia. Prima di tutto non volevi infilarti il grembiule, dicevi: «Se me lo metto poi dovrò
mettere anche i bigodini e le ciabatte, che orrore!»” (Tamaro 160). The granddaughter’s attempt
to push away the stereotype of the woman in the kitchen as her only space of action is ignored by
Olga, who, in contrary fashion, tightened the grip around the girl by referring to other domestic
objects, such as her slippers and the armchair she loves to sit in, that she would find when she
eventually returned to the empty house after Olga’s death. With these items (the baking mold,
the apron, the slippers and the armchair), Olga is attempting to anchor back to the domestic space
the “pecorella smarrita” (164), the lost sheep that her granddaughter became when she left:
Chissà se infilerai le mie pantofole dopo aver letto questa storia? Spero di sì, spero che
ciabatterai a lungo da una stanza all’altra, che farai più volte al giorno il giro del giardino
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… Lo spero … perché è necessario per te, per il tuo futuro. Capire da dove si viene, cosa
c’è stato dentro di noi è il primo passo per poter andare avanti senza menzogne” (142).
By urging the granddaughter to come back to the house, take her place within the space
and particularly in the kitchen, Olga is asking the new generation to give up explorations of
identity and personal agency which can only come by experiencing the real world of choices.
With letters written without an expectation of answers from the addressee, she forecloses on the
possibility of dialogue, unknowingly committing the same mistakes she made first with Augusto
and later with Ilaria in a personal history that repeats itself. The only possible outcome is the
sense of guilt she attempts to cause her granddaughter to feel, though the young woman does not
have any fault but pursuing her own sense of identity and independence. However, by leaving
the same space where her grandmother wants her to take her position within the female family
lineage, the granddaughter breaks with tradition, unconsciously rejecting the patriarchal
discourse imposed on her by the old generation and in turn setting an unprecedented possible
outcome for herself and future women as well.
Olga is unwilling even to admit the limits of her beliefs, let alone to sacrifice them. She
expects the granddaughter to step back, discontinue her search for a different outcome for herself
and all women, and reestablish a stronger connection with her roots, which inevitably means a
return to tradition. Olga delivers her message clearly to the reader: that holding to the past and to
traditions is more important than exploring oneself within a new territory of possibilities.
Nonetheless, there is the hope that her granddaughter will receive Olga’s message with all its
implicit limits as the representation of a generation of women who are part of a system to which
they have assimilated and from which they are not able to free themselves. After all, Olga’s most
honest words are hidden in her letters but speak more clearly than all other attempts to present
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her choices as the only way to be successful as a member of her gender: “La mia insicurezza,
l’ambiente in cui ero cresciuta mi avevano già consegnato alla tirannia dell’esteriorità” (Tamaro
157).
The suppressive behavior Olga displays towards her granddaughter’s desire to break free
is opposite to the attitude that Valeria in Alba de Cèspedes’s Quaderno Proibito has towards her
daughter and the generation of changes she represents. Lombardi suggests the opposition of the
two women, both members of traditional Italian society of the 1940s-1950s:
While Valeria decided to retreat into the darkness by setting her daughter free, Olga
effectively sets out to draw her fugitive granddaughter back into the stuffy rooms of her
suffocating house. Valeria’s dark notebook is destroyed by the fire that symbolizes her
martyrdom, Olga’s letters, instead, firmly remain on her kitchen table. … Fifty-two years
after De Céspedes wrote the story of Valeria’s thwarted awakening, a story which ended,
however, on a symbolic recomposition of a dramatic generation gap, Tamaro portrays a
different story, one which emphasizes the irreconcilable differences existing between two
women socialized, in different periods, through opposite ideological discourses (Rooms
with a View 168).
Sitting at the same kitchen table where she leaves her confession letters, Olga recalls her young
granddaughter who now appears lost to her, waiting for her to put on an apron and slippers, make
cakes with the baking mold, and take the place that waits to close around her and imprison her
the same way she did with her grandmother.
Susanna Tamaro and Clara Sereni have given birth to two kinds of texts that both
dialogue with the presence of the female individual in the kitchen and her relationship with the
production of food while simultaneously representing two opposite outcomes for the relationship
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a woman can have to the realm of female productivity within the domestic space. On the one
hand, Sereni challenges her ties with family roots and traditions, suggesting a connection
between making food and creating a new, feminine discourse to contrast the overwhelming
presence of the male-oriented view in patriarchal society. In contrast, Tamaro seems to hint at
the idea that the only way to co-exist with these traditions is for the female individual first to
accept them and then to transform herself into a representative and enforcer of the same social
system that has been imposed upon her.
Whether the relationship between the woman and her space of productivity par
excellence is presented as pro-active (as per Sereni’s interpretation) or in compliance with
traditions (Tamaro’s point of view), these texts show that the making of food becomes associated
with the production of a certain type of meaning, that goes hand in hand with the remembrance
of personal memories. The love behind the recipes for the family becomes a sign of the
emotional intelligence (Miceli Jeffreys 15) that the housewife holds within: in the case of Sereni,
this becomes a propulsive force that allows her to shift the perception of oppressing domestic
space, while for Tamaro’s character, who belongs to an older generation, the same shift does not
seem possible.
Despite many admirable efforts made to liberate the woman from the tyranny of domestic
chores, including the successful one by Sereni, in the traditional imaginary the kitchen remains
one of the most significant spaces of female limitations. From the room of feminine labor to the
one that most represents the masculine imprint in the domestic space, the next chapter moves to
the analysis of the relationship between female characters and the home office or study. The two
novels chosen in Chapter three as representative of this, are Alba de Céspedes’ Prima e Dopo
(1955) and Elena Ferrante’s I giorni dell’abbandono (2002). Both authors, despite publishing
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their texts many decades apart, aim to portray a multifaceted relationship that their female
protagonists have with this room and its strong masculine attributes, in a process of renegotiation of spatial presence and femininity that pushes both women (Irene and Olga) to
confront the home office (or study) as a domestic space they must contemplate and come to
terms with to be able to move forward.
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CHAPTER THREE
The appropriation of a male space: the home office or study
Introduction
In the home, a space entirely filled by the female presence, the home office is the only
place with a strong masculine imprint, operating as the productive room par excellence, a more
intimate reproduction of a workspace taken from the outside (i.e. the business office). In Alba de
Céspedes’ Prima e Dopo (1955) and I Giorni dell’Abbandono by Elena Ferrante (2002) this
room plays a central role within the domestic environment where the female protagonist moves.
In the first example, Ferrante’s character experiences a process of loss and recovery of identity
that happens in her estranged husband’s office (or study). In the second text, de Céspedes’
protagonist is a strong, independent working woman with a home office in which she,
nonetheless, finds herself questioning her audacious life choices.
The home office in Italian society has come to be the natural evolution of the studio since
the late 1800, a space in the domestic realm assigned exclusively to the male presence; in this
reclusive space, divided from the more feminized rooms, the head of the family typically takes
care of businesses and affairs. In his book Building sex, architecture and design critic Aaron
Betsky writes regarding the home office’s precursor, the studio, in Western societies:
In the [16th century] the permanent structures of gender became more rigid. Several
architectural historians have pointed out that one of the first specialized spaces to make
its appearance in the urban homes of the rising merchant class was the Italian studiolo, or
study. This was the man’s own secret space, a male version of the woman’s chamber. …
This was a space not for living but for storing and working with the legal documents that
defined ownership of the house and for writing the correspondence that placed the home
in an economic, legal and social structure. The study was the place that became the
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microcosm for the orders man imposed on the world. It was the place where man stored
the tenuous and abstract ciphers that bound that order together (81).
With the rise of the bourgeoisie in Italy in the 19th century, work and productivity
acquired a central role socially as well as privately, and since then these qualities have become
associated with men, while women have been confined to the less-valued care of the domestic
space. Regarding the idea that housework is perceived as less valuable, Christine Delphy writes,
in her analysis of the social value of women’s position in modern Western society and the rise of
feminist thought, the following: “Domestic services within the household are excluded from the
realm of exchange and consequently have no value” (60), a fact which is based on the
assumption that “women are restricted to activities which produce goods and services that have
only ‘use-value’ and no ‘exchange-value’” (Larguria in Delphy 60). The socially accepted
devaluation of female work within the house can be read as a reason for the struggle women
historically endured to be validated and recognized on a social level, and why many of them,
restricted to the domestic space, struggle to be self-sufficient individuals in public environments.
This is what happens to Olga after her husband abandons her; she realizes she has lost her
individual social value as a member of society, after she became a mother and wife in charge
“only” of the family and the household.
While describing the traditional division of feminine and masculine spaces in a typical
Italian house, Gisella Bassanini writes: “Sono maschili lo studiolo, il fumoir (sala per fumatori),
il biliardo, la biblioteca; sono femminili il salotto … il boudoir, e la zona che comprende la
cucina e gli spazi annessi. Nemmeno una donna che lavora ha per sé un piccolo ufficio” (98). In
modern societies, as the separation between work and private life is disappearing, and new jobs
require the individual to be able to work outside the business office space per se, the home office
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has become central in new domestic architectures. Though separated from the rest of the house
and more frequently occupied by women than in the past, the home office remains a
manifestation of the physical presence of the male within the walls of the domestic space, an
extension of power profoundly tied to the male subject. Thus, it is relevant to talk about how two
female characters, albeit from different time periods and lived experiences, deal with becoming
part of “off-limits" male surroundings and how this transformation takes place throughout the
texts. Clotilde Barbarulli and Luciana Brandi point out that female Italian writers from the
second part of the 20th century successfully moved beyond the exploration of the house as a
normative place of imprisonment and control of female protagonists, to locating this space as a
field of investigation through language and personal experience (152). According to these
scholars, such writers ceased an unspoken avoidance of the domestic “prison” and started to
explore new universes within the very same boundaries (149). In their novels, Ferrante and de
Céspedes place their female protagonists at the center of these explorations where they come to
challenge orthodox ideas of limitation and prohibition. In these two texts, the investigation of
personal identity involves, therefore, expanding into previously inaccessible internal spaces and
a developing awareness of the self that takes place in the context of the home office.
The years that separate de Céspedes’ writing from Ferrante’s include fundamental
changes for women rights in Italian society. In this sense, it is evident that Olga benefits from the
existence of a history of experiences (fictional and otherwise) like hers, 46 as a foundation to
rebuild the sense of self and personal purpose she has lost in her attempt to respond to the diktats
of male-driven social standards. Unlike Irene, who lives in the isolation as an unmarried working
intellectual and is thus unable to develop an idea of belonging to the female cause, Olga is
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conscious of a sense of community with other women. She lives her life in solidarity with the
category of the abandoned women who, at a younger age, she ridiculed and dismissed as weak
individuals. Without losing sight of the chronological and sociological differences between the
two novels (to borrow the words of Joshua Reinier), the aim of this chapter is to draw
sociological connections and intertextual similarities between the texts by “framing [them]
within an overarching experience of Western patriarchy.”47 This section thus gives rise to the
possibility of a dialogue between two novels that, despite the differences between when and
where they were published, present many common traits in the development of the relationship
between each text’s female protagonist and the patriarchal nature of the home office.
Part I: Prima e Dopo
The novel Prima e Dopo was published by Mondadori in 1956 as an independent text,
although de Céspedes herself had envisioned it as part of a collection of short stories with the
title Invito a pranzo, intended to be, in her own words, a conclusive part of her own narrative (de
Céspedes in Åkerström 127). The protagonist of the novel, Irene, is an example of a woman who
refuses to accept orthodox gender divisions and sets new personal rules for herself. The struggles
she encounters while defending these commitments make her a relatable, believable character,
while also underlining the difficulties that even the most modern and independent women still
had in Italy in the middle of the 20th century. As often happens in de Céspedes’ novels, the
protagonist is also the narrator; her point of view acts as the lens through which every event and
relationship is perceived, even more clearly than in the other two novels by the same writer
analyzed in this dissertation.
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Irene, a thirty-five-year-old woman who lives in Rome, works as a journalist and comes
from a wealthy family of the upper bourgeoisie. The events of the story are seemingly
unimportant; she talks on the phone to her friend, Adriana, her partner, Pietro, comes to visit
after a trip, and her housekeeper, Erminia, leaves her to go back to work for her unpleasant
former boss. Nonetheless, from Irene’s reaction to the news brought by the young maid, the
event has a much deeper meaning, which unfolds through the first-person narration. Thus, the
superficial calm of everyday events is disrupted by the reflections and flashbacks Irene
undergoes as she evaluates the life she has lived up until that moment. The time of the narration
is protracted and does not correspond to the actual timeline of events. This allows Irene to look
back on her existence as an autonomous working woman in post-World War II Italian society,
where she and other women like her have been forced into a submissive role. Irene’s sisters,
Luciana and Marta, represent the two opposing choices that, at that time, are considered
acceptable for young women. On the one hand, the shallow Luciana is married to a successful
and controlling man while, in contrast, the serious Marta is a nurse and a nun who has chosen to
serve others. Irene is the only one who made a different choice led by her desire for
independence without the urge to please somebody else. She does not perceive her difference as
problematic, like Marta does, and therefore does not feel the need to apologize for it.
In her contribution to the book Mothers of Invention: Women, Italian Fascism and Culture,

Carole Gallucci insightfully argues that de Céspedes shows the ability to create a literary space
“within which the main objective is to counter prevailing constructions of gender, sex, class and
religion” (215). The scholar refers particularly to de Céspedes’ novel Nessuno torna indietro,

published during the early years of the Fascist regime in Italy (1938) and widely criticized for its
audacious views on womanhood, which Fascism did not want to associate with the ideal female
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figure. Nonetheless, many of the points de Céspedes makes in the first book work well in

defining Irene, who can be read as a more mature version of the same type of woman,
challenging traditions and ideals promoted by patriarchal society. Moreover, Irene is the product
of a class that is struggling to find common ground in their new social milieu. After the end of

World War II, intellectuals, especially those who were female, were struggling to find their place
in a world that seemed only focused on fast-paced economic growth while trying to forget
painful past events. This came after years of struggle for women during Fascism, when many
theories were circulating regarding the “essence, function and place of woman” (Re 109). Above
all, women intellectuals were the main target of Fascist misogyny (Mondello in Re 80).
Whether seen through the lens of relatively moderate theories by Giovanni Gentile
regarding the division of gender roles modelled on the Hegelian dyad or through the much more
rigid ideas promoted by Loffredo, according to whom women should be absolutely subjected to
the will of their father or husband (Re 82 and 86), women under Fascism were to be obedient
wives and mothers at home, supervising the domestic space. When creating a figure like Irene,
who represents characteristics opposite to the ideal fascist New Woman, one could argue that de
Céspedes is pushing the idea of resistance to the preeminence of patriarchy even beyond the
specific historical frame in which her stories take place. This is evident, for example, in the way
she physically describes her protagonists; as the personification of the intellectual, artistic
woman, Irene, as well as Sandi and her mother, Nora, in Dalla Parte di Lei, is skinny, tall and
pale, very much the opposite image of the full-figured, sensual woman promoted by Fascism and
in the following years as well: “Le donne che piacciono agli uomini sono quelle che ridono delle
loro storielle: certe donne grasse sanno farlo in modo convincente, pieno di carne. Siamo troppo
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magre” (de Céspedes 46). De Céspedes’ message does not end with the end of the war, because
the battle for women’s rights continues to unfold, with old and new issues at stake.
As the novel follows Irene’s stream of thoughts, the reader is taken through the memories
and choices that have led Irene to remain in a social environment that is not capable to recognize
her as a productive, legitimate member. Thus, it is particularly relevant to analyze the domestic
space where Irene moves, as it is the only set of surroundings present in the text, with the
exclusion of the brief description of a stroll with Adriana, with whom she goes to eat at their
usual trattoria. Within the domestic environment, the two women give a brief but well-defined
perception of their discomfort in the public space where, as female individuals without the
validating presence of a man by their side, they are under the scrutiny of outside opinion.
Irene is in her modest house, where she lives alone, supported only by her personal
income as a reporter. Unlike the main characters in other novels by de Céspedes, Irene occupies
a central position in opposition to the expectations of others; she is not pushed to the side in the
kitchen, trapped in the bedroom, or tied to the role of socialite in the living room. The minimalist
aspect of her apartment and the simplicity of her clothes contrast with the well-educated, wealthy
origin of her family. This almost suggests that, even for the most superficial choices, Irene opts
for visible reminders that she is now a self-made and self-sufficient simple woman who needs to
please only herself. In this sense, it is significant that she reflects on how, when Erminia started
her new job, Irene gifted her some of her beautiful silk clothes, almost as an attempt to erase the
remaining traces of wealth from her new self.
As a reporter, Irene has a job traditionally associated with men, the same one de Céspedes
herself has had for many years; she is brilliant, reads for pleasure and for work, and has the
ability and the opportunity to use her intellect for public service, unlike many other women
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before and contemporary to her, who would not be even considered capable of such
contributions. With her partner, Pietro, with whom she shares intellectual interests, she is living a
truly modern relationship so much so that there is no difference of gender between them: “non
eravamo più né uomini né donne, avevamo imparato ad essere soltanto creature umane, tutte
uguali” (39). Despite her professional and intellectual successes, however, Irene is troubled by
her insecurities, as pointed out by Ulla Åkerström: “La combinazione di insicurezza e di
sicurezza che Irene trova in sé insieme alla sensazione di aver perduto qualcosa, è collegata alla
ricerca continua della felicità … un concetto che è ricorrente nei personaggi di Alba de Céspedes
e che è collegato al senso di colpa” (136). The issues she had to face in her past come forward
now; the seemingly insignificant departure of Erminia shakes Irene’s life and beliefs to the very
core. Alone in the house, she is subject to a spiraling of thoughts she has not experienced before.
Irene becomes conscious of her uniqueness in spite of her pride in her accomplishments and is
caught in a moment where the fight against male power seems overwhelming to her. To
paraphrase Åkerström, Irene’s growing awareness of her insecurities combined with the need to
justify her choices throw her into an existential crisis. She is torn between the confidence she has
gained from her independence and her doubts about her unusual social condition (137).
From an external point of view, Irene has reached a level of personal maturity that allows
her to be a respected professional while living in a domestic space that she does not inhabit as a
condition of masculine dominance: “Irene ha lasciato la sua casa d’origine che trovava
soffocante, si è procurata non soltanto la stanza propria che mancava a Valeria, ma ha perfino un
appartamento suo ed è economicamente dipendente” (136). However, Irene’s crisis of
confidence challenges her to examine her past and speculate about an uncertain future, to the
point of dealing with the meaning of human happiness. The significance of this novel transcends
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at times the issues traditionally related to the female subject and embraces a broader discourse
about the role of intellectuals, and women above all, in a post-war society where a new and
strong bourgeoisie rises to the disadvantage of other social classes. Irene needs to find a way to
validate her choices not only as an intellectual from the same bourgeois social position, but also
as a single woman. The “before” and “after” mentioned in the title relate to her as female as well
as a member of a class that seems to have lost contact with the present and its role in the future.
Irene needs to fight constantly against not only the social forces which would confine her in the
space of the home as a wealthy housewife like her sister Luciana, but also the idea that
intellectuals hold themselves apart from the rest of society.
In her novels, de Céspedes skillfully depicts troubled women torn between the courage of
stepping outside the imposing shadow of male dominance and the comfort of becoming subject
to patriarchal rules. Irene, for example, expresses anxiety about her solitude—which on other
occasions she cherishes—when talking on the phone with her friend, Adriana, another
independent single woman who is separated from a husband who used to treat her as a beautiful
yet empty object. These characters are made, thus, uniquely human because they recognize their
existential crisis, which for Irene concludes with the realization that, despite the pride she feels in
her controversial lifestyle choices, the quest for happiness is a never-ending process made even
more challenging for women. The ultimate message here seems to be that it is impossible for a
woman to find true happiness, irrespective of the conscious decisions she has made to create a
satisfying life for herself. From this perspective, if Irene seems to be a character that closes a
narrative circle with her predecessors, the passionate Alessandra in Dalla Parte di Lei (1949) and
the resigned Valeria in Quaderno Proibito (1952), she also opens herself up to a new set of
issues that do not relate necessarily only to female condition but, more generally, to the human
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subject struggling to find a place in modern society. Often, these three characters have been
studied together by critics; in this analysis, they are presented together because they all show a
strong connection with the domestic space. Irene seems to represent the midpoint between the
impulsive, young Alessandra and the quiet, dour Valeria; yet because she is an intellectual who
comes from a wealthy family, Irene is more aware of her position in society and the
consequences that come from belonging to this position. Compared to them, she is a stronger
example of femininity, who fights against the odds to remove herself from the demands of being
a mother and wife (like Valeria) and from the need to feel validated by a man (like Alessandra).
As already mentioned, this short novel is published and takes place after the end of World
War II and the Fascist regime in Italy, whose rhetoric positioned women as belonging in the
house and as subservient to men. They were expected to be the nurturers of a new generation of
strong, healthy Italian fascists, and, consequently, had very limited options for employment
outside the home. With the advent of WWII, women needed to take over the numerous working
positions left open by the men who had left to join the army, while many of them fought with the
Partisans, although their participation tends to be historically overlooked. Irene, as part of the
Resistance, experiences important milestones in the forging of her independence that seem to
present her life as a succession of pre- and post- events, to which the title alludes. The war
constitutes for her a crucial moment of awareness; she finds herself at a crossroads, torn between
going back to her old life as the girlfriend of a typical man from the bourgeoisie and the daughter
of a rich widow and changing her path and becoming self-sufficient and true to herself.
After overcoming the Resistance with the Italian Partisans, Irene prepares herself for a
new personal battle against the dominance of traditional society that seeks to push her back into a
subordinate role. Simona Wright notes in this regard: “La scelta di contravvenire alle norme e ai
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modelli culturali imposti in un determinato momento storico, di respingere le imposizioni e i
dettami di una società conservatrice, non avviene senza sofferenza, senza la consapevolezza della
propria instabilità, della propria unicità e, soprattutto, della propria solitudine” (78). After
choosing to make major life changes, Irene finds herself alone to take control over her life, as
Wright continues to explain: “L’indipendenza richiede cura ed attenzione, la costanza di
applicare, in ogni situazione, l’intelligenza ed il metodo della ragione, il coraggio e l’ottimismo
della volontà” (78). This concept vividly recalls what Ferrante, many years later, would define as
the concept of surveillance; in this sense, Irene can be read as a sort of precursor of some of
Ferrante’s characters who, according to what Ferrante explains in La Frantumaglia, stand in
opposition to the forces of dominance coming from patriarchal authorities and take up the ability
to supervise themselves: “I maschi hanno trasformato il sorvegliare in attività di sentinella, di
secondino, di spia. La sorveglianza, invece, se ben intesa, é piuttosto una disposizione affettiva
di tutto il corpo, un suo distendersi e germogliare sopra e intorno” (La Frantumaglia 98). The
quote from Ferrante powerfully illustrates Irene’s self-control and watchfulness over herself
which extends, consequently, to an ongoing awareness of her presence in her surroundings
throughout the text.
The home office is the space Irene uses as the center of action, not only the room where
she becomes an active subject by producing work, but also the background of her most
meaningful exchanges with other characters. The importance of the home space for Irene can be
understood in counter position to the traditional female presence in Italian houses in the 1950s.
Generally speaking, women during that time were leaders of the house their husbands provided
for them, where they had effectively no power except towards the servants, whom they often
tyrannized as a way to unload their frustrations. Irene, for examples, thinks about what Erminia
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told her about her previous employer, who used to call her an animal: “Sapevo che la Pasinotti,
quando ella commetteva una mancanza, la [Erminia] chiamava sempre in quel modo offensivo e
spesso la picchiava” (Prima e Dopo 11). In contrast, Irene is a self-made woman, who fought
against social expectations framing her as simply another wife and mother. After being an active
participant in the struggle against the Nazis and Fascists in Italy, she goes back to Rome heavily
burdened by her war-time experiences, conscious that what she witnessed is too significant to be
forgotten, as her fiancé of the time Maurizio encourages her to do. For the then twenty-five-yearold Irene, the symbolic weight of the horrors of the war becomes the impetus for a drastic life
change, involving the creation of a new space which is not only figurative but also, and similarly
important, literal. For Irene, the conquest of a space to call her own comes with a new definition
of her newly found identity as a woman. Yet of great importance is the fact that her cohesiveness
as a character comes from the weakness she experiences in this moment of her life, when she
appears to be in control. In this sense, also the awareness Olga in I Giorni dell’Abbandono
reaches at the end of her journey comes with the re-definition of the domestic space, modelled on
her new presence as single individual, capable of standing on her own within the domestic walls
which she now controls, in a switch from passive to active role.
The presence of other female characters, albeit stereotypical, one-dimensional ones
(Åkerström 137), serves to contrast models of womanhood that differ from Irene’s, who clearly
personifies many of de Céspedes’ own ideas of how a modern and strong female figure should
be. Irene does not want to become like her mother, proponent of the normative system that
existed before the war and that perpetuates the status quo, rather than to adapt to changes and to
modernity. Åkerström observes:
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La speranza di ritrovare una madre, un modello e nello stesso tempo una sua pari,
qualcuno in cui specchiarsi e con cui dividere le esperienze, si spegne quando I vestiti
ruvidi di Irene vengono a contatto con la vestaglia morbida della madre. In questo
incontro Irene sente concretamente l’abisso tra “prima” e “dopo”, e si sente per la prima
volta infelice in un modo nuovo. (138)
Irene finds herself unable to fit into the previous domestic space, both physical and emotional,
where she was before the war (hence, the same as her mother’s), as it is clear from the way she
regards her childhood home: “Sotto il mio sguardo sentivo la camera impietrirsi in una freddezza
ostile, senza offrirmi un ricordo, nulla, che mi permettesse di tornare” (Prima e Dopo 51). Irene
transfers the absence of emotional connection she feels to her house to her mother, from whom
she is completely detached: “Mi aveva abbracciata, avevo sentito il raso della sua vestaglia
contro la ruvida stoffa del mio vestito, ed era stato allora che quella nuova infelicità aveva
incominciato a pervadermi” (48). The moment of familial reunification, in which Irene
encounters an example of womanhood so different from hers, acts as a catalyst for her growing
self-awareness.48
In addition to reflecting on her connection with her mother, Irene scrutinizes her
relationship with her sisters, comparing herself once again with different female models. Marta is
a nurse in Naples who eventually decides to become a nun because she perceives her past bold
life choices as sinful and wants to make amends. At the other extreme is the younger Luciana, a
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selfish, superficial woman who defers to her despotic husband and echoes his insensitive
opinions about women: “«Sono come le bistecche» sentenziò, ripetendo la volgare definizione
che suo marito dava delle donne. Egli la citava spesso in mia presenza, per ferirmi, insieme con
altri luoghi comuni che negavano alla donna ogni dignità o responsabilità; e Luciana rideva,
indulgente e compiaciuta, lasciandomi ridicolmente sola” (11). The impossibility of
communication between Luciana and Irene is clearly stated by the narrator with a deep sense of
frustration: “Era impossibile comunicare con lei: le mie parole erano soffocate dal fruscio dei
suoi vestiti di seta. Dai motivi delle canzonette in voga che ella amava chiacchierare; mi
sembrava di vederla scomparire tra montagne di carte da giuoco e piatti di paste con la crema”
(16).
Although Irene dismisses her sister as a thoughtless traitor of sisterhood whose members
should fight together to spread equality and opportunities for all, Luciana’s indifference is
presented as harmful as Erminia’s ignorance of modern women’s conditions. Erminia serves as
foil for Irene and at the same time her presence is the inspiration for the protagonist to rethink
her life. With Erminia’s simplistic, Manichean vision of the world, divided into opposites such as
good and evil, masters and servants, people and animals, rich and poor, Erminia refuses to accept
the more complicated and morally challenging beliefs that Irene has, simultaneously shaking the
protagonist’s dubious confidence in her personal choices. Siding with the assessment of the book
in a review of the English translation published in 1959, Bruce Merry states: “Irene has unsettled
her. Erminia has realized, without understanding her mistress’ sophisticated life, that it is
somehow aimless for a woman to sit at a typewriter all day” (“Times Literary Supplement” in
Merry 45).
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In a complex set of flashbacks, it is through the eyes of Erminia, in the memory of Irene,
that the reader understands the symbolic meaning of the new home space that the protagonist
came to occupy after breaking off her engagement with her fiancé, Maurizio. When admitted for
the first time to Irene’s apartment, Erminia is surprised to discover a very unconventional space
where she finds neither a table to play cards nor a formal living room to entertain guests, but,
instead, the lady of the house who talks to men as peers, eats in her office, does not go to church
and wears very modest clothes:
Il primo giorno, vedendomi mangiare su un tavolino ingombro di carte che scansavo per
far posto al vassoio … s’era guardata attorno, chiedendomi: «Dov’è il tavolo da
giuoco?». Nell’apprendere che non lo possedevo era rimasta sorpresa. «Come?» Aveva
replicato: ‘Bisogna spostare tutta questa roba quando vengono le amiche?» (Prima e
Dopo 16)
Irene explains to Erminia that there are other possible outcomes for women beside the most
traditional one of wife and mother; this interaction underlines, along with the narrow-minded
point of view of the peasant maid who knows society only as a caste systems, the revolutionary
position that Irene has come to occupy with her personal domestic space. Irene must clarify her
unconventional situation because she is an outsider in the society surrounding her, along with her
friend Adriana. The pride they both take from their social position comes along with the need for
constant reassurance, which they find in each other. At this historical time, it is easier to define
where women like these do not belong than assign them a category of their own. This results in
Irene’s difficulty in dealing with her personal space, from the moment she decides to leave her
mother’s house; because of a perceived betrayal, her mother gives away to her all the furniture in
the room that belonged to her as a young girl, in an attempt to erase her presence. Irene, with that
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furniture, welcomes her past self in the new house, but transforms it through the light of her
newly found identity, by using the bed and the dresser to decorate the room for Erminia: “La
stanza era piccola, i mobili erano quelli della mia camera da ragazza. Quando avevo deciso di
andare a vivere sola, mia madre me li aveva regalati per cancellarmi dalla sua casa e, in fondo,
dalla sua vita” (13). In a sense, like her mother before her, Irene lives the abandonment of the
maid as an attack to herself and her lifestyle, which sheds a more symbolic light on the presence
of Irene in Erminia’s room, surrounded by the old furniture, when she begins to question the
choices of her existence.
Most women of the middle-upper class, like Irene’s younger sister, Luciana, or Signora
Pasinotti, spent their time at home, entertaining their friends, playing cards and being
subordinated to the general power of their husbands. These women were forced to respond to the
impetus of male power to control them and, therefore, to restrain them in a close environment,
where they could nonetheless feel satisfied with managing the home and purchasing objects and
clothes with their husband’s money. Using the money from their husbands implied that these
women were technically not able to possess anything of their own.49
Irene, who was doomed to become exactly like these women, takes advantage of the
uncertain social situation at the end of the war to redefine a new existential path for herself on
her own; she substitutes the surveillance that would descend upon her from patriarchal society
and responds instead with an active control that comes from within, thus switching her role from
a passive subordinate to male dominance to a conscious independent subject. After the ending of
the conflict in Europe, during which she spent many months travelling around the country with

This takes us back once again to what Margaret King points out in her book Women of the Renaissance: “She [the wife]
brought, along with the household’s linens, some items with her trousseau; he [the husband] provided fine clothes and jewels for
the nuptials. But these latter remained his” (53). It is evident that even as society changed over the course of history, the idea
remains the same until the modern era, especially when associated with the rise of the new bourgeoisie after WWII and the
surging economic growth of the country during that period.
49
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very few possessions, Irene must discover her space again. Her reaction to the unanticipated
extreme conditions she experienced as a member of the secret Resistance is that she must be
within a safe, confined space where she can claim a personal independence appropriate to her
needs. Therefore, it seems that the symbolic meaning of being the owner of her apartment is a
direct result of the fears she experienced as a younger woman, out in the open during World War
II.
Nonetheless, the safety of this space may end up causing, as de Céspedes seems to hint, a
rigidity of ideas and beliefs that further detaches Irene from her social surroundings. This fact
suggests a set of problems that come from her position as a modern woman. An issue that Irene
does not face until the moment of alienation after Erminia’s departure is in the very space that
has become a fortress and a shield from confronting her own position as a social outsider. In her
house, Irene does not need to deal with people’s scrutiny and can choose to surround herself only
with friends who share similar points of view: her co-workers (mainly men), intellectuals like
her, her best friend, Adriana, and her partner, Pietro, who lives on his own and with whom she
has a trusting relationship. The significance and pervasiveness of her isolation is wellexemplified by her use of the phone; to avoid in-person confrontations, she uses it to interact
with others, especially with those that she perceives as more hostile, like her sister, Luciana. The
phone, as her preferred medium of communication, allows Irene to be part of the external world
without immersing herself completely in it.
On more than one occasion, the narrator insists on the symbolic importance of a phone
call for women who live alone and need to rely on the friendship of others like them:
“Telefonami … Chiamami quando vuoi, a qualsiasi ora, anche nel mezzo della notte: tanto ho il
telefono accanto al letto … Erano parole indifferenti, casuali; ma tutt’e due sapevamo che
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volevano dire: “Chiami se non ce la fai più, se sei sul punto di prendere le pasticche di aprire il
rubinetto del gas” (39). This moment of raw honesty is brief but metaphorically dense in
meaning, as it implies that loneliness, especially for two women like Irene and Adriana, who are
surrounded by, but yet not belonging to families and couples, can push them to the threshold of
desperation. With this vivid passage, de Céspedes shows the slow and difficult process of
emancipation that women were experiencing during the 1950s in Italy; although on the right
path, women did not find it simple to challenge a strong social tradition like that of Italian
society. Irene is, as Vitti-Alexander writes, “la nuova donna, libera del passato ed indipendente
nel suo presente. Ma è un presente ancora problematico e difficile in una società che non offre
ancora alla donna la possibilità di svolgere un ruolo dignitoso” (103). The stigma these women
must face for being single and independent comes as part of the baggage they must deal with.
This is exemplified by Irene’s behavior in the only scene in the novel that depicts her moving
outside her house; as Irene walks with Adriana, reassuring and supporting each other, not only
emotionally but physically as well: “Intanto avevamo preso a scendere la scalinata, umida e
scivolosa. Adriana mi teneva sempre sottobraccio; io mi stringevo a lei” (Prima e Dopo 41). The
moment seems to call for an act of womanly compassion that de Céspedes also expresses in other
instances as necessary form of improvement for women’s social condition; when challenging
patriarchal impositions, women must gather together as a whole. The fault of many of them, like
Marta, Luciana and even their mother, is, for Irene, their lack of understanding of the necessity to
work as members of their gender group for the benefit of all.
Considering again the role of the house phone, another connection can be drawn between
the two characters explored in this chapter, Irene and Olga, who both use this medium of
communication to connect with the world outside while they isolate themselves within the walls
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of their homes. Both women communicate by phone, which for Olga stops working when she is
unable to react to the departure of her husband; the home phone and the cell phone will become
available to her once she fights back against abandonment and re-establishes direct
communication with her surroundings. For Irene, the role of the phone is connected to the fact
that she feels safer in her apartment, within the walls of her office, than anywhere else. She
rarely goes outside and prefers to spend the time in the comfort of her own home, because, as she
mentions in different occasions, she perceives the critical gaze of other people and fears their
scrutiny: “Non era la prima volta che qualcuno mi scrutava in tal modo … Quando mi sentivo
guardare così anch’io cercavo di capire chi ero e volevo assolutamente essere quella di cui ci si
può fidare” (55). The phone becomes, then, the mean by which both characters avoid the
judgment of others even as, for the same reason, it highlights their solitude, despite their efforts.
The twofold nature of Irene’s self-imposed confinement in the home is explained by
Simona Wright in her article La Guerra al femminile: “L’isolamento della protagonista non si
traduce quindi in negatività assoluta, al contrario, esso diviene momento di approfondita
riflessione e di arricchimento, in cui è possibile esaminare e valutare il proprio destino e inserirlo
in un panorama più vasto, quello del presente, della storia” (79). Although Wright correctly notes
that the loneliness of her apartment allows Irene to fall more deeply into self-analysis and
thoughts that move beyond the domestic threshold, the limit of this reflection is that the
protagonist does not have much access to other ways of life, which casts off, in a sense, the
possibility of positive comparisons and development of new ideas. It seems fair to say, however,
that Irene is a woman of her time; as such, she feels like she is an outsider, an exception among
most other women who succumb to patriarchal power, either by choice or by obligation. She
does not experience a strong sense of belonging to the female gender that in Italy will become
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stronger only later with the rise of the feminist movement. De Céspedes has the integrity to
underline her character’s limitations and struggles; even though Irene remains a deeply positive
albeit imperfect model of womanhood, she shows that it is crucial, especially for a woman, to be
aware of her personal and social identity and at the same time to be open to growth.
As mentioned before, the home office is, for the protagonist, the center of her work and,
therefore, of her power. This characteristic, among others, is what makes Irene an exception to
her category and makes her more similar to men. Unlike Erminia, who is born poor and ignorant
and who must work to survive, Irene has chosen to be her own source of income, even though
she was expected to receive support from her husband. Renouncing the comfort of expensive
perfumes, beautifully made clothes and, in general, the ease of not worrying about money is a
choice that does not come easily to her: “Pare impossibile, eppure sono proprio queste cose
materiali, pratiche, che ti danno la sensazione di esistere -mi dicevo-: non ti accorgi di essere
finché non ti arriva una carta in cui il responsabile, il debitore, insomma l’accusato sei tu: e tu
non hai che te stessa” (Prima e Dopo 45). Irene measures her maturity and social impact in terms
of responsibility; this, to her, is both what expresses her bravery and what brings about her
personal transformation.
The novel starts and ends in the home study, where Erminia comes to inform her
employer, Irene, that she is leaving to work once again at the Pasinotti’s house and then later,
where Irene receives a call from Adriana, who acts as an intermediary to convince her friend to
welcome back her maid. Here, Irene not only works but performs other common actions, like
eating, that in a more traditional household setting would be appropriate for other rooms. It is
again to this space that she comes running back, after finding herself in Erminia’s room and
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thinking about their first times together: “Mi levai, allora, e corsi nello studio. Ansiosamente
formai al telefono il numero di Pietro” (29).
After losing Erminia to a different employer, Irene tries to find comfort and distraction in
her study, behind her desk, where she appeals to her rational side and forces herself to react:
“Mossi qualche passo nello studio … dicendomi che bisognava reagire, sedetti al tavolino e aprii
i giornali” (13). Her self-admonition to act as a response to an unexpected and painful situation
links her once again to Olga. The character born of the pen of Elena Ferrante tries to impose on
herself rigid control by focusing on the simplest actions of her everyday life; similarly, Irene as a
journalist sits in her office and reads the newspapers she needs for work. Unlike Olga, though,
she cannot pursue these regular actions for very long, and finds herself roaming in her empty
apartment in search of answers. Both women are left alone in a confined space that before the
moment of rift with a person close to them acted as a protective environment that in the
aftermath becomes a place of solitude; in this space, the female characters are confronted with
their deepest fears and existential doubts, above all the terror of being alone. Both are dealing
with the consequence of an unexpected abandonment: although for Olga the situation appears to
be more challenging, Irene feels similarly betrayed by one of the few person she trusted the most.
The diversity of these abandonments, however, speaks of the different nature of the protagonists
(housewife, mother and wife versus working woman, childless and single) and gives a sense of
the paths, similar and yet diverse, they need to embark to overcome the moment of impasse.
To extend the parallel between the two characters, it is relevant to see how the more
modern one of the two, Olga, a woman of the early 2000s, is counterintuitively more dedicated
to the traditional role of mother and housewife. Although her fictional story takes place in the
early 1950s, Irene, as a non-traditional “new” female figure, is the one with a more masculine
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presence, which is clear, for example, from the fact that she acts as a peer to her male colleagues:
“la mia era una casa dove venivano sempre molti uomini per motivi di lavoro” (26). The
adjective “masculine” is used here on purpose, to underline the struggle of the character in
dealing with a personal position that, however intentionally she seeks to claim it, still embeds
many characteristics that do not belong to a feminine sense of self at that moment in time. This is
evident from the way Irene deals with the choices she has made throughout the narration; despite
seeming to feel satisfied with her life, she nevertheless needs to analyze her past experiences.
She must come to terms with the fact that, for any person but particularly for a woman, though
the idea of wholeness and happiness might be unreachable, the ability to feel fulfilled needs to
come from within. Irene feels the urge to justify her desire to become something other than the
norm, with success in a field not generally associated with women, working as a reporter rather
than at one of the minor jobs considered more appropriate for women. By crafting a character
who is overstepping the boundaries of gender and attributing to her characteristics unusual for a
woman, de Céspedes is creating a fertile territory for the Italian feminist movement and its stern
critique of the Hegelian dialectic system of gender difference, 50 which clearly lays out a division
between areas of competence for men and women with a separation of roles that would be
questioned by the feminists a few years later.
Standing alongside Adriana, Irene must defend her privileged position as a female
member of society that is able to interact with the other gender as an equal and not as its
subordinate. However, because these achievements come at a price, Irene undergoes a painful
process of self-analysis, which ends with the realization that, although she as an individual who
might never be able to achieve true happiness, she can nonetheless expand her power as a

For more on this critique, refer to Irigaray’s Sexes and Genealogies. For more insights on Irigaray’s strong influence on Italian
feminist thought on the subject, refer to Luisa Muraro’s iconic text, L’ordine simbolico della madre (1991).
50
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functional member of society. The difference between her past and present lies mainly in the
newfound knowledge that a coherent and virtuous existence does not come from the illusion of
living a perfect life—even if it is true to oneself—but from admitting that individuals must be
willing to accept their failings to achieve personal satisfaction, despite the difficulties and
possible outside influences that push them to conform to higher standards of behavior.
The domestic space plays in Irene’s story a double role. On the one hand, it has protected
her over the years from physical and symbolical intruders; on the other, it becomes a space of
self-questioning, temporary loss and permanent discovery. In both novels analyzed here, the
female protagonist is seen dealing with a new definition of personal identity; while Irene is
presented as the more stable character, Olga almost collapses under the pain of abandonment.
However, both face the necessity of redefining not only their ways of being but also their
presence in space as they prepare for the future life, which will be different from their past one.
Even though Irene appears secure and in control of her own life, she, like Olga, has had to
endure a journey of reconciliation with herself as well as the society she lives in.
As for the social surroundings presented in the text, Irene mainly deals with the middleupper bourgeoisie she was (and still is) part of; in this sense, the novel is a critique of patriarchal
society that tries to impose on women, and more on those who deviate from the norm, rules to
limit their actions and social roles. In addition to this, de Céspedes presents a clear, stern
indictment of other female characters, both those who are rich and privileged and those who are
ignorant and socially less powerful. The first group chooses to invest their time and energy in
carefree leisure activities such as shopping and playing cards, when they could spend their
efforts and personal qualities doing something more meaningful that could give them a sense of
self-worth. In contrast, the second group is simply unaware of their subaltern female condition
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and carries on with life, either pretending to ignore what might possible or simply refusing to
acknowledge what could lead to change. Even the most self-confident person experiences
moments of insecurity and questioning as a part of their growth; this is what Irene confesses to
Adriana, right after Erminia leaves her: “Ma non so cosa darei per non capire quello che capisco”
(41). When verbalizing the envy that she momentarily feels for women who are unaware of their
social condition and of the need of all women to pursue a different path for their gender, the
protagonist of Prima e Dopo shows a moment of weakness, one that, instead of making her look
less true to herself, proves once more that a personal choice may come with a set of doubts and
uncertainties that are part of human nature.
The main difference between Irene and many other female literary characters in the home
is that she can call her domestic space her own. This thought relates to what Virginia Woolf
explores in her essay A room of one’s own, where she addresses the issues of gender difference
with specific references to women’s social conditions in England in the late 1920s. Rejecting the
status quo of patriarchal society of the time, Woolf reflects on another source of injustice for
women like her: the fact that they are not allowed personal space, either inside or outside the
house. Woolf notices a social shift happening around her, as women become more interested in
things apart from domesticity; while in the past, the walls of the home had been permeated by
unexpressed creativity, the female presence outside the home was growing in recent years
(Woolf 82). Woolf advocates for a redefinition of domestic space where women could have a
room of their own, a personal space in the house where they can develop their interests: “[I]t is
becoming evident that women, like men, have other interests besides the perennial interests of
domesticity” (82). In this sense, thus, Irene represents a perfect example of Woolf’s desire to see
women claiming personal spaces of their own by positioning herself in the home office,
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symbolically pushing out the presence of any male figure. Indeed, Pietro, her long-time partner,
lives in his own apartment with his own personal office. 51 In her own space, Irene is able to work
and to write, in the way Woolf wishes all women with the same desire could do: “Give her a
room of her own and five hundred a year, let her speak her mind and leave out half that she now
puts in, and she will write a better book one of these days” (93).
De Céspedes creates in Irene the modern heroine who resists social traditions; not only
does she occupy her private space by choice but she also turns the traditionally privileged male
space of the home into the focal point of her productivity and her relationships with others. The
fundamental role of her studio is to allow the reader to better understand how intensely Irene
experiences alienation after Erminia’s dismissal. The young maid was admitted in a space of
untouched feminine independence and power (albeit partial), yet is perceived at the same time as
a traitor when she leaves her privileged post and goes back to the more traditional domestic
space of the house of the narrow-minded Signora Pasinotti. Irene does not understand this choice
and, indeed, processes it as a betrayal: “Mi sentivo come un’amante tradita e fui lì per piangere”
(Prima e Dopo 8). Only through a painful process of self-exploration does she comprehend that
she needs to address her personal difficulties in accepting her and others’ limits and mistakes.
Unlike the female individuals who Woolf perceives as segregated in the house without
the ability to explore their creativity in the social world, Irene does not feel restricted to the four
walls of her apartment. However, the reason for the crisis she experiences seems to originate in

This idea seems to echo Pier Vittorio Tondelli’s thoughts in his novel Camere Separate (1989), where the protagonist Leo
must deal with the consequences physical and psychological separation with the surroundings followed the premature death of
his partner Thomas. The marginalization Leo lives as a homosexual in 1980s Italy and the grief for the loss of his lover, push him
to the threshold of total solitude. Only through an intense personal journey will Leo be able to deal with the sense of
abandonment (physical and psychological) and loneliness; thanks to the cathartic use of writing, he will find a sense of personal
balance and acceptance of his destiny, which helps him feeling part of the social world around. Leo and Irene share the fear of
solitude that comes from the material separation not only from their partner but from the outside in general. However, at the end
of their personal journey, they both show the possibility to come back from the process of alienation and feel integrated again.
51
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the very realization that she only feels safe within the domestic space because she fears the
judgment of others outside. In other words, Irene’s realization is twofold: she not only
understands that achieving complete independence is not yet possible for a woman like her who
struggles to find her own place within a male-dominated society but also realizes that accepting
the support of her loved ones (Pietro, Adriana, even Erminia) means to have a stronger network
of people around her. After a period of discomfort and self-investigation, the protagonist
encounters a final awareness that her model of life, although courageous and modern, might
come with its own limits and compromises that she must accept to be, if not truly happy, then at
least a contented individual.
Irene shows the strength and bravery of a modern woman in fieri who establishes herself
as a different type of person, especially when compared to other characters created by the same
writer. While Valeria and Alessandra, in the other novels, become victims of their own
asceticism and absence of choice (the former is overcome by the necessity to conform and the
other by the intensity of her passions), Irene is a more self-aware, consummate character.
Nonetheless, Irene is also, for the very reason of her individuality and difference, more troubled,
because she is conscious of the potential consequences of the choices in front of her and
carefully ponders the ones she considers making. The home office is, thus, symbolically more
significant as a space for Irene to occupy, because it shows a reversal, an appropriation by the
feminine of the masculine, a space she takes over not to be superior but merely equal to men. She
clearly demonstrates, as Virginia Woolf says, that with the same possibilities, tools and premises,
women can achieve the same goals as their male counterparts.
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Part II: I Giorni dell’Abbandono
In I Giorni dell’Abbandono, Ferrante tells the story of Olga, a thirty-eight-year-old
woman who must deal with the aftermath of her husband’s abrupt departure from the family.
Olga’s story constitutes a strong example of the relationship the modern woman builds with the
domestic space in connection to womanhood and motherhood, both of which are recurring tropes
in Ferrante’s oeuvre. The author usually develops strong female figures in search of a
completeness they feel missing after a shocking event (in the case of Olga, the end of a long
marriage), as they face a new existential status quo. For Olga, the challenge is even greater as she
seeks to find a new, coherent self, after, according to Enrica Maria Ferrara, she witnesses the
“painful disintegration of her shattered identity” (130). While Olga cleans the kitchen table after
a family meal, Mario, her husband, confesses he does not love her anymore. With characteristic
composure and self-control, he closes the door and leaves a shocked Olga standing alone in front
of the sink. This act marks for her the beginning of physical and psychological confinement in
the domestic space, where she is left to deal with the consequences of this unexpected change.
Olga, incredulous, comes to experience a wide range of emotions, while witnessing profound
emptiness within herself and her house. Most powerfully, the feeling of a “vuoto di senso” (I
Giorni dell’Abbandono 208), an absence of meaning, dominates her and prevents her from
understanding her circumstances, from recognizing herself or her surroundings, while she
questions an existence that to her is now not meaningful without Mario.
The home itself has two meanings in Olga’s story: it is a protected space where she
experiences first the collapse of her beliefs and then a new recovery of self that ends her
abandonment. Olga must respond to encroaching social expectations that seek to subsume her by
inverting the power of this tragedy and becoming an active agent. Olga’s relationship with the
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domestic space illustrates how a character can draw upon the forces within the home to respond
to outside threats. The safety Olga feels in her apartment, however, is contrasted by the
continuing challenges she faces when moving in the outside world. As she realizes how urgent it
is that she respond to the personal crisis in which she finds herself, she tries to think rationally.
Although feeling overwhelmed by the spiraling of her thoughts, she recognizes the need to resist
the oppressive and watchful forces around her. Olga’s decisions here refer to what Ferrante calls
surveillance (sorveglianza) (La frantumaglia 98), a word with a positive meaning which
contrasts the negative concept of spying on women associated with male power. Ferrante shows
how her characters, as modern women, should always have a sense of self-determination; this
posture repudiates the ways in which women have for centuries been the object of domination by
their fathers, their husbands and society in general as an expression of gender-based norms of
social and personal behavior (99). Ferrante’s protagonists oppose this external force by drawing
upon the internal strength of personal surveillance, which shifts their social role to active agents:
“Mi piacciono molto le donne vigenti che sorvegliano e si sorvegliano … Olga per esempio, che
ha esercitato su di sé una sorveglianza “maschile”, che ha imparato l’autocontrollo e si è
addestrata a reazioni canoniche, esce dalla crisi dell’abbandono solo in virtù della specifica
sorveglianza che riesce a realizzare su di sé” (99).
While grasping the reality of objects and actions she knows as part of her daily life, Olga
rejects passivity stemming from the abandonment itself, not simply by refusing to be assigned to
the feminized category of “passive” but in fact by accepting it and counterpoising it with a new
definition of herself. Regarding this, Irene Zanini-Cordi interestingly suggests that the term
“abandoned” (abbandonata in Italian), which is more often related to women in literature, is a
passive term (the Saussurian linguistic signifié) associated on the level of representation to the
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topoi of impotence, immobility and sorrow (8). The domestic space, where Olga has been
confined for years and where she now finds herself metaphorically and physically motionless,
provides a starting point for self-discovery in a long process of negotiation and exchange for her
as a woman, wife and mother. As Sambuco notices, “the house takes [both] an active part in the
construction of Olga’s sense of identity as a mother and as a wife, and in the reconstruction of
her identity as a woman” (117), again: “The home, as traditional place of a woman’s identity
limited to the patriarchal role of mother and wife, becomes in the novel the space in which Olga
can confront herself, in order to reconstruct a more liveable sense of self (119). Through Olga’s
story, Ferrante demonstrates how a female character can respond to established gendered
divisions of social power by fighting back against the binary opposition on which malecontrolled society is founded and creating a new category of representation.
Drawing upon generations of women subjected to male domination, Olga not only
questions patriarchal rules at their core but also is compelled to do so in the very space of
confinement where the social order has historically tried to relegate femininity, held apart from
any participation to the public arena. Gisella Bassanini refers to the house, the private sphere, as
an entity with a missing part, in contrast to the public; the word “private”, indicating the
domestic space and the intimacy of individual life, has the same root of the Latin word privus,
lacking something (9). Olga experiences a sense of deprivation in the home in comparison to the
public space after her husband’s absence; she starts to feel incomplete and inadequate, while
thinking of the times when she put Mario and his career before her own needs, becoming the
perfect wife first and, later, a model mother. Olga’s journey to gain self-awareness runs parallel
to her desire to conquer her surroundings, first in the domestic environment, which has defined
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her solely as a wife and mother for the past years, and second in the public sphere, where she
must learn to exist without the validating presence of a man by her side.
In the wake of the break up, Olga fears that she will be unable to recognize the
materiality of familiar objects around her, of known spaces and even of her kids. In a 2005
interview for Espresso, Elena Ferrante explains this struggle: “La storia di Olga è la storia di una
crescente destrutturazione che arriva fin sulla soglia dell’infanticidio e della follia, poi
bruscamente si ferma … La sua è la storia di come resiste, di come tocca il fondo e risale, di
come l’abbandono la cambia senza annientarla” (La Frantumaglia 178-179). Olga fights against
the peril of disintegration, what Ferrante calls frantumaglia, a state of being Olga shares with
other characters created by the same author. Because of its nature rooted in the complexity of
femininity, this condition is not easy to define; it is a loss of control, a disintegration of personal
and social boundaries, and the ultimate annihilation of the self. Ferrante describes it as follows:
“La frantumaglia è l’effetto del senso di perdita … un ronzio in crescendo e uno sfaldamento a
vortice di materia viva e materia morta.” (95). Most importantly, this is an expression of pain
(“parola di dolore” 94), which mirrors Olga’s own suffering. If protagonists like Olga experience
the risk of falling into an infinite void and a loss of identity, it follows that in order to escape it,
they need to find a way back to self-awareness.
The detachment of a sense of self is parallel to the already mentioned absence of
meaning, which seems to suggest the idea that, for Olga, the value of her existence, in other
words its meaning, is dictated by her relationship with Mario and her role of wife and mother.
For Olga, this state of mind eventually starts with the realization of her presence in space and
time; when the fear of abandonment takes over, and it is evident that Mario is not only not
coming back to the familial nest but indeed is pushing away from it, Olga’s reaction is “la
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disposizione al disordine e la fiacchezza delle dita che, più cresceva l’angoscia, meno si
chiudevano solidamente intorno alle cose” (I Giorni dell’Abbandono 16). She cannot avoid
coming to terms with her total loss of control, which becomes an ineluctable downward spiral;
while moving in spaces outside her apartment, she becomes distracted, careless and chaotic. This
suggests, once again, a connection between absence of meaning and loss of sense; the former
relates to Olga’s connection with the outside and the others, in other words she seems to be
unable to find her position in relation to other people and in the space she used to occupy before,
while the latter is a reflection on her inner self, which will eventually push her to deal with a
search of self and her purpose. Olga shows signs of an inability to exist in the external world
alone while, inside the home, she uses her writing to stave off a mental breakdown. In both
cases, she is distracted by unbearable pain.
Torn between the need to surveil—maintain control over—herself and her grief, Olga
sees the possibility of developing a concrete connection with the domestic surroundings as a
starting point for her recovery. She begins with the basic actions of her everyday life, the ones
she can do without much effort (doing the laundry, preparing meals for the kids, taking Otto to
the park), desperately trying to rein herself in by using her body and daily activities as mother
and housewife to keep herself from constant thoughts of Mario and the woman he left her for.
Because her mind is distracted by her emotional turmoil, she uses physical connections with the
environment with which she is familiar as a reminder of who she is and a starting point for
rebuilding her future. However, she soon learns that this will only be possible after facing and
accepting the emotional and psychological consequences of her abandonment by Mario.
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Olga’s apartment works as a mirror image of her shattered self, 52 standing on the verge of
self-annihilation, though she initially perceives it as an enemy space. In this regard, Stefania
Lucamante incisively underlines:
Since [Olga’s] own husband has left the apartment, they have become apart, and she has
psychologically parted from it, reconfirming the negative meaning one could give to the
term apartment: being apart from the community, but also from your better half. … Olga,
too, finds the space traditionally allocated to her to be estranged from her now, no longer
her extension, as it is dis-membered in its deconstructed levels (96).
In contrast to the way she acts in the domestic space, Olga experiences a sense of displacement
when walking in the outside world, the urban space of Turin, a city that she perceives as cold and
unwelcoming. On this subject, it is relevant to note that Olga and Mario have contrasting
relationships with the city (i.e. the public space); while Mario knows the urban history of the
spaces around their apartment, Olga ignores this and is not able, for example, to answer Gianni’s
request to learn about the historical background of the piazza they are passing by. 53 After Gianni
is visibly upset that the mother cannot satisfy his thirst for knowledge, he makes a remark that
hurts Olga and pushes her to react violently: “Gridai e gridai senza controllo. Gianni e Ilaria
amavano molto la città, il bambino ne conosceva le vie e le storie, il padre lo lasciava giocare
spesso sotto il monumento in fondo a via Meucci … Ah sì, desideravo ferirli, i miei figli,
desideravo ferire soprattutto il bambino che aveva già l’accento piemontese” (I Giorni

Patrizia Sambuco writes apropos: “The fragmentation of the self that Olga suffers is at the same time disintegration of the
sense of unity of the house, as well as loss of a sense of corporeality” (125-126).
53 For in-depth analysis of Olga’s relationship with Turin, refer to Stiliana Milkova’s 2021 book Elena Ferrante as World
Literature. Here, the scholar refers to the episode of the abandonment of Olga’s children in the park as “a fantasy about escaping
male-dominated narratives and reclaiming her own self-authored identity, regaining the authority and agency to abandon rather
than be abandoned. What she flees from is also the perpetuation of both physical and discursive genealogy of male mastery over
the city. Her husband and son tell and retell the stories of those monuments –narratives about male violence and domination–
which inscribe, as it were, the city in terms of male voice, word, and power, excluding Olga from the possibility of telling her
own version” (6).
52
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dell’Abbandono 71). Probably for the first time since she moved to the capital of Piedmont, Olga
realizes that the urban space her family members recognize as their own feels foreign to her. Her
lack of knowledge regarding Turin is a clear and direct consequence of her incapacity to move
around in public alone, more evidence that Mario was the major validating presence in her life.
In this regard, Stefania Lucamante writes:
The empty wanderings in the streets of Turin – a city that now looks like a fortress to
Olga – are merely a feared situation in which she is now losing herself despite her efforts.
Although she is lucidly trying not to repeat other abandoned women’s path, her
involuntary visual recollection brings her to repeat physically the wandering of displaced
women, the breaking inside into pieces or, better, … the frantumaglia (95-96).
Olga’s empty and aimless movements around Turin reflect her inner sense of loss and confusion.
Olga undergoes what Ferrante calls a contraction of her physical and metaphorical spaces
(La Frantumaglia 71): she ends friendships, stops taking care of her appearance, and eliminates
all means by which she can communicate with the outside world (for example, her home phone
is shut off, her cell phone breaks. etc.), all of which cause her to become completely isolated
from society. Her lonely nights are occupied by obsessive letter-writing to Mario and
contemplation of the presence of hopeless female characters in her memories: Anna Karenina,
Monique, Emma Bovary and above all, the Neapolitan poverella, the abandoned woman whose
laments Olga still remembers vividly from her childhood.54 Her internal dialogue with these
female characters is accompanied by her gradual loss of connection with familiar objects and her
environment; figuratively, the boundaries of her HOME (and those which divide herself from her
surroundings) cannot offer protection and are vulnerable to the intrusion of outside agents she

In Elena Ferrante. Parole Chiave, Tiziana de Rogatis speaks of la poverella as an example of “materno primordiale”, the
representation of “un destino, subalternità e rivalsa” which Olga, at the end, successfully rejects. De Rogatis, chap. 3, Kindle.
54
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seems unable to keep out the apartment (an invasion of ants, a lizard, the pollen that also enters
her home, Gianni and Otto’s illnesses). These elements come to represent the hostility with
which Olga perceives the opinions others may have of her, now that she has been forced to come
out from under Mario’s shadow without knowing how to move forward with her life.
Even more threatening are the abandoned women living in her memory. Olga
simultaneously fights the urge to despair and the fear of becoming like those passive models of
womanhood she, as a member of the same gender, has been raised to resemble. Zanini-Cordi
adds to this: “Il terrore di identificarsi con la figura che per lei incarna la donna abbandonata si
esprime nella paura di scindersi da sé, di impazzire. Ciò indica tuttavia, almeno a livello
linguistico, il persistere della coscienza di un sé. È un sé che resiste solo grazie ad un metodico
lavoro di rappezzamento e di vigilanza” (166). Olga’s personal transformation begins when she
challenges the very idea of passive confinement and converts herself as a female object to one of
a subject-in fieri, finding within the walls of her own home the tools to alter her destiny as
different that the one that has been assigned to women for centuries. Zanini-Cordi suggests a
parallel between Olga’s reconstruction of subjectivity and conscious realization with what Judith
Butler in The Psychic life of Power defines as a willingness of the subject “not to be” (qtd. in
Zanin-Cordi 157). If, following Butler, subjectivity is a performative act of the individual
through discursive and narrative practices, Olga’s construction of her subjectivity is a
reconfiguration of her ‘I’, different than the one superimposed on her by an outside dominating
power. Although Butler’s thought is centered on the idea that “indeterminacy of gender may be
the ground for the liberatory potential of feminism” (Nash 171), one could argue that there is a
connection between her definition of subject and power, in a broader sense, and what Ferrante’s
character experiences. Olga becomes aware that she can and should be “other” than what society
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has been imposing on her by actively accepting the social rules that before she was merely
absorbing as passive recipient. Zanini-Cordi explains this change as “strategia della finzione”:
Questa crescita emotiva e psicologica porta la protagonista alla scoperta della possibilità
di essere altra e alla costruzione di un’identità non dipendente dal maschile, alla nascita
di un nuovo soggetto. Si materializza in questa donna abbandonata quell’essere aperto
auspicato da Butler … è un nuovo soggetto che non nega semplicemente le esperienze
femminili del passato staccandosele per superarle, bensì le accetta, le integra
consapevolmente per avviarsi verso un futuro che non sia predeterminato (157-158).
Olga’s efforts to oppose the perception others have of her is particularly evident in her
relationship with her daughter Ilaria. When the child playfully decides to imitate her mother by
putting on her clothes, shoes and make-up, Olga is disgusted by the image of what she perceives
not as her own flesh but as “maschera dipinta” or “una vecchia nana” (I Giorni dell’Abbandono
134). By rejecting the mirror image of herself that she sees in Ilaria, Olga becomes conscious of
the fact that she is more than a product of patriarchal society; when she washes the make-up off
both their faces, they can together enter a process of liberation, both physical and symbolic.
An analysis of the relationship Olga has with her environment and, specifically, with the
home office, translated as “study” in the English translation of the novel, is crucial to
understanding her progression through self-abnegation and self-recovery. In her apartment, Olga
initially feels safe and confident that her husband will eventually come back: “Era solo questione
di giorni, poi tutto si sarebbe sistemato” (12), she says to herself while falling asleep. Mario, on
the other hand, after leaving the apartment, feels out of place there when he returns. At first, he
comes and goes briefly to visit the children and to retrieve some of his belongings, all the while
underlining he is no longer part of that domestic unit: “Subito mi stizzii, il signore faceva
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l’estraneo, non usava le chiavi di casa, voleva sottolinerare che era in visita soltanto” (40). Olga
tries to draw him into her space, for example, by cooking his favorite meal in the belief that a
dish of pasta he once loved can make him remember everything he is leaving behind. After fully
realizing that Mario does not belong to their formerly shared home anymore, that he is already
somewhere else and with someone else, she reacts to him as though he were a stranger in the
environment she now considers only hers. When Mario comes to visit after a trip to Denmark,
Olga reacts to his external intruding energy: “Gli volevo gridare: non toccare niente; sono cose a
cui hai lavorato mentre ero di là, mi occupavo di te, facevo la spesa, cucinavo, è tempo che un
po’ mi appartiene, lascia tutto lì” (45).
Mario, representing the archetypal man, is depicted here as a dominant force imposing
itself upon an almost exclusively female environment. The culmination of this dynamic is
exemplified by Mario’s theft of Olga’s earrings, which he gives to his new partner, Carla. In her
book Women of the Renaissance, Margaret King writes that, according to marriage contracts in
the Renaissance, Italian men from the upper-classes provided fine clothes and jewels for their
nuptials which would remain their property, despite being worn by their spouses (52): “The
material adornments of a woman’s body were, then, expressions of the status of a related male:
clothing, and even more jewelry, were signs of social standing” (53).55 The power dynamic
between Mario and Olga as embodied by the possession of jewelry has a subtle link to this past
custom. The giving of earrings represents the validation of a woman by the male subject as his
personal property; by giving something that belonged to his forefathers (and hence to him),
Mario establishes the position of a woman by his side, first with Olga and then with Carla, in the
same way his male ancestors did with their female partners. The woman’s value is, thus,

For more information on this custom and on Sumptuary laws in general, refer to Margaret King’s text, Women of the
Renaissance, chapter 1.
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represented by the pendant earrings she is deemed worth to wear by the man in control;
consequentially, she becomes an apparatus of the male, a pendant herself, whose dependence is
inscribed in that very word. Olga is unwittingly subjected to this tradition through the same
heirloom, when she tries to lure her husband into their apartment right after the break up: “Poi mi
venne l’idea di mettere gli orecchini che erano appartenuti alla nonna di Mario, gioielli a cui lui
teneva molto, anche sua madre li aveva portati per tutta la vita.” (I Giorni dell’Abbandono 40).
To underline even further the connection between the earrings as a demonstration of male power
and the woman as the medium for its display, Mario later gives them to Carla, symbolically
showing he now considers her, not Olga, a new possession.56
By sneaking in the apartment like a burglar, Mario demonstrates no respect for Olga and
her space, the same way he now disregards their promises of a lifetime together. She feels more
exposed and weakened than ever:
E se era entrato Mario, furtivamente appunto, cosa lo distingueva da un ladro? Era peggio
anzi. Entrare di nascosto nella sua stessa casa. Frugare nei posti noti, leggere caso mai i
miei sfoghi, le mie lettere. Il cuore mi scoppiava in petto per la rabbia. No, non avrebbe
mai dovuto varcare quella soglia, mai, i bambini stessi sarebbero stati d’accordo con me,
non si parla con un padre che si introduce in casa a tradimento e non lascia nemmeno una
traccia di sé. (63)

In this regard, Stefania Lucamante in A multitude of women, writes “The economy of gift giving in exchange for obedience, sex
and wifely duties exposes in one paragraph the laws of the modern Italian family. … This ‘gift’ is an exchange between the male
and the female world, the tacit understanding of laws between parties in contract. Like genes and husbands’ last names, jewels
(earrings, in this case) are passed from generation to generation, testimony to the newly reached different position of a woman in
marriage. Olga reacts to her loss of the contract because those earrings meant the marriage with Mario, meant belonging to
Mario’s line, blood, family … Those earrings represent the most violent and visual evidence, almost a cliché, that, once and for
all, Mario has passed onto another woman that condition Olga so much cherished” (99-100).
56
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To fend off the symbolic violence that she feels from this and other intrusions, Olga decides to
reinforce the locks on her front door, which in turn deepens her isolation and the contrast
between the private and the public spaces in her life. This marks the beginning of what she calls
“la giornata più dura di quella mia vicenda di abbandono” (97), where she reaches the abyss of
despair that waits for her if she chooses to succumb. Nevertheless, the outcome for Olga, as a
modern woman, is different; her pain, at this pivotal moment, becomes instead the strength she
finds to allow herself to go through her loss and discovery, far from male recognition. With the
development of new self-awareness, she can re-enter the outside world through a new definition
of her own identity in social spaces. This re-appropriation experienced by Olga strongly echoes
the process of re-appropriation of one’s place in the symbolic order expressed by Belgian-born
philosopher Luce Irigaray, as focal part of her theory of sexual difference. In her text Sexes and
Ideology, Irigaray presents a critique of the Hegelian interpretation of the family, where
Antigone is presented as the daughter who follows the law of the mother (i.e. the blood she
shares with her brother) and therefore is cast out of society and condemned to a slow death (1-2).
According to this patriarchal view, once the daughter is married, “she is transplanted into the
genealogy of her husband” (2) and is expected to renounce to the maternal bond. The patriarchal
symbolic order, central to the psychoanalytical thought Irigaray aims to challenge, makes the
mother-daughter relationship impossible, as it transforms the daughter into a mother and a wife
as soon as she legally becomes part of her husband’s family, and therefore erases her earlier
identity as a daughter. Moreover, according to Irigaray, the social order of Western culture
insists on keeping the mother silent and outlawed. For this reason, women are compelled to
discover a new language, their own language of the mother and of the female genealogy, starting
from the realization that women’s differences from men need to be expressed and that the envy
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of the phallus as instrument of power has been created by patriarchy to subject female
individuals to male ones (17). Therefore, women need to re-discover their connection with the
maternal bond as a starting point for a definition of language that they can use to express their
presence in the newly-found symbolic order. 57
It is pivotal for Olga’s recovery that the final step of the process take place in Mario’s
study, which seems intentional on the part of Ferrante. This room in the home is the only one,
according to the character, that has always belonged to her husband: here, unlike anywhere else,
Mario is still very much present. In fact, Olga never opened the door to the room in the months
before:
In un primo momento pensai di arretrare, uscire dalla stanza, chiudere la porta. Fui
incerta a lungo … Da quanto tempo non entravo in quella stanza? Dovevo obbligarlo al
più presto, pensai con rabbia, a levarsi del tutto dall’appartamento, a raschiarsi via da
ogni angolo. Non poteva decidere di lasciami e tuttavia trattenere in casa la traspirazione
dei suoi pori, l’alone del suo corpo (I Giorni dell’Abbandono 120).
Otto, Mario’s dog, is tragically poisoned and chooses his master’s study to take his last breath.
Olga is forced to enter the room that has been untouched since Mario’s departure, and she is
offended by the recognizable scent of her husband still imbuing the air:
Cominciò ad affluire un altro odore, per me più offensivo ancora, quello che Mario non
s’era portato via e che stazionava lì, nel suo studio…. Del resto – mi resi conto- era stato
quell’odore a dare al lupo le energie per abbassare la maniglia con una zampata e,

For more details on Irigaray’s concepts, refer to Sexes and Genealogies, Chapter 1. For more insights on Irigaray’s strong
influence on Italian feminist thought on the subject, refer to Luisa Muraro’s iconic text, L’ordine simbolico della madre (1991),
where the philosopher shows the need for women to re-appropriate of the maternal language and the relationship with the mother,
to a new symbolic order.
57
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scontento anche lui di me, trascinarsi fino alla scrivania, in quella stanza dove le tracce
del suo padrone erano più forti e promettevano di essere un lenimento (120). 58
Despite feeling humiliated and resentful towards the suffering animal, Olga soon understands
how critical it is for her to move through the final and most crucial moment of her healing
process, embodied by Otto’s physical pain as a concretization of her own suffering over the past
months. His sacrifice is needed for her salvation. Olga has a complicated relationship with the
dog, who is a strong, constant reminder of the man’s past presence as well as an addition to the
family that Mario once wanted and took care of yet in time left behind. As another burden for
her, the dog forces Olga to emerge into the social space; on two occasions, her lost ability to be
part of her social environment is manifested while having to deal with Otto. In the first situation,
while at the park, the animal barks aggressively and scares a young mother holding her child,
pushing Olga to react. In doing so, she shows a lack of self-control and rejects social
conventions. Olga yells at the mother and then begins to beat Otto violently with a stick, leaving
both the animal and the woman stunned by this unexpected and violent reaction. The second
instance portrays Olga’s inability to control her most basic instincts and observe social
constraints when she defecates in the park, de facto becoming Otto, the dog, hence pushing even
further the association of their pains. 59
The state of frantumaglia prevails over Olga, despite her efforts to recover. In her article
Mothers, daughters, dolls (2013), Stiliana Milkova associates this condition with the element of
disgust, which reaches its peak in this situation and later that same day, when Olga witnesses the
slow and painful death of the dog and the narration focuses on visual and sensorial graphic

In his article “Reclaiming Space: Feminist Hysteria in Cixous and Clément, Gilman and Ferrante”, Joshua Reinier connects the
development of the sense of smell to the creation of hallucination as an alter ego for the female individual entrapped in a space by
oppressing male power (this is the case for Olga and la poverella).
59 Elizabeth Aslop defines this as “the lowest point of her regression from bourgeois civility to new barbarism” (477).
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details. According to Milkova, disgust as symptomatic representation of frantumaglia takes place
when “Ferrante’s mothers and daughters exit the symbolic order and enter a liminal space where
they exist as normative categories imposed by language and as something resisting definitive
norms and borders” (97). This is what Olga experiences the moment before realizing, through
Otto’s physical but also metaphorical death, that she is at a crucial juncture in her existence,
where she needs to be accepted as part of the symbolic social order without being absorbed
entirely into the category of gender. Therefore, she has two choices: on the one hand, she can
react using the tools she has as modern woman to acquire a different level of knowledge or, on
the other hand, she can succumb and become another abandoned, desperate poverella. As she
confronts this process, Otto is the scapegoat that shows how suffering can be the mobilizing
force she needs to enter this struggle.
If pain imprisoned Olga in a home space constructed to make her feel safe, holding her
captive with the reinforcement of social controls of a male-dominated society that aimed to
surveil and restrain her, she must now counteract these forces with a new perception of self.
Through the feelings of abjection60 and disgust that deeply threaten her, Olga, as female being, is
able to move beyond the reach of the gendered symbolic order and then readmitted to it; this
comes about through her decision to actively negotiate her femininity, unlike women from the
past who were passive victims of patriarchy. As the narrator underlines at the end of the novel,
Olga is only at the beginning of a process of growth and self-awareness, which, although hard,
will begin to shift her position from object to subject in fieri.
Mario’s study is a highly symbolically charged space, as the room where Olga
experiences the end of the process of being abandoned. The day she locks herself inside her

Julia Kristeva introduces the concept of abjection in relation to the mother (subject/object dichotomy) in her famous “Essay on
abjection” (67-74).
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apartment, she faces her deepest fears all at once: her husband’s imprint on the domestic space,
Otto’s suffering, the poverella as a dream-like presence, who is resting her feet on Otto and who
represents a terrifying possible future, a vivid image in front of a hallucinating Olga. 61 As stated
before, the study represents the male existence in a mostly female environment; if she wants to
differentiate herself from oppressed women in her mind’s eye, Olga must emerge from her crisis
in this room and nowhere else. She reacts to the epitome of the desperate woman in front of her,
the one who lost her identity along with her name, the poverella who, after being abandoned by
her husband for another woman, slowly fades and drowns herself in the sea. With the active final
response to the vision of the poverella and through Otto’s death, Olga gains a new level of
understanding and acceptance of her situation and herself: “Quella prossimità di morte reale,
quella ferita sanguinante della sua sofferenza, di colpo, insperatamente, mi fece vergognare del
mio dolore degli ultimi mesi, di quella giornata sovratono di irrealtà” (I Giorni dell’Abbandono
163).
In the end, Olga is not the abandoned female anymore; she has survived the threats of
frantumaglia and, after regaining her composure, feels the personal and spatial boundaries
around her reconnecting as well, as if she and her home could finally become a whole again after
expelling the menace of the male presence: “Sentii la stanza che tornava in ordine, la casa che
saldava insieme i suoi spazi, la solidità del pavimento, il giorno caldo che si destendeva su ogni
cosa, una colla trasparente. Come avevo potuto lasciarmi andare a quel modo, disintegrare così i
miei sensi, il senso dello stare in vita” (163). The environment takes a new form, closing around
the black hole of Olga’s desperation and reflecting a new unity. Olga goes back to her children

For a more in-depth analysis on the role of la poveralla as hallucinated alter ego for Olga, refer to Joshua Reinier’s article
“Reclaiming Space: Feminist Hysteria in Cixous and Clément, Gilman and Ferrante”, where he argues that la poverella embodies
the need for the woman to locate “an image of herself within the patriarchal space” (8).
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with the awareness of this strength: “La casa era silenziosa, ora mi sembrava piccola, raccolta,
senza angoli bui, senza ombre, resa quasi allegra dalla voce dei bambini che avevano cominciato
a chiamarmi giocando tra loro, ridacchiando” (164).
Only at the end of the process following the death of the dog and the departure of la
poverella can Olga finally open the door of her home as well as of her personal life. After reemerging from what Lucamante calls a “self-imposed house arrest” (80), Olga consciously
establishes contact with the external world. She does so through her neighbor, Aldo Carrano,
who represents the first outside male force she will allow in her new personal space. Elena
Ferrante writes in one of her interviews: “Olga è aiutata da Carrano a riaccostarsi al maschile …
È Carrano che alla fine la commuove e le dà una nuova prospettiva sentimentale. Credo che gli
uomini che scegliamo dicano, come tante altre scelte importanti, che donne siamo, che donne
stiamo diventando” (La frantumaglia 74). While Mario acted as an invasive form of energy in
her space, Carrano, with his gentle presence, respects Olga’s need for time to become
reacquainted with men and waits for her to be able to welcome him in her life, on her own terms.
Olga’s journey to the threshold of ontological death was possible thanks to her strength
and her ability to reflect on her past experiences. She belongs to a generation of women that, for
Ferrante, need to find a new way to react to similar crises of disorder and to the perils of
deconstruction: “[Olga] è combattiva, non vuole essere né Anna Karenina né una donna
spezzata. Soprattutto non vuole essere come la donna abbandonata di Napoli che l’ha segnata da
bambina, si sente frutto di un’altra cultura, di un’altra storia femminile” (72) The resignification
of Olga as a modern woman defines her, if not yet an independent female subject, for whom the
process of self-exploration is still long and painful, still as something different than what is
designated by the symbolic male-dominated order. Her transformation is what Zanini-Cordi
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defines as follows: “La donna abbandonata non sta semplicemente al margine del sistema
simbolico maschile, paralizzata nel lamento, rappresenta piuttosto la possibilità di pensare al di
fuori di quel sistema simbolico e di re-articolarlo” (172).
Once Olga identifies the mechanism of the door as a symbol of patriarchal society’s
expectations and requirements of the female individual, she can reconfigure the borders around
herself and the space where she moves. She can now actively engage with herself in private and
public spaces while recognizing the dangers of her displacement. Outside her self-imprisonment
within the domestic space, Olga starts to define herself; she reconnects with old friends, spends
time outside alone or with her children, and starts a new job. With her newfound self-awareness,
she begins to gain independence and gradually retakes possession of her lost abilities, such as
acceptable social behaviors, the role as mother and care giver for her children. While she opens
again to relationships with people in the outside world, she does not cease the constant
surveillance of herself on her path towards a new future. Now she is able to remove Mario not
only from her life but also from her domestic space without feeling less than complete: “La sera,
dopo quell’incontro e prima di addormentarmi, sentii che dagli armadi seguitava a venire il suo
odore, esalava dal cassetto del suo comodino, dalle pareti, dalla scarpiera. Nei mei passati quel
segnale dell’olfatto mi aveva causato nostalgia, desiderio, rabbia. Ora lo associavo all’agonia di
Otto e non mi commuoveva più” (I Giorni dell’Abbandono 174).
In the concluding moments of the novel, her apartment appears as a place of comfort that
recalls the changes she underwent that helped her to redefine her presence: “Mi misi seduta nel
soggiorno, la casa mi sembrò vuota come se non fosse mai stata abitata da altri che da pupazzi di
cartapesta o da abiti mai stretti intorno a corpi vivi” (209). The reference to the puppets and the
empty clothes seems to suggest, once again, the close link between Olga and the domestic
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environment. She perceives a change in her personal condition; before, she felt that she was the
product of social standards and expectations, while now she is becoming a newfound true self
who steps forward to face the challenges of molding her own life. Her past still lives there, a
collection of memories that cannot and should not be erased. Olga’s character works as a model
to show women how the past cannot be discarded but needs to be faced and incorporated in the
personal experience. While previous female characters, as Ferrante herself says, see
abandonment as punishment (La frantumaglia 102) and—one might add—social annihilation,
Olga’s journey proves that pain is an inevitable part of life and that adversities can be defeated.
She learns how to reflect on her own experience by including it among the stories of past female
characters, fictional and not, the same way she includes an assumed sense of domesticity in her
individuality while transforming it, with diligence and control, in a space of personal exploration
and future independence. Her growth is even more significant because she is conscious of the
fact that it requires a continuous process of understanding, self-discovery and acceptance of the
limits and fears that come from within.
Irene and Olga are an example of what Patrizia Sambuco uses to illustrate her conception
of female individuals who are able to reshape a patriarchally-imposed space (e.g., the home
office) and express, through this process, a new sense of identity:
The female protagonists, subjected to the dominance of a male dominated environment
interiorise and acquire the perception of the self deriving from the male gaze or from
their traditional role, but are able to face repressed truth, loss and disorientation through
the determinant active function of the public and private spaces. It is only at this point
that the female protagonists can mediate their own interiorised concept of femininity into
a more liveable sense of identity (127).
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These two literary examples show the difficult relationship that a woman has with the home
office (otherwise called study), which represents the concrete proof of the sporadic male
presence in the predominantly female domestic space. If for Olga, at first, the room, alien and
uncomfortable, becomes a vivid representation of her personal defeat, for Irene it is, on the
opposite, a safe and comforting environment. The journey of loss and recovery both women deal
with in consequence to an abandonment, moves in opposite directions from and to the study.
Olga refuses to be present in Mario’s office until the very last moments of her journey, when she
must face at once all the fears holding her back and the unknown, while Irene, who appears to be
in her privileged space, will have to re-considered her position to be able to consciously
appropriate the room without doubts about herself.
After Mario leaves her, the study is for Olga a material reminder of his absence within
the same space that she believed was a comforting nest, shielding her from the outside and
hiding her inability to be someone other than a wife and a mother. Only at the end of her hard
path she is forced back to that alien space to take the final steps into the research of her new
identity. The last moments in the study leave for Olga the hope that she will finally be able to
appropriate that room and turn it from an enemy space to a personal environment where she can
become an active part of her house as well as of society in general. The movement in relation to
the room is, for Ferrante’s character, from the outside to the inside. On the other hand, Irene
deals with a similar, although less shocking, reconfiguration of the domestic space, due to the
separation from a person she trusted to be part of her personal domestic world, a universe that
she built as a protection from the super impositions of patriarchy. Unlike Olga, Irene will move
from the inside of her office to the outside: although she is presented as perfectly comfortable in
that space, through the same process of challenging her identity, she will need leave the safeness
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of that room, re-configure her presence there and, finally, overturn the expectations from society
while, at the same time, she will have to acknowledge the need of reassurance from others, that
comes from the bold choices she made in her life.
These two novels conclude an analysis of the relationship between female characters and
the traditional domestic sphere. Within this more canonic space, as already mentioned, the home
office is the least “feminine” room. As such, it presents a new challenge for the modern woman
who, enlightened with a feminist awareness (or, in the case of Irene, a proto-feminist one),
understands the importance of re-appropriating that space and transforming its traditionally
masculine attributes as recognized by most Western bourgeois societies.
The followin chapter of the present work leaves the domestic walls behind,
metaphorically speaking, to move to a less traditional domestic space, attached nonetheless to the
main structure of the house: the backyard. Contrary to what can be said of the rooms of the
house, this is an open space, close to but distinct from the public sphere: a transitional passage
from the private to the (semi-) public realm. Although this environment appears at first a place
for the woman to experience a version of freedom (when compared to the entrapment of the
house), the analysis of her presence in the backyard easily reveals the twofold nature of this
space as both a defensive structure and, ultimately, a tool of oppression.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The border territory between confinement and liberation: The front/backyard

Introduction
The garden or backyard is the liminal space, adjacent to the house but not essential to its
architecture; a passage from the inside to the outside, from the familiar, private rooms of the
home to the alien, public world. While it shelters the individual from the unwanted intrusions of
the outside, it also opens to the possibility of connecting to the “other side.” Often surrounded by
a fence or a wall that circumscribes its borders, the garden/backyard62 becomes a space where the
inhabitants of the house can experience the outside while feeling shielded from the unwanted
interactions typical of the public sphere. The nature of the backyard becomes, as such, twofold:
on the one hand, it comes to represent a sense of limitation and confinement for the individual
who stays within its boundaries, while on the other hand it offers defense from the perils of the
social environment.
In their book The Domestic Space Reader, Chiara Bringanti and Kathy Mezei dedicate a
chapter to so called “liminal” spaces, e.g., windows, doors and gardens, that “negotiate a
relationship between inside and outside” (248), which constitute a transition between everything
that the individual experiences in the domestic space (ideas, feelings, a sense of exile and
constriction) to the (seeming) freedom of the outside environment. These liminal spaces are,
therefore, a bridge, a threshold between two different states, where a person can see others while
at the same time remaining hidden from them. In his contribution to the volume, Robert
Mugerauer notices something that can be related to the backyard as well, when analyzing the role
of the porch in American architecture: “[It] not only provides a place to belong to the natural
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Although the garden usually refers to the specific part of the backyard cultivated with flowers and plants, it is nonetheless part
of the same space and, as such, can be considered as a coherent, whole unit with the backyard.
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world but also opens a place for family and friends to gather … As a place to be alone or with
others, the porch is a semi-private space parallel to the semi-public space of the street” (265).
With a reference to the relationship between the perimeter of the house and the outside space,
Catherine Alexander adds that “The space of the garden has a transformative element vis-à-vis
the house, purifying the unclean; but the garden also shifts the scale of domestic space and time,
re-contextualizing the house within a cosmological framework. The garden regenerates and
transforms, and thereby restores order to the built domestic space” (270). The garden is, then,
perceived both as a social space, with characteristics of the private and the public spheres,
through which it connects individual to other members of the immediate social group (family and
friends); but also as a space of symbolic transformation with its offering a transition from the
containment of the house to the openness of its adjacent space.
Secretive and mysterious, the garden has been portrayed in many literatures as a locus
secretum, hidden from the social gaze, the exotic place par excellence capable of holding secrets,
giving a sense of sacredness while stimulating the different senses. Michele Foucault reminds us
that in Eastern societies, gardens have traditionally held a profound meaning: “The traditional
garden of the Persians was a sacred space that was supposed to bring together inside its rectangle
four parts representing the four parts of the world” (6). Foucault continues this engagement with
the concept of gardens in the Western context by pointing out that the garden maintains a
primary role in most home designs. For him, gardens are places that work as an “effectively
enacted utopia” (3), possibly located as real sites but existing only outside all other spaces (3), a
conceptualization that led him to coin the neologism heterotopia. To be defined as such,
heterotopias have a series of specific characteristics, including that they “always presuppose a
system of opening and closing that both isolates them and makes them penetrable … either their
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role is to create a space of illusion … Or else, on the contrary, their role is to create a space that
is other, another real space” (7-8).
Despite all the positive elements associated with the space of the garden/yard, this
characteristic of illusion helps determine its role in the two novels analyzed in this chapter,
where the female protagonist of the narrative finds herself in this border territory perceived as an
isolated personal microcosm. This existing along the borders develops into a concrete symbol of
entrapment for the growth of the female individual. For Vanna, protagonist and narrator of Dacia
Maraini’s Donna in Guerra (1975), the yard of the rental house, while at first offering a sense of
protection and peaceful restoration, soon comes to limit and confine her. The young woman
eventually resists the physical and psychological impositions of the enclosure and in so doing,
grows conscious of the possibility that she can move past other obstacles in her life (symbolized
by the fence surrounding the yard). In this way, the garden becomes a symbol of the oppressive
state in which Vanna was unknowingly living as a submissive housewife. She transforms the
restrictions of her life into a force that propels her into a self-determined future. In contrast,
Tosca, the protagonist of Gina Lagorio’s Tosca dei Gatti (1983), is unable to see the limits of her
condition and experiences the garden as an element of defense and security against a social
environment that she does not belong to. Old, lonely and sick, Tosca finds shelter in her
apartment and the yard of the building she takes care of against the exclusion she feels from the
small village in Liguria by its inhabitants, who have never accepted her as part of their
community. The backyard is for Tosca a place of comfort for her lonely existence, where she at
least is loved by her faithful cats. While she has a positive experience in the garden as a
protective space, she nonetheless remains confined there as an extension of the oppression of
female individuals in the domestic space.
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Thus, while the garden, with its luxuriant vegetation and stimulating aromas, offers a
sense of freedom and peace, it is evident that for the protagonists of these novels this space is an
extension of the confinement of the house and, as such, it represents only an illusion of female
individuals' ability to become part of the hegemonic, male-dominated public sphere. Instead of
offering an in-between (public and private) space that could facilitate women's introduction into
the social realm, the backyard is a mere reproduction of the same oppression they experience in
the home. While the image of the garden is easily found in canonic literature and typically
associated with the positive elements of the beauty of nature,63 the two novels analyzed here
show how the very same concept acquires a different value through a feminist prospective.
Though the yard initially gives the female character an idea of both freedom and security, it
becomes clear that its functions can also include oppression and limitation vis-à-vis the fence or
gate surrounding it. This barrier blocks the female individual from seeing what is outside the
home, i.e., the public sphere, while preventing her from being seen by others who move beyond
this border.
Part I: Donna in Guerra
This relationship between the protagonist and the confined space of the garden is clear in
Maraini’s Donna in guerra. Published amidst the socio-political movement that arose in the late
1960s in Italy and other European countries, the title, as Augustus Pallotta writes, is a tribute to
Sibilla Aleramo’s Una Donna, adding “a militant qualifier that immediately directs the reader’s
attention to the Italian feminist movement” (361) that emerged alongside the protests from
students and workers at the time. Among the many scholars who have pointed out the clear
feminist nature of the text, Virginia Picchietti calls it a “virtual feminist manifesto” (233), where
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“Garden is a place of dreams and fantasy”, writes Catherine Alexander (272).
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Maraini clearly wants to shed light on the interconnection between female condition and social
and political issues of Italy at that time. 64 The allusion to war expressed in the title seems to be
referring to the more generalized struggle of the female gender to become socially independent
from the rules of patriarchy.
In Donna in Guerra, the form of the diary, central to many women writers as a privileged
narrative mean to express the female condition within patriarchal canons, is the reflective tool of
choice of Vanna Magro, a twenty-five-year-old elementary teacher who is married to mechanic
Giacinto.65 Through her writing, Vanna starts a path towards awareness that will eventually
result in her refusal of the traditional rules she passively accepted before. In her contribution to
the text The Pleasure of Writing, Elizabetta Properzi Nelsen speaks of “Maraini’s écriture
féminine” (80), referring to the narrative practice through which, as Cixous postulated in her
1975 essay, “The laugh of the Medusa”,66 “the liberated woman can break with the traditional
and historically codified male mode of writing” (ch. 4). Vera Golini points out that a common
trait in Maraini’s novels is “to create a female protagonist victimized and passive, conforming to
the traditional perception of women that males and society have maintained throughout the
centuries” (210). Through the changes experienced first-hand by the character, the author aims to
engender self-knowledge and self-awareness, “which, in turn, brings about a spirit of rebellion
and desire for amelioration” (210). The diary entries date from August 1, 1970 to December 15
of the same year; in five months, Vanna registers a personal revolution through which she
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Anna Nozzoli categorizes the novel as part of a very distinctive canon of Italian feminist texts from the 1970s (150). Moreover,
Nicoletta Manolini adds that Donna in Guerra “can be re-located within the particular strand of the Italian feminist movement
that called for a modification of structural social practices and norms” (432).
65 Vanna’s ability to shift the focus on herself when writing, increases alongside the discovery of her self-value: at the beginning,
she is focused on the narration of actions that define her role (housewife and wife), projected on the external observations of the
environment around here; while a progressive yet steady change of attention in her observing eye goes hand in hand with her
increasing awareness of her own value as narrating subject.
66 Defining female writing as a physical act of self-definition (writing as a body), Helen Cixous urges women to write about
themselves and other women to re-appropriate a practice that has been considered only proper to men, to put forward a new and
revolutionary way of writing proper to the female gender.
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transitions from the traditional role of a submissive wife to an independence-seeking female
subject that mirrors the type of new woman promoted by Italian feminists during that time.
In Addis, an island in the gulf of Naples, Vanna attends regularly to the household
chores, cooking and cleaning, during the summer break she and Giacinto are spending there.
Every day appears to be the same, 67 the hours marked by the repetition of familiar actions: “Alle
dieci mi sono messa a sparecchiare. Ho lavato i piatti. Ho sgrassato le pentole. Ho sciacquato i
bicchieri” (Maraini 10), and again: “Io ho sparecchiato, ho lavato i piatti, preparato il caffè”
(21).68 Vanna leaves the house exclusively to go to the market to buy the food she will later cook
along with the fish caught by Giacinto. 69 Golini writes apropos: “For the first two weeks she
lives out her holidays as a perfect wife and companion whose unquestioned points of reference
are the kitchen, the market, and the conjugal bed” (214).70 The novel opens with a highly
symbolic image of the backyard, presented as a place where Vanna finds rest, surrounded by the
comforting, reassuring sounds and the smells of nature, while in the house she takes up the role
of housewife. In this regard, Lombardi notices:
When she first describes the house, Vannina likens it to a tadpole, because of its irregular
shape. Its gloominess is aptly reinforced by the presence of a black curtain that separates
the kitchen from the bedroom. Still ensnared in the phallocentric trap, Vannina finds the
court, where a tall wall closes her in. … the cortile is also suffocating like an Arabic
harem, bespeaking, as it does, her very imprisonment in the private sphere of the foyer.
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Giovanna Bellesia defines the house chores and their repetitiveness as a form of abuse for Vanna (122).
Paola Blelloch writes: “La banalità della vita quotidiana nasconde un elemento sotterraneo di violenza repressa, che sentiamo
vibrare nel ritmo spezzato delle frasi, nella mancanza di aggettivi che qualificano cose e azioni. … La vita casalinga ci appare
così come un’odissea squallida e triste, fatta di piccole prosaiche attività” (136).
69 Several critics have read the role of Giacinto as the “hunter”, who provides for the food as another symbol of the traditional
patriarchal structure of the family.
70
Maria Morelli refers to Judith Butler’s definition of “legacy of sedimented act” (Butler 523) when noticing that Maraini’s
protagonists, and Vanna among them, challenge “the traditional role of women inasmuch as they are primarily identified as wives
and mothers, a challenge linked to and emerging from the questioning of the notion of the “female” body as performing certain
gender roles” (17).
68
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The court is essentially an orchard where vegetables grow, the same vegetables which
constitute basic components of the meals she is expected to prepare. (96)
Cooking is one of the simple yet very identifiable gestures that mark Vanna’s life and that
pertain to the traditional role of woman of the house. 71 Maria Morelli rightly says that Maraini
is very careful in unmasking, behind the protagonist’s mock repetition of her domestic
chores, the patriarchal construction of the female subject … the protagonist performs her
duties as a housewife in a compulsive manner which suggests submission to the norm.
Vannina is what the system expects her to be. As such, her diary opens with a list of her
housework tasks, which she records in a somewhat telegraphic, and obsessive, way. (19)
Vanna writes down every action with detailed attention: “Mi sono vestita. Ho pulito la casa. Ho
messo a posto il baule” (Maraini 9). On the other hand, she chooses the backyard to relax: “Mi
sono buttata su una sedia a sdraio in cortile, la testa all’ombra, le gambe al sole” (9). Lying down
on a chair in the garden, Vanna suddenly realizes she is getting her period: “Qualcosa di caldo mi
bagnava le cosce. Ho cacciato una mano sotto la gonna. L’ho ritirata macchiata di sangue. … Ho
lasciato che il sangue colasse, dolce, tiepido.” (9) Vanna’s reaction to her period is, in
retrospective, indicative of the beginning of a change in self-perception:
Così comincia la mia vacanza: un rivolo di sangue benefico, la gioia di stare all’aperto,
l’odore pungente del basilico. La scuola è lontana. Giacinto tornerà più tardi con i pesci.
La casa è in ordine, le camicie da stirare, il sugo da preparare, le pentole da pulire, sono
rimandati a stasera. Ora non voglio pensare a niente. Sono contenta. (10)
While phallocentric societies have traditionally considered menstrual blood a taboo and a sign of
impurity, Vanna’s response is representative of a new attitude promoted by feminists who push
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for women’s reappropriation of their own bodies. She is thus ready to welcome a new sense of
freedom while putting aside the domestic chores that she feels pressing upon her. While women
are taught to be ashamed of bodily fluids such as menstrual blood and breast milk, Vanna (or
Vannina) embraces her condition as a hint of emerging changes.
The reason behind Vanna’s love of the garden is made clear by the contrast between the
inside and the outside of the domestic space. The house appears unwelcoming and depressing,
dark and dirty, “un girino, tutta testa e niente corpo: una stanza da letto con due finestre, una
cucina buia, niente bagno. Il gabinetto è sudicio: per lavarsi bisogna adoperare il lavello o il tubo
per innaffiare” (10). The garden, in contrast, echoes the feeling of ancient untamed, hidden
gardens and is presented as a fertile organism with lush plants that bring it to life:
In compenso abbiamo un bellissimo cortile, chiuso dentro un muro alto tre metri, segreto
come un giardino arabo. Ci cresce il basilico, l’erba medica, la mentuccia, il pomodoro. E
poi ci sono anche i gerani, bianchi e violetti, le zinnie, e gli anemoni. Da una parte si
levano due aranci dal tronco grigio, le foglie verdissime. Fanno piccole arance dure,
amare. Addosso al muro che da’ sulla strada c’è un fico alto e folto. I suoi rami storti
arrivano a superare di un braccio la divisione di mattoni. Al centro, come un cuore verde
e lucido, un gruppo di banani. Lustri e pallidi, si muovono con un rumore di gomma
strusciata (10-11).
However, a closer look reveals the garden as a space dismisses its uniformly welcoming façade,
revealing its dual role as a place that also represents the entrapment of the protagonist in a life
she does not perceive as satisfying, despite showing otherwise. 72 During her vacation, Vanna

Lombardi calls the banana tree that Vanna admires so much, at the center of the whole garden, “the phallocentric locus par
excellence” (98).
72
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lives in a form of isolation. She does not leave the house, except for her daily grocery shopping
at the local market and the nightly trips to the piazza of the village, where she and Giacinto eat
gelato after dinner. These nights represent the only real social experience for Vanna, which is
further validated by the presence of Giacinto. To borrow Picchietti’s words, Giacinto is Vanna’s
mediator with the outside world (107); without him she can move only in the social space that is
proper to women (the market and, later, the launderette).
One way Vanna reveals her internal shift from passive object of male attention to active,
decision-making subject is in her sexual relationship with her husband. She experiences a sexual
growth that becomes a concrete representation of her interior development towards social
autonomy. Though she is at first the object of her husband’s pleasure, she soon becomes more
and more aware of her entitlement to sexual satisfaction. In this sense, the moments where
Vanna describes herself in the act of masturbating, followed by a sexual encounter with Orio,73 a
young man from the island, and, later, with Suna in Naples, can be interpreted as steps towards
physical independence that stands, in a broader sense, for a social one as well.74 Vanna’s active
gaze upon the male body attempts to reconfigure the traditional relationship between male
subject and female object, as she, being the more experienced partner in these situations, feels
confident enough to take the lead in order to reach her own pleasure. Vannina uses her bold
sexual behavior to resist the normative impositions of male-centered society, and can do so with
the young Orio who, unlike Giacinto, is not yet in a position of dominance towards his female
companion.

Elisabetta Properzi Nelsen says in this regard: “This is a unique relationship, controlled by the female character outside of any
bourgeois paternalistic practice of use of the female body” (90). Nelsen uses Kristeva’s association between love and writing (as
to be found in “Word Flesh”, 31) as theoretical framework for Maraini’s representation of the unconventional relationship
between Vanna (the subject) and Orio (the object of desire) : “By deconstructing the literary theme of love and reinventing it in
the affirmation of desire, Maraini releases the female character for the first time from worn-out patriarchal concepts of women in
love and deliberately creates a disturbing and subversive figure.” (91)
74 Orio reminds Vanna of Fidelio, a former student of hers towards whom she had developed an attraction in the recent past.
73
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Donna in Guerra was published four years after Carla Lonzi’s famous pamphlet La
Donna Clitoridea e la Donna Vaginale, where the feminist and activist author explains the
difference between female and male sexual pleasure, emphasizing in particular the fact that
imposing on the female individual a correspondence between physical sexual pleasure and
reproduction is considered cultural violence: “Avere imposto alla donna una coincidenza che non
esisteva come dato di fatto nella sua fisiologia è stato un gesto di violenza culturale che non ha
riscontro in nessun altro tipo di colonizzazione” (78); and again “Godendo di un piacere come
risposta al piacere dell’uomo la donna perde se stessa come essere autonomo, esalta la
complementarietà al maschio, trova in lui la sua motivazione di esistenza” (79). 75 Lonzi’s
comments on the sexual liberation of women constitute an interpretative key for Vanna’s growth
in her sexual behavior. She aims to achieve a more active role in her sexual life, which starts
with the act of masturbation (which has always been considered a taboo for women, in contrast
to what it represents for men), continues with her encounters with a younger man and a woman
(Orio and Suna), and culminates in her complete sexual liberation with her separation from
Giacinto (and hence, one may infer, the freedom to have different sexual partners).
It is in the garden that Vanna asserts sexual dominance over a man, when she masturbates
in front of a quietly sleeping Santino, Orio’s brother. Moments like this, where the protagonist
relishes feelings of excitement and freedom (Maraini 88), are more frequent as Vanna becomes
more and more self-aware. Her ongoing transformation taking place in the garden, is made even
more evident by the fact that, before going out to the backyard and fixing her gaze on Santino’s
resting body, she has been attending to house chores which made her back ache: “Ho

Using both Galtung’s and Bourdieu’s definitions of violence, Nicoletta Mandolini argues that Donna in Guerra “draws in a
link between explicit abusive events and less visible violent practices” (432), displaying examples of different types of violence
(symbolic and cultural, as per Bourdieu’s definition, and direct, structural and cultural as according to Galtung).
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sparecchiato, lavato i piatti, pulito il lavello, spazzato per terra. Alla fine mi è venuto il mal di
schiena” (88). While in the house in Addis, Vanna moves through these episodes that alternate
between conquering a sense of agency over her own body and (re)submitting to male dominance.
This dynamic, iterative process reveals that change, for Vanna, can only come with challenges
and complications. This is shown clearly by the outside attacks she receives from the next-door
neighbors, who throw garbage over the fence that divides their properties. While Giacinto, who
spends most of his time outside, is less impacted by the garbage and filth thrown over the fence,
Vanna suffers and starts to register growing emotional distress.
These intrusions from the outside world evoke the sort of mystical nature of the garden,
the space that at first bewitches Vanna with delicate scents and beautiful colors soon alters and
exposes her to external dangers.76 Vanna is particularly disturbed by the unkindness of her
neighbors, whose behavior becomes more and more spiteful. The list of garbage material they
throw beyond the fence separating the two yards, becomes increasingly more disgusting: broken
glass, food waste, tampons, a dead bloody rat, a severely injured kitten, among others. When
Vanna tries to confront them, they brush off her complaints. The presence of different kinds of
waste in the yard seems to represent the uncomfortable truth that Vanna is called to face in her
path towards liberation. The young woman, who has been living a life as a reclusive individual
meeting the expectations of society throughout her life up until now, is faced with the necessity
of dealing with the unexpected that perturbs her. The numerous mentions of the garbage in the
yard and her reactions give the episodes a highly charged symbolic meaning that evokes her
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In this sense, the intrusion of agents from the outside world into an otherwise safe environment is similar to what Olga in
Ferrante’s I giorni dell’Abbandono experiences in her apartment after being abandoned by her husband. Olga is victimized by the
attacks of ants, pollen, the poisoning of her dog, Otto, a lizard, and eventually Gianni’s illness, all elements that undermine her
ability to feel safe in the apartment. Both women find that the domestic space where they once could recover and remain peaceful
becomes unsafe; likewise, the invasions, representing first discomfort and even shock, come to symbolize a way to connect each
woman to a path of liberation from a state of self-imprisonment.
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disquieted but necessary transformation. Vanna has lived a life of obedience as a member of the
working, though educated, class. She has done what was expected of her by getting married,
working as a teacher (one of the few jobs that were traditionally considered appropriate for
women in Italy) and taking care of the home and the family. For the first time in her life, she
must deal on her own with the sign of an uncomfortable state, which symbolizes the fact that her
life is about to change profoundly: “Fra i pomodori ho visto un cartoccio giallo … Puzzava.
Rigurgitava di interiora di pesce, gusci d’uovo, bucce di frutta, carta straccia. Non poteva che
venire dai vicini.” (12)
After a few weeks of submitting to their abuse, Vanna becomes exasperated and decides
to throw the waste back into their space, only to find out later that, in retaliation, they have
destroyed her yard. The situation escalates to the point that Vanna is summoned by the local
police, defined by Lombardi as an example “of a world dominated by the primeval “Law of the
Father” (113),77 after the neighbors file a complaint against her, alleging that she harmed a
member of their family, and she is forced to go to the police station and face the charges. This
represents a point of rupture for the young protagonist, leaving the safety of her home and facing
accusations in the outside world. This mortification increases as she eventually gets into an
argument with a policeman, the embodiment of a male authoritarian figure, as he asks her to
account for her neighbors’ accusations. Here, Vanna finally seems to realize her attitude of
passive acceptance towards life. 78 Soon after the episode at the police station, the abuse from her
neighbors continues, and Vanna decides to leave the island with her new friend, Suna. Her
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Trying to hide his incompetence and disinterest for justice and dismissing Vanna as inferior because female, the chief of the
police station presses her to take responsibilities for what happened: “The detective thus abides by the paternalistic diktat which
excludes women from the law and from the world of logic itself” (Lombardi 114).
78 Mandolini presents the episode as an example of Galtung’s definition of cultural violence: “they [the elites in power] guarantee
the invariability of the status quo through a paradoxical reversal by which precisely the one who denounces the violence is
blamed and asked to re-enter civilized society” (434).
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reaction to the recent experiences of disgust, shock, exposure, and confrontation helps Vanna
come to recognize the real nature of the wall surrounding her, which by its nature “turns her into
vulnerable prey” (97) and which she has never seemed to be able to overcome.
Another element that reveals the capacity of the garden to become an oppressive space
emerges in the interactions between Vanna, Giacinto and the male characters who come to visit
them. Vittorio and Faele, 79 two self-proclaimed intellectuals and members of the local leftist
movement, introduce Vanna to social issues related to wage inequality experienced by female
workers in Naples. However, despite their appearance of modern revolutionaries with a seeming
feminist agenda, the young men discuss the rights for better working conditions exclusively with
Giacinto, while Vanna sporadically comments on the side and serves them coffee and food in the
garden. This episode presents another clear example of the phallocentric traditional society of the
time, where women are considered subservient to the needs of men. This irony is further
elaborated when Vanna later finds out that Vittorio, who once courted the rebellious Suna, is
engaged to a very submissive girl who clearly answers his need to show male dominance even
within the institution of marriage. Vittorio and Faele are only two examples of the male presence
in the garden, where Vanna is perceived as a servile woman called to attend to their needs.
As the men in the novel are portrayed as either implicitly or explicitly violent and
abusive, the female characters are, in turn, usually the silent victims of this oppression, except
for those women who become essential to Vanna’s discovery of self and social awareness. On
the island of Addis, the community seems to be made of people who follow their primal
instincts; both men and women are driven by a hunger for money, sex and a broad sense of

According to Lombardi, Vittorio is responsible for a type of aggression towards Vanna that “subtly affects the woman’s
psyche” (97). While in her garden, Vittorio “starts ordering her around and Vannina duly complies, falling under the spell he
casts with a voice which hides, under its sweetness, strong paternalistic attitude” (97).
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corporeality over everything else. Vannina is a witness of and an outsider to this world, from
which she finds respite in the backyard of the house. Nonetheless, she does not seem aware at
first of the oppressive state that the backyard represents for her, and only through her relationship
with the people from the outside social world can she build the confidence necessary for her to
find a new sense of fulfilment.80 Carol Lazzaro-Weis points out that Vanna’s encounter with the
other characters of the island works as a “catalysis for her own transformation” (1145).
Moreover, she continues, “the island’s inhabitants, both native and foreigners, provide a
microcosm of male domination and women’s subservience and societal violence perpetrated
against women” (1145).
In this widespread negative social state around her, Vanna finds precious connections
with Giottina, Tota, Suna and, later when she is in Rome, with Rosa Colla, whose importance
Morelli underlines: “It is only thanks to the bond that she develops with emblematic female
figures that the protagonist can reconnect to a female experience and find the strength to embark
on the road towards self-awareness” (19). Vanna’s path towards self-determination is in fact
supported by the help of other women, who come to represent a reassuring presence through
Vanna’s symbolic process of initiation into her new identity as a self-realized woman. Maraini
herself explains this idea in an interview published in 1997: “Donna in Guerra è un romanzo in
cui si racconta di una iniziazione, c’è l’incontro con le difficoltà, il loro superamento (Maraini in
Wright 82). The relationship between Vannina and the other women seems to echo the feminist
practice of affidamento, as promoted by the Diotima group.81 The difference here is that these
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At the same time, she experienced a strained and combative relationship with her neighbors. This shows that there is something
uncontrolled, deviant, and impulsive in the world around her, which represents something out of her control, and where she can
learn new self-awareness.
81 Promoted by the feminists of the Diotima group, the practice of affidamento (entrustment) encourages a relationship between a
woman whose experiences make her the model for the other woman (a friend, a student, a sister and so on) who can learn and
mirror herself in her. It is structured around the idea of female genealogy; its starting point is the relationship with the mother.
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women, at first, know more about the transition that Vanna is embarking upon, and thus lead her
during the first steps of the process while Vanna, acquiring the necessary awareness over time,
will eventually be ready to surpass them and continue on in her journey of self-realization. Each
of them provides Vanna with insights that progressively help her liberate herself from the
protective space of the backyard; to each of them corresponds the exploration of a new
geographical and social space that opens Vanna’s perspective, practically and symbolically.
First, Tota and Giottina (so similar to each other to be considered as one) welcome Vanna
as a newcomer to the feminine rituals of which they are highly knowledgeable. They guide her
through the first step of her journey which, on the island, culminates in revealing to her the
naked body of an American woman they had found dead on the top of a hill. Second, Suna takes
Vanna with her in Naples. As she begins to compare herself with her companion Suna, Vanna
becomes more and more aware of the power of her own mind and body. If, on the one hand,
Giottina and Tota serve as a lens to interpret the state of violence to which women are subjected
to in a patriarchal society, Suna, on the other, is the engine that sets in motion Vanna’s personal
change. The third and final guide is Rosa Colla, a teacher and a single woman marginalized by
society who lives alone, surrounded by animals she rescues from the cruelty of other human
beings.
Not only through her relationships to other women but also through newly discovered
places does Vanna find different ways of seeing the space she had once seen as safe and secure.
The first space that offers Vanna a refuge from the oppression of the rental house in Addis82 and
an escape from the apparent welcoming, but confining nature of the garden, is the laundry shop
where Giottina works, “una stanza lunga e buia, ricavata da una grotto scavata nel tufo” (Maraini

Lombardi rightly goes as far as to call Vanna and Giacinto’s house in Addis “the objective correlative of her subjugation …
Dangerous and demanding” (98).
82
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15). The shop is characterized by the absence of a male presence and its completely feminine
associations, where work and words come out together: “[Giottina] mentre stira parla” (15). 83 In
this hot, dark and humid space, Giottina and Tota are “ageless priestesses of a pagan cult” and
“heavyset matriarchs whose features are as enigmatic as the stories they relentlessly narrate”
(Lombardi 98). Everything from their appearance to their language and gestures suggests that
they are part of an arcane group of women by which Vannina is “lulled into a hypnotic
dreamworld where class and gender are strangely reversed” (99). Several scholars have
suggested that Giottina and Tota represent the pre-symbolic state of the matriarchal order. The
form of communication they use, a mixture of words, sounds and music-like tones, becomes the
means through which the women in their order can rearrange meaning and tell stories where
gender roles and social rules are subverted: “With the island laundress Giottina and her friend
Tota, Vannina replays the mother-daughter bond. With a taste for gossip and scabrous stories,
the two matrons return Vannina back to the pre-symbolic (semiotic) sphere” (Morelli 19).
Picchietti adds: “The two Addis women represent the mother who, in Luce Irigaray’s And the
One Doesn’t Stir Without the Other must go back ‘under the ground’ (65) as the daughter
desperately grasps for her social identity” (224). Reading the text through Julia Kristeva’s
interpretation of the phonemic content of their communication, Pauline Dagnino argues that
“sounds make connection with all that has been left out of language as it is constructed into a
system of meaning” (239). For Kristeva, in fact, sounds have the “ability to open the text to the
semiotic chora” (Kristeva in Dagnino 239); classified as sounds, the language of Tota and
Giottina organizes a network of new semantic meaning and “express everything that has been
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Later, when Vanna and Suna go meet some women workers in Naples, they also are working while talking. The association
with feminine work and words is something that Ferrante will elaborate much further in several of her novels and interviews
collected in La frantumaglia, with a focus on the association between female words and sewing clothes.
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left out of the patriarchal structure and language” (240).
The two women become Vanna’s main source of information about the stories of
violence perpetrated by men against women, which are widely accepted by the community on
the island: “They tell fantastic tales of sexual perversions and family abuse in a language so
peculiar, bizarre, and creative that Vannina at first rejects those stories, but then ends up being
somehow attracted to them” (Cavallaro 382). Vanna describes these encounters as a ritual
pantomime that the women perform in front of her eyes: “É un teatro buio e afoso dove si
improvvisano inquietanti giochi dell’immaginazione. Giochi rustici, spericolati, pieni di una
sensualità agra, selvatica che mi affascina nonostante la nausea” (Maraini 20). 84 Despite her
initial uncertainties, Vanna becomes more and more drawn to both the women and their space.
This secret place where she witnesses this revelatory storytelling, where meaning is no longer
phallocentric (Dagnino 239), is clearly a representation of a feminine space where the alternative
forms of expression can create new meaning, hidden from the male-dominated social sphere:
“Through Vannina’s bond with Tota and Giottina, Maraini ventures into the preoedipal sphere of
the mother-daughter relationship. In designing a map for Vannina’s liberation, Maraini revises
the Freudian model for women’s growth” (Picchietti 219).
In the laundry shop, Vannina learns to “recognize the negated female; the woman as
undifferentiated being” (Dagnino 242). This new knowledge emerges as she listens to the stories
Giottina and Tota tell about the relationships between local characters who find themselves
outside the heterosexual patriarchal division between female and male gender (Dagnino 238). In
these narratives, men are disempowered and hopelessly unable to conquer the female objects of

Picchietti writes on the comparison between the laundry shop and a theater: “Meanwhile, the theater metaphor is in part
Maraini’s exploration of the answer to the problem Irigaray expresses on the relationship between women and the Symbolic stage
which they can only speak through mimicry” (219).
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their desire, who, by contrast, acquire strength (Lombardi 99). The visual contrast between the
launderette and the outside space is also evident: “Sentivo il bisogno assoluto di una boccata
d’aria fresca. Ho aperto la porta, sono uscita. La luce fuori mi ha ferito gli occhi. L’aria fresca di
mare mi ha scorticato la gola” (Maraini 56). The shock that Vanna experiences as she physically
reemerges into the patriarchal social environment highlights even more strongly the symbolic
protection offered by the secretive space of the laundry room, where she is introduced to a new
knowledge of maternal symbolic order.
Once Vanna is deemed knowledgeable enough, Giottina and Tota take her outside the
protective space of the launderette and complete her initiation by climbing to the top of a hill
together, where they find the dead body of an American tourist who had been living alone in a
cabin there. This episode takes place on August 15th, a day of great symbolism when Catholic
religion celebrates the Virgin Mary’s ascension to Heaven, and represents the climax of the first
phase of Vanna’s transformation. Everything appears to be part of a ritual; from the physically
challenging climb made by the three women, who are forced at times through a difficult path of
thick vegetation, to the long black dresses Tota and Giottina are wearing, to the secrecy of their
destination and the revelation of the lifeless female body. As she climbs, Vanna starts to acquire
a new perspective on her life, which is visually echoed by the opening of the natural space in
front of her and its comparison with the confining space of the fenced yard: “Tutta quell’aria,
quel vento, quegli orizzonti aperti mi hanno dato un senso di vertigine. Abituata a stare sempre
chiusa fra le mura del mio cortile, avevo perso il senso dello spazio. Ho serrato gli occhi feriti
dalla luce. Avevo un dolore al petto. Ho subito sentito la stretta delle due mani amiche” (Maraini
81). Lombardi interprets this passage as a push “toward the full recognition of the mystery of
womanhood and motherhood” (101). The episode ends when they find the dead woman, who
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appears to have died mysteriously and whose phallus-shaped golden talisman and other objects
are stolen by Giottina and Tota. 85
It is important to note, however, that the symbolic power of the women’s ascension of the
hill is undermined, as Lombardi wisely points out, by Giottina and Tota’s limited power. These
two women, it should not be forgotten, operate in the secret space of the cave-like launderette86
and, as such, go unrecognized in the patriarchal sphere:
Tota and Giottina come to represent the voices of the atavistic female revolt. And they
also signify, through their confinement in the darkness, the doomed nature of such
rebellion, in a symbolic reenactment of the defeat of matriarchy at the ends of patriarchal
world. Giottina and Tota do not offer Vannina any potential weapon which could enable
her to achieve her own independence from men: their words are sterile, and their orgiastic
tales belong to a dreamworld that comes to life only among the fumes of bleach of
Giottina’s haunted laundry. (103-104)
Nonetheless, Vanna’s encounters with these women are fundamental for her to set in motion a
reflective process whereby she questions her previous and current personal choices. Although
limited, the teachings of Giottina and Tota become necessary for her to acquire valuable
understandings on her journey of self-discovery, during which she also begins to develop a sense
of agency.
Later, Vanna also becomes friends with Suna, who soon reveals herself as Vanna’s
second guide on her path of self-awareness and empowerment. Through her interactions with
Suna, Vanna takes a step further away from the subservient position in the private and public
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The theft of the talisman suggests once again the appropriation by the female individual(s) of the primary symbol of male
power, the phallus.
86 Picchietti elaborates further: “Interestingly enough, the laundry shop, enveloped in steam and therefore secluded from the
outside world, resembles, as Vannina herself notes, a cave, a prehistoric—and symbolically preoedipal—dwelling” (219).
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sphere she had once learned. Suna is a beautiful, rebellious woman with strong, clear opinions
about women’s value and position in the social network, which she expresses with frankness and
no constraints: “Credi di amarlo [Giacinto], perchè ti sottometti a lui, lo accudisci, lo curi, lo
subisci, ma non è amore” (Maraini 96), and again “Tu di fronte a un uomo ti fai subito piccola,
servile” (207). Like Giottina and Tota, Suna approaches Vanna for the first time, who once more
defaults to the state of passivity in which she has always lived. They meet in the bar of the
piazza, which, is as Lombardi underlines, “representative of the real world, of a universe that
essentially revolves around men” (104). Here Suna, a beautiful young woman with a physical
disability, questions and eventually challenges Vanna’s vision of the role of women, showing her
how women can lead an existence free from outside expectations: “From Suna, Vannina begins
to learn for herself how little she has developed her own opinions” (Coburn 163). In addition,
Suna, as a supporter of the leftist movement of liberation, represents for Vanna a connection to a
broader category of women activists, thus shedding light on social and political causes related
but not exclusive to issues of gender equality.
However, it becomes clear that Suna is not capable of embodying in her own life what
she preaches to other females. What Suna envisions as the ideal position of freedom and
independence for women is not reflected in her own life choices, as her own existence rotates
around two male figures, Santino, whom she is madly in love with, and her father, who
financially takes care of her. Vanna, in contrast, detaches herself from Giacinto and continues to
grow and develop the stamina needed to claim her independence. Golini comments on the
matter: “Giovanna faces her future alone, in the wake of the death of her young friend. Suna’s
instructive influence and encouraging examples have carved for Giovanna a path leading her to
deeper self-knowledge and increased awareness of flawed traditional values” (215). Nonetheless,
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Vanna learns to interiorize Suna’s ideas and to move beyond the limits that Suna herself cannot
overcome, barriers which cause her to take her own life when she realizes that she is not capable
of fulfilling her high expectations for herself. Lombardi expands on the subject matter regarding
Suna’s disability (walking with crutches) as a symbol of her inability to deal with the traditional
patriarchal values of society: “Suna’s strenuous resistance to female objectification is what
actually hinders her from being symbolically able to walk among chauvinist men and demure
women” (115).
As she distances herself from Giacinto, whose authority she has never questioned before,
and frees herself from domestic confinement, Vanna experiences a new set of relationships,
through which she starts to challenge patriarchy more broadly: “A new Vannina, who is finally
starting to reconsider her role in society, thus experiences her stay in Naples as a moment of
awakening” (118). In Naples, Vanna becomes familiar with the actions of the leftist
revolutionary movement. She and Suna are sent to investigate the working conditions of women
in the poorest parts of the city, shedding light on a major social issue of the time. In this case, the
struggle of the exploited female workers links them to the unjust working conditions of the lower
classes. Suna and Vanna move through the impoverished neighborhoods to interview underpaid
women who stitch gloves for many hours a day. To their surprise, the women do not perceive the
system described to them by Suna as oppressing; even more, they reveal themselves to be part of
the same mechanism of male force. Ironically, they look down on Suna, who becomes the object
of their derision due to her disability.
The workers behave in ways that are highly representative of the patriarchal attitude they
respond to and do not want to change. While bullying Suna because of her appearance, they
threaten her with the physical violence that possibly they themselves have experienced on the
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part of their husbands and supervisors: “Se arriva mio marito la incula dritto dritto. – Il mio ti
butta sul letto e ti infila un coso cosí dentro la carne tua per disonore” (Maraini 189). Their
menacing words show how many female individuals are part of the oppressive system they have
accepted and internalized as “normal.” The men in their lives, who according to a feminist
analysis might be seen to dominate and oppress them, are nonetheless the same people who offer
them a sense of protection: the power structure is thus never questioned. The reaction of these
women to Suna is caused by their perception of her as a “conscious disruption of traditional
notions of sexual identity” (Gabriele 245). 87 They continue, in fact, to insult her by calling her
names such as “sciancaté”, “finocchietta” and “ricchioncella” (Maraini 189),88 marking her as
someone who, by challenging the phallocentric social system, violates the heteropatriarchal
construction of gender. The working-class women’s inability to recognize their own exploitation,
along with their refusal to accept help by other members of their gender, speaks of the
pervasiveness of traditional views and the resulting social issues in Italy, despite the surge of
many social and political movements for labor and gender rights at that time. In this pivotal
moment where political consciousness and solidarity among women are lacking, Vanna suddenly
becomes aware of a new possibility. She takes what Suna and other members of the leftist
movement can teach her, recognizes the limitations of the system and the individuals around her,
and forms an independent line of judgment.
After leaving Naples, Vanna goes back to her apartment in Rome and meets Giacinto at
home, where he has returned there as well. There, while Giacinto thinks that his wife, now free
from the revolutionary influence of Suna, will go back to be her docile, obedient self, Vanna

The same does Giacinto when he calls Suna “mezza donna” and “storpia” (Maraini 147-148).
Again, these women follow to the traditional view of gender difference perpetrated by patriarchy, where homosexuality is
considered a deviance from the norm, and as such needs to be ridiculed and ostracized. In her 1980 article “Compulsory
heterosexuality and Lesbian existence”, Adrienne Rich refers to compulsory heterosexuality as the idea that heterosexuality is
reinforced by patriarchal heteronormative structures and accepted as the only possibility available for individuals.
87
88
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cannot stop the process of transformation that has brought about her new nature. 89 When she
refuses to satisfy Giacinto’s sexual pleasure, he reacts with anger and confusion: “Vedi che sei
cambiata, allora sbagliavo, quella stronza ti ha messo contro di me; hai perso la tua natura”
(240). What Giacinto refers to as Vanna’s “nature” is the meekness she used to display with him;
clearly, Giacinto’s paternalistic reproaches underline his traditional view of gender roles, within
which the wife must passively acquiesce to the husband’s desires. In a last, desperate attempt to
convert Vanna back to her previous submissive role, he forces himself on her one night as she is
sleeping, a violation which causes her to become pregnant. 90 While Giacinto hopes that a child
will re-establish the dynamics of their relationship, Vanna’s self-awareness and self-affirmation
lead her to take a drastic decision by seeking an abortion, with which Maraini touches upon
another controversial topic that was highly discussed by Italian feminists during that same time. 91
It is a completely new, independent Vanna who decides to terminate the unwanted
pregnancy by refusing the categorization of housewife and now mother as demanded by
Giacinto. With her newly gained personal authority, Vanna rejects the idea of mothering a child
that patriarchy superimposes upon her, instead deciding to “mother” a new version of herself,
through her writing but also through her actions towards an unwanted pregnancy. Coburn
comments apropos that Vannina is giving birth to a new feminine discourse through her authorial
voice: “Vannina is battling to occupy herself using words as weapons. … According to the
schematic map of the war outlined by the plot of Donna in Guerra, one of the best responses
possible in the face of oppression is the choice to voice one’s story” (166). Lombardi adds:

As Robin Pickering-Iazzi notices, “Giacinto loves Vanna, but only in so far as she complies with his preconceived
idea of
what she is and should be” (335).
90
In Of woman born, Adrienne Rich writes that “a woman regarded as her husband’s physical property is a raped woman” (265).
91 Abortion was legalized in Italy in 1978. Maraini’s description of the harshness and violence Vanna is subjected to when at the
clinic for her abortion, seems to reflect Rich’s words on the same topic in her book Of Woman Born: “Clearly, the first violence
done in abortion is on the body and mind of the pregnant woman herself” (267).
89
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“What Giacinto has not realized, though, is that his wife has really become another person: she is
now a “woman at war,” a woman who has finally decided to challenge the confining role that
society has assigned to all women” (120). Vanna does so, in fact, by refusing the physical
imposition of male dominance on her body, the undesired pregnancy.
The change in Vanna is further defined by a shift in attitude at work as well. After the
summer, she starts to work in a new school, a different social environment where she positions
herself as an active and engaged member of the community. During a regular school day, Vanna
witnesses her young students miming a gang rape; a few boys hold down the smallest and
weakest girl of the class, who cannot rebel against this act of violence, while the other classmates
look on, seeming to think that the boys are simply re-enacting a regular sexual encounter
between men and women. During her time in Addis, Vanna helplessly listened to the ways local
young men describe violent rapes and abuses they had perpetuated against female tourists. As
now a newly defined woman, she perceives and interacts with gender roles, which are developed
starting at a very young age, quite differently:
The wild reenactment of a gang rape, at the center of a stage that has been carefully
devised by the young children, clarifies the extent to which the socializing process into a
phallocentric world begins at the earliest stage of a child’s life. And it is this early that
women learn not to defend one another, but to stand by their powerful man (Lombardi
120).
Vanna takes this chance to demonstrate her proactive role, realizing she can help to positively
shape the attitudes of the younger generations (120). Patiently explaining to the children the
biology behind the sexual act between a man and a woman and human reproduction, and
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distinguishing this from the act of sexual violence, Vanna makes clear to herself and others that
she has finally broken free from her previously accepted traditional role of female submission. 92
Vanna’s transformation takes her from the safe space that kept her hidden from what she
perceived as social perils and uncertainties to the freedom she reaches when finally detaching
herself from Giacinto’s dominance. The abortion and the decision to move out of their shared
apartment are the last two steps that liberate her from all the previous ties of male oppression.
With the help of her new friend, Rosa Colla, an eccentric colleague who is marginalized by the
other teachers at the school, Vanna takes control of her existence and writes “Appena sto meglio
mi metto in cerca di un appartamento a poco prezzo” (Maraini 273) in one of the last entries of
her diary. Rosa is a nurturing and reassuring presence for Vanna as she comes back from her
traumatic experience at the abortion clinic and, along with Tota, Giottina, and Suna, she stands
by Vanna’s side. This demonstration of loyalty symbolizes how the process of female
empowerment is personal but requires a sense of community, a point of which Vanna finally
becomes aware.
It is not by chance that the parabola of her evolution recorded in Vanna’s diary concludes
with a dream rich with symbolism. Right after receiving the news of Suna’s suicide, Vannina
dreams of flying away, light and free: “Ho sognato di volare, le braccia trasformate in lunghe ali
piumate, il corpo leggero e contratto, i nervi tesi come cordoni sotto le ascelle. Lo sforzo che
facevo per sollevarmi era tormentoso. Ma una volta in aria scivolavo sul vento con una dolcezza
molle e inebriante” (Maraini 271). The dream is a clear representation of the journey she has
endured since the past summer; although scared, she can now break free from the social

“The mock-rape of the little girl in Vannina’s classroom becomes a fulcrum around which Vannina presents her new hope for a
non-dogmatic, and immediately kind of education (Coburn 165).
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restrictions that once constrained her life and continue to develop her newly found sense of
personal agency while building spaces for herself in the private and social spheres alike:
Vannina’s dream ultimately brings self-encouragement … Her previous false vision of
beautiful marriage and beautiful, peaceful existence has shattered. She must pick herself
off the ground and go on with life. She does, she finds that she has strength. Violence
exists here, but Vannina discovers that she is able to step beyond it, and with this new,
clearer vision comes some promise that she will grow healthy (Coburn 165).
For Vanna, the difference between her life before and after these transformations is quite
clear. While she initially felt secure within the boundaries imposed by patriarchal hegemony and
represented by the backyard, she is now ready to face the unknown fate by existing in the social
space without the validating presence of her husband by her side. As she points out in her diary,
this means moving out of the traditional domestic space she previously shared with Giacinto,
who later admits to perceiving the apartment as empty without her: “la casa senza di te è vuota,
fa schifo, non so mai dove cazzo sta la roba, non mi va neanche di mangiare, il letto poi mi
sembra una piazza vuota, fredda, e che faccio io da solo in quel letto che abbiamo comprato
insieme?” (Maraini 274). The distance between this new Vanna and the “old” Giacinto is now
extremely deep; while she is fully prepared to start a new and independent chapter of her life, he
desperately tries to lure her back into the confinement of the domestic space where he could
control her. The depiction of their apartment by Maraini as a dirty, cold environment without
Vanna in it could easily be linked to the traditional image of the woman as “angel of the hearth,”
the spirit of the home, the one whose presence alone brings warmth and life to the domestic
environment. In confronting this possibility, Vanna counterpoises herself as a woman who will
not back away from challenging oppressive rules and impositions as she confronts struggles,
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violence and obstacles on her path to success as member of an empowered female group: “And
by standing alone, the woman of the seventies will indeed manage to win many a war”
(Lombardi 123), despite the many hard challenges that non-fictional women had to face in the
decades to follow.
The initial image of the backyard, then, can be resumed by contrast in the last pages of
Vanna’s journey as a significant juxtaposition with the open space she comes to occupy now,
after deciding to begin a new life on her own. She expresses the need to conquer a new personal
and physical space by leaving the apartment she shares with Giacinto and renting a new place on
her own, showing both that a sense of independence and economical power are supporting her
decisions now. Retrospectively, the enclosure of the backyard, with its protective fence and
apparently welcoming status once and for all reveals itself as a place of illusion that hides
Vanna’s oppressed condition in the captive role of subordinated female individual. The
importance of the backyard becomes even more clear at the end of the novel once the reader
compares Vanna’s position at the end of the novel to the one at the beginning: the physical and
metaphorical journey she endures first on the island, and later in Naples and Rome, moves
progressively away from the backyard, allowing Vanna to break free, once and for all.
Part II: Tosca dei Gatti
If Maraini’s Vannina comes to represent the new woman who is, as has been argued, a
symbol of the Italian feminist movement that in the 1970s reached its zenith, Lagorio’s Tosca
belongs to a different generation of women who are still very much victims of oppressive male
power. In 1983, only a few years after the success of Donna in Guerra, Gina Lagorio’s Tosca dei
Gatti came out. A year before the publication of this text, Lagorio wrote a long piece for the
magazine “Architectural Digest” (AD) entitled Qualcosa che mi assomiglia, that was published
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in the section of the magazine called “La casa, la vita.” The Italian verb assomigliare, which
translates in English as “to resemble” or “to look like,” has a strong implication of a reciprocal
relationship between the two elements being compared; a resemblance can be both superficial,
referring to physical appearance, or profound, which is suggested by the title of Lagorio’s
intervention. The writer describes the domestic space as something very close to her that reflects
the way she is. In the article, Lagorio talks extensively about the different homes that she has
come to occupy throughout her life, from her childhood home in the countryside of Piedmont
called Langhe, to her place in Milan in the cosmopolitan area of Brera, to the beloved apartment
she shared in Savona with her daughters and husband, which she sold after his sudden death.
Lagorio admits to having developed a significant relationship with the domestic space
throughout the years: “Non so se sia per la mia natura femminile, ma la casa è sempre stata un
elemento essenziale della mia vita, un punto di riferimento da cui partire e tornare, e che ho
cercato perciò di rendere la più simile a me, la più riconoscibile, luogo unico tra i molti luoghi
possibili” (Penelope senza Tela 13). The house is thus, for her, a chosen space that mirrors her
true self and reflects a sense of stability that she cannot find anywhere else. She adds: “Se penso
alle mie case, ho netta l’immagine di altrettante tappe della mia vita, tante case tante vite” (13).
The home-life parallel is deeply relevant in the context of the present project, as it helps to
support the idea that women challenge their connections with the domestic space to re-shape
their personal identity against traditional social expectations. In this sense, Lagorio admits that
among the many houses that she came “to occupy” in her life, both real and fictional, two of
them represent for her a fundamental point of reference: the cascina (traditional farmstead) of
her grandparents in the Langhe (Piedmont), and her apartment in the center of Savona, facing the
sea, that she shared with her daughters and husband.
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The symbolic weight that these two domestic spaces represent is reflected in Lagorio’s
attachment to both the countryside of Piedmont and Liguria, the region of Savona, where she met
and befriended the poet Camillo Sbarbaro, who eventually became her mentor. The land around
Savona is the setting for Tosca dei Gatti, where the connection between the female protagonist,
Tosca, and her house mirrors the author’s ideas about the way the domestic environment
becomes a perfect image of one’s own personality and acts, in this sense, as a safe space that
shields the female individual from the outside world. This is true for Tosca, an old woman who
lives in a rental apartment in a small building where she works as a cleaning lady. The only
constant presence in Tosca’s life are her cats, which she views as her own children; all others
comprise mere silhouettes in her solitary life she spends on the Riviera, the coast of Liguria, in a
village of sailors and countrymen who perceive her as a foreigner.
The reasons behind the fact that Tosca is an outcast are multiple. First, she was born and
raised in Milan,93 where she lived for many years, and then moved to Liguria after the worsening
of her health; she is thus not native to the area. Second, she is childless yet shows great affection
for the cats of the neighborhood, which is considered a bizarre attitude by many. 94 Finally, after
the loss of her husband Mario who died at a young age, she started an affair with a married local
man, which ended abruptly after his wife was released from a mental institution. Tosca does not
seem to fit into any socially acceptable category; she lives alone with her cats, without a man to
help her mediate the public sphere and rejecting her status as a young widow in mourning. Her
romantic relationship with a local man transforms her into a sort of “predator female” who steals
men from the other women of the community.
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In this regard, it is interesting to notice that Tosca has a house of her own in Milan, which she gave for free to a relative and
which she does not have the courage to reclaim back when she is evicted from her rental house.
94 The inclination towards animals is what made Maraini’s character, Vanna’s colleague Rosa Colla, an outsider of her own
community as well.
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Under such circumstances, it becomes clear that the house and its garden represent a
private place where she harbors a secret: her never ending desire to be loved by other human
beings. While the home is her own protected domain, reflecting Tosca’s personality in every
detail, the yard is where she meets other people, mostly tenants who rent the apartments of the
building during the summer months. Her apartment becomes a refuge from the way others treat
her; however, despite the hardships of her life, she has not given up the desire to be accepted as a
functioning member of a social group in some form and it is only after years of effort that she
sees her strength fading away due to her physical illness.
The house and the surrounding yard represent both the beginning and the end of Tosca’s
story as framed in the novel. The narrative opens with the birth of a litter of kittens, and ends
with the death of the woman who has been caring for them as if they were her own children. The
humanization of the animals through Tosca’s eyes is clear from the very beginning, when she
recalls the story of one of her female cats’ labor, as if she was witnessing a woman giving birth.
This comparison comes naturally to Tosca and underlines the sentimental value of her cats. The
garden is presented from these first scenes as both the space of birth and death; Tosca, in fact,
has buried her beloved cat Miciamore there, after he was poisoned by a spiteful neighbor. This is
a protected space where the private (the house) meets the social (the outside world). She stays in
the garden to attract the company of others, while still having her house, her shelter, in
proximity, feeling supported by the reassuring presence of her cats and the plants.
Tosca’s story is narrated both by one of the characters of the novel, Gigi, a middle-aged
journalist and by an all-knowing third person narrator reflecting Lagorio’s own point of view.
The shift in the narrative voice marks the internal change of perspective from Gigi, who moves
from the role of simple male spectator to the one of a protagonist who is attracted by Tosca’s
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genuine albeit eccentric behavior. Gigi initially befriends Tosca out of curiosity but later feels
compelled to get to know her for her honesty and affection; at first, he develops the idea of
writing a novel on Tosca’s odd character, but later turns his pages into a private way to give her
the recognition she lacks in real life. Gigi as the initial male narrator gazes upon the woman as a
distant individual who is oppressed by the surrounding community. Later, however, through the
eyes of another woman, his partner Tonì, he learns to understand Tosca on a deeper level and
becomes an internal witness of the old woman’s struggles within society. Gigi and Tonì are both
spectators and interpreters of Tosca’s story (Mollia 81); when they become unable at times to
grasp Tosca’s mysterious nature, Lagorio compensates for their lack of understanding by relying
on the role of omniscient narrator, who intertwines her point of view with Gigi’s, suppling
further information and exploring the existential challenges of her female protagonist through the
narration of her seemingly uneventful life.
Tosca, like Vanna, represents a marginalized female individual who cannot find a role in
patriarchal society and is pushed to the margins. She is one of the women that Giampiero
Beltotto defines as “le donne silenziose che non hanno mezzi per esprimersi” (Beltotto in Farina
705). Childless and without a husband, she cannot be categorized as either mother or wife, but
instead lives in a subordinate position where she does not have the means or the opportunity to
build a sense of agency regarding her life. After the accidental death of her husband, she
gradually loses contact with her former life (Frassica 339) and her connection to the order of the
Father. Even the few people who treat her with respect cannot be considered friends: the young
girl working in the hair salon, the owner of the bar, who is a non-native like her, the residents of
the building she works in, all of whom are people with whom she interacts only on a superficial
level.
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Tosca’s undeniable connection with the natural environment surrounding the domestic
space and its feline inhabitants provide an alternative to the social detachment that she is
experiencing with other humans. The house and the garden, along with the broader landscape,
become a crucial part of the protagonist’s identity, as is often the case in Lagorio’s work
(Frassica 33). The strong sentimental connection that Lagorio has for Liguria becomes clear in
the story of Tosca, as the natural surroundings, such as the sea, the hills, the plants of the garden,
and the wild moorland, enter proudly into the narrative. As a simple woman with simple needs,
Tosca finds a way to cope with her loneliness by creating a secret relationship with nature and its
inhabitants:
La giornata era di un nitore assoluto, tutta la costa era visibile, promontori, baie, isolotti
… un profumo misto di cento singole fragranze … Tra i cespugli di rosmarino e di
ginepro, tra lentischi, corbezzoli e eriche giganti, l’oro delle ginestre brillava esalando un
dolcissimo odore che attirava sciami di vespe e api; nei brevi spiazzi tra gli olivi, i pini e i
cipressi, Tosca si aggirava sicura e intenta «come uno gnomo indigeno» disse Tonì a Gigi
(Tosca dei Gatti 95).
Protected by the plants and surrounded by the cats, Tosca feels at ease. She is not trapped
in the claustrophobic domestic space, but she is also not completely left alone without any sort of
protection from the judging eyes of the community. For the old woman, the cats are the keepers
of her deepest desperation and the object of her devotion; her love for them, true interlocutors for
her daily rant against her painful existence, is deep and genuine. Franco Mollia describes the
fundamental role the cats have for Tosca and their genuine and honest relationship:
Presenti come personaggi partecipi della vita di Tosca che a loro parla e confessa con
naturalezza e ne studia le mosse, le abitudini, e ha cura per quello che sono, senza cioè
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falsare mai i termini del rapporto in forme maniacali. Stupisce la rappresentazione che la
Lagorio sa fare di questi animali misteriosi, adorati un tempo come divinità e temuti
come portatori di presagi funebri, tanto da essere bruciati nei roghi insieme alle streghe,
animali senza padrone, dei quali la scrittrice analizza e descrive comportamenti e
messaggi … essi accompagnano Tosca fino alla sua morte che avvertono come evento
terrificante (82-83).
Significantly, the creatures with whom Tosca establishes this unique relationship are, as Mollia
writes, traditionally considered mysterious, mischievous, and seemingly emotionally detached,
and tend, for these reasons, to be marginalized. 95
Tosca explains to Gigi and Tonì her connection with the cats as that of a translator from
one world (natural) to the other (human), placing herself on the threshold between the two
realms. While Tonì dismisses Tosca’s love for the cats as the only available relationship that the
woman has, Gigi comments that Tosca understands these animals because like them, she lives in
the moment, trying to make the best of her present time. When she is unable to do so, she finds
solace in her drinking. Lagorio underlines the importance of the cats to Tosca with brief yet
crucial references to the role of mother that the old woman fulfills for them. Elio Gioanola
speaks of Tosca’s love for these animal companions as “fantasia materna … forze attive e
propulsive” (231). Tosca’s feelings towards the cats find a validation that is missing in her
relationship with the other women, wives and mothers, who do not perceive her as part of their
social group. For example, when she goes to the butcher shop of the village, she is given dirty
looks by the other women who are in line to buy groceries for their husbands and children, while
she purchases meat for her cats:
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One may add that, traditionally, cats were regarded with suspicion for their association to women accused to be witches.
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La donna [Tosca] aveva chiesto due scatole di Kit Kat e al macellaio che domandava
«Per lei niente?», aveva risposto sicura: «No, per me c’è sempre troppo,» aggiungendo
subito dopo … «Io vivo per loro.» L’uomo sfoderò un sorrisetto ironico, mentre una
disapprovazione muta correva come una percettibile brezza tra le donne in attesa. Tutte
avevano figli e mariti da nutrire, erano oppresse dalle cure del ménage familiare, niente
sembrava loro più futile che quell’amore gattesco. (Tosca dei Gatti 91)
The women judge Tosca harshly because she does not share the common burden and
responsibility of a family; out of ignorance, they do not invest their time in understanding that
maternal roles can manifest in different forms. Lagorio reveals Tosca’s “amore gattesco” (91) to
possess many features of a mother’s love for her children, including self-sacrifice, as perceived
by Gigi: “Erano sotto l’oleandro, nel piccolo giardino … [Gigi] la guardava mentre teneva il
gattino tra le mani come in una culla, teneramente, parlandogli, perché aprisse gli occhi: era
un’immagine della maternità anche questa” (91-92).
In truth, Tosca has never felt a traditional maternal instinct toward other people. In the
past, when she was young and newly married, she recalls a time when she was hospitalized and
developed a sense of fear and disgust for any sort of discomfort in her body, particularly in
relation to giving birth, which she associated with urine, blood and, in general, with a sense of
mysterious wildness that she could not understand:
Tosca aveva accumulato in sé senza rendersene conto un rifiuto invincibile a tuto quello
che fosse violenza fisica, quelle donne parlavano di parti e anche di aborti selvaggi, con
una semplicità che a Tosca sembrava un’allucinante follia, sangue, orina, feci, 96
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This description clearly echoes the Kristevan concept of abjection, a human reaction which reminds the individuals of their
corporality. Abjection is the first experience with the separation between self and other, subject and object; in psychanalytical
terms, it marks the separation from the mother and the chora. Kristeva writes that abjection “preservers what existed in the
archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial violence with which a body becomes separated from another body in
order to be” (Powers of Horror 10).
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descrivevano tutto e sembravano provare un gusto liberatorio a parlarne con altre donne
che aggiungevano alla loro testimonianza (60).
Tosca’s idea of maternity overall is related to the possibility of having companionship rather than
to the sense of physical and biological motherhood that the social milieu around her considers
“normal”. Her maternal love towards animals is thus rejected and excoriated by the community
around her, who consider this kind of behavior dangerous. Tosca remembers when her beloved
Miciamore was mysteriously poisoned and links the violent act to a group effort on the part of
the village to cause her harm:
Doveva imparare, la foresta, che le usanze vanno rispettate. «Non è dei nostri», volere
bene alle bestie in quel modo è una cosa che non va. Chissà che era stato a portare i
bocconi avvelenati … Un ragazzo. … Ma i pezzi che lasciava cadere dalle mani glieli
aveva preparati sua madre. La santa donna che bisogna rispettare, perché così dice Dio, il
parroco e anche il padre, che insegna al figlio che il mondo delle donne è diviso in due:
da una parte la moglie, la madre e la sorella, dall’altra le puttane (63).
Rejected by the people around her for not being a traditional mother and wife, Tosca feels
instead like part of her feline tribe: “Anche lei ormai faceva parte di quella tribù” (46).
Tosca clearly perceives her apartment, with its surrounding garden, as a protective shield
against the unfriendly world on the outside. Tosca’s small living quarters reflect her personality,
which has been formed as an assemblage of an eclectic mix of different objects: “La casa di
Tosca era il risultato del più curioso e inimmaginabile accostamento di oggetti e di mobili” (93).
Tosca’s feline “children” move freely about her home and garden. The cats consider the house as
their own safe space: “La sua casa era più un rifugio e tana per i gatti che per lei” (34). When
Tonì and Gigi come to visit her, Tosca suddenly feels exposed and ashamed to have them see the
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state of her home. Lagorio dedicates two pages to the description of the protagonist’s domestic
space, focusing on the combination of decorative and practical elements that mirror her and her
existence. The feeling of exposure experienced by Tosca when she allows her two (albeit
friendly) acquaintances to enter her personal space evokes the perception she has of herself. On
the one hand, she is eager to let others in her space, both physical and symbolic, while she feels,
on the other hand, embarrassed and fearful of harsh judgment. While Gigi and Tonì lay eyes on
the objects that represent Tosca’s domesticity, she stands there helpless and embarrassed. This
example of tension related to opening her house to others helps to support the idea that the yard
around her house acts as a liminal space for Tosca’s desire to meet others as her true self without
risking rejection. It is, in fact, in the garden, which is surrounded by a fence, that Tosca, Gigi and
Tonì develop a unique friendship during the last summer of Tosca’s life. This relationship helps
Tosca to re-establish her connections to her social surroundings, while helpings her to dismantle
her armor by letting two outsiders enter the place where she reigns like a queen with the cats as
her entourage.
With admission to Tosca’s private space, Gigi gradually shifts his perception of Tosca as
a passive object of attention for his social research (“la donna dei gatti”, as he calls her) (176) to
a true friend. As they get closer, Gigi replaces his curiosity with a genuine desire to know the
woman, which would give Tosca, in exchange, the social recognition she has craved for so long:
Voglio cercare cioé di vivere da dentro la storia di Tosca … dentro la buccia di Tosca. In
parte l’ho già fatto, ma sempre nell’atteggiamento dell’interprete: voglio mettermi
davanti al mare, invece, solo, e con la volontà di sentirmi nudo a masticare i pensieri che
conosco come suoi, come se anch’io ne diventassi responsabile. Simbiosi, trapianto,
osmosi. (176)
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However, it is challenging for both Gigi and Tonì to get to know Tosca’s true nature, which is
lonely, untidy and full of desperation, as much as it is difficult to enter her physical home. Yet
thanks to Gigi’s probing eye, intertwined with the one of the third-person narrator, the reader can
have a vision of Tosca’s world.
Tosca’s desire to interact with people in the outside world is evident not only in her
connection with her two friends, but also by the episode in which the Italian soccer team wins the
World Cup. In this moment of communal life, when the whole village is celebrating, Tosca is
glad to be perceived as part of the group. To borrow the words of Mark Pietralunga, this is a
moment when Tosca can express “her capacity to give and receive love” (87) as a member of her
community. However, the joy of this moment of celebration only serves to remind Tosca of the
contrast of this moment with her everyday life; she must, after all, go back to her empty
apartment, where no human presence is waiting for her: “Doveva rientrare in casa, incontrare gli
stessi fantasmi, senza nessuna voce a salutare con lei un altro sole” (Tosca dei Gatti 133).
Following the night of celebration, wandering alone in the streets of her village, Tosca ends up
back in her house and the garden, where nobody is waiting for her but the ghostly remembrances
of a happier past.
The relationship that Tosca builds with her home and the gardens around it, hence, seems
to be twofold; while on the one hand these spaces constitute a safe shelter, they are on the other
hand the concrete proof of her condition as an outcast. The apartment is a constant reminder of
the miserable life she is forced to live in there, as she points out when she says “Che senso ha
una casa se non aspetti nessuno?” (34) and later:
Il presente le si parava dinnanzi con gli oggetti e le presenze della sua casa. … Diventava
naturale, una conseguenza irreprimibile, confrontarlo con l’ieri. … Doveva guardarsi
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intorno. Doveva guardare in sé. … Il vuoto era tremendo, e tutti i suoi giochi fantastici, le
sue astuzie mentali, i suoi trapezi di sogni buttati avanti, non erano che tempeste nel
vuoto, non c’era una Tosca presente, c’era solo un groviglio di niente nel niente di tutto.
Era questo il punto terribile da superare: perché se era così com’era, non poteva non
desiderare che finisse finalmente (167).
Tosca is overlooked, even ignored in a self-selected liminal space where she does not have the
means nor the ability to fight back patriarchal impositions, let alone forge a sense of agency or
assert a new type of identity. She belongs to an older generation of women who were raised to
follow the social order and to feel socially accepted by others only by the presence of a husband
or a child. Thus, Tosca is the rejected individual who succumbs to the pain of solitude. While the
friendship with Tonì and Gigi allows her to temporarily re-enter the social realm, she lacks the
strength to react to the creeping, crushing forces of entrapment and annihilation. She complains
against the experienced injustices while condemning the other people responsible for her
marginalization:
«Se solo ne avessi i mezzi, e una ragione, un motivo vero, mi prenderei i miei gatti, in
qualche maniera mi arrangerei, e mi avvicinerei a qualcuno che mi volesse un po’ di
bene, ma non ho più nessuno, ormai … Tosca intanto è abituata a prendere pesci in
faccia. E poi chi la difende? Il tribunale? Una povera matta senza figli, che discorre con i
gatti!» (137-138)
The old woman loses her final thread of hope after her landlord, a bitter woman who
despises Tosca, surprisingly evicts her. With the prospect of losing her safe space, Tosca gives
up and accepts her fate. Mark Pietralunga comments apropos:
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[Tosca] allows herself to die in the end, not because she is evicted by her landlord, but
because she sees in this eviction a separation from the precarious roots that keep her
attached to the world, to her friends, to her cats, and above all, to her beloved memories.
… With the loss of her roof, Tosca sees her ties with others severed and consequently
loses her sense of worth. When this occurs, Tosca accepts death with the same dignity
that she lived (87).
Tragically, total surrender slowly emerges as the only possible end for Tosca. As the summer
months fade away and Gigi and Tonì go back to their jobs in the nearby city of Genova, Tosca’s
strength gives way and she begins to contemplate the idea of ending her suffering; sick with
diabetes, addicted to alcohol and chronically depressed, Tosca is gradually losing her battle
against her own loneliness, even as she continues to struggle to understand the reason why she
has been cut off from the human world around her: “« Se ci sei,» pregò, «perchè non mi insegni
a difendermi senza uccidermi?»” (170) and again “Parlò ai gatti: «Ditemelo voi, cosa devo fare,
Cristo Cristo, è vita questa?» … resistere perchè? Per chi?” (203). Comparing her condition to
that of the cats on her property, Tosca suddenly recognizes the difference between her
imprisonment and the freedom of her companions who, unlike her, do not perceive the outside
world as hostile: “Fifì le si strusciò accanto, si piegò ad accarezzarla: «Va’ via, poveretta anche
tu! Perchè non te ne vai tu che puoi?»” (170). Tosca bitterly realizes that the house has become,
without her desire or knowledge, a prison that reinforces the meaningless repetition of her lonely
days, accompanied only by the silent cats and the numbing effects of the alcohol that blunts her
unhappiness, while the garden is present as a memory of the happier summer months when she
was surrounded by her friends Gigi and Tonì and other nice tenants.
Before finally giving over to her existential desperation and physical illness, Tosca
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desperately latches onto Tonì and Gigi in a last, extreme attempt to turn her life around and show
that she is capable of reacting. In her article “La metafora della malattia in Tosca dei Gatti di
Gina Lagorio”, Kim Michaelis interprets Tosca’s illness as a metaphor for the way through
which she rebels against the status quo: “Tosca dei Gatti si allontana dalle formulazioni sociali
tradizionali della malattia … la malattia diventa una metafora della nascita dolorosa di una nuova
coscienza di sé, e quindi, di una metamorfosi” (7). It in turn becomes Gigi and Tonì’s duty to
recognize the message Tosca’s death sends: that her life had value despite the effort of society to
erase her. In this act, her friends give back to Tosca the active role she had lost, as Gigi
comments about his manuscript on her, which is unknown if it will be published as a book or
not:
Posso finirlo così [il libro], con l’opera di misericordia di due estranei che non possono,
fatalmente non possono, cambiare niente della sola storia che le appartiene, la sua vita e
la sua morte, con il suo coraggio e con la sua viltà, se si possono chiamare coraggio e
viltà gli inganni che ciascuno tende a sé stesso nella sola recita che gli sia consentita? E
non è forse la sola legittima tessitrice della recita di cui è il personaggio? (Tosca dei Gatti
229).
Through Gigi’s words, Tosca in her death is furnished with the agency that she was unable to
exercise during her life.
Although Tosca ends her life as an overpowered and ultimately unseen individual, the
concluding message of her story resides in the resilience that she has shown for many years,
typical of the female gender, which is what Lagorio, in an essay, defines as the courage typical of
women (Penelope senza Tela 109). Tosca loses the final battle of a metaphorical war that, in
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reality, she has been fighting with courage and strength for many years,97 showing deep
awareness until the last moments of her life:
Uscì con una lievità strana dentro, come se il corpo non le pesasse e l’anima fosse stata
portata da quella musica struggente oltre il confine del reale in cui si viveva. Non si sentì
sola … Camminava piano, e si sentiva accanto Tonì, Gigi, Matteo, Lavinia, le creature
giovani e vive che aveva incontrato per ultime a indicarle che si poteva vivere in libertà
… Avrebbe avuto la sua cena e il suo vino, e i gatti con lei. Coraggio, perciò, per l’ultima
vetta (Tosca dei Gatti 225).
Thus, as Michaelis suggests, Tosca’s illness and death can be interpreted as a path towards
liberation, as a way, it might be said, for the female subject to affirm herself in a traditional
society in which she is otherwise put aside and unable to speak. Tosca’s death makes clear the
ways the spatial element mirrors the essence of the character. During the last days of the
woman’s life, the garden, the place with the strongest sentimental value for her, reflects her own
defeat: “Il giardino era triste adesso, senza fiori, e con metá delle foglie cadute. Quelle che
restavano parevano assorbire il grigio del cielo e i rami erano secchi, come prosciugati da ogni
vitalità” (Tosca dei Gatti 206). Tosca seems surprised that, despite all her care, the status of the
yard is the one of a dry, sad, lifeless plot of land; to the reader, it is evident that this reproduces
the protagonist's physical and psychological state.
It is unclear whether Tosca takes her own life, or her health deteriorates abruptly; it is,
however, evident that she knows there is not much time left to live. She gives her final goodbye
to the place that had offered her protection while at the same time allowing her to experience
new connections with people from the outside world who showed her true friendship and care.
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The same war that, instead, Vanna is set to win.
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She is finally ready to leave the confines of her existence and to experience, once and for all, true
freedom:
Non voleva restare ancora chiusa dentro il giardino della sua solitudine, andarsene libera
sì, nell’odore del mare e con gli occhi abbacinati dalla luce. Nell’azzurro, stordita e
leggera con ali larghe e solenni, un gabbiano più grande di lei le volava accanto, e
sfiorava con un’ala la punta della sua. «È una bellissima reincarnazione, » pensò (213214).
The importance of this passage is evident: while in front of the open sea, wishing to become a
seagull (both symbols of freedom from any sort of earthly confinement), Tosca thinks by
contrast at the reality of her existence, which she refers to as the garden of solitude. Once again,
by the end of her parabola, the image of the backyard comes back to symbolize a physical
restriction which is synonym with loneliness and is perceived as impossible to overcome. Tosca
finds the courage and the awareness to face the last moments of her life through a privileged
relationship with nature, its plants, flowers and animals, showing a symbolic connection with the
landscape common to Lagorio’s female protagonists. In this sense, Pietro Frassica, among others,
notices that in Lagorio’s novels “backgrounds and landscapes never serve simply as a rhetorical
framework, but rather become an essential element of her experience in life” (333). In fact, the
landscape of Liguria and the Riviera “becomes the place of memory” (333) for Tosca. 98
The garden and the home, which have been for Tosca both a refuge and a prison, open in
the final moments of her life to the unconfined space of the landscape, which welcomes the

Frassica continues to underline the symbolic value of the surroundings in Lagorio’s oeuvre, which can be easily seen in Tosca
dei Gatti; the scholar notices a direct influence on Lagorio by Cesare Pavese, with whom she shares the origins from Piedmont:
“As often happens in Pavese, the existential conflict is buffered by the mythical sense that the landscape instills in its viewers. In
much the same way, the pages of Lagorio's text attain at moments tones a of a formal and exquisite beauty, internalizing the
external element of the setting as music and thus accompanying the undulations of the spirit and calming its restlessness” (331332).
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woman unfettered by social impositions or the burden of human judgment. With her final
goodbye to her adoptive land, Tosca looks back on the beaches and the hill and sends up a prayer
that she will reincarnate as a seagull, symbolizing a form of freedom that she comes to possess
only post-mortem.99 In this act, Tosca manifests her ultimate desire to move away from the
strictures of the domestic space that represent the imposition of the patriarchal order. 100 The
courage that Tosca had shown throughout the years (Pietralunga 86) comes back in the moment
of her death. Her garden and her home become a shrine to a lost past and a memento of Tosca’s
solitude.101 Thus, Tosca faces death with the same dignity with which she lived her life
(Michaelis 14), surrounded by her devoted cats:
Tosca era seduta sulla poltrona, un lieve sorriso disegnato sulla bocca semiaperta, la testa
appena inclinata sorretta dallo schienale. I tre gatti erano rinculati, all’arrivo dei due
uomini, con le schiene incarnate, i peli ritti, i denti scoperti in un ringhio minaccioso. Gli
uomini si erano spostati, e i tre gatti come impazziti, erano fuggiti dalla casa di Tosca
(Tosca dei Gatti 227-228).
With the departure of Tosca and her cats from the house and the garden, her story ends, leaving
Gigi and Tonì to pay her a final tribute by bringing her the flowers she loved, the bougainvillea,
a symbol of her presence within nature, and place them in the house where she once lived with
her beloved cat, Miciamore: “Noi due, i suoi amici, abbiamo fatto comporre un grande cuscino di
ortensie azzure e tulipani viola, perchè non abbiamo potuto trovare le buganvillee. Gliele
porteremo quest’estate, quando torneremo nella casa di Miciamore” (231).

Which is one of the most evident differences with Vanna’s story.
Interesting in this sense the fact that both women, Vanna and Tosca, dream to fly away free from earthly restrictions; however,
only Vanna will be able to continue this journey in her real life.
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Tosca is, in the end, unable to embark on the journey of liberation that Vannina can
achieve, for several reasons. The first of these is their age difference; the two women belong to
different generations, with a gap of about thirty years separating them. Vanna, as a twenty-threeyear-old woman, is a member of a group of young women during the first years of the Italian
feminist movement and witnessing first-hand the initial accomplishments of many battles for
gender emancipation to come. She gradually experiences the benefits of these first successes
achieved in the name of women’s rights, and, with many years ahead of her, grows confident of
the changes she wants to make in her own life on the path to self-discovery. Tosca, on the other
hand, is in her fifties, a childless widow living in existential solitude; she comes from a previous
generation of women whose position in the patriarchal social order was considered a given.
Moreover, she is dealing with physical and mental health issues: depression, addiction to alcohol,
high blood pressure and diabetes, are all elements that seriously complicate her chance at a
bright, unfettered future. The contrast between the characters is borne out, then, in the different
ways they exist in and interact with the garden bordering their homes. Tosca finds true refuge,
physical, psychological, and social, in her garden, which in Vanna’s world is only the figurative
springboard for the start of her journey of self-discovery. Moreover, while Tosca is confronting
her own mortality, despite being only in her fifties, Vanna has just begun to take her destiny into
her own hands.
Other differences between these two protagonists emerge in their respective social
engagements. Tosca’s age makes her inability to fit into a broader sense of community more
evident, in contrast to Vanna, on the other hand, who can reconnect to the social world through
her friendship with Tota, Giottina, Suna and Rosa Colla. Hence, another reason behind Tosca’s
struggles is to be found in her lack of the sort of female community that Vanna learns to become
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part of. Through the presence and teaching of other women around her, Vanna gets to experience
the practice of affidamento, a literary version of the already mentioned process developed by the
Diotima group. Tosca, instead, is ultimately alone; despite the presence of Gigi and Tonì, she
never experiences a feeling of belonging to the social circles around her. For her, the garden
remains a secure, protective environment without risks, where she can venture out to become
familiar with her new friends, but not too far into the public sphere where rejection seems
inevitable. Vanna, who was doomed to be imprisoned in the same space, shifts her perception of
her original confinement and gradually transforms it into the drive to redefine her identity.
The two novels, which exemplify the way female protagonists may navigate, resist, and
in some cases, find liberation within a liminal space such as the garden surrounding the home,
shed light on the potential that a feminist perspective gives regarding the canonic perception of
space. The garden, traditionally considered a place of entertainment and leisure, a terrain of
encounter between private and public which is outside the house yet adjacent to it, becomes for
female characters a space characterized by oppression, control and imprisonment. While other
domestic spaces remain operant of the surveillance of the female individual under the yoke of
patriarchy, the backyard appears to do the opposite. Yet by luring the woman into what is
presented as a space for relaxation, at a second glance it evokes the same elements of coercion
that the woman within must confront. While Vanna learns, and embraces a feminist point of
view which helps her move, irrevocably, outside the physical and symbolic fence of the
backyard, Tosca has grown secure within the borders that protect her from the harsh reality of
social exclusion and has neither the strength nor the awareness to begin a path of transformation
that would set her free from male-dictated superimpositions of identity or social value. This is
crucial: what stops Tosca from liberating herself from the phallocentric view that society has of
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her as outcast is an existential malaise that she suffers as result of the fact that she refuses to
respond to social expectations and does not belong to any traditional social category that is
considered acceptable by society. While Tosca, unable to confront and change the existential and
symbolic order that depicts her as irrelevant, eventually seeks her liberation in death, Vanna, as a
member of a generation of women conscious of the power they have in changing their lives,
takes steps to shift her position in the private and public sphere.
This chapter concludes the metaphorical journey in the domestic space of traditional
Italian homes as exemplified by the novels chosen as representative of the women’s position in
the space of a specific room, while also considering her role in the house in more general terms.
Unlike other chapters, however, the conclusive part of this project offers an analysis of the
absence of personal space, as investigated by Alba de Céspedes’ novel Quaderno Proibito
(1954) which, probably more than others by the same author, questions the challenging role of a
woman as wife and mother and her inability to find a fitting space within the walls of her house.
For Valeria, protagonist and narrator of the novel, this need eventually translates in the necessity
to find a metaphorical space of true existence and expression in the pages of a diary, the
forbidden notebook of the title.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The absence of personal space in the domestic environment: not even a drawer for herself
Published in 1952, Alba de Céspedes’ Quaderno Proibito is a fictional diary written by
Valeria Cossati, a forty-three-year-old woman living in Rome, wife of bank clerk Michele, and
mother of two college students, Riccardo and Mirella. One gray, ordinary Sunday in November
of 1950, Valeria decides to break the rules that would forbid buying recreational items on the day
of worship in Catholic Italy and purchases a notebook where she plans to register all the small
events of her everyday life, which seems to revolve around her family and the small house she
shares with them. The thoughts and feelings of Valeria, a typical woman in post-WWII Italy,
evolve into a process of self-exploration and analysis in a search for her lost identity, which
becomes the focus of the novel.
After publishing the book, de Céspedes explained the creative process behind her new
character, referring to a previous epistolary exchange with her readers, mainly middle-aged
housewives, workers and mothers, who helped her to envision the character of Valeria as the
mirror-image of the everyday female dealing with patriarchal principles:
Valeria è un personaggio diverso dagli altri, non è stato inventato da me ... nello
scrivermi, queste donne (forse a loro stessa insaputa) mi raccontavano ampiamente del
loro matrimonio, della loro casa e dei loro figli: e insomma, della loro vita quotidiana.
Erano lettere tutte diverse tra loro e però mi sembravano tutte narrare la storia della stessa
persona ... Mi divenne così familiare che ebbi bisogno di un nome per chiamarla. La
chiamai Valeria (de Céspedes in Gambaro 231).
Inspired by the real-life experiences of many women like her, the character of Valeria, who is
both the protagonist and the narrator of the text, is imbued with a novel kind of legitimacy. The
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struggle she unfolds in the pages of her diary is the same one that other female individuals like
her were experiencing in their own lives and that, through the authorial voice of de Céspedes,
they recognized as a mean by which their experiences could be made public. Elisa Gambaro
points out that the initial means of publication of the novel, as a weekly serial in a well-known
Italian magazine, contributed to its overall success because it could speak to and for a public of
women who found themselves stuck in a space between traditions and modernization: “il profilo
della nuova eroina [Valeria] non scaturisce dall’ispirazione appartata dell’interiorità autoriale,
bensì è chiaramente modellato sulle fattezze comuni della donna italiana media, del pubblico
vasto delle destinatarie” (230). Gambaro continues: “de Céspedes invoca la compartecipazione
solidale di un pubblico femminile medio e piccolo borghese. Si tratta di un’utenza di recente
accesso al mercato della parola scritta … e nondimeno ansiosa di trovare riscontro” (231). The
women from the small Italian bourgeoisie of the 1950s, whose lived experiences were usually
left out of mainstream literary and cultural canons, found in de Céspedes a writer who not only
spoke to them but also and as importantly, listened. In doing so, the author offered to this new
audience a symbolic space where each woman could feel safe in sharing and exchanging her
personal experience with others. In the text, De Céspedes puts Valeria’s attempts to find a
personal space at the center of attention within the walls of a domestic enclosure that has left her
without the privacy necessary to build self-confidence and nurture personal identity. As a result,
the writer interprets the struggle of all women who have been kept from pushing further on their
quest for agency and recognized social roles.102

Giulio Ferroni defines the novel as “il diario tenuto da una donna che registra le falle della vita familiare, alla ricerca di un
libero spazio femminile” (44).
102
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Valeria risks upending her seemingly calm and fulfilling existence as a wife and mother
by buying a journal, the “quaderno proibito” of the title, on the very day the purchase of such
items is forbidden by patriarchal law. She is thus performing a rebellious act under the policing
eyes that symbolize repressive male power: the tobacconist who firstly refuses to sell her the
notebook and the policeman who is present to make sure customers comply with the law.
Nonetheless, Valeria convinces the tobacconist to become an accomplice to her act of
disobedience. This moment, filled with tension, is explained by Giancarlo Lombardi as follows:
The desperate urgency with which she persuades the tobacconist to sell her a notebook
and the resistance she encounters as she symbolically invokes male consent to write act
as an appropriate introduction to a novel that delves into the impassionate analysis of a
phallocratic establishment, with the intent to denounce the dramatic influences such as
iniquitous system exerts on its female victims (Rooms with a view 30).
The fact that Valeria feels the urge to ask for male consent to the purchase and, indirectly,
the act of writing personal matters down on paper itself, shows from the beginning how the
protagonist clearly distinguishes the presence of patriarchal rules in her life. In fact, she regrets
her impulsive decision right away: “Ho fatto male a comperare questo quaderno” (Quaderno
Proibito 7). Because Valeria interprets the world through the lens of patriarchal principles
(Lombardi 31), she recognizes the act of writing as wrong and, even more, sinful for a woman to
attempt. Cosetta Seno Reed, in the preface of her analysis of the novel, talks about the
interconnection between writing, guilt and female identity:
Scrivere è un’attività che sovente suscita ambiguità e sensi di colpa, in quanto molte
donne finiscono per considerarsi colpevoli di ‘tradimento’ nei confronti del proprio
genere che storicamente è restato ‘escluso’ per secoli dalla scrittura … Le donne che
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scrivono e pubblicano vivono, dunque, e rappresentano, nella loro opera, questa
contraddizione intrinseca tra necessità e colpa: il dovere di scrivere in quanto la scrittura
partecipa necessariamente a quella ricerca di un’identità collettiva femminile che, nella
sua espressione letteraria, deve in ultima istanza trovare il proprio posto nel canone e la
‘colpa’ di uscire dal silenzio” (63-64).
De Céspedes uses Valeria’s story to push her audience to reflect on the challenging relationship
between female identity, social roles and writing. The anachronistic sense of sin that constantly
threatens Valeria is the sense of maternal fault that, de Céspedes suggests, accompanies almost
every woman living a life divided between womanhood and motherhood. This, in turn, seems to
indicate that when a woman becomes a mother, she stops being an individual worthy of any
consideration beyond the attention and love she has for and from her children. If, for example,
she strays from the realm of domestic work, she will be inevitably met by a pervasive sense of
guilt.
The challenge for these women, according to de Céspedes, is to understand that what is
perceived as a sin is, instead, a right, meaning the right of expressing oneself through writing.
Yet it seems undeniable that de Céspedes is simultaneously denouncing the issues that women in
general, but particularly mothers, faced in Italian society in the 1950s, a world which was
dominated by the immovable barriers that positioned women outside the spaces of socially
sanctioned productivity of a male dominated system. Many of de Céspedes’ characters, in fact,
have access to writing in one way or another;103 which seems a way the author chooses to give
voice to the difficulty for female to access writing and literary tradition, worlds dominated, like
society at large, by the “discourse of the father”. This critique seems to anticipate several of the
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For example, Irene in Prima e Dopo is a reporter, and Alessandra in Dalla Parte di Lei is writing her memoir from her prison
cell.
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issues pushed forward by the Italian feminists’ agenda, years after the publication of these
novels, as pointed out by Seno-Reed: “Nella sua analisi costante del rapporto tra scrittura identità
e società, [de Cèspedes] racconta non solo la propria storia di donna ma, anticipando temi
fondamentali della teoria femminista, anche la storia di tante altre donne il cui diario, le cui
memorie, non possono e non devono restare ‘proibite’” (64). The connection suggested by SenoReed between de Céspedes’s work and Italian feminist Luisa Muraro’s activism is evident here.
The need to recover the active presence of the maternal figure in the family to counterpoise the
dominating “word of the father”, which forecloses on the self-expression of the mother, is central
to the Italian feminist agenda advocated by Muraro and other activists in the Diotima group. In
this sense, there is a clear link with Valeria’s words at the end of her journey of self-exploration
apropos the need to write her own story: “Perciò aspetto con ansia quest’ora, per scrivere, per
dare libero corso a un fiume ricco che scorre in me e che mi duole come quando avevo troppo
latte. È stato per questo, certo, che ho comperato il quaderno” (Quaderno Proibito 250). In her
book L’ordine simbolico della madre, Muraro focuses on the need for the female character to
resist subordination to male culture (17), a challenge that, for the Italian philosopher, must begin
with the recovery of a woman’s relationship with her mother as an act of recuperating her latent
female genealogy. Muraro explains that the process starts with the (re)creation of a maternal
language that the patriarchal system has suppressed for centuries; Valeria appears to enact this
rediscovery with the association she makes between the flow of her maternal breast milk and the
ink of her pen.
As time goes on Valeria’s unguided use of the journal to detail day-to-day actions of her
life shifts to its eventual privileging as a space for her confessions. Her change in focus and tone,
subtle but consistent through the months, evokes a deep and tormented account of how she sees
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herself and her life. A dichotomy between the domestic space in the house that surrounds her and
the metaphorical space she creates in her diary emerges; this becomes particularly poignant when
Valeria realizes she has nowhere to hide her journal, a precious personal object which she must
keep hidden from the rest of her family.
Valeria is a pivotal part of the familial and domestic structure of the home, not as an
individual but in relation to others; thus, the spaces within which she can move are not the ones
belonging to her identity as a woman per se, but to her role as wife and mother. As the wife of
Michele and mother of Mirella and Riccardo, Valeria has been living in the domestic
environment as a privileged space where she feels safe and content, the center around which her
family revolves. However, through the ongoing self-reflection she experiences in writing the
pages of her diary, she progressively comes to the realization that as a woman she has no place
truly of her own within the walls of her family home, as Muscariello maintains: “Più la scrittura
concorre allo svelamento della propria soggettività, più si fa intenso il sogno di un luogo agli
altri inaccessibile, finanche uno sgabuzzino, in cui esercitare la prorpria capacità di pensare, a lei
interdetta dalle rigide dinamiche familiari” (109-110). As her diary becomes the symbolic space
for engaging with active thinking, Valeria begins to feel more and more uncomfortable in the
house and the internal order it assumes. House and diary come to represent opposite poles of the
same struggle: “I due perimetri –la casa e le pagine bianche da riempire- nei quali si muove
Valeria, scissa com’è tra i doveri del suo ruolo di moglie e di madre e l’intermittente libertà che
il quaderno … le offre” (110). While the diary is a space of freedom, the house subsumes a
repressive dynamic.
Valeria’s experiences of suffocation grow and she comes to see what was once a
protective domestic space as small and limiting: “[La casa] è divenuta troppo stretta. … le stanze
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sono molto piccole, ma, forse per questo, mi pareva che ci abbracciassero meglio, ci
raccogliessero in un solo guscio” (Quaderno Proibito 44). Valeria used to feel safe in the
familiar spaces that she knew how to occupy, yet she comes to feel ensnared, like an animal:
“Ormai la casa mi sembra una gabbia, una prigione” (161). Valeria’s perception of the domestic
space as a prison is a common trait of de Céspedes’ protagonists, as Angela Bubba writes:
“l’umanità dipinta da de Cèspedes vive nella prigione del senso comune” (204).
With the eventual realization that she is stuck in a prison-like existence comes both the
desire to break free and, paradoxically, the fear of the outside world, what Muscariello calls
“sindromi opposte della claustrofobia e della claustrofilia” (112). The experience of these two
opposing feelings provokes in Valeria excitement about experiencing freedom in the public
space and at the same time a desire to confine herself within the house: “Eppure vorrei poter
sprangare gli usci, le finestre, vorrei essere costretta a rimanere giorno dopo giorno qui dentro”
(Quaderno Proibito 161). The outside world, akin to the journal in its liberatory potential, both
attracts and troubles her: “questo quaderno, con le sue pagine bianche, mi attrae e allo stesso
tempo mi sgomenta, come la strada” (59). The location of symbolic space on the written page
forces Valeria to redefine the parameters of her life; once she sees the potentially unlimited
(albeit completely alien) possibilities in front of her (meeting new people, exploring new spaces),
she perceives the limitations of the domestic world and, more in general, of the position she has
come to occupy in her life: “sono invogliata di prendere strade che non sono nel mio itinerario
quotidiano, incontrare persone nuove, a me finora sconosciute, con le quali poter essere allegra,
ridere” (57). If, on the one hand, Valeria probes the boundaries of her once complacent existence
as the “angel of the house” in her diary, the space of the written page, on the other hand,
reinforces the limitations of her everyday life, as Seno Reeds suggests: “Se la casa –vissuta dalla
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protagonista per lo più come luogo di fatica aggiuntiva a quella del lavoro di ufficio piuttosto che
luogo di riposo e conforto– costituisce il limite fisico delle sue azioni, il diario ne costituisce il
limite spirituale che restringendo la sua libertà espressiva ne mette in evidenza anche tutti i
limiti” (67). Thus, the expansion of her sense of self and the potential strength of her own agency
go hand in hand with the understanding of the limits imposed upon her.
As previously mentioned, through her observations of the domestic environment around
her, Valeria registers an absence of space to hide her belongings: “Consideravo che non avevo
più in tutta la casa un cassetto, un ripostiglio che fosse tutto mio. Mi proponevo di far valere da
quel giorno i miei diritti” (Quaderno Proibito 8).104 With her self-empowerment comes a desire
to find a bigger space, a room of her own: “Avrei bisogno di essere sola, qualche volta … sogno
di avere una camera tutta per me. … Io mi accontenterei di uno sgabuzzino. Invece non riesco
mai a isolarmi e soltanto rinunziando al sonno trovo un po’ di tempo per scrivere questo
quaderno” (67). What Valeria perceives as her right to a private room clearly echoes the demand
Virginia Woolf makes in her 1928 text A room of one’s own, where she challenges the status quo
and advances the request that women need a personal space in the house, just as men do, where
they can let their creativity run free, where they have the chance to strive to reach the same
results their male counterparts do. According to Woolf, equal opportunities for the female gender
must start with the possession of a private place where they can pursue their personal vocations
without being constrained to diminishing gender roles. Valeria, who has never had the
opportunity to experience a space of her own to create and explore, now experiences this as a
right that was previously denied to her, not only by the rules of patriarchal society but also by her

In his The poetics of space (1958), Bachelard classifies the drawer among the “images of secrecy” (74) and says in this regard:
“Wardrobes with their shelves, desks with their drawers and chests with their false bottoms are veritable organs of the secret
psychological life. Indeed, without these “objects” and a few others in equally favor, our intimate life would lack a model of
intimacy” (74). If this notion is applied to Valeria’s experience, it follows that the absence of even a drawer of her own is a
symbol of the impossibility she faces in building her own intimacy.
104
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family members, who do not recognize her as functioning member of the system. When, for
example, she claims it would be in her right to have a private, although small space in the house,
her family laughs at the idea: “Ho replicato che allora anche Michele e io avremmo il diritto di
avere un cassette chiuso a chiave. … Io insistevo che avrei volute averne uno per me sola …
Allora tutti, compreso Michele, hanno cominciato a ridere all’idea ch’io possa tendere un diario”
(Quaderno Proibito 13).
Along with the notion of space itself, time that Valeria could otherwise use for writing
seems to be withheld from her, which adds to her perception of the act of writing as wrong and
prohibited. Angela Bubba writes: “Se il senso di proibizione è presente in quest’opera fin dal
titolo, ugualmente anche quello della colpa si fa strada dal primo all’ultimo resoconto redatto
dalla protagonista … La scrittura quasi catartica dei suoi appunti è come se la sospendesse
momentaneamente, espungendo i suoi doveri di figlia e di madre” (202). Therefore, Valeria
writes mainly at night, when she is finished with her chores and everybody else is asleep. In this
regard, Francesca Bernardini Napoletano notes: “La notte è il luogo accogliente confortante in
cui ci si può perdere, ma anche in cui ci si può ritrovare. ... La notte è anche liberazione dalla
routine, dalle miserie del giorno” (145).105 In fact, Valeria realizes that the more time and energy
she dedicates to the journal, the less she has for her everyday domestic activities: “E anzi, quanto
più sono legata ai miei doveri, quanto più il mio tempo è limitato, tanto più il desiderio di
scrivere diviene mordente” (Quaderno Proibito 123).
The guilt Valeria experiences as she becomes increasingly detached from her usual role
of housewife and mother reveals her strong Christian upbringing. Valeria’s feelings of
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culpability that come from escaping these traditional roles evokes that of Olga, the protagonist of
Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore (1994). For Olga, however, this becomes a lens through which she
judges herself and others while, on the contrary, for Valeria it simply represents a sense of
discomfort that she tries to escape: “Il senso di colpa vissuto da Valeria sarà dunque da ricercare
in una libertà che meritatamente dovrebbe prendersi, in uno spazio che a ragione dovrebbe
appartenerle ma che il suo ceto sociale, e prima ancora il suo profondo senso di perbenismo, le
nega” (Bubba 202). Giancarlo Lombardi suggests a comparison between the two novels;
although Quaderno Proibito was written five decades before Va’ Dove ti Porta il Cuore, the
earlier text presents a message that, ironically, promotes new possibilities as well as foreseeing a
change of attitude for the new generation of women. The texts share several features, beginning
with the presence of the female protagonist who writes a diary-confession in the domestic space
where she is confined. Yet while Olga is perfectly comfortable in this place and does not show
any desire to change her position within personal and public space (nor does she wish this for
new generation, i.e., her granddaughter’s), Valeria challenges those rules and, although incapable
of creating a different life for herself, helps her daughter, Mirella, in this regard, delivering a
hopeful message for the future generations that may find themselves more capable of change.
Valeria’s diary is safe as long as it is kept out of sight in those corners of the house which
are only accessible to herself as a housewife: “Aware of its transgressive nature, Valeria hides
the notebook in places traditionally associated with the domestic chores of women, such as the
ragbag, the cookie jar, and the laundry. In this sense, she hides her diary, the expression of her
desire, just as the female identity has been hidden behind those domestic chores” (Candelas 151).
Through the act of writing, then, Valeria finds herself compelled to retrieve scattered pieces of
her identity that she has unconsciously left behind over the years. At the same time, writing in
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the journal gives her the chance to challenge those roles superimposed upon her that everybody,
even herself, accepts as part of her persona: “Un’altra cosa mi trattiene dal confessare che scrivo:
ed é il rimorso di perdere tanto tempo a scrivere. Spesso mi lamento di avere troppe cose da fare,
di essere schiava della famiglia, della casa; di non avere mai la possibilità di leggere un libro, per
esempio. Tutto ciò è vero, ma in un certo senso questa schiavitù è divenuta anche la mia forza,
l’aureola del mio martirio” (Quaderno Proibito 22). The use of terms borrowed from Christian
terminology, such as halo and martyrdom, is intentional. While perpetuating the traditional
image of the woman as “angel of the hearth,” these words also evoke the already mentioned
sense of guilt that for centuries patriarchal societies have been imposing on women, especially
on those who dared to question the strict delineation of family roles. Lombardi writes:
In perfect compliance with the corollary diktat that wants Italian mothers to forget the
possibility of a self-conception in favor of a transformation into the Immaculate
Conception, Valeria remembers how her mother-in-law [...] had been eternalized in a
frame portrait hung on a wall … At the inception of the novel, Valeria herself sees
martyrdom as the only positive recognition that a woman can expect within a
family[...]As time goes by, however, the framing power of male hegemony, exemplified
by the canonization of the maternal figure, becomes a haunting omen for her” (The Gift of
an Italian “Feu la Cendre” 212).
Referring to the female condition in Italy after WWII, Davida Gavioli adds to the same subject:
Italian society still glorified the image of the woman-mother embedded in Catholic
doctrine and remodified in Fascist rhetoric, in which the dominant ideology of femininity
propounded an image of woman that aimed at locating her primarily (if not exclusively)
in the family as “exemplary wife and mother,” reducing her to her reproductive role and
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identifying it as the main duty and responsibility toward the family and the nation” (184185).
As the daughter of the traditional Italian bourgeoisie and the mother of a rising class of young
women who occupy a more central -and visible- position in society, Valeria is torn between two
opposites that collide in her as in an eternal fight between desire and guilt, rights and obligations,
emerging agency and acquiescence, among the roles of mother, housewife, working woman and
wife and her desire to become something more. Alessandra Rabitti, in her contribution Donne
che Scrivono, explains this clearly:
La sua [di Valeria] colpa è quella di togliere del tempo, scrivendo, alla famiglia e ai
doveri domestici; la sua colpa è quella di avere un segreto, qualcosa che riguarda solo lei
e di cui non può rendere partecipi il marito e i figli, ma la sua colpa è, soprattutto, quella
di capire, di mettere in discussione la sua vita e tutto ciò che aveva imparato ad accettare
senza porsi troppe domande, di dare delle spiegazioni a quanto, per rispondere alle
immagini socialmente riconosciute di brava madre, buona moglie e famiglia rispettabile
bisognava far finta di non vedere” (130-131).
The guilt that accompanies Valeria, from the moment she buys the journal as a subversive act
against patriarchy to the day she decides to burn it, acquires a more modern and transcendent
connotation, becoming the guilt of a new consciousness which has emerged out of the realization
that her existence is built upon rules and beliefs that have erased her individuality and negated
her personal space. This sparks a deep sense of contradiction: on the one hand, she is empowered
by her newly found sense of agency yet, on the other, she will inevitably succumb to the same
rules that she had begun to challenge.
Valeria has, tragically, already internalized those restrictions she now perceives as unfair
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and suffocating; the guilt instilled in her by her upbringing and which her own mother represents
are in fact the main obstacles to Valeria’s liberation from male dominance. It is the same feeling
of internalized shame that her daughter, Mirella, a representative of the new female generation,
rejects for herself and fights against with her provocative life choices. In the end, although the
writing process has provided Valeria with tools to lead her towards a new definition of
individuality, she understands that, unlike Mirella, she is nonetheless still a product of tradition,
which locks her between the past and the future, incapable of fully accepting what she perceives
as the emptiness of a middle-class life but also unable to be part of the change taking place
around her: “Nella catena matrilineare delle generazioni, la narratrice appare dilaniata tra il
modello tradizionale incarnato dalla sua propria madre, rappresentata costantemente immobile
tra le pareti di casa, e le istanze di liberazione espresso da Mirella, colei che se ne va” (Gambaro
237).
Although only for a brief time, writing in her journal helps Valeria develop the
knowledge she needs to legitimately claim what she has given up for years, in the form of her
privacy, her personal time, her interests, and overall a self-determined position in the world:
“[Valeria] ritrova nel quaderno lo spazio che le é negato all’interno dell’abitazione” (Da Ronch
52). In other words, if the time she once dedicated to writing in her journal feels somehow stolen
to the rest of her commitments, the sense of personal space it gives back to her is something she
longs for. Writing becomes for her, then, a profoundly necessary moment of self-exploration,
although it underlines the final submission of a female individual who must eventually step back
and reposition herself in the domestic space. For De Céspedes, writing has always been a
fundamental part of life, as testified in one of her diaries from 1940, as explained by Marina
Zancan in the introduction to Opera Omnia: “Bisogna viverla o scriverla la vita? Mi sembra che
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ormai per me la scelta sia inderogabile. Scriverla. Scriverla” (XIV). Hence, Valeria’s final
decision to burn her diary and return to the life she wanted to escape from can be read as a
symbolic defeat that life visits upon her as an individual.
By refusing to continue her writing, then, she rejects the possibility of existing
independently as Valeria Cossati and returns to the unhappy, unsatisfying life she once led. By
analyzing her inner self, Valeria comes to the realization that her identity has been hiding under a
false representation of the impeccable mother and housewife that others expect her to be. The
starting point in the process of self-recovery is the moment where she writes down her full name
in the diary while reminiscing on the fact that nobody in her family calls her Valeria anymore.
To her parents, she is Bebe (a nickname that can suggest how the two see her still as a young
girl), while for the other members of the family she has become “mammá,” even for her husband
Michele (Quaerno Proibito 11): “Nel rileggere quel che ho scritto ieri mi viene fatto di
domandarmi se io non abbia incominciato a cambiare carattere dal giorno in cui mio marito,
scherzoamente, ha preso a chiamarmi “mammà”. … Però adesso capisco che è stato un errore:
lui era la sola persona per la quale io fossi Valeria” (11). The disappearance of one’s first name
is a clear signal of the loss personal identity; 106 as already mentioned, Valeria’s shift from being
an individual to what she represents for others is evident here, “la persona sostituita dal ruolo” as
Sara da Ronch suggests (56).
The diary gives her a chance to recognize her need to be Valeria Cossati again, even after
a long time, to hear and say the name that became so strange to her, an experience that goes hand
in hand with realizing that she has no personal space of her own: “[Valeria] esprime la forte
esigenza di uno spazio intimo nel quale sfogare il suo bisogno di sentirsi ancora Valeria” (Caroli

As Cosetta Seno-Reeds notices: “Il fatto di non essere più ‘Valeria’, nemmeno per suo marito, è il sintomo più eloquente della
disintegrazione della sua identità di donna” (69).
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70). In a growing claustrophobic perception of the domestic space where she exists, Valeria
marks the passing of her days in an empty repetition of minute gestures while experiencing
within herself a shift in how she perceives her house, which now seems to be an alien place
trying to push her back into the roles she has come to see as unfitting: “La tensione indotta
dall’atto di scrittura innesca il desiderio di evasione da un tempo e da uno spazio percepiti come
crudelmente inospitali” (Gambaro 234).
De Céspedes uses the other family members as a device moving around Valeria mainly to
underline the constraints of the gender role within which she is bound. In her diary, Valeria uses
her family as a tool to reflect on her own state of being; she tries to put together the pieces of her
lost identity by considering the way others perceive her. The two central male characters,
Michele, her husband and Riccardo, her son, are portrayed overall as passive, traditional
members of the middle class, a socio-economic group which de Céspedes was known to criticize
strongly as silent witnesses and accomplices in the oppression of the female gender. The
relationship between Valeria and Michele is described as empty and superficial; although they
are only in their early 40s, they often appear to feel old and tired, seemingly distant from and
indifferent to each other: “Ci siamo tanto allontanati l’uno dall’altro che non riusciamo più
neppure a vederci; e andiamo avanti, soli” (Quaderno Proibito 199). Michele is, after all, the
representation of the modernist ineptitude, unable to exert actual change in his life, instead
hiding away in the fantasy of a more “successful” existence: “il marito, esemplare di
inadeguatezza virile, padre senza autorevolezza, marito insignificante, appare completamente
schiacciato dal fallimento sociale” (Gambaro 238). Valeria comes to resent her husband, who she
sees as guilty of hiding in the bedroom, away from the disappointment of his repetitious life. For
Valeria, his behavior represents an element of betrayal towards their early shared desires of a
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happy life together, that underlines a deeper her sense of solitude: “Ora non vede piú nulla, non
mi vede piú; ci sono i figli, tra noi, e Marina, e Cantoni, e tutte le montagne di piatti che ho
lavato, e le ore che lui ha trascorso in ufficio e quelle che io ho trascorso in ufficio, e tutte le
minestre che ho scodellato, come facevo iersera” (Quaderno Proibito 193). Although she is not
without compassion, Valeria sees Michele as equally responsible for her loss of a sense of self.
By claiming his own personal space in the house, she sees him as selfishly making it even less
possible for her to find one of her own.
As on many other occasions, de Céspedes presents marriage as a loveless co-existence
between two individuals, a contractual relationship ruined by the alienating repetition of gestures
and words:
Sentiamo che moglie e marito i quali si uniscono in un rapporto oscuro, silenzioso, dopo
aver parlato tutto il giorno di questioni domestiche, di danaro, dopo aver fritto le uova,
lavato i piatti sporchi, non obbediscono più a un felice, gaio desiderio di amore, ma solo a
un istinto grossolano come quello della sete, della fame. (205)
At the same time, Valeria’s marriage is used to underline the difference between her privileged
position as a working (and therefore independent) woman and the one of her old classmates from
boarding school, whom she meets occasionally. Although parenthetical, the episode is
particularly relevant. Valeria’s classmates belong to the high bourgeoisie and, as such, they are
married to powerful and rich men. Among them she is the only one working to help support her
family; thus, she feels uncomfortable when comparing her modest attire with the luxurious attire
the other women display at the annual reunion: “Súbito il mio grazioso cappello di feltro nero
scompare di fronte ai cappelli di raso colorato delle amiche … tutte sono come vestite per una
cerimonia: portano gioielli, e si vede che hanno indossato i loro abiti migliori. In quei vestiti ...
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riconoscono l’intento di provarsi l’una con l’altra che sono felici, ricche, fortunate” (25-26).
Although she is at first resentful for not being able to afford the same beautiful outfits, she soon
realizes that her economic independence gives her the freedom to use her time as she pleases,
quite different from her classmates’ adult situation. Showing off expensive clothes and
accessories is, for the other women, a way to prove to each other that, through their husband’s
money, they are satisfied and content with their lives, yet the price they must pay is the inability
to use the resources of time and money as they might truly want. De Céspedes harsh critique of
bourgeois traditions that are oppressive of women is manifest; Valeria’s valuable economic
independence is not comparable to any of the other women’s hollow displays of superficial
exhibition: “Tacevo e comprendevo a poco a poco che l’incolmabile distanza scavatasi tra di noi,
in questi ultimi anni, è dovuta al fatto che io lavoro e loro no. Anzi, più precisamente, al fatto che
io sono capace di provvedere ai bisogni economici della mia vita e loro no” (29). 107 For the first
time, Valeria uses her diary to recognize her social position and her position as a peer to her
husband in terms of economic power, particularly because she does not have to rely on him like
the rich housewives she knows who must depend on theirs.
It seems particularly relevant for the main argument of this dissertation that the whole
episode takes place in the living room (salotto in Italian), a room in the domestic sphere with
growing relevance with the rise of the bourgeoisie. The salotto is the far yet descendent of the
salon, the social gathering par excellence born in France in the XVIII Century, a place where
intellectuals alongside the middle and high aristocracy were known to entertain each other
through circulation of bright ideas and vivid intellectual conversations. With the raise of the

The idea of clothes and accessories worn by women to showcase their partner’s wealth, as already mentioned in chapter 3,
takes us back to the custom of Renaissance high society of using the female individual as a medium to express the man’s power
to the rest of society.
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bourgeoisie, the transition of a more private enclosure makes the living room, as the part of the
house designated to entertain guests, the center of the home’s social life, the space of encounter
between social and private. As a complex and even contested terrain, it has been considered by
some writers, including Luigi Pirandello and de Céspedes herself, as a symbol of affectation and
superficial human interaction, an environment where people play parts in the theater of life while
wearing masks to hide their real identities. As she leaves a party at her friend Giuliana’s house,
Valeria notices: “Eravamo sulla porta ormai: durante quelle due ore era stato come se tutte
avessero recitato una commedia di cui io sola non sapessi la parte, ne avessi dimenticato le
battute” (29). With her burgeoning awareness, she recognizes the affectation in other people’s
behavior and recognizes that it is possible to dismantle the façade she and others have
participated in.
De Céspedes’s framing here of life as a tragicomedy, where all subjects involved play a
part, evokes a strong connection with Pirandello. The two writers shared a desire to criticize the
falsity of the Italian bourgeoisie. Along these lines, Angela Bubba writes that both authors, albeit
writing about different points in time, express a similar social critique:
Pirandello concentra la sua critica sulla condizione del piccolo borghese e sull’angustia
asfissiante delle sue giornate, sia fuori che dentro il contesto familiare. … Un’esperienza
che sarà piatta, frustrante, oppressiva, allo stesso modo delle giornate vissute dalla coppia
Michele-Valeria, replicate poi in quella Riccardo-Marina (203)
And again “la maschera (pirandelliana) deve rimanere be fissata sul volto” (203). Even though
Valeria takes a step back into the metaphorical and practical space of her superficial way of life
by the end of her journey, her diary remains a source of knowledge that allows her to dismantle
other people’s masks as well as her own, together with “Il clima intollerabile in cui vive
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[Valeria], fatto di percorsi sempre identici e identici buoni costumi da rispettare, di giorni
perfettamente scanditi dai doveri da portare a termine e altrettante ordinarie serate” (203). As a
tool that helps Valeria subvert object position and become a subject ad interim, the journal opens
up space for her to observe other individuals who are part of her environment. Day after day, she
comes to understand that if she wants to recover a sense of self, she can only do so by placing
herself as independent individual at the center of a familial and social system.
Valeria’s critical gaze moves among the people with whom she lives as she analyzes her
own situation. Even more negative than her indifferent husband Michele is, in her mind, the
figure of young Riccardo who, like his sister, Mirella, has the potential to bring positive
transformations to the gender-based status quo. Riccardo embodies the high hopes of his family,
studying business and planning to leave the paternal house to move to Argentina to start his
career. These plans are soon disrupted, however, when he finds out that his girlfriend, the quiet,
gentle Marina, is pregnant with his child. In a sudden turn of events, Riccardo shows himself not
as the promising young entrepreneur he wants others to believe, but only as the newest member
of the same traditional patriarchal system, with his narrow views about women’s role in society
and his inept attitude towards life. In fact, while he talks about a promising future career in South
America, and pursues a college degree in economics, he does not show the stamina necessary to
transform these ideas into concrete steps towards success. Valeria and Michele, already numbed
by their existential failures, witness the loss of their last hopes for their family’s success when
Riccardo breaks the news of the pregnancy to them. In fact, it is Riccardo who brings the threat
of a scandal upon his family, not Mirella, as Valeria worried when she found out that the
daughter was dating Sandro Cantoni, an older, separated man.
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After this announcement, Riccardo has already made the decision to move into the family
house with his future wife: “«L’unico modo è quello di venire a vivere con voi, io ti darò tutto
quello che guadagno fino all’ultimo centesimo, non vogliamo nulla. Ci basta questa camera»”
(Quaderno Proibito 221). As Elisa Gambaro notices, Riccardo is responsible for his mother’s
final oppression: “E tuttavia sono le azioni del figlio maschio, che mette incinta una ragazza ed è
costretto a sposarla pur in mancanza di mezzi, a determinare la rinuncia e la sconfitta della
protagonista, privandola dell’amore e del lavoro, e imprigionandola tra le pareti di casa in un
ruolo oblativo” (237). The arrival of Marina and Riccardo’s baby constitutes the end of Valeria’s
speculations about a new future for herself, including a romantic escape from her family with her
employer, Guido. She will be pushed back into a maternal role, as future grandmother of the
coming baby, the only role that others recognize as legitimate to her familial persona. Riccardo’s
trajectory develops from the inside of the domestic space and returns to the same point it started,
which pushes Valeria’s annihilation due to absence of personal space even further: “Ho percorso
la casa col pensiero e ho visto che non ho più un angolo per me, eccetto la cucina” (236). Valeria
is finally aware of the impossibility to liberate herself from the familiar and domestic prison.
Elisa Gambaro defines Riccardo as “esemplare di inetto novecentesco, ma privo della
connotazione intellettuale che rendeva accativanti questi personaggi” (237); he is undeniably the
newest representative of the dominant system. While he, however, is incapable of imposing
traditional views on his sister, a strong and independent woman, he imposes his gender-based
authority on his future wife, who is submissive by nature, and his mother. In his book Rooms
with a view, Giancarlo Lombardi ties the relationship between Valeria and Riccardo back to the
Lacanian analysis of the mother-son behavioral pattern, with a focus on the male child’s
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transition from the imaginary stage to the symbolic: 108 “the son overcomes his entrance in the
symbolic through the cathexis of someone who should be exactly like his mother” (43).
Moreover, as E. Ann Kaplan writes, “He [the boy] looks forward both to one day having
symbolic power like his father, and to recuperating his mother through marriage to someone like
her” (Kaplan in Lombardi 43). Hence, Riccardo chooses Marina, who resembles his mother, as
his wife, and joins her to take their place in his family’s house, pushing his parents to the
margins.
Contrary to Riccardo’s experiences is the personal development of Mirella, who in
several ways embodies the heroine of the novel, if one can be imagined:
L’antinomia tra i due fratelli è ulteriormente caricata dai rispettivi movimenti entro lo
spazio romanzesco: mentre la vicenda di Mirella è coerentemente contrassegnata da una
traiettoria verso l’esterno, attraverso le tappe dell’autonomia sentimentale e lavorativa,
fino all’approdo a Milano, il trasferimento in Argentina di Riccardo rimane una velleità
autodifensiva, e il ragazzo concluderà la sua parabola all’insegna della sconfitta,
mettendo su famiglia all’interno della casa dei genitori (Gambaro 237).
What de Céspedes sees as a positive change in Mirella’s trajectory as a developing character,
begins inside the home and moves to the outside space. Overall, with her harsh but fitting
analysis of social and familial relations, she is the only one of her family to embrace a positive
change, pursuing her plans to move to Milan and work as a lawyer with the man she loves,
Sandro Cantoni. It is Mirella, not Valeria, who becomes the female character who is willing to
break with traditions and exercise her sense of agency, to build a path towards self-realization, as
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Jaques Lacan (1901-1981) structures the psychoanalytic development of the subject in three different stages: the Real, the
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stage, where the subject is organized through language.
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woman and as professional, while questioning the expectations from both family and society.
The generational conflict between Mirella and her mother is an evident struggle for Valeria, who
finds it difficult to adapt to the daughter’s modern vision of social roles. The comparison
between the two main female characters, in addition to the one between Valeria and her own
mother, is crucial to understanding Valeria’s character; the contrast underlines the limits of
Valeria’s generation that must be overcome by crossing the metaphorical divide between the old
(her mother, who was symbol of empty traditions and unsatisfactory female roles) and the new
(Mirella, with her subversive ideas about the male-dominated system): “Sento tutto in me
confusamente e non posso parlarne a mia madre né a mia figlia perchè nessuna delle due
comprenderebbe. Appartengono a due mondi diversi … E in me questi due mondi si scontrano,
facendomi gemere … Sono io il ponte del quale lei [Mirella] ha approfittato … Adesso posso
anche crollare” (Quaderno Proibito 245). Valeria finds herself stuck between two distant
perspectives that leave her feeling outside of either. Maria Rosaria Vitti-Alexander says about
this: “Mentre per Mirella il suo dissenso con la società e il bisogno di un’identità definita sono
divenuti parte integrale della sua personalità acquisita attraverso una presa di coscienza forte e
determinata, per Valeria, donna di una generazione rimasta tra due sponde, queste cose sono
risolvibili al di fuori di lei” (108). When comparing herself to a bridge, 109 a passage in between
two well defined and seemingly opposite spaces, Valeria encounters a new idea to frame her
condition: that of being in a non-place, a being stuck in-between, where she is unable to find a
position for herself in the social world.
While Valeria’s domestic space becomes an obstacle to her own self-realization, Mirella
is the one who has already understood the danger of complying with patriarchal rules. Instead of
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The image of the bridge is particularly relevant in de Céspedes, as, among others, Carole Gallucci notices in her contribution
to the volume “Mother of Invention: Women, Italian Fascism, and Culture”, 1995.
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submitting to those traditions, she aims to break the pattern of behavior copied by the other
women in her family over the years. Mirella symbolically moves from the inside of the
restrictive domestic environment to the outside world, from a narrow space to a more open one
where she is ready to fight for her right to determine her own destiny, despite the pressures that
may come from her family and society around her: “Tu pensi che per una donna aver qualche
soddisfazione personale, oltre quelle della casa e della cucina, sia una colpa: che il suo cómpito
sia quello di servire. Io non voglio, capisci?” (116). Against her mother’s blind acceptance of the
norms, Mirella contrasts her need to understand societal and familial rules before accepting
them, in a major shift for any female individual that changes her position from passive object to
active subject within the system. As Riccardo finalizes his mother’s confinement in the family
home and in the traditional role of caretaker with the news of Marina’s pregnancy, Mirella
already has a plan to leave to pursue a career in Milan and a life that she will mold as she
pleases.
Although perceived as arrogant and disrespectful at times, Mirella embodies the
consciousness of a new woman, who is highly educated and aware of her value and her position
within society, and, as such, wants to be completely self-determined despite the values past
generations in her family expect her to follow. Mirella becomes both a force that shakes her
mother’s undisputed trust in traditional beliefs and an agent that pushes her to redefine the core
of her whole existential system. She stimulates Valeria’s curiosity about other possibilities
outside the traditional, repetitive and suffocating universe of their family “«Perchè hai detto che
tutto è diverso quando esci di casa? » … «Perchè è vero mamma. Prima non conoscevo altra vita
che la nostra»” (151). Valeria both admires and fears her daughter’s strength and perseverance:
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Non sapevo a che cosa volesse alludere e la guardavo con meraviglia e timore. Tuttavia
per la prima volta provavo quello che tante altre madri mi dicono di provare e che io non
avevo provato mai: il desiderio di trasferire tutto della propria vita nella vita dei figli,
anche le speranze. E forse proprio in quelli diversi da noi, nei quali non ci riconosciamo
(151).
In the beginning, Valeria tries to reduce Mirella to yet another recipient of the same set of
traditions that was imposed upon her as a member of the female genealogy of her family.
However, when she wakes up from her sentimental and social slumber, she realizes that Mirella
already has the tools and the knowledge to become the change she aims to be: “«Vattene» ho
ripetuto: «Temo che qui ci siano molte brutte cose, molte bugie. Forse non te lo dirò piú; ma
ricordati che te l’ho detto stasera: salvati, tu che puoi farlo. Vattene, fa presto»” (226). Locked
together with her daughter in her small room, Valeria refuses to hide behind social constructs for
the last time and offers her final contribution to the feminist cause that -the reader is left to
imagine- Mirella will continue to support. Valeria ends up accepting her own personal defeat but
cherishing her daughter’s triumph; with extreme self-sacrifice, Valeria gives the new generation
the possibility to begin an unwritten path.
It seems that Mirella’s bold choices and unconventional behavior are what Valeria
simultaneously struggles to accept and admires the most. In confronting her own weaknesses in
contrast to Mirella’s strengths, she admits: “Questa è la differenza tra Mirella e me; mi pare che,
accettando consapevolmente certe situazioni, ella si sia liberata per sempre dal peccato” (192).
Her daughter seeks to leave the house as soon as Valeria tries to impose upon her those
restrictions that are part of her own acceptance of imposing male power. When the two confront
each other over the fact that Mirella comes home late one night, the daughter is ready to face the
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consequences of her actions by removing herself from the domestic space, to avoid bringing
disgrace to her family: “«Non t’impensierire per me, dimmi soltanto che vuoi che me ne vada»”
(177). The house does not represent for her the comforting and welcoming space it does for
Valeria; on the contrary, in rejecting this place of supposed safety, Mirella challenges the
restrictions her mother and society want to impose on her.
Mirella confronts her mother’s need to control by contrasting it with her right to exercise
her personal will. Valeria notes, in fact: “Il suo é giá un passo di donna sicura di sé” (157), a way
of walking, one may infer, that will take Mirella outside the domestic space, as a modern woman
who is stepping into a different path which she chooses with a confidence that Valeria fails to
develop. The young woman becomes the representation of a new female individual, ready to cut
ties with the familial house-nest that nurtured and at the same time imprisoned her to become an
independent subject of modern society. In this context, Paola Azzolini defines Mirella as “la
donna del futuro, del successo, della carriera e, in parte, dell’emancipazione, anche se si
appoggia ad un uomo e realizza sé stessa in alleanza con una figura maschile che le serve da
modello” (37). Hence, although with partial help from an established male professional like
Cantoni, she can begin a path towards social and economic independence on the same level of
her male counterpart, with whom she builds a fruitful partnership.
Opposite to Mirella as a model of womanhood stands Valeria’s mother. The old woman
comes from a ruined aristocratic family and lives reminiscing on her brighter past. Significantly,
the character is almost always present inside the family home, a space that seems to comfort and
nurture her. Valeria perceives her mother’s entrapment in the domestic space and is happy to
leave the parental house as soon as she can: “Esco da casa di mia madre con sollievo … Forse
perchè ella tiene le persiane chiuse e adesso che è primavera a me non piace stare al buio”
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(Quaderno Proibito 138). Valeria’s mother, stuck in a marriage with an indifferent man, has
withdrawn from broader society, choosing to live in self-imposed isolation. While she hides
away in the small living room she chooses as her privileged enclosure, the mother remains a
silent part of the oppressive social environment of the outside world: “Mia madre trascorre la
giornata in un salottino ove ha riunito molti ricordi, quasi il riassunto della sua vita … Dalle
pareti pendono grandi ritratti di antenate” (244). The moment when Valeria gazes at her cold,
distant mother, surrounded by the massive portraits of their female ancestors on the walls around
them, is highly symbolic. On the one hand, it serves to underline her mother’s position as
subjected to tradition, represented by the portraits of the family’s female lineage. On the other, it
marks Valeria’s realization that she does not fit in that same environment. Valeria perceives
herself as different from her mother, but while she entertains the idea of becoming a different
type of woman, she is also aware of the limitations and impositions she has learned to respect.
Linked to the suffocating presence of the portraits of the women in the family around her is
Valeria’s recognition of a large picture of her mother-in-law hanging in her bedroom: “Rivedevo
la grande fotografia di mia suocera che domina la nostra camera da letto: era una donna
mediocre, ma Michele sempre me la porta a esempio. Solo dopo la morte di lei ha incominicato a
chiamarmi ‘mammà’” (119).
The presence of the women from her family’s past contributes to Valeria’s feelings of
entrapment, physical and metaphorical. They stand for the ideal female figure, the traditional
sacred image of the nurturing mother, associated with everything that is most precious and
untouchable, a role that Valeria does not recognize for herself anymore. 110 The portraits of the

“Archetipo irrinunciable, qual è quello dell’imago materna, ovvero l’analisi e la comprensione di un principio sovrastico che
letterlmante supera ogni appello al femminismo” (Bubba 205).
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women in the family, and, above all, Michele’s own mother, become an object of veneration and
a foreshadowing of Valeria’s own destiny, which she greatly fears: “Mi chiedevo se per Michele
sono ancora una donna viva o già, come sua madre, un ritratto sulla parete. Cosí sono per i miei
figli, di certo, cosí è mia madre per me. Disperatamente desideravo sfuggire il maligno
incantesimo di quel ritratto” (147). Nonetheless, by the end of the novel, Valeria surrenders to
the inevitability of her destiny which will deliver her into the role of yet another immutable
portrait of idolized mother: “Li ci sarà la grande pietra bianca sulla quale alla fine, tornerò a
chiamarmi Valeria. ‘Era una santa’ Riccardo dirà a Marina singhiozzando, come Michele disse a
me” (256). Riccardo becomes the new Michele, Marina the new Valeria; the circle is closed,
once again.
Unconsciously trapped in the room with the paintings of her female ancestors and unable
to adapt to the present social conditions, Valeria’s mother seems to impersonate her daughter’s
own future as a person who will one day also be completely self-isolated in the domestic space.
However, her mother’s presence is necessary for Valeria to learn how women like them establish
a way to talk about their struggle by using the very same means that the patriarchy gives them.
Despite understanding her mother’s limits and silently criticizing her, she also cherishes their
common ability to communicate with one another through a system that deceives patriarchy and,
in a way, eludes its control. While dominated by the world of “the father” of Lacanian definition
mother and daughter build what Luisa Muraro calls the symbolic order of the mother.111 When

Luisa Muraro says: “L’incompetenza simbolica, infatti, si ripercuote a livello linguistico facendo nascere nella parlante
l’incertezza che le parole possano veramente dire quello che vogliono dire, e spingendola a cercare espedienti per vincere
l’incertezza, con il risultato di renderla più manifesta. … Anche questa forma di nichilismo è riconducibile alla rimozione
culturale dell’esperienza di relazione con la madre. Da lei abbiamo imparato a parlare e lei allora ha garantito per la lingua e la
sua capacità di dire quello che è. Allora l’autorità della lingua era inseparabile dalla madre. Ma costei non ha autorità nelle nostre
vite adulte e ciò, io penso, è la causa della nostra incompetenza simbolica che dicevo prima.” (34) And later: “Alla potenza
materna è mancata e ancora manca, nella cultura tradizionale, la genealogia femminile. Le è mancato, cioè, il modo appropriato
di esprimersi ed esercitarsi” (71); Finally: “Le regole della lingua che parliamo per prima, nascono dalla necessità insieme logica
e fattuale della mediazione. Sono infatti le condizioni poste dalla madre perché possiamo tornare a comunicare con lei
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the two talk about their everyday life in a superficial and distracted way, the meaning carried by
their words is much deeper and personal. Hence, the relationship between Valeria and her mother
develops within the limits imposed by patriarchy while belying the ability of the two female
individuals to reinterpret the given means of communication (e.g., the word of the father) in a
way that fits their needs. Valeria describes the connection in the following manner:
Mia madre e io non abbiamo mai parlato insieme se non di cose materiali, cose lontane
da quel che ci sta a cuore veramente: ella è sempre stata fredda, con me; anche quando
ero bambina mi abbracciava di rado e in modo tale da accrescere la mia soggezione. … A
sua madre, infatti, ella si rivolgeva sempre col “lei”. Io mi ero imposta di educare mia
figlia molto diversamente, di essere la sua amica, la sua confidente più intima. Non ci
sono riuscita. Mi domando se è possibile riuscire in una simile impresa. Eppure, ieri,
parlando con mia madre di cose materiali, del mercato, delle faccende, mi sono avveduta
che, attraverso quel linguaggio convenzionale, ci siamo sempre parlate di tutto quello che
accadeva in noi, nel più intimo, senza confessarcelo apertamente, ma con quell’intesa che
può esistere soltanto tra madre e figlia (Quaderno Proibito 47-48).
To paraphrase Seno-Reed, the communication between Valeria and her mother registers a
transformation of the male language, the only one admissible by patriarchy while also being
accessible to women, in a highly connotative and symbolic code (70). This stratagem becomes
clear to Valeria once she reflects on their way of communication through her writing, which
helps her appreciate her mother’s use of the limited resources she has.

condividendo la sua esperienza del mondo. … Lo scambio linguistico non è riducibile allo scambio fra parlanti; esso è sempre
anche scambio, più o meno riuscito ma sempre in qualche modo cercato, tra parola ed esperienza” (77-78).
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Overall, Valeria presents herself as more comfortable with the way her mother deals with
her personal struggle than with the disruption that Mirella seems to be bringing to the social
status quo. Unlike her mother, however, Valeria understands that the new generation of women
is distancing itself from the past while appropriating the right to choose:
Nei miei vent’anni c’erano già Michele e i bambini, prima ancora che incontrassi lui e
che essi nascessero; erano nella mia sorte, più ancora che nella mia vocazione. Non avevo
che da affidarmi, ubbidire. A pensarci bene mi sembra che questa sia la causa
dell’inquietudine di Mirella: la possibilità di non ubbidire. É ciò che ha cambiato tutto, tra
padre e figli, e anche tra uomo e donna” (Quaderno Proibito 66).
Valeria is more similar to her mother because neither of them has the ability to create and
counterpose a maternal discourse to the male one but only to interpret the word of the father in a
way that makes it possible to communicate their common struggle as women.
Valeria is both the victim and the perpetrator of the patriarchal impositions she gradually
learns to recognize and refuse, although she is ultimately incapable of changing them for herself.
A clear example of this two-folded attitude is linked to the idea of “vigilanza” (84), surveillance.
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, Elena Ferrante, many years later, wisely explains this idea in
La frantumaglia, where she connects this concept to male control over women: “Le donne delle
generazioni precedenti erano molto sorvegliate dai genitori, dai fratelli, dai mariti, dalla
comunità … I maschi hanno trasformato il sorvegliare in attività di sentinella, di secondino, di
spia” (98).112 In her writing, Ferrante shifts the traditionally negative understanding of

In his article “Fuga dallo sguardo. Panopticismo e Fallocrazia in Quaderno Proibito e Il Rimorso”, Lombardi cites Foucult’s
idea of the panopticon, defined as a tool of social surveillance: “It is a type of location of bodies in space, a distribution of
individuals in relation to one another, of hierarchical organization, of disposition of centers and channels of power … Whenever
one is dealing with a multiplicity of individuals on whom a task of particular for of behavior must be imposed, the panoptic
schema might be used” (Foucalt in Lombardi 205). Lombardi applies this definition to the role of patriarchy in the novel,
interpreted as a panoptican mode of surveillance on women: “L’egemonia maschile e maschilista, viene a rappresentare il
panopticon foucaultiano attraverso la sua sottile e persistente attività di controllo sociale” (105).
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surveillance to a new, agentive sense wherein women can provide for themselves by dissociating
themselves from external control and becoming active social agents. In this sense, Valeria
becomes both the surveilled and the surveilling, a double status underlining her intrinsic nature
as an individual imprisoned in a transitional space and time. On the one hand, she finds it natural
to exercise control over her daughter, Mirella, whom she perceives as rejecting the social
constructs she is expected to follow: “Mi propongo di andare a vigilarla, ogni sera, all’uscita”
(86). On the other hand, while Valeria relaxes in her anxious authority over Mirella, she clearly
experiences a similar sense of surveillance exercised over her by others: “Per evitare che essi mi
vigilino, li vigilo io continuamente” (135).113 In a counteract parallel and opposite to the one put
in place by the policeman the day she bought her diary against the rules, Valeria now uses the
same diary as an instrument to surveil and control others.
Valeria gradually grows aware that Mirella has the right to make choices that were
unavailable to herself, as her daughter renounces to be a passive object of surveillance: “Vorrei
seguirla dappertutto nella vita che è tutta dinanzi a lei, aperta alle sue scelte” (86). Eventually
Valeria comes to understand Mirella’s desire to break free from the impositions to which Valeria
is subjected as she is bound within the metaphorical prison of her existence. Nonetheless, she
decides to sacrifice herself for the benefit of her family. The figure of the pure, self-sacrificing
mother, originating in the image of the Virgin Mary, is recurrent in de Céspedes’s narrative.
With Valeria, de Céspedes seems to suggest a reinvention of this role of self-sacrificing, evercommitted wife and mother and gives it a new proto-feminist meaning. Here, a member of the
old generation consciously renounces to her freedom because it is impossible for her to develop a
sense of personal agency. Thus, compared to Eleonora’s actions, Valeria’s sacrifice appears to be
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more conscious; this is illustrated she admits in her diary her limits and the lack of fear that she
so admires in Mirella: “Il momento nel quale ho dato la vita ai figli è il solo che ho vissuto con
quella consapevolezza con cui Mirella compie ogni sua azione. È questa consapevolezza a
renderla libera dal femminile sentimento di colpa che sempre pesa su di me, opprimendomi; ad
essa Mirella si richiama per affermare i suoi diritti” (249).
De Céspedes presents Mirella, along with her mother’s long-time friend, Clara, as the
product of the evolution of the female individual in modern society, as Maria Rosaria VittiAlexander writes:
Con Mirella, la figlia ventenne, la de Céspedes è arrivata alla svolta decisiva che la donna
deve compiere per poter continuare a percorrere il ponte dell’emancipazione. Allo
sviluppo di una coscienza personale, di forza e superiorità d’animo, si affianca la
necessità di accesso nel mondo culturale per impararne il linguaggio e acquistarne
l’istruzione necessaria. Da qui le donne avvocato, le giornaliste e le professioniste che
popolano il mondo decespediano. Si è giunti alla seconda fase del progresso del
femminismo: di liberazione o districazione della personalità (106).
If Clara, who Elisa Gambaro calls “la donna emancipata per eccellenza” (238) is the more
mature example of a successful woman, Mirella is the younger version of the same kind of
female individual who is pushing to find recognition on her own terms in a world dominated by
men. Clara has renounced the safety of her family to pursue her dreams of a career and looks
happy and fulfilled despite being on her own. She is a hard-working, independent woman who is
trying to make a name for herself in the male-dominated movie industry. It is through Clara’s
words that de Céspedes explains the difficult position that women like Valeria and even Clara
herself find themselves in, divided between the traditional submissive role and the drive to
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become independent: “Una donna che lavora … soprattutto una donna della nostra età, porta
sempre in sé la lotta tra la donna tradizionale che le hanno appreso a essere e quella indipendente
che ha scelto di divenire” (Quaderno Proibito 196). Since the family represents a constraining
entity for the female individual, Clara becomes a winning character because she does not have
one, hence she is free to be true to herself.
In contrast to Mirella and Clara, Valeria, as she moves along her life trajectory, becomes
weak and tormented over time. The difficulties of her social and personal relations project into
her relationship with the social environment; the discomfort she feels in her house parallels the
self-awareness developing in her writing and Valeria gradually becomes more comfortable in
public spaces outside the oppressing enclosure of her home. In this sense, another space grows to
offer Valeria a safe alternative to the distress of domestic imprisonment: the office. The comfort
she experiences there evokes the feelings she develops for her employer, Guido, who
reciprocates her feelings. When she starts to write her diary, Valeria finds shelter in the safety of
the office, away from the inquiring eyes of other family members. In the absence of a space in
her house where she can care for herself, she comes to see the office as a source of security and
nourishment. This workplace becomes the ideal transitional space for Valeria as a newly aware
individual; it is a space outside the house yet provides the enclosure that Valeria still needs, as
she is only now starting to navigate the social environment on her own.
In the office, Valeria and Guido let their reciprocated feelings grow as two individuals
free of the restrictions of family life. Although a traditional figure of male power, in the neutral
environment of the office Guido represents the only one who recognizes Valeria as a woman
(more than just a mother or housewife, then) first and foremost; this is represented, for example,
as he calls her by her first name, with familiarity that at the time was not common between
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employer and employee. The two develop a romantic, although not physical, relationship that
eventually Valeria decides to end before it turns into something more compromising.
Nonetheless, for a limited amount of time, this experience helps her believe in the possibility that
she could change her life, an experience which is only possible in the office, which gives her the
sense of calm, serenity and comfort she craved: “In ufficio mi sento più libera, quasi allegra”
(76), and again: “La stanza [Guido’s office] era accogliente: la luce pomeridiana passava
attraverso le giovani foglie del rampicante che incornicia la finestra, la lampada è verde, verde il
cuoio delle poltrone: ero come in una verde isola” (172). Silently working alongside Guido,
Valeria finds contentment. He seems to be the only character who reflects to her the image of the
woman she wants to be; he does not judge her for her ideas (like Mirella does) nor does he push
her to attend to her roles as a female family member (like Michele and Riccardo do). In fact,
Valeria feels so confident in the office space and in the presence of a trustworthy man that she
considers moving her diary there: “Subito ho pensato a questo quanderno proponendomi di
metterlo in salvo domattina stessa, chiuderlo nella casafforte di Guido” (239).
Although the relationship between Valeria and Guido respects the traditional dichotomy
between the male active gaze and female passive object, Valeria grows capable of changing her
passivity and of building the self-confidence she lacks at the beginning: “Mentre mi guardava ero
giovane, molto più giovane di quando sono entrata in ufficio per la prima volta: giovane come
non sono stata mai, perché ne avevo la felice consapevolezza che mi mancava a vent’anni”
(154). The ongoing reinterpretation of Valeria’s age by others is significant. For example, the
contrast between how others in her family see her as a middle-aged mother and the way she feels
about herself expresses a profound contrast between appearance and substance. A significant
passage in her diary reflects this idea in connection to Valeria’s experience of gazing upon
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herself in the mirror, which is a recurring instrument of self-exploration in narratives about the
quest for identity by female protagonists:114
Mi spogliavo, guardandomi nello specchio, cercavo di vedermi vecchia, umiliata anche
nell’aspetto esteriore e non riuscivo. Anzi, riprendevo a piangere perché mi vedevo
giovane: la mia pelle era bruna e liscia sul disegno asciutto delle spalle, la vita sottile, il
busto pieno … l’altra sera non osavo più guardarmi: mi sono avvicinata allo specchio per
far tutt’uno con la casta immagine che lo specchio rifletteva, e mormoravo: «Guido»
(203-205).
In this scene, for the first time in decades, Valeria has shifted her position from the external to
the center of perception, from how other see her to the way she perceives herself. It can be
inferred from her words that she has started to come to terms with the fact others’ perception of
her does not align with the ways she sees herself. Although the legitimacy that a male observer’s
view of her could be detrimental, the self-awareness that Guido’s presence helps her to develop
should not be underestimated, especially for a woman in her position. Yet still, compared to the
reassurance offered by Guido and the office, the domestic space continues to represent an
obligation to which Valeria continues to answer without knowing why: “Non sapevo per chi
dovessi tornare a casa nè per che cosa; ma sapevo che bisognava tornare e questo implacabile,
assurdo dovere mi procurava una grande amarezza” (166).
To escape from the image of the suffocating house/prison, Valeria finds relief in
fantasizing about her escape with Guido to Venice, the same city where she spent her
honeymoon with Michele. Valeria’s attempts to fight the restraining forces that would seek to
draw her back into the domestic space by imagining an obstacle-free social environment which
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would provide her with a fresh start. However, the plan to go to Venice with Guido is never
realized. Her oppressive feelings of guilt and her family obligations are ultimately stronger than
her desire for independence, and every attempt she might otherwise have made to escape her
imprisonment crumbles in front of her eyes.
Everything remains in her mind as a waking dream, from her incomplete liaison with
Guido, to her unfulfilled desire of starting a new life with a new man; fear triumphs over her will
to act. In the final section of her diary, she puts back on the mask she set aside before, all the
while accepting again the reality of a life she did not choose but is expected to live in: “Valeria
non riuscirà a cambiare … ovvero a scegliere la propria identità più reale, preferendo così le
molte maschere attraverso cui genitori, marito, figli e conoscenti scelgono quotidianamente di
vederla” (Bubba 207). In the last pages of her diary, Valeria recognizes herself clearly. With the
lucidity of the good thrifty person she has become, she weighs the pros and cons of this choice
and accepts the fact that she is not ready, and indeed lacks the capacity, to throw away the only
life she knows, even if this means sacrificing herself and her own happiness: “In verità, io non
mi sento legata ai miei doveri di moglie e di madre né giudico ridicolo innamorarmi mentre sto
per divenire nonna. Ho sola paura di distruggere un capitale accumulato pazientemente”
(Quaderno Proibito 251). Several scholars 115 have underlined the vocabulary Valeria uses to talk
about her relationships, her everyday life and the exchanges among people around her which are
borrowed from economics. Her existence, her family and her house are part of a treasure she
collected throughout the years, with effort and hard work; thus, when counterbalancing what she
might lose and gain, she concludes that she might give up capital she does not want to waste.

Among them, Francesca Irene Sensini in her article “’La possibilità di non ubbidire’: Prefigurazioni de Il miracolo economico
ne Il Quaderno Proibito di Alba de Céspedes”.
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At the end of the journal Valeria admits, with sadness and resignation, that it is time to
set her daughter free from the confinement of their shared domestic space and to pass the torch to
the next woman of the house, Marina: “Qui dentro rimarrà Marina. Tocca a lei, adesso, io vi ho
passato ventiquattro anni” (251). This proclamation sentences Valeria to a final, symbolic death,
as the house closes once and for all the walls around her and pushes her back into the restraints
of her roles as mother and wife. She decides to get rid of her diary, the only (albeit metaphorical)
space where she could find her individuality as a woman: “Speravo che in esso avrei potuto
esaurire senza colpa il mio segreto desiderio di essere ancora Valeria” (250). Haunting Valeria’s
decision is, once and for all, the never-ending sense of inherent guilt and sin that accompanies
the figure of the mother, traceable back to the strong Catholic heritage of Italian society.116
According to this vision, mothers are expected to become an earthly representation of Mary, the
mother of Jesus, born without the original sin that accompanies all other human beings. Valeria,
therefore, is unaware that she is incapable of moving in a different direction, like Mirella or
Clara who, not coincidentally, are not mothers. Marina, on the other hand, who will become
herself a mother one day, will follow Valeria’s path of imprisonment in the same house.
Side by side with Marina, Valeria is doomed to take on the maternal role once again;
however, she now has the awareness that in so doing, she is answering to what society expects
from her. After developing an ability to confront her feelings by writing in her diary, she is
conscious that her surrender is dictated by fear and inability to change:
La mia rinuncia è solo un’altra prova di quella mancanza di coraggio che Mirella chiama
ipocrisia. Di fronte a queste pagine, ho paura: tutti i miei sentimenti, così sviscerati,
marciscono, si fanno veleno, e ho la coscienza di diventare rea quanto più tento di essere
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giudice. Devo distruggere il quaderno, distruggere il diavolo che in esso si nasconde tra
pagina e pagina, come tra le ore della vita (256).
She burns her diary, an extreme act that, along with her newly found identity, comes with
a high price. Valeria closes the door of her house, along with those metaphorical passages to her
inner self, and sacrifices herself to the existence that society chose for her:
Se affidando al quaderno il racconto della propria vita intima e degli sconcerti del proprio
romanzo familiare Valeria ha imparato il mestiere di scrivere, non ha imparato, però, il
‘mestiere di vivere’. Mancandole il coraggio di andare via, un coraggio di cui erano prive
molte donne della sua generazione, decide infine di bruciarlo” (Muscariello 117).
This decision makes her feel lifeless, dried-up: “Mi sento inaridire, le mie braccia sono
rami di un albero secco” (Quaderno Proibito 256). In the final page of her diary, Valeria
imagines her own death, when she can finally go back to be her true self: “Liscia sarà la grande
pietra sulla quale, alla fine, tornerò a chiamarmi Valeria” (256). Her self-imposed exile is the
symbolic inner death of a woman who renounces her own happiness to acquiesce in taking on the
only role she has been assigned at birth. The engraving of her grave with her first name is a final,
vivid reminder that Valeria, the woman, is morally and sentimentally dead. 117 As the novel ends
with the image of Valeria’s grave, it is inevitable for the reader to draw a link between a
protagonist imprisoned forever within the domestic space and the metaphorical entrapment and
eventual death of her sense of self. De Céspedes seems to suggest in a final polemical claim, that
mid-century Italian society preferred to force women of that generation to make the final,
extreme sacrifice to avoid a disruption of patriarchal order, an order that one day would be
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challenged by a new generation taking advantage of a favorable historical moment and the
economic growth of the late 1960s.
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation investigated the representation of domestic space in relation to the
presence of female characters in selected novels written by Italian female writers between 1949
and 2002. Without overlooking the connection to the home as a coherent unit, each chapter
focused on a specific room where the presence of the female protagonist is shown to be more
significant than in other rooms. This choice favored the in-depth analysis of single spaces in each
text, always returning to unity through a metaphorical movement in the domestic space. First, I
have shown the different responses that the chosen writers have offered as a reaction to the
oppressive state subjugating their protagonists in their own home, with the traditional view of
women as angels of the hearth as a strong reference in Italian society. Second, I have
demonstrated how these writers, even the ones that seemed to be accomplices of the status quo
and despite their challenges, presented in their novels a change in the perspective, using the
presence of female characters in the house as a foundation for a new sense of agency and
appropriation of space.
Although the metaphorical journey around the domestic space is concluded, the aim of
this project is to serve as the starting point in the exploration of the relationship between
femininity, individuality of the subject, and space—both private and public. Tracing the reader’s
steps back and walking through the hallway that connects all these rooms and, with them, the
novels, this dissertation is intended to leave a metaphorical door open to new rooms to be
analyzed and new texts to continue the definition of female subjectivity and independence, which
can potentially lead to a new interpretation of Italian female narrative in modern and
contemporary years. After all, the idea behind this project is, to borrow once again the words of
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Iris Young in her contribution in The Domestic Space Reader, to interpret the home and the
position of women inside it through its “critical liberating potential because it expresses uniquely
human values” (190).
It is undeniable that the writers chosen for this dissertation, while depicting the domestic
space as a constraining and imprisoning environment, also suggest that the home can be read as a
space to re-define women’s position within the private enclosure and, more at large, in society.
In doing so, these novelists also show the potential of their own writing, from Alba de Céspedes,
whose novels anticipate many of the core issues that have later interested several feminist
theorists, to Elena Ferrante, who expresses her obligation to female writers and theorists before
her in the making of a modern woman like Olga. This potential is the same one that Penelope,
queen of Ithaca, shows in her bedroom while attending to feminine chores and working with the
distaff and the loom,118 in resistance to the social pressure of a new marriage that she builds
using the same instruments of the patriarchal oppression, within the same confinement she is
forced into by male-ordered society. Metaphorically following her lead, the novelists build
fictional women who attempt to re-configure the tools and space of their own oppression and
present a response to the system that they have found within.
De Céspedes’ novel, Dalla Parte di Lei, the oldest text analyzed here, opened the first
chapter of this dissertation with a focus on the most private room of the house, the bedroom.
Dalla Parte di Lei also gives an example of a generalized condition of women in Italy after the
end of World War II, when their traditional role as mothers and wives was still very much the
only one expected for them. In her representation of the domestic space, de Céspedes points out
the sense of oppression and imprisonment that women experience in their everyday life, where
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they are subjected to fulfilling the role of servants for husbands and children alike; the bedroom
becomes the place where the autocracy of men is more evidently represented through a physical
imposition of their desire on the objectified female body, which is considered property of the
husband and the means through which to start a family.
Chapter Two focused on the traditional role of women in the kitchen, the room of female
labor par excellence, where every day they are expected to make food for their family. In this
case, two opposite examples were given: on the one hand, Clara Sereni’s Casalinghitudine (and,
later, Passami il Sale) presents a reading of the home and the kitchen as a place of patriarchal
impositions that can be, nonetheless, re-directed by women who want to insert themselves within
the tradition without losing the ability to become independent subjects. This is possible, for
Sereni, only if women learn how to give new meaning to the same tools that patriarchy uses to
impose limitations upon them, which in this case are food and the role of food-maker. On the
other hand, Susanna Tamaro, whose book Va’ Dove Ti Porta il Cuore came out two decades
later than Sereni’s, but nonetheless presents a very traditional model of womanhood, embodied
by the old protagonist and narrator, Olga, who finds comfort and reassurance in the kitchen. Here
she writes letters to her granddaughter, hoping to convince her to find in the role of housewife
her place in society, ultimately failing to realize how unfulfilling that role has been for herself.
Chapter Three reflected on the female presence in a room of the house that is traditionally
associated with the male presence, the home office or study. Prima e Dopo and I Giorni
dell’Abbandono are two texts that, although written in two different time periods, show many
thematic similarities; both challenge the presence of the female protagonist in the traditionally
masculine space of the house. Questioning the traditional position of the woman in the domestic
space, they present the possibility for their protagonists to shift their private and social self-
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perception. Both Irene and Olga, through different personal experiences, reject the idea of being
relegated only to the traditionally feminine domestic spaces of their home while claiming their
right to be part of a productive room, where work is done beyond the domestic chores considered
appropriate to women.
Lastly, Chapter Four closed the metaphorical tour of the house, focusing on the backyard,
a space that, although not technically a room, is nonetheless a relevant point of discussion in this
analysis, because it is a space related to domesticity while also connected to the outside, public
world. The novels discussed here, Tosca dei Gatti and Dalla Parte di Lei, through almost an
opposite representation of the female character and her relationship with the backyard, aim to
show the role of entrapment that this space, open yet hidden from the public eye, represents for
the woman. In these texts the element of the fence becomes a visual representation of the
physical and metaphorical limitation to which women are subjected. While Vanna, belonging to
the new generation of women starting to actively fight for their rights, leaves the entrapment of
the garden to start a new, independent life, Tosca, as member of the old female generation,
succumbs to the inability to cope with the feelings of exclusion from the social community and
the lack of validation from the absence of a husband or children by her side.
The final chapter of the project discussed a last, yet crucial, literary example, Alba de
Céspedes’ Quaderno Proibito, a text chosen for the highly symbolic position and self-perception
of the protagonist and narrator, Valeria, in the family home. Valeria writes her personal diary in
a domestic space that she knows better than anyone and yet that does not really belong to her; in
fact, she realizes that she does not have any personal space in the house where she would be able
to hide her diary from the indiscreet eye of the other family members. Valeria becomes, then, the
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epitome of the Italian woman who is crushed under the weight of domestic responsibilities, the
limitation of her expected role of housewife and the unhappiness of her condition.
The structure of this analysis on the one hand allowed the gathering of significant textual
examples of the ways modern Italian female novelists have addressed the problematic position of
women in traditional society, while on the other hand it has shown the social and historical
development of the role of women in Italy after War World II. The temporal distance that
characterizes some of these novels allowed to the creation of a dialogic apparatus among the
authors, which highlighted the thematic similarities among the texts as well as their value within
the general feminist discourse and, lastly, the goals of each representation of the relationship
between domestic space and women. The thematic structure, then, has permitted the study to
trace a continuum of references not only within the texts but also within the social and historical
background to which all the writers are connected, whether referring to it explicitly (like Tamaro,
Maraini, and Ferrante) or more subtly (like Sereni). What these women do in their text is, thus,
twofold; first, despite the chronological differences, they aim to point out the overall oppressive
state experienced by women in a patriarchal society that is still very much imbued with the
traditional oppressive rhetoric of fascist heritage while second, they use this sense of oppression
of women and the instruments with which patriarchy expresses such oppression, to present a new
way of being, a new path to build a sense of subjectivity for the modern woman.
From the analysis of these novels, it is evident that the writers recognize the limitations of
the role of homemakers, mothers, and wives. However, while it is crucial to recognize that
patriarchal power is still overbearingly present in traditional societies like Italian society, it is
also clear that these authors are aligning their work with what several Italian feminist theorists
have been trying to put forward in their critiques of the national autocratic power: the need to
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create a different type of discourse, which distances itself from the phallocentric autocratic
discourse that has characterized patriarchal societies like Italian society, even in more recent
years. This dissertation positioned itself in the macrocosm of feminist theories (especially of
French and Italian origin) that interpret domesticity in strict connection with the oppressive state
of female individuals; therefore, this interpretation presents the home as a tool used by male
autarchy in the attempt to make women unable to understand and consequentially to develop a
proper idea of subjectivity and sense of agency.
With attention to texts originating in more recent years, the present project aimed to show
how difficult it is to dismantle some of the pillars of the patriarchal status quo, and how these
difficulties have continued to be reflected in fictional texts throughout the years, even and more
specifically after the development of many important feminist theories in Italy and in Europe at
large. One way through which this is possible is re-interpreting some of the existing theories on
the relationship between individual (male) and space as proposed by several modern thinkers. As
mentioned in the introduction, many studies have had as a subject of interest the relationship
between individuals and the house, and the feminist interpretation is only one of the possibilities
offered by critics. Although the theoretical foundation of this present dissertation is represented
by the feminist theories (especially of French and Italian origin), several theories put forward by
modern philosophers, among them Bachelard, Heidegger, Habermas, de Certau, and Focault, are
nonetheless fundamental for the interpretation of home in connection to the being of individuals
and as valuable tools for women to re-interpret their selves. Although these philosophers offer a
reading of space that mainly relates to the human being as male individual, it is relevant to
underline how their theories can serve to support a feminist interpretation of the same
relationship, shifting the focus to the female individual. It is, for example, the case of de Certau
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and the idea of dwelling as one of the instruments ordinary people have for resisting the ruling
system of power, which is what Sereni does with the manipulation of food and her presence in
the kitchen. Bachelard’s idea of topoanalysis is the foundation of the project in general, while in
particular his interpretation of home as nest and shell proved to be very useful for the analysis of
Tamaro’s protagonist, Olga, and her relationship with the domestic space. Another example is
offered by Foucault, whose merit is to have talked about the creation of space as social
implication, which is relevant for this dissertation to push further the discussion of the role of
women in society; moreover, his concept of heterotopia is pivotal for the reading of de Céspedes’
Quaderno Proibito and the role of Valeria in a space that she does not perceive as hers. Finally,
Habermas’ study on the creation of a strict distinction between public and private persona is
relevant to study further the role of women in society and their position in public space, where
they are traditionally associated with the validating presence of men.
The interconnection among human body, psyche, and house has been a fascinating
subject for centuries, and, as Briganti and Mezei suggest, especially in recent years, “houses have
been the subject of growing and interested multidisciplinary inquiry” (4). In an introductory
footnote to this work there is a brief mention of the difference between the nouns home and
house, the former representing the inner sense of dwelling, which relates to the interiority of the
human being, and the latter indicating the structural part of the domestic space, what can be
concretely touched and seen. In this regard, in the foundation of this project rests upon the
crucial difference between the two terms; home as the way individuals occupy an enclosed space
and are in connection to it is a concept that very much relates to femininity, while house relates
to the power of building and acquiring property that is typical of men in a patriarchal society.
However, the idea of this project is to challenge the idea of home as an oppressive state for
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women that has been promoted by feminist theories, of Irigaray and others. Irigaray, in her
critique of Heidegger says, to borrow the words of Iris Marion Young, that “Man can build and
dwell in the world in patriarchal culture … only on the basis of materiality and nurturance of
women. … To fix and keep hold of his identity, man makes a house, puts things in it, and
confines there his woman, who reflects his identity to him” (190). Many feminist thinkers such
as Biddy Martin and Chandra Mohanty, following Irigaray’s analysis of dwelling as an
instrument of patriarchy and subjugation of women, reject the idea of home as having any value
for the formation of female individuality and independence. However, embracing Young and bell
hooks’ idea of home, this present project offers a detailed analysis of literary examples that
present the home as a place of “developing resistance to oppression” (Young 192) and enabling
political agency.
Many feminist thinkers criticize the domestic space as a representation of security and
comfort at the expense of women, who are expected to create such a nurturing space for others
while being forced to be in it; however, as the texts analyzed here were shown to represent, there
is a possible different interpretation of the relationship women have with domestic space, which
would allow a recognition of their private and social role in modern societies and a newly found
value of their position at home. Although these texts exemplified the struggle that women
(fictional and not) face to build independence in a traditionally male-centered society, they also
allow a new interpretation of the limitations imposed on women by the phallocentric system of
power, offering the possibility of drawing a different portrait of the female condition in modern
and contemporary society. If, overall, these novels agree on the intrinsic limits still existing in
the perception of the role of women, it is also fair to point out the shift of perception from the
older to the newer generations, which underlines the development of a path towards the
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construction of a female sense of agency. While these narratives share a depiction of a traditional
society where the systematic oppression of women is evident to different degrees, they can all be
interpreted as progressive steps towards the creation of new values of independence for women
and the creation of their subjectivity.
Finally, this dissertation offered a point of reflection on the idea that by understanding the
past conditions of women (fictional and not), the present generations can find a way to turn the
focus back to their presence in society as active subjects and not just be the passive victims of
harmful laws and social changes. The texts presented for the analysis come from the Italian
tradition that centers on the strong presence of male patriarchal power and therefore isolates the
woman as “the other” who must be surveilled and controlled. However, the narratives chosen
here also show a successful attempt of many women, especially women writers, to challenge this
idea of female individuals as outcast, and to change their private and public perception. These
texts proved to be in line with the shift in the general attitude of many modern women, who have
claimed with a progressively stronger voice a role of centrality and independence.
Despite all the obstacles and limitations, these novels collectively deliver a positive
message and, if they cannot offer a solution to the matter, they have the advantage of opening a
much-needed dialogue. This message relates to the necessity of discovering female agency while
also challenging the traditionally feminine role of the woman as “angelo del focolare” (literally
angel of the hearth, synecdoche of the house) that presents the woman and the house as a unit, an
image very much present in Italian society. The undeniable merit of the female writers chosen in
this dissertation, among others, is to have pointed out a possible change of perspective through a
representation of female characters who, by rethinking their own self and the space of social
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confinement into which they are forced, show the desire to modify that perception and pave the
way for a possible different future.
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